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LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL

JANUARY 2, 1952.
To Members of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report:

For the information of members of the committee and others inter-
ested, there is transmitted herewith, without recommendation. a
study: The Taxation of Corporate Surplus Accumulations. This
study was made for the committee by Dr. James K. Hall, professor
of economics, University of Washington, as the result of a recommen-
dation of the Subcommittee of the J'oint Committee which held hear-
ings on investment two years ago. So much interest was displayed at-.
that time in the application and effect of section 102 of the InternalJ
Revenue Code, that the members of the subcommittee felt the study-
should be undertaken.

This monograph presented by Dr. Hall includes much original data
obtained from replies to a committee questionnaire and information
obtained from the Treasury Department, dealing with the operations
and effects of section 102. The study is now submitted to members of
the committee for consideration and such suggestions as they may
wish to make for consideration by the full committee. It is under-
stood, of course, that the materials, conclusions, and recommendations
in no way reflect the views of the joint committee, its individual mem-
bers, or its staff.

The committee expresses appreciation to Dr. Hall, whose services
were without cost to the committee. The committee also is grateful
to the University of Washington for cooperating in providing Dr.
Hall with sabbatical leave to prepare this study.

It is hoped that this study will encourage similar studies of other
parts of the tax structure by experts.

JOsEPH C. O'AiONEY, Chairman.

JANUARY 2, 1952.
Hon. JOSEPH C. O'MAHONEY,

Chairman, Joint Commiittee on the Economic Report,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR O'MAHONEY: Transmitted herewith is a study on
the Taxation of Corporate Surplus Accumulations. It covers the
application and effect, real and feared, of section 102 of the Internal
Revenue Code dealing with the unreasonable accumulation of corpo-
rate profits. This study was prepared by Dr. James K. Hall, profes-
sor of economics, University of Washington, and grew out of one of
the recommendations of the Subcommittee on Investment of the Joint
Economic Committee and contained in its final report, Volume and
Stability of Private Investment, Senate Document No. 149, Eighty-
first Congress, Second session, transmitted to the Congress March 23,
1950. The subcommittee recommended:

A thorough and complete study of the application and effect, real and feared,
of section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code dealing with unreasonable accumula-
tion of corporate profits.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

In accordance with the subcommittee's wishes the committee staff
arranged for Dr. Hall to make this study for the committee. In addi-
tion to available information on the subject, arrangements were made
with the Secretary of the Treasury for the Bureau of Internal Revenue
to provide original data on the administration of section 102 and a
committee questionnaire was senti to selected corporations to ascertain
the economic effects of this provision of the Internal Revenue Code.

Section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code is the statutory provision
designed to prevent avoidance of the individual income tax by the
unreasonable accumulation of profits within the corporation. An
accumulation is regarded as unreasonable when such funds are not
currently invested or are not distributed in dividends, and find no
adequate justification in any bona fide corporate business use. When
the purpose underlying such an accumulation of liquid surplus is to
avoid the payment of the personal surtax the penalty tax under section
102 applies. i

This provision of the code is intended to serve the following im-
portant objectives: (1) To protect the revenues of the personal in-
come tax, and (2) to insure that the burden of the personal income
tax is distributed among taxpayers as fairly as possible. Section
102 is the only statute of general application to prevent personal surtax
avoidance through the corporate device. The penalty tax rates are
271/2 percent on the first $100,000 and 38½2 percent on all excess "un-
distributed section 102 net income."

The Subcommittee on Investment was concerned particularly with
the possible undesirable effects of section 102 on small business and
the availability of equity capital. The principal conclusions of Dr.
Hall's study are:

1. While section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code is of concern to
a limited number of vulnerable companies, and while it definitely
forces affected corporations to direct profits to real investment or to
dividends to avoid excessive liquid surplus accumulations, the study
found no significant net unfavorable effect of the section on the na-
tional economy or on the volume and stability of private investment.

2. The present Federal tax structure imposes a corporate income
tax on the profits of a corporation which are further taxed under
the. personal income tax upon distribution of earnings, to stockholders,
consequently, some provision such as section 102 of the Internal Reve-
nue Code is necessary to prevent unreasonable accumulations (non-
distribution) of corporate profits to avoid high personal surtaxes.

3. The substantial increase in income tax rates in recent years with
their continued high levels probable for some time suggests that the
Congress should call for an equalizing increase in the penalty surtax
rates provided by section 102.

4. Administration of section 102 by the Bureau of Internal Revenue
has been most cautious and conservative and its application generally
limited to the very closely held and closely controlled corporations.
With enforcement confined to this restricted area, the section is notfully serving its intended purpose. Many large public corporations
are subject to the control of relatively small groups not unconscious
of the substantial personal surtax savings which may result from
corporate surplus accumulations. Consequently, these corporations
may appropriately be brought within the purview of section 102. The
study suggests that the Bureau consider expanding the corporate area
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to which the section applies, even though an increased risk in litiga-
tion would be incurred.

5. In spite of the greater need for the section under present tax
rates, a variety of proposals have been made for its modification
which, if accepted by the Congress, would result in seriously weakening
the section. Dr. Hall concludes that it would seem better to repeal
the statute in its entirety than to reduce its effectiveness to a point
where only the form is preserved.

6. The only complete answer to the problem of personal surtax
avoidance, Dr. Hall concludes, lies in a complete integration of cor-
porate and individual income taxes. Only if a satisfactory method
for integration can be devised is there justification for dispensing with
section 102. The mandatory partnership method, applicable to the
great majority of private corporations, is offered as the most promis-
ing method of integration.

It occurs to the staff that the Joint Economic Committee should
encourage similar, equally objective studies of other sections of the
Internal Revenue Code by qualified students of public finance.

Respectfully submitted.
GROVmER t W. ENietor,

Staff Direct or.



PREFACE

One of the most mysterious parts of the Internal Revenue Code is
section 102. No published information has been, or is, available as to
the number of deficiency assessments, revenue collected, assessment
impact on industrial groups, and the like. Because it is a penalty tax
perhaps some justification exists for the secrecy which has surrounded
its operation. Until the Tax Institute and the Joint Committee on the
Economic Report undertook their questionnaire investigations (both
in 1949), no detailed cataloging of the reactions of the business com-
munity to the section had been attempted.

Businessmen and trade groups had the section under heavy attack,
following the inclusion of the famous question 8 in the corporate
income tax return for 1946. With the strengthening of the section by
amendments in the 1938 Revenue Act and with the conclusion of the
war, corporate officers and their tax attorneys and accountants antici-
pated that the Bureau of Internal Revenue, through section 102, would
now place under serious review and vigorous prosecution personal
surtax avoidance occurring through unreasonable accumulations of
corporate surplus.

The build-up of high corporate liquidities from earnings during the
war, and their maintenance after the war, provided grounds for cor-
porate concern. During the same period the sharp increases in per-
sonal surtax rates, in contrast with the low maximum rate on long-term
capital gains and the unchanged surtax rates of the section (since
1941), invited increased efforts of avoidance of personal tax. The
situation posed a challenge to the Bureau for the employment of the
section in a manner to provide as effective a prop as possible to the
personal income tax so that tax burden distribution would not be seri-
ously worsened and that current revenue flow to the Treasury would
not be impaired. Under our nonintegrated income tax structure, the
only tax instrument of general application preventative of surtax
savings by corporate surplus accumulations is section 102. The reve-
nue importance of the individual income tax is, within certain limits,
a measure of the significance of the section.

Chapter III, which contains an analysis of the questionnaire of the
Joint Committee on the Economic Report, directed to corporate of-
ficers in an endeavor to ascertain the economic effects of the section,
and chapter V, which reviews Bureau administration over the period
fiscal 1940-50, probably will have the greatest interest to readers.

The author's interest in the section was occasioned by his concern
with surtax avoidance (through the corporate device) and its impli-
cations to the burden distribution of the personal income tax, the
general secrecy which has attended the operation of the section, and
the wide area of administrative discretion of the Bureau in its en-
forcement. It is his belief that in a democracy no tax should be
clothed in mystery regardless of the enforcement cost.
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In this study, the author has received the assistance of the Joint
Committee on the Economic Report of the Congress. Without this
assistance the study in its present outlines would not have been pos-
sible. The committee has been especially concerned with the invest-
ment effects of the section.

It should be made clear, however, that the Joint Economic Com-
mittee and its technical staff have no responsibility for the form and
content of the study, the statements made therein, or the conclusions
drawn. These are wholly the responsibility of the author.

This undertaking owes its completion to the full cooperation of
many individuals both within and without Government. In par-
ticular, I should like to render grateful acknowledgement for the
assistance and encouragement of Senator Joseph C. O'Mahoney,
chairman of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report, and to the
members of the committee as a whole; also to Dr. Grover W. Ensley,
staff director of the Joint Economic Committee, who was unfailing in
his interest, in his help, and in his support of the study. Mr. Yohn
W. Lehman, clerk of the committee, was helpful in every possible way.

The author's gratitude must be expressed for the cooperation re-
ceived from the tax advisory staff of the Treasury, the staff of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue and the technical staff, Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation.

The assistance and counsel of Dr. Gene Oakes, formerly of the
technical staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation;
Randolph Paul, attorney, Washington, D. C., and Rupert Warren,
vice president, Trico Products Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., deserve special
mention.

The manuscript was read by Dr. Douglas Eldridge, staff economist
to Senator Ralph E. Flanders, Dr. Gerhard Colm, staff economist,
Council of Economic Advisers, and Dr. William H. Moore, of the staff
of the Joint Economic Committee, who gave me the benefit of their
comments and criticisms.

My thanks go to Mrs. Eleanor F. Rabbitt, Mrs. Margaret Miller,
Mrs. Frances Tillinghast, and Mrs. Marian T. Tracy who performed
the tedious, but indispensable, tasks of typing and proofreading, and
to Mrs. Virginia Dickmeyer who assisted in the statistical tabulations

Throughout the preparation of the manuscript, Viola M. Hall, my
wife, has given every possible assistance.

JAMES K. HALL.
SEATTLE, WASH., December 5, 1951.
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THE TAXATION OF CORPORATE SURPLUS
ACCUMULATIONS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The striking achievement of the Federal personal net income tax in
its revenue response to rate and base adjustments during the war and
postwar years has established it as the bulwark and chief taxing in-
strument of the Federal revenue system. The Special Tax Studyr
Committee to the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Repre--
sentatives emphasized the key position of the personal income tax by
declaring that-

For a long time to come the Federal Government must impose very heavy.
taxes. The income tax will, no doubt, be the core of the system. Since income
taxes will have to be heavy, we must use great care to see that they are spread
as fairly as possible over the income producers in our population.'

Also:
Since the tax load now falls so heavily upon all classes of citizens, it is im-

portant that like incomes bear like burdens. No kind of income, nor any class
of taxpayer, should be discriminated against or, by the same token should any
class of taxpayer enjoy special advantages.'

For the individual income tax to serve as the chief source of revenue
to the Federal Treasury, the base of the tax, of necessity, must be
broad, i. e., relatively low individual exemptions, and the surtax rates
high. Questions of equity in the application and administration of the
tax become of pressing concern to a taxpaying-public which-is acutely
conscious of the sharp reductions in disposable income which the tax
occasions. High effective rates of tax induce taxpayers to search more
intensively for opportunities for tax avoidance.3 As the, pecuniary

'Revenue Revision, 1947-48, Reports of the Special Tax Study Committee to the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, 80th Cong., 2d Sess., H. Doc. 523
(Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1948), p. 2.

2 Ibid., pp. 1-2
"Tax evasion'; and "tax avoidance" are not Infrequently employed as synonymous terms.

However, In tax literature a distinction customarily is made. Tax evasion is used to con-
note illegal efforts to escape or to dodge taxes. Tax avoidance, on the other hand, refers
to efforts to escape taxes which are not per se illegal or violative of the tax law. Tax-
payers who take advantage of legal loopholes In taxing statutes to reduce their tax liabili-
ties, or to minimize the impact of a tax, are within their legal rights (as to the letter of
the law), even though on occasion they may be charged with violating the "intent" or the
"spirit" of the law. Both evasion and avoidance are forms of escape from taxation.

Randolph Paul, in discussing tax evasion and avoidance, observes that-
"Once the line of legality is crossed, avoidance becomes evasion without protective coloring.
Verbalists have struggled for years to draw the line which distinguishes tax avoidance
from tax evasion. Both fiourish when rates are high and people are resentful of what
they consider 'confiscatory' taxation. But avoidance is essentially a sophisticated high-
bracket game, while evasion Is a crude method of tax dodging practiced in all economic
strata." Taxation for Prosperity (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1947), p. 285.

Harry Rudick defines tax avoidance as-
" * * every conscious attempt, successful or unsuccessful, to prevent or reduce * * *
tax liability by taking advantage of some provision or lack of provision in the law. This
definition which excludes fraud or concealment, presupposes the existence of alternatives,
one of which will result in lesser tax than the other, or at least so it is hoped. The law

1



2 TAXATION OF CORPORATE SURPLUS ACCUMULATIONS

rewards of successful tax escape rise in correspondence with rising
:rates of tax, tax avoidance is stimulated. Insofar as the curve of tax
avoidance and evasion follows the rising levels of surtax rates, con-
gressional alertness becomes a sine qua non to a fair distribution of the
tax burden.

TAX EQUITY AND UNDISTRIBUTED CORPORATE EARNINGS

One of the major avenues of individual tax avoidance, and a trouble-
some problem from the inception of progressive rates on personal in-
come, is the retention by corporations of their earnings. With the
corporation as a recognized legal entity apart from the individual
taxpayer, the corporation can be interposed between the source of
income and its receipt by the individual owner. Partnerships and
proprietorships, on the other hand, are subjected to the full impact
of the progressive schedule of individual rates whether or not the
earnings are retained within the business. To the extent that corporate
earnings are retained rather than distributed, the beneficial owners
pay no personal tax thereon, and the progressive schedule of personal
rates (normal and surtax combined), currently ranging from 22.2 to
92 percent, is without force or effect for that increment of corporately
saved income. The problem, of course, is to be found in the nonin-
tegration of the corporate and individual income taxes. It is a
difficulty which arises in "applying the personal income tax in a world
thickly populated with fictitious personalities owned by non-fictitious
persons." 4 It has been strongly urged that-

If savings in general are to be included in the personal income tax base, there
seems to be no escape from the conclusion that individual interests in corporate
savings or undivided profits must somehow be brought to account. Otherwise
the evasion and inequity becomes intolerable
Further:

Undistributed profits of corporations constitute a significant element in the
base of the personal income tax because, in the fundamental economic sense,
they are savings, and savings form a part of the concept of taxable income that
appeals to the conscience of the American people as the best measure of relative
ability-to-pay taxes. The savings in question are, in the first instance, of course,
the savings of an artificial person known as a corporation. Fundamentally,
however, the savings of a corporation are the savings of the individuals who
own the corporation. If savings in general are taxed as income, there should
be no exemption of the savings of certain individuals whose investments take the
legal form of shares in corporations that do not distribute their earnings promptly
and completely. Moreover, corporate savings (undistributed profits) in this
country are normally very large in amount. To exempt them would not only
be grossly unfair to those using other forms of saving but would also provide a
broad avenue for evasion, for the individual who desired to avoid a tax on his
savings would only have to throw them into the form of corporate savings to
accomplish his object.6

openly countenances certain types of avoidance, e. g., Investment in tax exempt securities;
the mere investment makes exemption automatic. But the controversy with respect to such
avoidance is one of policy, rather than of law; and, while we are concerned with it, there
is not much of law to be discussed in connection with it." "The Problem of Personal
Income Tax Avoidance," Law and Contemporary Problems, vol. VIl. spring 1940, p. 245.

See Randolph E. Paul, Studies in Federal Taxation (Chicago: Callaghan & Co., 1937),
pp. 9-157. For an enumeration of the more common methods of avoidance of income tax
see pp. 19-27. Corporate retention of earnings, or surplus accumulation, is regarded byRandolDh Paul as tax avoidance rather than tax evasion.

'Preliminary report of the Committee of the National Tax Association on Federal Taxa-
tion of Corporations, Proceedings, National Tax Association, 1938, p. 591.ibid.. p. 590.

Final report of the Committee of the National Tax Association on Federal Taxation of
Corporations, Proceedings, National Tax Association, 1939, pp. 539-540.



TAXATION OF CORPORATE SURPLUS ACCUMSATIONS 3

These statements by the Committee of the National Tax Association
on Federal Taxation of Corporations leave little doubt that, if a full
measure of equity is to be realized in personal income taxation, personal
and corporate savings must be subjected to equivalent tax treatment.
The committee is fully aware that no perfect solution to the problem
of the taxation of undistributed corporate earnings is presently
available. But, "as perhaps the most important in the whole field of
federal corporate taxation," 7 it is a problem requiring serious and
immediate consideration. The committee regarded the undistributed
profits tax of 1936 with "sympathy" because its enactment was a
recognition of the inequity in the tax treatment of undistributed
corporate earnings, and an experiment in the integration of the
corporate and individual taxes; but its demise in 1939 occasioned no
regret on the part of the committee because of its crudities and
imperfections.

DOUBLE TAXATION OF DlsTRrBTED CORPORATE EARNINGS

The Federal corporate net income tax in its contemporary
application may no longer be rationalized as a withholding tax
(collection at source of the personal tax) in conjunction with the
personal net income tax. For some years, i. e., since 1936, the tax on
corporate income has been a full, separate, and impersonal levy on
the corporation without reference to the tax status of the corporate
owners. With dividend income to individual recipients subject to
the full personal tax in 1936, complete separation of the corporate and
personal taxes was achieved.

Early efforts in income taxation, as found in the income-tax acts of
the Civil War period, were designed to avoid the imposition of a double
tax on corporate income.8 Corporate earnings, whether distributed or
not, were taxed to the stockholders except in the case of certain speci-
fied corporations which were taxed directly. In the latter circum-
stance, stockholders were not required to include their share of such
distributed corporate earnings in taxable income.9

The income tax of 1894, subsequently declared unconstitutional,
likewise imposed only one levy on corporate earnings by excluding
from personal taxable income dividend income previously taxed to the
corp oration.

With the adoption of the sixteenth amendment in 1913, Congress
acted to impose the present individual income tax and to convert the
Corporation Excise Tax of 1909 into a clear impost on corporate net
income.' 0 The 1-percent-tax rate on corporate net income was the
same as the normal tax rate on individual income. Dividend income
to the individual was deductible for purposes of the normal tax but

7 Ibid. p. 579.
a For an excellent brief description of Federal taxes on corporations. 1861 to 1938, inclu-

sive, see appendix No. 2. Preliminary Report of the committee of the National Tax Associa-
tion on Federal Taxation of corporations, op. cit.. pp. 032-661.

0 For an exception, see congressional joint resolution of July 4, 1864, 13 U. S. Stat. 417,
Imposing an additional Income tax retroactively applicable to 1863.

The specified corporations (banks, insurance companies. trust companies, railroad, canal,
and similar transportation companies) which were subjected to a direct tax at 5 percent
(with such corporate interest and dividend payments excluded from personal taxable income
to the recipients thereof) proyided favorable tax treatment to their distributees with the
rate graduation from 5 percent to 10 percent on personal net incomes in excess of $10,000.
This favorable discrimination was removed in 1865 by requiring that such income be In-
cluded in taxable income with a credit for the tax paid by the corporation.

20 Tariff Act of 1913.



4 TAXATION OF CORPORATE SURPLUS ACCUMtULATIONS

not for surtax (called additional tax). This identity between the cor-
porate rate and the personal normal tax rate continued until 1917, al-
though the rates were raised to 2 percent in 1916."1 With the amend-
ment to the 1916 Revenue Act, enacted in 1917, whereby the corporate
rate was increased to 6 percent while the individual normal rate was
increased to 4 percent only, rate equality was lost. Subsequent reve-
nue acts continued the dissimilar rate treatment between the corporate
tax rate and the individual normal tax rate with corporate rates ris-
ing substantially above the individual rates irom 1922 on, even though
the dividend credit was continued until the Revenue Act of 1936. The
character of the tax treatment accorded corporate income distribu-
tions from 1913 to the present is summarized in the following table:

TABLE 1.-Federal income tax: Corporate and individual (normal) rates and
dividend credits, 1913-Si; individual surtax rates'

Individual Tax disparities with
corpora- normal rates normal tax Individual

Income years tion rate against which surtax rates
dividend

credit applies Minimum Maximum

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
1913-15 -1 1 0 0 1-6
1916 -2 2 0 0 1-13
1917 -6 4 2 2 1-63
1918 -12 6-12 0 6 1-65
1919-21 -10 4-8 2 6 1-65
1922-23- 12 4-8 4 8- 1-60
1924 -123½ 2-6 6½ 1034 1-40
1925 -13 1-4-S 8 11 ½4 1-20
1926-27 -13 1½-5 8?4 12 1-20
1928 -12 11-i- 7 10½ 1-20
1929- 11 Y-4 7 103½ 1-20
1930- 31- 12 1S-5 7 10½ 1-20
1932-33 -134 4-8 5Y4 9% 1-65
1934-35 1324 4 9% 9% 4-59
1936-37' 4-8-15 (5) 8 15 4-75
1938-39 4- 612½-19 ($) 12½ 19 4-75
1940 4-- 14.85-24 ($) 14.85 24 7 4-75
1941 - 8 29-31 (5) 21 31 6-77
1942-45 4- 8 25-40 (5) 25 40 '13-82 (20-91)
1946-49 4-8 21-38 (') 21 38 10 17-88
1950-4 8 23-42 ( ) 23 42 4 17-88
195112 -_ 28%-503Y (5) 284 504 417.46-88

I Adapted from table I in preliminary report of the Committee on the Federal Corporate Net Income Tax,
Proceedings, National Tax Association, 1949, p. 440.

2 Tax for 1923 reduced 25 percent by credit or refund under sec. 1200 (a), Revenue Act of 1924.
3 Excludes surtax on undistributed profits.
4 From 1936 to 1942 the normal rate of personal tax was 4 percent (defense tax excluded); for 1942 and 1943,

6 percent; for 1944 and 1945, 3 percent; for 1946 and 1947, 3 percent less 5 percent discount of total computed
tax; for 1918 and 1949, 3 percent reduced by rates of discount ranging from 17 to 9.75 percent of total com-
puted tax; for 1950, 3 percent reduced by 13 to 7.3 percent of total computed tax; for 1951, 3 percent.

a No dividend credit.
6 Less a 2!-percent dividend-paid credit.
7 Excludes defense tax.
o tucluies surtax.
oSurtax rates ranging from 20 to 91 percent were applicable for years 1944 and 1945.
Is For taxable years 1946 and 1947, a 5-percent discount from tentative surtax appliesfor taxable years

1948 and 1949, the tentative surtax is reduced by rates of discount ranging from 17 to 9.75 percent.
Is Revenue Act of 1950.
12 Revenue Act of 1951.
Sources: Annual reports of the Secretary of the Treasury for the fiscal years 1940 and 1944; Commereo

Clearing House, Inc., Income Tax Regulations 111 (with amendments to Oct. 5,1949).

'5 It should be noted in this connection that there was "under the 1913 and 1916 acts a
minor differentiation in favor of the corporate form, in that the dividends subjected to
Individual surtax rates represented corporate earnings after deduction of the corporation
tax while the distributive shares of partnership profits and the earnings of Individuals
were subjected to the surtax rates. without deduction of the normal rate paid on the profits."
Preliminary report of the Committee of the National Tax Association on Federal Taxation
of Corporations, op. cit., p. 577. This is, of course, an impairment of the "withholding
principle."
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The loss of rate equality between the corporate tax and the personal
normal tax in 1917, in conjunction with the sharp increase in personal
surtax rates, created a substantial inducement for the use of the cor-
poration by persons of large income as a means of personal surtax
avoidance by the accumulation of earnings rather than their distribu-
tion. In drafting the Tariff Act of 1913, Congress had anticipated
this possibility for avoidance of individual surtax, even though surtax
rates, by present standards, were nominal in amount, i. e., 1 to 6 per-
cent.'2 Parity in the corporate and individual normal tax rates, with
full dividend credit against normal tax, will not prevent efforts toward
tax avoidance through accumulations of corporate surplus so long as
there are individual surtax rates which apply to dividend income."3

Whether or not there is an advantage in the use of the corporation
to minimize personal income tax depends upon the income status of
the individual. When individual business or investment income is
sufficiently small in amount as to result in a personal tax no greater
than the corporate tax (if such income were funneled through and
held in a corporation), the advantage taxwise lies in nonincorpora-
tion.' 4 Such income becomes immediately disposable without further
income tax. Income held within a corporation to be realizable
and disposable to the stockholder, on the other hand, customarily
requires either a partial or complete liquidation of the corporation or
the sale of corporate shares, which results in capital gains taxation of
the net increase in asset value. Consequently, if business income is not
to be held indefinitely in the corporation, the relative tax advantage,
in general, is to be found by a comparison of corporate tax plus the
tax on long-term capital gains as against the individual tax.' 5 If
presently reinvested corporate earnings are later to eventuate in* aug-
mented dividend payments, then the corporation is used to postpone
personal tax rather than to avoid it, assuming that the invested earn-
ings are not lost through business reverses.' 6 This, of course, is subject
to certain qualifications.

First, the reinvested earnings of the corporation as earning assets
are greater by the amount of the avoided personal tax to the share-
holders. Thus the amount. of the avoided tax becomes an earning as-
set yielding a future return. To illustrate, a shareholder in the pres-
ent top surtax bracket with $100,000 of dividend income, if earnings are
distributed by the corporation, would-have available for reinvest-
ment, after payment of personal tax, only $8,000.17 If we assume a
6-percent return on invested funds (post corporate tax), the share-
holder (by corporate reinvestment of the initial $100,000) has avail-
able $6,000 of additional income (pre-personal tax) the next year

12Tariff Act of 1913, sec. II (A) (2), 38 U. S. Stat. L. 166-167. This provision of the
19i13 act is discussed in appendix 1.

i""Since the federal income tax system imposes higher rates on individuals than on cor-
porations. individuals in high surtax brackets profit by interposing the corporate entity
between their income and themselves. Through the withholding of dividends which would
on distribution be taxable as personal income, profits mount in the form of corporate surplus
subject only to the lighter corporate taxes." "Section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code:
Surtax on Corporations Improperly Accumulating Surplus," 57 Yale Law Journal 474
(1948).

14 It is recognized that there are advantages to the corporate form In business, 1. e.,
limited liability, etc., which may counterbalance tax savings in the nonincorporation of
business income.

15 This disregards the offsetting of business losses against other income for unincorporated
business earnings.

16 See Carl Shoup, and others, Facing the Tax Problem (New York: Twentieth Century
Fund. Inc., 1937), pp. 161-163.

17 Effective rate of tax 92 percent.

201iT-52 2
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either for corporate reinvestment or as a subsequent dividend flow
(indefinitely in the future), while reinvestment of the $8,000 provides
a future annual income of only $480 (pre-personal tax). The avoid-
ance of personal tax by corporate retention and reinvestment of the
$100,000 of earnings increases the shareholder's personal pre- and post-
tax income by 1,150 percent.1 s

Second, should the corporately reinvested $100,000 later be realized
by the stockholder as a long-term capital gain through corporate liqui-
dation or sale of the stock, then the Treasury loses and the stockholder
gains by the difference in the effective rate of tax on the long-term
capital gain 19 as compared with the top rate of personal tax of 92
percent. This method of withdrawal of previously retained corporate
earnings would obviously recommend itself to the taxpayer. 20

Third, should the withheld $100,000 of corporate earnings subse-
quently be lost by reverses in the business, no present or future per-
sonal tax is paid' by the stockholder on the retained earnings. By
retention and reinvestment of earnings, such earnings are at risk not
only so far as the corporation is concerned but to the Treasury as well
in the amount of the avoided personal tax. In this sense, therefore,
the Treasury becomes an involuntary participant in the hazards of
business at the option of the corporate stockholders, through the
corporate entity under a system of income taxation which establishes
separability of income to the corporation as distinguished from'the
beneficial shareholders.

Fourth, should reinvestment of the $100,000 by the corporation re-
sult in later dividend distributions therefrom in a year or years in
which (1) the stockholder is in a lower surtax bracket by reason of
reduced income from other sources or (2) a congressional reduction
in surtax rates, the shareholder will stand to gain. In the former
instance, if the particular stockholder controls the corporation, divi-
dend distributions can be more or less adjusted to income flow from
other sources with a view of minimizing personal tax. In the latter
case, however, Congress may adjust surtax rates up, as well as down.
Congressional action in this respect is not within the control of the
particular stockholder.

Fifth, should a stockholder in control of a corporation be in cir-
cumstances in which dividend distributions are not especially neces-
sary or desirable, corporate earnings can be indefinitely reinvested
and, at a shareholder's death, the corporate shares transferred to his
heirs (or prior thereto by gift). During the shareholder's life no
personal income tax (or capital gains tax) will be paid on the corpo-
rate earnings, with avoidance as to personal tax complete. To the
extent that the value of the estate as found in the value of the corpo-
rate shares adequately reflects the capital value of the retained cor-
porate earnings, a partial revenue compensation by death tax (or gift

" The Treasury derives indirect gains through capital formation, based on reinvested
corporate earnings, as found In the increase in taxable income to other persons and
corporations.

No implications as to the relative productivity of private v. public investment should
be drawn from this illustration.

19 Effective ma ximum rate on long-term capital gains is 26 percent.
20 Arthur H. Kent, observing the disparities between corporate and personal rates of

tax 12 years ago, states that: "With surtax rates on other Income running up to the
present maximum of 75%, it is quite apparent that the preference in favor of capital
gains under the existing law is such as to create a great incentive for tax avoidance through
such transmutations of ordinary Income into capital gain." "The Question of Taxing
Capital Gains," Law and Contemporary Problems, vol. VII. No. 2 (spring, 1940), p. 203.
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-tax if transferred prior to death) for the avoided income tax will
result.

Sixth, should the $100,000 of retained earnings by the corporation
not be invested in the business but be loaned instead to the controlling
stockholder, no personal tax on the $100,000 accrues, yet the stock-
holder has the current beneficial use of such funds. There are limits,
of course, to this method of personal tax avoidance,2' yet this has
not been an uncommon means of escape from the individual tax.
If there is intent to avoid personal tax, such loans take on the char-
acter of disguised dividend payments.

The advantages listed above to taxpayers in employing the cor-
porate form are not exhaustive. Whether or not these and other tax
advantages dictate taxpayer investment in corporations or taxpayer
incorporation of income depends upon the aggregate income flow to
-the individual and the particular means of personal tax avoidance,
or tax minimization, which meets his circumstances.22

It should be recognized, however, that the nondistribution of cor-
,porate earnings may be motivated by other than efforts toward tax
avoidance. A highly important and an increasing source of cor-
porate growth is through the retention of earnings. To small as well
as to many medium-size corporations, external capital either may not
be available or, if available, the cost may be prohibitive. Further,
there may be a reluctance on the part of the owners of a corporation
to dilute and weaken their control by the sale of corporate shares,
even though feasible. From the point of view of some corporate
managements (where management is divorced from the stockholding
group, as found in many public corporations), dividends frequently
seem to be regarded as a waste of corporate funds, which should be

-minimized as much as possible. Earnings retained constitute a "cost-
less" source of capital for growth and a protection against the hazards
and uncertainties of the future.

Insofar as the schedule of progressive rates on personal taxable
income represents the public objective in the desired distribution of
income tax among individuals, the policies of corporations in the
-distribution of corporate earnings become a matter of major concern;
to the Treasury it affects current revenue yields; 23 to Congress and
to the public it represents more distortion or less distortion in the

.,desired pattern of tax spread among individuals of varying incomes.

RETENTION OF CORPORATE EARNINGS To AVOID THE PERSONAL SURTAX

For reasons of equity and revenue and as a prop for the progressive
rates of personal surtax, Congress has endeavored to counter the pres-
sure for tax avoidance through corporate retention of earnings. It is

2 If carried to an extreme, and if the form of the loans is not carefully guarded, it may
lead to the application of sec. 102 of the Internal Revenue code.

2 S. J. Graubard observes that: "Once the corporation has accumulated its surplus, a
number of means are available to the stockholder to derive beneficial enjoyment from it
without subjecting himself to the high rates of the surtax. He may simply wait until the
tax rates are reduced, if ever. He may draw dividends in such years when income from
other sources is unavailable, and thus be subject to a lower tax rate. He may find it
advantageous to liquidate the corporation and pay a capital-gains tax on the proceeds. He
may distribute it, in the form of shares, to his family or friends as a gift. Or, he may let
the accumulation lie until he dies, when onlv the estate tax will be imposed." "Accunmula-
tion of Surplus To Evade Surtaxes," Pt. I, 10 Tax Magazine 415 (1932). See S. J.
Sherman, "Taxation of Corporations Used To Avoid Taxes Upon Stockholders," 13 Tax
Magazine 19 (1935).

The "accumulation of corporate earnings by the postponement of the declaration and
payment of dividends has long served as a convenient expedient for the avoidance of sur-
taxes on the part of stockholders. which in turn has deprived the Government of incalculable

-revenue." S. J. Sherman, op. cit., p. 20.
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and has been the purpose of section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code
and its predecessor statutes since 1913 to strike at what is deemed "im-
proper accumulations" of corporate surplus which are representative
of the use of the corporation to avoid personal surtax. Accumulation
of corporate earnings for "legitimate" business purposes 24 is not,
of course, within the prohibition. Instead, emphasis is placed, and
the administration of the section proceeds with reference to tax-
payer intent or motive in forming or using a corporation as a means
of personal surtax avoidance by causing or permitting corporations
to accumulate rather than to distribute earnings. 2 5 As a penalty tax
directing itself to the taxpayer motivation which lies behind the ac-
cumulation of the corporate surplus, section 102 (and its predecessor
sections) not only has been and is subject to much taxpayer criticism
but, in addition, poses difficult administrative problems to the Bureau
of Internal Revenue. More will be said later with respect to these
issues.

The importance of section 102 becomes clear when it is realized that
the only protection 5 presently provided by the Internal Revenue Code
against taxpayer avoidance of personal surtax by corporate retention
of earnings is this section. The need for protection from this method
of surtax avoidance has become especially acute because of (1) war
and postwar increased rates of personal surtax, (2) high retention
rates of corporate earnings during the war and postwar periods, and
(3) high war and postwar corporate liquidities.

The high war and postwar combined normal and surtax rates on
persons without dividend credit, in conjunction with increased cor-
porate rates, served to create greater awareness of the advantage of
personal surtax avoidance by nondistribution of corporate earnings.
Except in the more or less special situations 27 where disincorporation
could occur without significant disadvantage, passing business income
through the corporation at the high rates of corporate tax, then sub-
jecting the reduced income to the high personal-tax rates, left com-
paratively little disposable income from the corporate source for tax-
payers in high marginal rates of surtax.

Since 1941 corporate retention of profits has been at a high con-
tinuing rate, exceeding the rate of the twenties. 28 In 1939 and 1940,

24 It should be said that there are differences of opinion between taxpayers and the Bureau
of Internal Revenue as to what are "legitimate"'- business purposes for which surplus
accumulations can be justified.

25 With reference to corporate dividend policy and the tax factor, the Research Instituteof America states
"One of the important problems which they [corporations] face is how much, if any, of
the earnings should be paid out as dividends.

"Pend divide dsis ahe taoholr mste paThte c~orporation gets no tax deduction for the divi-dens, hil th stckhlde mut py te fll axon the dividends received. There to
only one taa' reason for paying dividends-the necessity for avoiding the special 271/2%
and 381/2 % penalty corporate tax imposed on earnings [sec. 102, I. R. C.] which are
accumulated in order to save the stockholders from paying tax." (Italics ours.) Year-
End Tax Planning, 1949, Analysis 68 (November 1949), p. 20.

25 Except for the special code provisions which relate to personal holding companies and
foreign personal holding companies.

27 Disincorporation generally is an alternative available only to the small closely held
corporation, not the so-called public corporation, and under the circumstance that the
loss of limited liability is not a major disadvantage.

'8 "* * * the ratio of dividends to net earnings, which affects the level of retained
profits, was lower in the postwar period than in the 1920's. This might conceivably
indicate a greater reluctance by corporations to undertake new financing as a result of
increased difficulties or expense, or it map reflect an additional incentive to retain earnings
in vtiew of the much higher individual income-tam rates at present." (Italics ours.) Joint
committee onl the Economic Report, Factors Affecting Volume and Stability of PrivateInvestment (staff materials) (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1949), p. 77.

The committee's staff noted "that for the stocks of large companies which are widely held,
the ratio of dividends to net earnings is not much different currently from the average for
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corporations withheld 24 percent and 37.5 percent, respectively, of cur-
rent earnings after taxes. Beginning in 1941 the retention rate of
corporate earnings has been in excess of 50 percent, except for the
year 1945 when undistributed earnings were 44.7 percent of posttax.
corporate income. This high withholdingcorporate orporate profits
was under circumstances of the largest volume of corporate net earn-
ings 29 this country has experienced. The simultaneous forward move-
ment of both posttax corporate profits and increased rates of retention
during the war and postwar periods may be seen in the following table.

TABLE 2.-Corporate profits posttacs: Corporate profits retained and distributed

[Billions of dollars]

Corporate in-
come after- Undistrihuted Percent cor- Corporate Peraete icome

Year Federal and corporate porate income divide income
Sate income rtie a ndvdn
and excess- income' reand pyments I payments
profits taxes

1929 -$8.4 $2.6 31.0 $5.8 69.0
1930 ------------------------ 2.5 -3.0 -5.5
1931 -- 1.3 -5.4 - 4.1-
1932 -- 3.4 -6.0 -2. 6.
1933 --. 4 -2.4 -2.1
1934- 1. -t.- 2.6.
1935 -2. 3 -. 6 -2.9-
1936 ------------ - 4. 3 -.- 4.6-
1937 -4.7 ( ) 4.7
1938 ------------------------ 2.3 -. 9 -3. 2-
1939 -5.0 1.2 24.0 3.8 76.0
1940 ------------------------ 6.4 2.4 37:5 4.0 62.5
1941 -9.4 4.9 52.1 4.5 47.9
1942 -9.4 5.1 54.3 4.3 45.7
1943 -10.6 6.2 57.5 4.5 . 42.5
1944- 10.8 6.1 56.5 4.7 43.5
1945 -8.5 3.8 44.7 4.7 55.3
1946 -13.9 8.1 58.3 5.8 41.7
1947 -18.5 12.0 ' 64.9 6.6 ' 35.7
1948 ------------------------- 20.9 13.4 64. 1 7.5 35.9
1949 -17.0 9.2 54.1 7.8 45.9
1950 ' 21.9 13.0 59.4 8.9 40.6

' Economic Report of the President, January 1951; table A-32, p. 202.
' Minus $8,000,000.
3 Percentage total exceeds 100 percent because of rounding of data from which derived.
' Estimates based on incomplete data: third and fourth quarters by Council of Economic Advisers.

NOTE.-NO allowance made for inventory valuation adjustment.

During the war period, uncertainties as to the war's duration, reeon-
version costs, plant and equipment replacement costs, availability of
materials and supplies and their prices, war contract renegotiation,
a possible postwar recession, and the like, apart from considerations
of tax avoidance, strongly influenced corporations to retain rather
than to distribute current earnings. At the same time it was gen-
erally believed that the Treasury, in recognition of the war's uncer-
tainties,3 0 would regard relatively large liquid corporate surplus ac-
cumulations with not too unsympathetic an attitude (particularly for
corporations engaged in war production) and that the enforcement

the twenties" which suggests that the small- and medium-size corporations constituted the
offset to the large corporations in establishing the lower ratio of dividends to net earnings of
the present period as compared with the twenties. The tax factor consequently may have
been of no small importance in the lower dividend ratios of the small- and medium-size
corporations. Joint Committee on the Economic Report, ibid.

m1 Without adjustment for Inadequate accruals to cover depreciation because of higher
renlacement costs.

Certain national policy considerations related to low distribution ratios of corporate
profits were (1) the minimization.-of consumption pressure against the reduced supply of
civilian goods (2) the private absorption of Government bonds- (I. e., by corporations).
and; (3) the desirability of corporations establishing a strong liquid financial position to
meet postwar industrial reconversion requirements.
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of section 102 would be less vigorous.3 The high war excess-profits
tax appeared to provide some justification for the less vigorous en-
forcement of section 102 because it constituted some protection against
rapid surplus accumulations by preventing corporations from retain-
ing "excessive" profits.

However, in the years following the war, the low dividend ratio has
continued, even though the excess-profits tax was repealed in 1945
and industrial reconversion was an accomplished fact several years.
ago. On the other hand, rising industrial plant, equipment, and in-
ventory replacement costs, which have characterized the postwar
period, combined with corporate preference for internal financing in>
the expansion of plant capacity, have been factors inducing corpora--
tions to retain high proportions of postwar earnings.
- Although postwar retained earnings by corporations have been a,

major instrument in the expansion of industrial capacity, in augment-
ing needed additions to working capital, and in supplementing normal
depreciation reserves (regarded as inadequate), the liquidity of cor-
porations, in general, has not suffered, as is indicated below.32

TABLE 3.-Corporate liquidity ratios, selected years, 1940-49

Ratio to sales Ratio to current liabilities

Year Liquid assets , Total
Liquidassetsless Federal Liquid assets current

income-tax Liusss crens
liabilities assets

Percent Percent
10 -11.3 9.3 0.46 1.84
1941 -10.0 5.8 .44 1. 79
1945 -17. 9 13.5 .93 2.13
1946 -14.1 10.9 .73 2. 08
1947 -11.2 7.9 .66 2. 02
1948- 9. 8 6. 6 .61 2.05-
1949 (first halt) 10.0 7.0 .64 2.10

I Excluding banks and insurance companies. Sales data are total for given period. Other data used to-
derive ratios are for end of period shown. This table has been reproduced from the study by the Joint
Committee on the Economic Report, ibid., p. 81.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, based on data from Securities and Exchange Commission and
Bureau of Internal Revenue.

at "1 * * It has generally been- said that Section 102 was less vigorously enforced
during the war years. Probably any relaxation in administration was attributable to the
high excess profits tax rate and, perhaps in greater measure, to the uncertainties which
justified maintenance of large contingency reserves for the postwar transition. Certainly
the emphasis of the Government was upon facilitating reconversion." William L. Cary,
"Accumulations Beyond the Reasonable Needs of the Business: The Dilemma of Section
102 (c)," 60 Harvard Law Review 1287 (1947).

According to A. Allen Simon, the "activity of the Bureau with respect to the application-
of sec. 102 was naturally quiet during the war period for two very obvious reasons: (a)
existence of the excess-profits tax; (b) the necessity of accumulating earnings for post-
war reconversion." "Corporate Surplus and-Section 102 in the Postwar Period," 14 The-
Controller 661 (1940).

Commerce Clearing House observes that-
- "During the war years, it was assumed that enforcement of Sec. 102 surtax liability
was somewhat less stringent than In ordinary times. Incidence of the excess profits tax.
renegotiation of war contracts, and the necessity of preparing for extraordinary recon-
version costs were among the factors underlying the assumption, which received added
support from published reports of remarks attributed to Mr. Randolph Paul, then Gen-
eral Counsel for the Treasury Department, Indicating that he believed the Bureau should
take a generous attitude toward accumulation of profits in order to provide necessary post-
war reserves. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that the decisions handed down by
the courts during the past few years have without exception dealt with taxpayers not en-
gaged in war production.

However, it has also been stated that a return to closer examination of surplus ac-
cumulations, with a view to possible applicability of Sec. 102, could be expected from the
Bureau with the conclusion of the war and reconversion period." 495 C. C. H. 11,633:
(November 30, 1949).

See also E. B. George and R. J. Landry, The Shadow of 102 on Dividend Policies, A
Supplement to Dun's Review (1947), p. 8.

52 See Joint Committee on the Economic Report, Factors Affecting Volume and Stability
of Private Investment, op. cit., pp. 72-73, for discussion of retained corporate profits as a
source of capital for plant expansion and increased working capital.
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The reduction in the highly liquid asset position of corporations,
1946 compared with 1945, is largely accounted for by the employment
of liquid holdings for the expansion of plant capacity, inventory, and
receivables following the war. Since 1946 percentage changes in the
liquid assets of corporations have been comparatively minor, although
in 1949 corporate liquidity increased, as compared with 1948, by some
$2.5 billion.2

Corporate liquidity has a peculiar and special importance in the
application of section 102. In a fundamental sense, the problem of
corporate liability under section 102 is a problem. of liquidity. The
retention of corporate earnings, in whatever amount occurs, can always-
find justification under this section of the code if such earnings are
directed to real investment I or serve a "legitimate" business need,
1. e., necessary working capital. Corporate vulnerability to section
102 arises when retained earnings add unnecessarily 5 to existing cor-
porate liquidity, i. e., idle funds at the disposal of the corporation.
Under section 102, such "excess" liquidity becomes determinative of
intent on the part of shareholders to avoid personal surtax. Section
102, as a penalty tax designed to strike at personal surtax avoidance
by nondistribution of corporate earnings, is not intended to be a bar
to capital formation or to the provision of such liquid reserves as find
sanction in prudent business management, even though any retention
of corporate earnings necessarily means current personal surtax avoid-
ance. Congress and the-Treasury, although recognizing the current
surtax avoidance, are also aware that it is compensated therefor in the
future by the increased power of the community to produce income
arising from corporate investment of the retained profits. The ques-
tion which always confronts the Bureau of Internal Revenue in the
administration of section 102 in any case involving a possible defi-
ciency assessment is what measure of corporate liquidity, in the par-
ticular case and under the particular circumstances, finds justification
in "reasonable" business conduct and practice. Precision in the vol-
umetric measurement of "proper" versus "improper" corporate li-
quidity is, of course, impossible of attainment. While all reasonable
doubts may appropriately be resolved in favor of the taxpayer, never-
theless excessive liberality in the treatment of liquid corporate surplus
accumulations only opens the door to more avoidance of personal
surtax at the expense of tax equity.

SEC1ION 102 AND THE TAX ON UNDISTRIBUTED PROFITS

In the absence of a comprehensive integration of the corporate and
personal income taxes, Congress has endeavored to meet the undis-
tributed profits tax problem in two ways: 36First, enactment of sec-
tion 102 and its predecessor sections. In substance, this approach has
been to declare that corporate earnings may not remain idle-there
must be either corporate use of such earnings if retained, or they
must be distributed to stockholders for their employment. Personal

'a Economic Report of the President, January 1950, pp. 51 and 182.
84 This should he qualified in that Investment in the assets or securities of an "unrelated"

enterprise is interpreted as not a "legitimate" business purpose in the use of accumulated
surplus.

As interpreted by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
s This excludes the code provisions applicable to personal holding companies and foreign

personal holding companies

it
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surtax avoidance through the corporate device is recognized and
countenanced so long as undistributed corporate earnings are put to
a productive use. Section 102 is not an undistributed profits tax; it
may, however, create the appearance of being an undistributed profits
tax because of its application to undistributed income (tax base) when
idle or unemployed surplus accumulations become unreasonable in
amount. Because it is a penalty tax it necessarily operates negatively
rather than positively. It is erratic and imprecise in its treatment
of the prohibited surplus accumulations. Its erratic and imprecise
character is a compound of the administrative discretion which deter-
mines its activation with reference to particular taxpayer corpora-
tions and the difficulties of applying any reasonably accurate standard
of measurement to the liquid assets (resulting from surplus accumu-
lation) for which alleged corporate use may or may not find justi-
fication. As a penolty tax, its purpose is not directly and of itself
to produce revenue, but instead to "force" either corporate use of
earnings, if retained, or their distribution in dividends. The per-
sonal and corporate income taxes are the taxing instruments the
revenue yield of which will reflect the capabilities of section 102.
As with any penalty device direct revenue yield is inverse to its
effectiveness, assuming adequate administration.

The second method of meeting the undistributed profits problem was
through a general positive levy on all retained corporate earnings at
rates (1936) ranging from 7 percent to 27 percent (undistributed
profits tax of 1936-39) .37 This surtax on undistributed profits was
automatic in its application. It was intended to encourage the dis-
tribution of corporate earnings without reference to the business use
to which such earnings could be put if retained by the corporation.
In other words, there was no exemption from tax, even though the
corporate profits were needed in the business, which profits, if retained
and invested, would presumably give rise to increased profit flow and
dividend distributions in the future. The only method of avoidance
of this tax was by distributing the whole of the corporate net earnings.
The progressive character of the tax rates operated to increase tax
pressure cumulatively for distribution as the corporate earnings be-
came larger. The undistributed profits tax was a step in the direction
of integrating the corporate and personal taxes, and, to that extent,
in the words of the committee of the National Tax Association on
Federal Taxation of Corporations, "was of real significance in that
it marked a recognition of the importance of the inequity involved
in the failure to bring corporate savings fully and promptly to account
for personal income tax purposes." 3 This tax experiment came to
an end in 1939. Since then (as well as before), the only barrier to
tax avoidance through corporate surplus accumulations is section 102.

Certain of the more important differences between section 102 and
the undistributed profits tax of 1936 may be summarized as follows:

1. Section 102 is a penalty tax and thus negative in character; the
undistributed profits tax was a general levy on all retained corporate
earnings and thus was positive and automatic in its application.

51 Except for a few classes of corporations specifically exempt, i. e., banks, insurance
companies, etc.

8a Final report, op. cit., p. 579.
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2. Section 102 is directed only to the idle or unjustified surplus ac-
cumulations; the undistributed profits tax applied to the total of the
undistributed earnings.39

3. Existing corporate liquidity is a factor of large importance in
the determination as to whether Qr not section 102 is applicable; exist.
ing corporate liquidity was of no importance under the undistributed
profits tax, because the tax applied to the annual corporate earnings.
remaining undistributed.

4. Section 102 is designed to "force" out as dividends only those cor-
porate earnings which are not of active legitimate. employment within
the corporation; the undistributed profits tax was intended to apply
tax compulsion toward the distribution of all profits.

5. Section 102 favors corporate savings if actively employed-the
investment function; the undistributed profits tax penalized all cor-
porate saving and favored the consumption function.

6. Section 102 should not be considered as performing an integrat-
ing function as to the corporate and personal taxes; the undistributed
profits tax did provide a partial integration of the corporate and
personal taxes.

7. Section 102 does not discriminate in general against the small
and growing enterprise where growth is conditioned upon retaining
and investing earnings; 40 the undistributed profits tax did discrim-
inate against small and growing enterprises by taxing the retained,
reinvested earnings.

8. Section 102, in comparison with the undistributed profits tax,
favors-if not forces-secular growth of productive capacity,4- and ac-
centuates, in some measure, the amplitude of the business cycle; while
the undistributed profits tax tended to retard secular growth of pro-
ductive capacity, and to reduce probably the amplitude of the cycle.42

9. Section 102 does not apply to a corporation unless the Bureau
of Internal Revenue initiates and makes a deficiency assessment under
the section; the undistributed profits tax was self-assessed by the
corporation.

10. Section 102 tax rates under the Revenue. Act of 1936 were 25
percent on the first $100,000 of net income subject to tax, and 35 per-
cent on all excess net income for corporations not subject to the surtax
on undistributed profits, otherwise 15 and 25 percent; the undistrib-
uted profits tax rates ranged from 7 to 27 percent.

SECTION 102-FuTuRE PROSPECTS

Although there has been a growoing volume of complaint from busi-
nessmen and trade organizations of section 102, there is every present
indication that this section will remain a part of the code for some

3D Except for a small specific credit which could not exceed $5,000 for corporations the
adjusted net income of which was less than $50,000.

40 If the proposed investment of the retained earnings, presently liquid, is nebulous as to
time, form, and execution, then the Bureau of Internal Revenue may apply see. 102.

41 Assuming that the amount and availability of funds for Investment will influencetthe
level of Investment.

42 It has been argued that large and aetive corporate surpluses will lead to overexpansion
of productive capacity and initiate a recession; it is also contended that corporate surpluses
serve to cushion the shock of a depression and to assist in recovery. For a brief discussion
of the undistributed profits tax In relation to the corporate surplus and cyclical aspects,
see WI. S. Kendrick, The Undistributed Profits Tax (Washington, D. C.: The Brookings
Institution. 1937), pp. 41-64 and 86-91.

43 There have been a few instances In which taxpayer corporations have voluntarily and
on their own initiative assessed themselves a see. 102 deficiency and remitted the tax to the
Treasury.
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time into the future. Since 1947, section 102 has presented a further
complication to corporate directors and their managements, namely,
the possibility of stockholders' suits against the directors to recover to
the corporation the funds (of the, corporation) lost by successful defi-
ciency assessments under the section. To the extent that this possibil-
ity is realized, section 102 may become a more effective instrument to
serve the purpose for which it is designed. Corporate directors may
now be faced with two hostile groups when unjustified surplus accumu-
lations occur, one the Bureau of Internal Revenue, the other the mi-
nority stockholders.

Continuation of high surtax rates under the personal tax, with large
corporate surpluses and high corporate liquidity, directs increased at-
tention to the possibilities of personal surtax avoidance which the cor-
poration offers. Section 102, as the present sole means available to the
Treasury to meet this problem, is worthy of some additional con-
sideration. In the chapters to follow, an endeavor will be made to
inquire into its operational effects as found in the influence of section
102 on corporate policy and the consequences thereof both to the cor-
poration and the economy. In addition, the administration of this
section by the Bureau of Internal Revenue will be reviewed.



CHAPTER II

CRITERIA IN THE APPLICATION OF SECTION 102

BASIC TEST OF LiABILITY

Corporate liability to the surtax under section 102 necessitates the
conjuncture of two factors: There must be (1) an intent or purpose to
prevent the imposition of the personal surtax on the stockholders of
the corporation accumulating the surplus, or the stockholders of any
other corporation, and (2) accomplishment of the purpose by the cor-
porate retention of earnings. Failure of either of the two factors as,
for example, the accumulation of earnings without any intent or pur-
pose to avoid the personal surtax, or intent or purpose to avoid but
without earnings to accumulate, means that section 102 does not apply.
The basic issue of whether there is liability under the section arises
only when corporations do accumulate earnings, with the question
then to be faced as to whether the proscribed purpose is present-the
intent to avoid personal tax. The purpose, the intent behind or in-
fluencing the corporate policy of accumulating earnings-avoidance
of personal surtax-is the critical element in tax liability.' The pro-
hibition is not of avoidance per se, nor of the effects, tax and otherwise,
which result from the accumulation of earnings in the corporate till.

Section 102 establishes two presumptions concerning the intent
or purpose behind the accumulation of corporate surplus: First,
"the fact that any corporation is a mere holding or investment com-
pany shall be prima facie evidence of a purpose to avoid surtax
upon shareholders"; and, second, "the fact that the earnings or profits
of a corporation are permitted to accumulate beyond the reasonable
needs of the business shall be determinative of the purpose to avoid
surtax upon shareholders unless the corporation by the clear prepon-
derance of the evidence shall prove to the contrary."2 As liability
under the section is a function of purpose or intent (a state of mind)
underlying the accumulation of earnings, these presumptions become
the sine qua non of enforceability of the statute.3 This is not to say
that the prohibited purpose may not be shown by relevant evidence
without the use of the statutory presumptions. However, as disclosed
by the legislative history of the section, enforcement is largely depend-
ent upon the presumptions which have the effect of compelling the tax-
payer corporation to come forward and submit its proof that the
interdicted purpose was not in fact present. The taxpayer corpora-

l The cases clearly establish the principle that the touchstone of liability Is the purpose
behind the accumulation of the Income and not the consequences of the accumulation."
Jacob Mertens, Jr., The Law of Federal Income Taxation, vol. 7 (Chicago: Callaghan &
Co., 1943), pp. 348-9.

2 Sec. 102 (b) and (c), Internal Revenue Code.
A circuit court stated that "a statute which stands on the footing of the participants'

state of mind may need the support of presumption, indeed be practically unenforceable
without it, but the test remains the state of mind itself, and the presumpion does no more
than make the taxpayer show his hand." United Business Corporation of America v. Corm-
Missioner (62 F. (2d) 755 (1933)).

15
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tion, because of the statutory presumptions, is forced to prove a Iiea-
tive once the Commissioner finds as a fact that there is unreasonable
accumulation of surplus. 4

Influential stockholders and their corporate managements com-
monly are fully aware that dividend distributions will result in higher
personal taxes; further, that earnings held within the corporate
treasury will tend, in some measure, to increase the value of the
corporate shares. Even though the price of the corporate stock
does not rise in proportion to the retained earnings, stockholders,,
particularly those in high surtax brackets, nevertheless may find
a substantial net advantage in surplus accumulation. Consequently,
although avoidance of the personal tax frequently may not be the,
principal motivating factor in corporate surplus accumulation, it
is likely to be one of the recognized and not unimportant con-
siderations leading to the corporate decision either to distribute
less income or none at all. Corporate decisions customarily reflect
mixed influences and motivations. Moreover, it is not an easy or
simple task to establish their relative importance, in combination, in
shaping a particular corporate decision. In recognition of the dif-
ficulty of appraising the relative importance of the various considera-
tions leading to a corporate decision (i. e., not to make an adequate
distribution of earnings), the Tax Court insists that the thought or
desire to avoid personal tax need not be the most important nor the
compelling consideration in the retention of earnings. Instead, if the
thought of personal surtax avoidance "played any part, no matter how
small, in the determination of corporate policy,"5 as evidenced by,
or inferred from, the attendant circumstances, liability attaches; fur-
thermore, "that the requirement for nonapplication is a complete lack
of the condemned purpose." 6

CoRroRATE LQuiDrry

As stated in chapter I, the problem posed by section 102 in its
application to taxpayer corporations is essentially a problem of cor-
porate liquidity. A corporation having low liquidity 7 presumptively
and in fact is providing active employment for its assets in the busi-
ness.8 Consequently, such a corporation does hot come within the
category of improper accumulation of surplus with its retention of
earnings. Conversely, high corporate liquidity infers an inactive
employment currently of a significant proportion of existing corporate

4 See James J. Leahy, 70% Distribution of Profits Section 102 * * * Under Post-war Conditions (New York: Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1949), pp. 94-100; J. K. Lasserand R. S. Holzman, Corporate Accumulations and Section 102 (New York: Matthew Bender& Co.. 1949), pp. 66-69; Jacob Mertens, Jr., The Law of Federal Income Taxation, op. cit.,
350-359.p Trico Products Corporation v. Commissioner (46 B. T. A. 346; aff'd 137 F. (2d) 424(1943)). The reviewing court added: "Nor can we subscribe to the view that the preven-tion of the Imposition of surtaxes must have been shown to have been the dominant factor

behind the accumulation." (p. 426).6Ibid. In Trico Products Corporation v. McGowan the corporation cited eight differentbusiness reasons for the accumulation of earnings-but lost the case (67 F. Supp. 31i
(1946)).7Corporate liquidity may be measured by the proportion of the net quick assets (excessOf current assets over current liabilities) of the enterprise. Various ratios may he usedto indicate relative liquidity; I. e., to total assets, to sales, to total current assets, to total
current liabilities etcLiquid assets, for some purposes, may be more narrowly defined as consisting simply of
cash (currency and deposit credits) and Government securities.I Assuming an absence of stockholder loans, investment In-the securities of unrelated
enterprises, and the like.
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assets within the businessY9 In the latter situation, a corporation be-
comes suspect under section 102.'0 It is the inactive employment of
earnings withheld from stockholders for purposes of 'the particular
enterprise which comes within the prohibition of the section.

The actual or intended corporate use of retained earnings thus be-
comes a consideration of primary importance. The "command" of
section 102 to those who own and control corporations is that corporate
profits are (1) to be given "proper" employment within the business,
or (2) to be distributed to shareholders. The "proper" employment
of earnings held within the business is of crucial importance because
some employment can always be found for retained earnings. Clearly,
the corporate accumulation of. earnings to finance loans to influential
stockholders, or for speculative investment in unrelated securities by
an operating company, is an employment of corporate funds but
hardly a necessary and legitimate use of funds for purposes of the
business enterprise as such.

The reasonableness of the profits accumulation is to be gaged
with reference to the bona fide needs of the particular business. The
reasonable needs of the business find expression in terms of the type
of enterprise; its methods of doing business; any expansion program
and its financing; its contract obligations; its dividend policy; its
replacement costs of capital; its inventory requirements; its hazards,
competitive and otherwise; general price and production movements
in the economy; and the like. However, because the needs of the
business are of special and particularized interpretation to.the indi-
vidual enterprise, no general or set standard of measurement may
be employed.

Although the courts and the Bureau of Internal Revenue apparently
are neither rigid nor particularly restrictive in their interpretations
of the needs of the business in profits accumulation, businessmen feel
affronted that the judgment of management is not controlling, and
that the revenue agent and the Bureau may make overriding decisions.
Complaints are made that no revenue agent-an outsider-can have
either the knowledge or the ability to judge properly the needs of the
corporation in comparison with the corporate management-a group
skilled and intimately acquainted with enterprise operations; also
that section 102 confers on the Bureau power to make decisions of the
highest importance to the corporation, but without any responsibility
for the consequences. However, the courts have indicated apprecia-
tion of the fact that responsibility and discretion cannot be divorced,
and have been hesitant to substitute their judgments for those of
the corporate directors."1 The latitude permitted corporate directors,
however, is not without limits; their discretionary judgments must
be within the bounds of "reasonableness."

9 A capital surplus with high corporate liquidity carries no implications of personal surtax
avoidance.

10 According to the Research Institute of America:
"Excessive Quick Assets Dangerous
"You may still be flirting with a penalty although you have neither stockholders' loans

nor outside investments [unrelated to the business]. An excessive amount of quick as-
sets-such as cash, receivables, United States and municipal bonds-may support a Treas-
ury claim that your accumulation of earnings is too large. For example, a substantial
increase in the ratio of quick assets to sales over past experience has been held evidence
of unreasonable accumulation of earnings." Year-End Tax Planning, 1949, op. cit., p. 21.

See United Block Co., Inc. v. Helvering (123 F. (2d) 704 (1941)). In this case Judge
Learned Hand stated that the "really important question is not how much capital of all
sorts but hose much quick assets it was reasonable to keep on hand for the business *
(p. 705). (Italics ours.)

"p See Lane Drug Company v. Commissioner, Tax Court Memo. Op., Dkt. No. 1140 (April
26, 1944).

17
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INDICATIONS OF IMPROPER ACCuMUlATION OF SURPLUS

The courts, in dealing with section 102 cases, have distinguished
particular circumstances which strongly suggest a purpose to avoid
personal surtax through surplus accumulation. Among the more
important factors, apparently persuasive to the courts and to the
Bureau that a corporation may be engaging in the condemned act,
are the following: 12

1. Loans to stockholders.-Loans to shareholders (from earned sur-
plus, i. e., when a corporation has an earned surplus) when propor-
tioned to stock ownership, or made by a corporation to its only share-
holder, especially when carrying no interest and remaining unpaid,
establishes the presumption that the loans are simply a means of
accomplishing profits distribution without payment of personal sur-
tax. Loans to relatives of stockholders, or to persons not connected
with the business, likewise are regarded as an improper use of surplus.

2. Loans from one corporation to another when the identifiable in-
terest is the stockholder (or stockholders) controlling both corpora-
tions.-When the same stockholder (or stockholders) is in control of
two or more corporations, the corporations for business purposes other-
wise unrelated, and loans are made to one by the other from earned
surplus, the presumption is strong that the lending corporation is be-
ing used to serve the personal advantage of the controlling stockholder
(or stockholders) and for the avoidance of personal surtax.

3. Investments unrelated to the business.-Substantial investments
in unrelated enterprises, property, or securities, except, i.e., as a tem-
porary means of employing working capital or other funds currently
in excess of business requirements, have been regarded as evidentiary
of the prohibited purpose because such profits accumulation is not
required to serve the reasonable needs of the business.

4. Profits accumulation to provide unneeded reserves or reserves
in excess of reasonable requirements.-The accumulation of profits
for assignment to reserves either not required, or which are substanti-
ally outsize with respect to the reasonable needs of the business, be-
comes presumptive of the proscribed act. Retention of profits to
provide against generalized rather than specific and real hazards im-
plies efforts of tax avoidance, for example, patent infringements when
the patent has been previously sustained judicially, loss of business
when such a hazard is either.vague or the pecuniary loss inconsequen-
tial, and obsolescence when highly indefinite as to both time and
amount. Earnings retention to provide working capital when the
corporation is on an effective cash basis, or to provide a reserve for bad
debts when the bad debts in contemplation are either unenforceable
or there is no intention of collection, is without justification.

5. Nondistribution of income tax-exempt to the corporation but tax-
able to the shareholders, if not distributed when substantial in
amount.-Sizable income to a corporation in the form of tax-exempt

12 These factors are to be viewed with reference to the corporations which establish a
suspect status under sec. 102, namely, corporations closely held, with control residing in
a few identifiable individuals, and which have accumulated relatively sizable earned
surpluses.'

For discussion of the cases involving the factors indicative of a purpose to avoid personal
surtax, see Jacob Mertens, Jr., op. cit., pp. 357-379; J. K. Lasser and Robert S. Holzman.
Corporate Accumulations and Section 102, op. cit., ch. 3 ; James J. Leahy, 70% Distribution
of Profits Section 102 ' * * Under Postwar Conditions, op. cit., ch. 3.
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interest which is not distributed to the shareholders may be an im-
portant indication of a purpose to avoid personal surtax.

6. Profits accumulation to provide corporate funds for the cor-
porate purchase of the shares of a minority stockholder, or for the
purchase of corporate liabilities when the corporation is under the
close identifIable control of a particular stockholder (or stock-
holders) .- The accumulation of surplus and its use to satisfy the per-
sonal ambitions or interests of the controlling shareholder (or share-
holders) is not regarded as serving a bona fide need of the corpora-
tion. The need for the retention of earnings must be that of the
corporation itself.

7. Accumulation of profits for purposes of business or plant expan-
sion when (a) the proposed expansion could not be accomplished in
the reasonable future, or (b) the cost of the projected expansion is
substantially less than the surplus accumulation dedicated thereto.-
Surplus accumulations for purposes of corporate expansion not
presently possible, with accomplishment indefinite as to a future time,
is not defensible, especially when current profit rates are expected to
continue and, at some later time when the projected expansion is
imminent, to provide an accumulation adequate to meet its cost. The
accumulation of earnings for a proposed expansion of plant may not
be rationalized if the accumulation is substantially in excess of any
possible cost thereof.

8. Large personal surtax savings to the corporate stockholders
through corporate retention of earnings, particularly when the bene-
fpting stockholder (or stockholders) controls the corporation.-When
surtax savings to the controlling shareholders are large in amount,
surplus accumulations become highly suspect, especially when the
corporation is unusually liquid.

INDICATIONS OF PROPER ACCUMULATION OF SURPLUS

Among the more significant factors apparently recognized by the
courts and the Bureau as justifying retention of corporate earnings
for the needs of the business are the following:13

1. To make provision for bona fide expansion of plant or business,
with such proposed expansion reasonably imiminent and realizable.

2. To acquire the assets, or the bulk of the stock, of a reasonably
related business enterprise.

3. For retirement of bona fide indebtedness.
4. For retirement of preferred stock (providing preferred stock is

not held by shareholders in proportion to their holdings of common
stock).

5. To make needed additions to working capital, i. e., inventories,
accounts receivable, etc.

6. To establish or to enlarge needed reserves, i. e., reserves to assist
in meeting higher replacement costs, for bad debts, for specifid and
proven business hazards and contingencies, for wartime contingencies
and postwar reconversion, and the like.

7. To make provision for regularizing and equalizing dividend dis-
tributions.

1S See Jacob Mertens, Jr., op. cit., pp. 35T-379; J. K. Lasser and Robert S. Holzman. op.
cit.. ch. 3: James J. Leahy, op. cit., ch. 2, for a discussion of factors justifying surplus
accumulation as being in accordance with the reasonable needs of the business.
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- 8 To offset fluctuations in wage scales, to provide continuous eml-
ployment under conditions of sharp seasonal svariations in the level
of business activity, and the like.

9. To make loans or to extend financial assistance to business cus-
tomlers.

10. New corporate entries into business without an experience back-
ground, subject to co'mpe'titive hazards not fully determined, and in a
critical stage of developmraent, may accumulate earnings as a necessary
protection during the fornvative years.

Regulations 111, section 29.102-3, with reference to justifiable cor-
porate accumulation of profits and the intent of section 102, is as
follows:
It is not intended, however, to prevent accumulations of surplus for the reason-
able needs of the business if the purpose is not to prevent the imposition of the
surtax. No attempt is here made to enumerate all the ways in which earnings
or profits of a corporation may be accumulated for the reasonable needs of the
business. Undistributed income is properly accumulated if retained for working
capital needed by the business; or if invested in additions to plant reasonably.
required by the business; or if in accordance with contract obligations placed
to the credit of a sinking fund for the purpose of retiring bonds issued by the
corporation. The nature of the investment of earnings or profits is immaterial
if they are not in fact needed in the business. Among other things, the nature
of the business, the financial condition of the corporation at the close of the
taxable year, and the use of the undistributed earnings or profits will be con-
sidered in determining the reasonableness of the accumulations.

As to what constitutes the corporate business, the Regulations state:

The business of a corporation is not merely that which it has previously car-
ried on, but includes in general any line of business which it may undertake.
However, a radical change of business when a considerable surplus has been
accumulated may afford evidence of a purpose to avoid the surtax. If one cor-
poration owns the stock of another corporation in the same or a related line of
business and in effect operates the other corporation, the business of the latter
may be considered in substance although not in legal form the business of the
first corporation. Earnings or profits of the first corporation put into the second
through the purchase of stock or otherwise may, therefore, if a subsidiary rela-
tionship is established, constitute employment of the income in its own business.
Investment by a corporation of its income in stock and securities of another cor-
poration is not of itself to be regarded as employment of the income in its busi-
ness. The business of one corporation may not be regarded as including the busi-
ness of another unless the other corporation is a mere instrumentality of the
first; to establish this it is ordinarily essential that the first corporation own all
or substantially all of the stock of the second.

The Bureau and the courts are prepared to accept legitimate busi-
ness needs (of the corporation itself) as an adequate justification of
surplus accumulation, although more or less personal surtax avoid-
ance thereby necessarily results. Consequently, so long as tax savings
are incidental to or a byproduct of an accumulation of profits which
is to serve a necessary business purpose, the corporation is not guilty
of engaging in the prohibited act. In order to determine whether or
not the condemned purpose is present, the Bureau and the courts find
it necessary to scrutinize with care the reasons advanced by the cor-
poration as ostensible justification for its earnings retention. In addi-
tion to the problem of the motivations which may underlie the cor-
porate policy in surplus accumulation, the Bureau and the courts
confront the question of the comparative reasonableness of the ac-
cumulation for the purpose or purposes which it is to serve. Profits
accumulation which is clearly excessive in relation to the corporate
need or needs. may well create the inference that a motivation or pur-
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pose to avoid persona] surtax was present. Corporate defense against
the application of section 102 requires, therefore, that there be a show-
ing of a bona fide corporate need, that the corporation has the power
of accomplishment of that need-i. e., that materials and equipment
are available and can be purchased for plant expansion-that the
corporate need is reasonably current in time-i. e., is not nebulous and
uncertain as to a future time of implementation-and that the surplus
accumulation is reasonable in its amount with reference to the pro-
posed use.

SIGNIFICANCE OF PERSONAL SURTAX SAVINGS RESULTING FROM
CORPORATE ACCUMULATION

Although personal surtax savings to the corporate shareholders
resulting from profits retention may be large, this fact, of itself, does
not necessarily indicate that the corporation is being used for the
interdicted purpose. This consequence (surtax savings) must be the
result of an intent or purpose to avoid surtax as a necessary antecedent
circumstance. Howeverj the Bureau and the courts apparently view
with no little suspicion a corporate surplus accumulation which re-
sults in large personal surtax savings to the shareholders. When
such large tax savings occur, an inference as to the purpose or moti-
vation in the corporate retention of earnings immediately. arises.
Conversely, when the personal surtax savings from corporate surplus
accumulation are relatively small, the existence of the condemned
purpose tends to be negated rather than supported.

DEPRECIATION RESERVES AND CORPORATE ACCUMULATION

Among the operating costs of a business which are deductible from
gross income to arrive at net income for purposes of income tax is
depreciation. The tax law recognizes and permits a reasonable al-
lowance for depreciation (physical) and obsolescence when such
factors are operative in the consumption of capital used in the enter-
prise. Property which ultimately finds retirement for reasons of
obsolescence (functional depreciation) may have its annual decrease
in value offset against current income, as in the case of physical de-
preciation, providing such obsolescence is "ordinary or normal." 14
To the extent that normal obsolescence causes the retirement of assets,
it is allowed in the deduction for depreciation. Distinguishable from
"normal" obsolescence is "special or extraordinary" obsolescence.15

Because of the general unpredictability of this latter type of obso-
lescence in advance of its actual occurrence, its recognition as a de-
ductible cost waits upon its existence as a current and predictable fact.
Such obsolescence to have definite and specific consequences in the
reduction of the useful life of the asset is to be grounded on fact and
not on opinion, and the taxpayer must carry the burden of proof;
i. e., must be able to establish by indisputable evidence the legitimacy
of the deduction.

14 Ohsolescence which is foreseeable and predictable and which occurs without substantial
variation over time.

1' Special or extraordinary obsolescence arises by reason of unforeseen and unpredictable
chances and dpvelopments, i. e.. revolationary inventions, drastic economic changes, etc.,
which force the premature retirement of property.

20179-52-3
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The amount of the deduction for depreciation is based, in general,
on the cost of the depreciable property.16 The use of cost as a basis for
determining allowable depreciation deductions under income tax has
been criticized as being seriously deficient in protecting the operating
integrity of plant in a capacity sense. The productive capacity of an
enterprise, it is said, may not be maintained when replacement of
depreciable and retired assets is geared to a depreciation provision
relating to historical costs of limited current significance. With
dollars of diminished, and diminishing, buying power, less can be,
purchased in replacement capacity.17 Further, reported dollar earn-
ings tend to be overstated by reason of the inadequacy of the current
charge to operating expense to cover depreciation. Earned surplus.
is thus overstated for some portion thereof represents the dollar in-
adequacy of the customary provision for depreciation.

In recognition of the insufficiency of the allowed deduction, i. e.,.
based on the dollar cost, some corporations in the postwar period have
supplemented the normal depreciation reserve by a "surplus reserve,"
e. g., United States Steel Corp. in 1947, or have employed "ac-
celerated depreciation," e. g., Chrysler Corp.'8 Both the Chrysler
and the initial Steel formulas reduce and restate' current dollar in-
come. The United States Steel Corp. shifted from its original for-
mula for the fourth quarter of 1948, substituting therefor "acceler-
ated depreciation on cost," and made this method retroactive to Jan-
uary 1, 1947. This change in method by United States Steel appar--
ently was occasioned by the disapproval of its auditors and the dis--
agreement of accountants, generally, who were of the opinion that
the only appropriate method of measuring depreciation is one based
on the cost of the depreciable assets.'9 The change in method (of-
itself) by United States Steel caused no particular alteration in the
impact on current earnings.20 The accelerated depreciation of Chrys--
ler, Steel, and other corporations as a means of offsetting the de-
crease in the purchasing power of the dollar relative to plant replace-
ments, i. e., amortizing excess cost of replacements over prewar
price levels, is, of course, not deductible for Federal income tax pur-
poses (corporate net income tax). Both Chrysler and United States-
Steel presumably, i. e., present stated intentions, will not accu-
mulate through normal and accelerated depreciation an amount in
excess of the original cost of the depreciable assets.2 ' It is possible
that these and other corporations are hoping that there will be a
modification of the accounting principle of 'depreciation on cost"
prior to full cost amortization, which would then restrict further
accumulations in the depreciation reserve.-

Although, as indicated above, the tax law does not permit the-
deduction of either accelerated depreciation (except for approved

la For the basis upon which depreciation Is to be computed see Bulletin "F", Bureau of-
Internal Revenue, U. S. Treasury Department (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing
Office, 1948), especially appendixes A and B.

IT In the absence of technological improvements which reduce the dollar cost per unit oft
capacity at a rate equivalent to the reduction In dollar purchasing power. For a dis-
cussion of depreciation tax policy and investment see Joint Committee on the Economic-
Report, Factors Affecting Volume and Stability of Private Investment, op. cit., ch. VII.

IS See S. Y. McMullen, 'Depreciation and High Costs: The Emerging Pattern," Journal of,
Accountancy, October i949, p. 302.

19 Ibid., p. 304.
20 Ibid.
2 Ibid.
22 Ibid., pp. 304-305.
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projects in the national defense) or the supplemental replacement
cost as found in the surplus reserve as a business operating expense
in the derivation of taxable net income under the corporate net in-
come tax, the Bureau apparently recognizes the legitimacy of such
a provision in its determination of reasonable surplus accumulations-
under section 102. Corporate accumulations of earned surplus, sub--
ject to test for improper accumulation, may undergo adjustment.
to exclude a surplus reserve to cover higher replacement costs (even,
though this involves departure from "depreciation on cost"), or in-
creased allocations to the depreciation reserve under accelerated de,
preciation, if reasonable in amount and if specifically earmarked for
this purpose. Earnings withheld and assigned to offset the difference
between allowable depreciation and higher replacement costs, how-
ever, should be supported by competent and reliable estimates as evi--
dentiary of the reasonableness of the amounts so allocated.

In Syracuse Stamping Co. v. Commissioer,23 a section 102 case'
decided by the Tax Court in 1945, it was held that the taxpayer corpo-
ration had sustained the burden of proving that there was no unreason-
able accumulation of profits in the taxable year and, consequently, was
not liable for surtax under section 102, as the taxpayer, in financing
its business out of earnings, had pursued a consistent policy of estab-
lishing reasonable reserves for growth and for increased volume of
business. The evidence presented indicated that increases in business
volume necessitated larger inventories and additional machinery and,
equipment; also that higher replacement costs of depreciable assets
required increased replacement reserves. Profits retention to serve
these purposes was found to be reasonable. In the words of the Court:

Petitioner's president testified that increases in the volume of orders would'
require additional cash, over and above the $30,000 already mentioned, and that
increases in business would also require increases in machinery and equipment,.
and reserves for replacements which would cost more than equipment in use-
originally cost. Such reasons as were given by petitioner's president for retain-
ing the net profits of the taxable year are reasonable ones. * * * While it-
surplus appears to have been large and to have represented the result of accumu-
lations over several years, it nevertheless represents physical plant and equip-
ment by which petitioner has sustained and increased its business. (Italics.
ours.)

PUBLIC VERSUS PRIVATE CORPORATIONS AND SECTION 102

Apart from having common legal characteristics, corporations arer
most heterogeneous as to types of business activities, financial size,
numbers of stockholders, and the extent to which there is identity
between corporate ownership and control. Section 102 has been di-
rected particularly to the so-called private or close corporations,-
namely, those corporations in which the shareholders are clearly in.
effective control of the business. In private corporations, the corpo-
ration, in substance, is the personality of the stockholders-their alter
ego. The private corporation is a personal type of business enterprise

3 Docket No. 4025, Memo. Op., year 1940; April 9, 1945.
2 See A. A. Berle, Jr., and G. C. Means, The Modern Corporation and Private Property

(New York: Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1932), pp. 4-9. . The classification of corpora-
tions Into 2 groups, (1) public and (2) private, even though the classification becomes
indistinct at the margin, Is very useful for particular kinds of analyses.

See also Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, vol. 2 (New York: The Macmillan Co.,.
1937), pp. 418-423.
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which resembles, in many respects, the proprietorship or the partner-
sh Ip.

The public corporation, i. e., "quasi-public," on the other hand, is
characterized by the separation of ownership and control, with share-
holders in general remote and uninfluential in the determination of
corporate policy. The public corporation is an entity separate and
apart from the personalities and individual interests of the stock-
holders. The effective separation of mass ownership from control is

regarded as the principal distinguishing feature of the public corpo-

ration. In public corporations, the decision and leadership functions
are presumed to reside largely in the hands of salaried managements
which have little or no concern with minimization of personal sur-

tax of the individual shareholders. Dissatisfaction of particular
stocklolders with the policies of the salaried managements in the

large public corporations highlights their impotency in that the only

practical alternative is to dispose of stockholdings (other than to bear
their displeasure).

Private corporations with relatively few shareholders apparently
constitute the great majority of all corporations. 2 5 Of 374,950 corpo-
rate tax returns with balance sheets for 1945, 177,788, or 47 percent,
had total assets under $50,000; 61,431, or 16 percent, had total assets
$50.000 to $100,000; and 60,308, or 16 percent, had total assets $100,000

to $250,000.26 As reported by the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion, 2,128 issuers (corporations) had 3,544 security issues listed and
registered on national securities exchanges subject to the Commis-
sion's control as of June 30, 1950.27 Corporations not having their
securities listed and registered on national securities exchanges are
presumed to be private corporations (with few exceptions), typically

small in size and very numerous.
In closely held private corporations an obvious opportunity exists

for the corporate retention of earnings to the tax advantage of the

owner or owners, even though not realized. Further, the char-
acter of such private corporations gives rise to the presumption that

the affairs of the corporation are being run in a manner which

serves the pecuniary interests of the principal owner or owners. A

decision by a corporate official or officials to retain rather than to

distribute earnings, with resultant surtax savings to these owner-
officials, strongly suggests that the interdicted purpose may be pres-

ent. Those public corporations in which salaried managements per-

form the entrepreneurial function, rather than the stockholders, on

the whole avoid the suspicion that corporate dividend policy may be
adjusted to the surtax advantage of the owners.

Although section 102 has been applied primarily to closely held

and closely controlled private corporations of few shareholders,
corporations having a comparatively wide distribution of shares, i. e.,

numerous stockholders, may be subject to the statute if the corporate-
control group uses the corporation for the purpose of surtax savings.
In the case of the Trico Products Corp.,28 the Commissioner of In-

J J. L. MieConnell, "Corporate Earnings by Size of Firm," Survey of Current Business,
mnv 1945. p. 7.

m Stntistles of Inuone for 1945. pt. 2, p. 12.
2 Sixteenth Annual Report. 1950. p. 28.
21 Trico Products Corporation v. Commislioner (46 B. T. A. 348 (1942)).
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ternal Revenue in 1939 asserted deficiencies in income tax (see. 102)
for 1934 and 1935. The corporation had approximately 2,200 share-
holders, but corporate control was in the hands of a small group of
stockholders composed of John R. Oishei, who organized the corpo-
ration, and his close associates. Additional section 102 deficiencies
were assessed for 1936 and 1937 29; also for 1938, 1939, and 1940, which
were paid under protest; in addition, deficiency assessments were
proposed (revenue agent in charge) for the years 1941 through 1945.
The Board of Tax Appeals (1934 and 1935 assessments) and the
United States district court (1936 and 1937 assessments) found for
the deficiency assessments asserted by the Commissioner. These
decisions were sustained upon appeal.

The Trico Products Corp., in defending against the deficiency as-
sessments, contended that the accumulation of surplus was needed in
order to increase asset values equivalent to the realized price on shares
sold to the public, to provide for contingencies arising from patent ex-
piration (which necessitated the development of substitute pro(lucts),
and to increase investment income in order to remove dividend restric-
tions on the deferred or restricted stock. These contentions were not
persuasive.

Additional personal surtax liabilities of the three principal share-
holders, J. R. Oishei, P. C. Cornell, and S. H. Evans, had there been
full distribution of corporate earnings (including distribution- by
Trico Securities Corp.) for the years 1934-37, would have been some
$2,549,262.24.Y Deficiency assessments, plus interest, were paid by
the corporation for the years 1934 to 1940, inclusive, in the amount of
$7,303,238.20, although paid under protest for the years 1936 to 1940,
inclusive; further, the revenue agent in charge proposed deficiency
assessments for the years 1941 to 1945, inclusive, in the amount of
$2,522,374.34.3'

Although the control group in the case of the Trico Products Corp.
held a majority of the shares-hence had undisputed control-effec-
tive control of a corporation does not necessarily require a majority
stock interest. In general, the wider the distribution of stock the less
will be needed for control. Many of our large public corporations
with their thousands of shareholders are as effectively controlled by
small groups of stockholders with a minority stock interest as are
small private corporations with highly limited stock distributions
when majority stock ownership is essential for control. Simply be-
cause a corporation is public in character, with wide distribution of
its shares, does not mean that the entrepreneurial function has been
abdicated by its owners and vested in a salaried group of officials with
leadership and policy in its hands. It is possible for a small control
group in a large public corporation to be as much interested in per-
sonal surtax savings-with adjustment of corporate accumulation
policy in conformity therewith-as in the case of a few individuals

2 Trico Products Corporation v. McGowuan (67 F. Supp. 311 (1946)).
so Report of referee, Edward Weinfeld, in Benjamin Mahler, Robert A. Klein, and Dorothv

Kirschman, 'et al., v. John R. Oishei, Charles H. Oshei, Peter C. Cornell. Stevenson H.
Evans, William P. Baines Paul A. Schoellkopf, B. John Oshei, et al., Supreme Court,
State of New York, Index N~o. 28485-1947, p. 44.

" Ibid., p. 87.
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in a small private corporation.32 Consequently, it appears that our
large public corporations should not necessarily be regarded as im-
mune from the application of section 102. Further, the fact that the
control is exercised indirectly through related and/or subsidiary cor-
porations does not mean that it is any less effective than when exer-
cised directly.

An illustration 33 of apparently highly effective small group (family)
control of large public corporations is the du Pont family and the E.
I. du Pont deNemours & Co., the United States Rubber Co., and the
General Motors Corp. The Attorney General of the United States
filed a complaint4 against the E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
et al., June 30, 1949, in which he charged that Pierre S. du Pont,
Lammot du Pont, Irenee du Pont, and other members of the du Pont
family related by blood or marriage to Pierre, Lammot, and Iren6e
du Pontm established Christiana Securities Co. and the Delaware
Realty & Investment Corp. as personal holding companies, and
through these companies to control the E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.;
and through this latter company to control General Motors Corp.
The same individual defendants and other members of the du Pont
family held directly, or indirectly through personal holding com-
panies and trusts, approximately 300,000 (or 17 percent) of the out-
standing common stock of the United States Rubber Co., which con-
centration of stock ownership permitted control.

As to the du Pont de Nemours & Co., the Attorney General said:
'The combined holdings of Christiana and Delaware in du Pont Company, together
with the direct holdings of members of the du Pont family in that company,
total at the present time approximately 36 percent of the outstanding common
stock of du Pont Company.

The remaining approximately 64 percent of the capital stock of the du Pont
Company is diffused among approximately 73,000 stockholders whose average
holdings amount to slightly over 100 shares apiece. The concentrated holdings of
Christiana and Delaware alone, as contrasted to the wide distribution of the
remaining shares of the stock among 73,000 stockholders scattered throughout
the world, are sufficient to, and do, enable these personal holding companies to
control the defendant du Pont Company and its policies.'

m At the annual meeting, June 1, 1949, of Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey) a minoritystockholder (Wolf) evidenced his dissatisfaction with the company's dividend distributions
by stating, in part, that-"It is quite possible for a small minority of stockholders, large Individual holders, cor-porations, institutions, or other oil companies, holders of huge blocks of stock who may maketheir views on dividends known to the directors-and it is perfectly legitimate for directors
to give weight to such views in proportion to the holdings of such owners-I say it is
quite possible for such a small minority to wreak great hardship and injustice on the
large body of small stockholders by favoring small dividends and huge withholdings ofearnings.

"I make no direct accusation in this respect as regards Jersey, for I do not know if thisis a fact, but it is quite possible that there may be many such large stockholders of Jerseywho, indeed, prefer that dividends be kept small because of the large percentage of
additional dividends they would have to give up In taxes, leaving hardly enough net to
interest them. That is something we small stockholders may have to contend with, and
one more reason why we should make our voices heard." Report (1949 annual meeting
general discussion). pn. 24-25.

33 It should be emphasized that no implication should be drawn as to vulnerability ofthe corporations under section 102 discussed below. These corporations are used solely
to Illustrate family control.

54 Complaint filed In the United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois,
Eastern Division, Civil Action No. 49C-1071, June 30, 1949.

25 By members of the du Poft family is meant those persons who are lineal descendants
of Pierre Samuel du Pont de Nemours and the wives and husbands of- such lineal
descendants.

36 Complaint, op. cit., pp. 22-23.
"The du Pont Company also has a large number of either wholly or partially owned sub-sidiaries in this and other nations. It has a 50 per cent interest in The Old HickoryChemical Co. which produces carbon bisulphide. It holds 51 per cent, and General Motors49 per cent of the voting stock of Kinetic Chemicals, Inc., a manufacturer of refrigerants.

Du Pont Company owns 16.7 per cent of the voting stock of International Freighting Corpo-ration, Inc., which operates a steamship and general chartering business between theAtlantic Coast, Gulf Coast, and South American ports. The balance of the voting stock
il held by General Motors." Ibid., p. 7.
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Concerning General Motors Corp., the Attorney General declared
that-

Defendant du Pont Company has for many years past owned 10,000,000 shares
(approximately 23 per cent) of the approximately 44,000,000 outstanding shares
of General Motors common stock. The remaining shares of General Motors
stock were, in 1947, held by over 436,000 stockholders located in the various
States of the United States and in foreign countries. Ninety-two per cent of these
stockholders owned no more than 100 shares. Sixty per cent owned no more
than 25 shares. The concentrated block of 10,000,000 shares held by du Pont
Company as contrasted to the wide distribution of the remaining 34,000,000
shares among hundred[s] of thousands of small shareholders has enabled defend-
ants to control the selection of the directors of General Motors and to control the
administration and policies of that corporation. m

As to the United States Rubber Co., the Attorney General asserted
thatr-

The common stock of United States Rubber, other than that held by defend-
ant individuals and class defendants, is distributed among approximately 14,000
other stockholders who are located all over the United States, as well as in
foreign countries. The concentrated stockholdings in United States Rubber of
defendant individuals and the class defendants, as contrasted to the dispersed
and small holdings of approximately 14,000 other stockholders, enables the
defendant individuals and those class defendants who own United States Rubber
stock to control the selection of members of the board of directors, the adminis-
tration and the policies of United States Rubber."

In consideration of the reasonable needs of the business in surplus
accumulation, private corporations are heavily dependent on internal
financing for growth, while public corporations have access to external
sources of funds. The market position of private corporations be-
cause of size, in general, tends to be more tenuous and hazardous
than for public corporations, thus affecting their requirements for
reserves and liquidity. Risks in internal operations, as found in
uncertainties in raw materials, labor, contingencies, and the like,
have an impact on the liquidity requirements of private corporations.

7 Ibid., pp.26-27.
Since 'M17 key officers and directors of the du Pont Company, including the individual

defendants named herein, have been assigned by du Pont Company to serve as officers and
directors of General Motors and on its principal committees. The du Pont Company has
also determined what other persons should hold office as members of the Board of Direc-
tors of General Motors, and no person has been chosen for membership on such board
contrary to the wishes of du Pont Company." Ibid., p. 28.

u Ibid., p. 56.
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CHAPTER III

SPECIFIC ECONOMIC EFFECTS

Section 102 has been subject to extensive criticism which has not
always been free of emotional content. The penalty character of the
tax and its discretionary application by the Bureau of Internal Rev-
enue doubtless are important factors contributing to the strong feel-
ings of some of its critics. There has been a tendency toward some
exaggeration of its faults, especially by those who express their con-
demnations in generalized and sweeping terms. Perhaps the fear that
the tax has occasioned in the minds of some taxpayers, compounded in
part of misunderstanding, has been influential in this respect. More-
over, these critics of section 102, while recognizing its real or alleged
inadequacies and injustices, appear, in some instances, to overlook
the important purpose the tax is designed to serve, namely, prevention
-of personal tax avoidance. Proposals for amendment, in general,
seem directed toward weakening the section and undermining its
effective administration rather than strengthening the section, or pro-
viding a more satisfactory alternative method of meeting the tax-
avoidance problem.

CRITICISMS OF SECTION 102

Some of the criticisms of the section finding expression before
~committees of the Congress have been to the effect that the statute
"threatens only small -business," 1 that reprisals are feared by those
-who attempt "to accumulate working capital," 2 that there is "undue
pressure to pay out dividends," 3 that the possible application of the
-section when profits are retained "stymies industrial growth," 4 that it
discriminates (competitively) in favor of "corporations which built
up large reserves prior to the enactment" 5 of the statute, that it pre-
vents the "accumulation of surpluses to withstand possible future
economic recessions," a and that it "tends to destroy incentive by pre-
ventingo the accumulation of capital for constructive purposes." 7 Cor-
porations, it is said, "cannot safely accumulate adequately for replace-
ments, expansion, or otherwise under section 102." 8 Small corpora-

'Hearings, Joint Committee on the Economic Report, 81st Cong., 1st sess., Volume and
Stability of Private Investment, pt. 2 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office,
1950). p. 119.

ibid.
Ihid.. p. 620: see Revenue Revisions. 1947-48, hearings before the Committee on ways

-and MIeans. House of Representatives, 80th Cong.. 1st sess.. on Proposed Revisions of the
Internal Revenue Code, pt. 1 (Wnlshington. D. C. : Government Printing Office, 1947), p. 73.

4 Revenue Revisions, 1947-48, ibid., pt. 3, p. 1510.
I Thid.

e Ibid.
7 Ii d.
8 Ibid.. P 1852.
Frank L. Andrews. representine the Ameriean Hotel Associntion:
"A final point: Treasury's Increasingly diligent scrutiny of undistributed profits, under

-sectlin 102 of the Revenue Code. must be realistic, or It could prove serious to the hotel
Industry. from a standpoint of excessive surtax. The hotels came out of the war with
deferred maintenance growing out of accelerated depreciation. with equipment Inventories
depleted. and with heavy obsoleseence. These faetors. coupled with the need for substan-
tial cash reserves, to carry a property over periods of low occupancy, frequently make
necessary the retention of larger sums of undistributed profits than is required by many
-other types of business..
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tions find that "risky expansion" is less attractive and that to obtain
external capital "on satisfactory terms" is "much more difficult." 9
Undistributed corporate profits must be used for the "construction of
new plants, or for the starting of new business operations within the
corporation, or for the purchase of smaller independent businesses
to be absorbed into the corporation" and may not be employed for
"direct loans as mortgages to individuals" for home construction or for
the purchase of "municipal bonds which might enable cities to carry
on projects in slum clearance." l0

The penal character of the section is condemned as being abhorrent
and without justification." It "induces the adoption of the partner-
ship form of business" although the "corporate form would be far
more desirable, and much more advisable from all other stand-
points." 12 It is said to have caused "an epidemic of corporate dis-
solutions." - Rather than protecting the revenue "it creates it and
does so by blackmail." 14 The statute has given rise to "uncertainty
and confusion" 15 because of its vagueness and indefiniteness hanging
over corporations "like the sword of Damocles." 's

Criticisms of the section have not been limited to those placed di-
rectly before the Congress, such as those above. In illustration, sec-
tion 102 has been described as an "illusory and almost impossible
method of dealing in a proper manner with the problem of undis-
tributed corporat.e earnings"; 17 also that it may be 'least effective" in
situations "where coercive pressure to declare dividends may be most
needed." is It has been charged that the section "was conceived in
error" and "ought to be repealed." '9 Of interest in this regard is the
view expressed by the committee on the Federal corporate net income
tax of the National Tax Association in its preliminary report.

The committee directed strong words of censure to the section.
Section 102 imposes a special surtax on corporations "formed or availed of

for the purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax upon its shareholders
or the shareholders of any other corporation, through the medium of permitting
earnings or profits to accumulate instead of being divided or distributed * * * "
The section is one of the most unpopular features of our present corporate tax

"Mr. KEAN. Do you know of anybody in your industry who has been unfairly treated
under 102?

"Mr. ANDREWS. I do not know just what you mean by 'unfairly.'
"Mr. KEAN. Have they brought up the case of 102?
"Mr. ANDREWS. I have no specific case.
"Mr. KEAN. If you know of a specific case, I would appreciate it if you would let me

know about it.
"Mr. RYAN. There is no way for a lay group such as ours to challenge these things, or

-ascertain what the proper formula should be. In some instances the retention of reserves
only equal to those that have been retained formerly have been questioned by the Com-
mission; that is, not a greater reserve but the reserve they kept formerly.

"Mr. KEAN. Definitely you should be allowed to retain in many cases a good deal more
than 70 percent. I have not heard of any cases where the Bureau has not been very intelli-
gent and lenient in 102 cases. If.you know of any case where they have not been, I would
appfreciate hearing about it so when we consider section 102 we can consider those cases.

Mr. RYAN. I will have a number of those in your hands." Ibid., pp. 1445-1446.
Ibid., pt. 5 (1948), p. 3321.

iS Ibid., pt. 3 (1947), p. 1854.
"Ibid., pt. 5 (1948), p. 3241.

D Ibid., p. 3242.
13 Ibid.
'4Ibid.
15 Revenue Revisions of 1950, hearings before the Committee on Finance, U. S. Senate,

81st Cong., 2d sess. (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1950), p. 373.
Revenue Revisions, 1947-48, pt. 5, op. cit., p. 3307.

" Arthur H. Kent, "Corporate Income Tax-Discussion," Proceedings, National TaxAssociation, 1947, p. 13.
Is Arthur H. Kent, "The Legal Machinery of the Present Corporate Income Tax System,"

ibid., p. 76.
'5 Gerge T. Altman, "Section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code," ibid., 1948, p. 557.
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system, and it is the opinion of the committee that this unpopularity is well
deserved. Section 102 is criticized because it fails to accomplish its purpose
and because its definition in the law and regulations is so vague as to constitute
a nuisance to business and provide a tax with a capricious incidence.

The truth is, of course, that all reinvestment is more or less with the motive
of avoiding surtax, and the section is based upon the hypocrisy of denying this
fact. Moreover, the operation of the section rests insecurely upon a judgment of
men's motives. It is like the game of baseball, where it is wrong to pitch at the
batter but all right to throw the ball "high and inside." Every umpire knows
that under these circumstances he cannot draw a workable line. If he attempts
to enforce the rule at all, he will catch some who are innocent and let many
escape who are guilty. Much the same happens under Section 102.

It is easier to criticize Section 102 than to devise a substitute. As long as un-
distributed earnings are very substantially favored by the tax system, some de-
vice will be necessary to prevent unconscionable evasion. Even a partial removal
of existing unneutralities, however, would remove some of the pressure that
supports and warrants Sction 102. At present when Section 102 applies at all,
it covers not only earnings that are wrongfully withheld but all earnings with-
held. The law could at least be mitigated to eliminate this unnecessary harsh-
ness. Consideration may be given to the Canadian system, under which im-
properly accumulated surplus is taxed on a pro rata share to stockholders as
though there had been a distribution. However, there is some feeling on the
committee that the retention of penalties against unreasonable accumulation
is essential."

The final report of this committee contained a restatement of the
committee's distaste of the section but an admission of its need.

As stated in our Preliminary Report, the majority of our Committee cherishes
a cordial dislike for Section 102. Any action which would reduce the tax dif-
ferentials between distributed and undistributed earnings would be a partial
remedy for Section 102 in that this would relieve the pressure in the area of its
application. But none of our members thinks that the partial dividend-paid
credit here advocated would eliminate the need for Section 102 or that it would
justify the weakening of an instrument already conspicuously feeble. In short,
we accept the section as a necessary evil. We do think the statute might well
be recast to make clear that the evidence to establish illegitimacy of reinvest-
ment be confined to objective facts, eliminating the vagaries associated with
subjective "intent" to avoid surtax."

Recently, the Tax Institute gave careful consideration- to section
102.22 Examination of the section took the form of a questionnaire
survey directed to a group of practitioners; a panel discussion
designed to discover the economic effects of the section; and a panel
discussion of policy with reference to the section.

Criticisms of section 102 developed by panel participants and ques-
tionnairerre spondents were many and various as follows:

1. Discrimination against small business enterprises because (a) it is
difficult for small businesses to obtain external capital funds; (b)
irregularities in the flow of net earnings require a relatively larger
retention of earnings, a relatively higher liquidity to protect against
unknown contingencies and to take advantage of unexpected business
opportunities; and (c) small-business men tend to be less well-in-
formed tax wise, are less inclined to engage in legal defense of their
actions, and are more susceptible to panic.

2. Application of the section has been especially against the closely
held, closely controlled corporations; however, widely held corpora-
tions on occasion have felt concerned; also, in a few instances, fear of
the section apparently has induced parent corporations to have sub-
sidiary corporations declare and pay dividends.

2 Ibid., 1949, pp. 456-457.
2 Ibid., 1950. p. 71.
2 Economic Effects of Section 102 (Princeton, N. J.: Tax Institute, 1951).
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3. Discrimination against corporations with high variability of
earnings (regarded as being especially vulnerable under the section).

4. Fear and uncertainty created by the section, which some partici-
pants believed had their genesis in ignorance on the part of tax prac-
titioners, as well as businessmen.

5. Forcing corporations to declare dividends which otherwise
would not be done; also, inducing larger dividends than otherwise
would have been paid.

6. Curtailment of growth, particularly by reason of the "immedi-
acy" doctrine, by small closely held corporations; also, retardation
of product development. On the other hand, the section, in many in-
stances, was believed to have been an accelerating factor in plant ex-
pansion and in the acquisition of new machinery.

7. Increased borrowing caused by the forcing of dividends.
8. Curtailment of business operations.
9. Adequate financial provision for contingencies prevented.
10. Acceleration of capital formation which, in individual corporate

cases, may not always have been wise.
11. Brought about conversion of corporations into partnerships

and sole proprietorships.
12. Influenced debt reduction.
13. Caused preference for debt rather than equity financing.
14. Induced corporations to engage in practice of creating year-

end balance sheet nonliquidity.
15. Caused resort to various business practices such as excessive

inventory accumulation, deferral of collections, bonus and salary in-
creases, corporate apathy to cost increases, pension and profit-sharing
plans, holding funds in cash or in Government securities as an alterna-
tive to investment in securities of unrelated business enterprises, and
the like.

16. Retards the funding of depreciation.
17. Fear of harmful publicity by corporate taxpayers if they resort

to judicial determination of the validity of a deficiency assessment
under the section.

18. Induces sales or liquidations of enterprises; also corporate
mergers.

19. Factor influencing concentration of industry (a) by making
it hazardous for small enterprises to accumulate adequate reserves,
i. e., contingencies and expansion, and (b) by inducing sales, liquida-
tions, and mergers'of small businesses (sec. 102 in combination with
other taxes).

20. Accentuates inflationary and deflationary trends within the
economy by accelerating corporate expansion during periods of pros-
perity and, through restraint on corporate reserve accumulations, ad-
versely affects the maintenance of employment and the payment of
dividends during periods of recession and depression.

21. Difficulties created by administration of the section by the Bu-
reau of Internal Revenue as found in-

(a) Its use as a coercive instrument by some Bureau agents
to obtain concessions from taxpayers in other areas, i. e., deprecia-
tion, salaries, etc.

(b) Administration too mechanical; Bureau stall erects judg-
ments without sufficient familiarity with business or with the
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problems of the particular corporations under question for ex-
cessive accumulation of surplus.

(c) Possible changes in Bureau policy-unpredictable over
time.

(d) Differences in attitudes of Bureau and particular revenue
agents; also among revenue agents.

e) Once subject to tax, the corporation thereafter is suspect.
() Delay in determination of section liability by the Bureaui

and final decision by Tax Court.
(g) Burden of proof on taxpayer-if on Commissioner greater

uniformity in administration; also, the section could not then
serve as an instrument of coercion by revenue agents.

22. Corporate directors may be subject to suit by minority stock-
holders subsequent to the successful assertion of section liability by
Bureau.

Section 102 was defended by Tax Institute panel participants and
questionnaire respondents in the following respects:

1. Statute a necessary feature of the law, providing for the taxa-
tion of income to prevent avoidance of personal income tax through
use of the corporation as a personal "savings bank," i. e., corporate
retention of profits. To the extent that the section is effective, the
personal income tax distributes its burdens more equitably between
and among taxpayers, safeguards the revenues from the personal
income tax, and is a limiting influence on the use of the corporation
as a tax. avoidance device.

2. Protests and "cries of anguish" against the section are evidence
that, in sothe measure, the section is accomplishing its purpose.

3. Bureau of Internal Revenue has intelligently administered the
section -in that its attitude has been fair and reasonable.

4. The more careful appraisal of the year-end position of the cor-
poration and its future plans by the corporate directors, induced by
the section, may well be of advantage in the long run.

5. Although the section may be of major importance to some cor-
porations, its over-all effects on the economy, on balance, are not
important.

6. Probably not more than 10 percent of corporations affected by
the section under its present administration; these companies are
small, family owned, debt-free enterprises.

7. The small amount of revenue collected directly by application
of the penalty tax is no measure of its importance or of the extent to
which the purpose of the section is accomplished. The purpose is
to prevent improper accumulations of surplus from occurring, i. e.,
excessive corporate liquidities, rather than to penalize (collect revenue
under the section) as such. It is a deterrent (a revenue protective
device) not, of itself, a revenue measure.

S. '1he section has been given an importance beyond its deserts.
Tax practitioners need further education regarding the section in
order that the fears of businessmen will not be stimulated unneces-
sarily.

9. Real investment, on balance, apparently increased rather than
decreased by the section. -
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TAX INSTrrUTE QUESTIONNAIRE

As a means of ascertaining certain of the economic effects of sec-
tion 102, a questionnaire was sent to some 1,700 tax practitioners as of
October 13, 1949. (See appendix 2, p. 230, for copy of questionnaire
and accompanying letter.)

The respondent replies to the questionnaire: 23

Number of "filled-in" questionnaires…--------------------------------- 153
Number of letters of brief comments---------------------------------- 37

Total number of responses …-------- -- …------------------------ 190

All parts of the country were represented in the questionnaire re-
turns. The Tax Institute was of the opinion that the "153 tax prac-
titioners returning questionnaires represented approximately 10,000
corporations." 24

Of the approximately 10,000 corporations, concern with section 102
was as follows:25

Percent

No consideration --------- ---------- ---------------- -19
Casual considerationa …………_ _____________________________ 25
Careful consideration._ ………… _____________________________ 34
Intensive consideration …………------------------- ---------------------- _ 22

Some 56 percent of the represented corporations thus gave careful
and/or serious thought to section 102.

Judging from questionnaire responses, the Tax Institute concluded
that virtually all types of corporate business were affected by the
section.36 The listing of the various types of business undertakings
by the respondent-practitioners was as follows: 27

Number of
respondents

Type of business: listing
Textile corporations ………-------------------------------------- ---- 37
Personal service corporations …………---------------------_-_--------- 30
Manufacturing corporations -- … ……------------------- 24
Merchandising corporations-----------------------------…--------- 17
Publishing corporations------- -------------- …--------------------- 12
Glass corporations---:…----------------------------------- --- - --- 7
Auto dealer corporations ………--------------------___________________ 7
Paper products corporations -…… ___ _______________---_---_- 7
Lumber corporations --------------------------------- - -------- 6
Steel and iron corporations_--_--------------- ------------------- 5

Other types of business reported by less than 5 respondents were
dealers in securities, oil, finance, minerals, chemicals, food processing,
automobiles, and furniture. These data, of course, give no indication
of the impact of the section by type of business, but only the kinds of
corporate enterprise concerned therewith.

Types of business not affected by the section apparently were insur-
ance companies, trust companies, railroads, and trade organizations.29

The principal impact of the section, as reported by respondents, was
on closely held corporations with very few shareholders as indicated
below.30

= Ibid., p. 9.
" Ibid., p. 11.
'5 Ibid.
2U Ibid., p. 12.
'7 Ibid., p. 13.
" Ibid
X Ibid.
to Ibid., p. 14. These data were derived from replies of 141 respondents.
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Number of respond-
entst reporting

Number of corporate shareholders: corporations affected
Less than 5_______________________________--------------------- - 89
5 to 10 ------------------------------- 71
10 to 25… ----------------------- ---- ------------------- …

25 to 100… _______________________________________________ 37
Over 100_________----_----------------------------_____________ 43

Corporations affected, according to corporate size as measured by
net assets, were found to be as follows:

Number of respond-
ents reporting

Net assets: corporations affected
Less than $20,000_----------------------------------------------- 9
$20,000 to $50,000_______________________------------------------- 22
$50,000 to $100,000________________-… L…_______------------------- 34
$100,000 to $250,000______________________------------------------ 58
$250,000 to $500,000_______________________________--------------- 56
In excess of $500,000_________________________--…________________ 92

The questionnaire did not provide for respondent reporting of the
number of affected corporations by asset group.32 However, if the
number of respondents reporting (by asset group) is a general indica-
tion of the number of corporations affected (by asset group), cor-
porations with net assets of $100,000 or more constitute the great
majority of the corporations concerned with section 102. Compara-
tively few corporations with net assets of less than $100,000 are
affected, apparently.

The effect of the section on dividend distributions for the average
practitioner was as follows: 33

Percent of his
Sec. 102 as influencing increased dividend distributions: corporate clients

Sole controlling factor ------ ------ ------- ------ ------- ------ 19
M ajor controlling factor…------------------------------_----------- 22
Contributing factor----------------------------------------------- 18
N ot considered…-------------------------------------------------- 9
Incidental or inconsequential…-------------------------------------- 32

For the average practitioner, therefore, section 102 was at least a
contributing factor in increased dividend distributions for the ma-
jority of his corporate clients (59 percent) ; and for some 41 percent
a sole or major factor causing increased profit distributions. These
percentages should be construed as suggesting only the general order of
magnitude in measuring the influence of the section on corporate
dividend policy.

Certain effects from the forcing of dividends, by numbers of re-
spondents reporting, were stated to be as follows: i

Consequences of forcing increased dividends Frequent Infrequent

Conversion of assets-15 32
Increased borrowing:

From stockholders --------------- 10 22
From banks or other outside sources -13 33

Curtailment of operations -11 24
Additional stock issues -7 23

n Ibid. These data based on replies of 128 respondents.
The number of corporations in each asset group could not be determined as a number

of practitioners with a diversified clientele checked more than one asset group. Ibid.
n Ibid., p. 16.
54 Ibid., p. 18.

35
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Other economic effects observed by respondents, in rank order of
number of reporting practitioners, were as follows: s5

Number | Effect one of--
of re-

Economic effect spondents
reporting Stimu- Retarda-

effect lation tion

1. Expansion or rehabilitation of plant, or acquisition of new machinery 106 85 32
2. Acquisition of properties- 93 77 23
3. Reduction of debt ------------------- 67 43 3b,
4. Increase in inventories ------------------ 65 52 17
5. Change from corporate to partnership or to sole proprietorship form--- 61 60 5.
6. Debt financing in preference to equity financing- 52 48 8
7. Pension and profit sharing plans ---------- 47 43 11
8. Development of a wholly new product (never produced before) 43 21 27-
9. Mergers or sales of businesses - 38 33 8

10. Complete liquidation and discontinuance of business in any form 35 31 7-
11. Improvement, extension, or embellishment of a previous product 34 20 19
12. Resort to outside sources for financing by borrowing or issues of new

stock -32 26 10.

Respondent replies to the question relating to the effect of forcing-
dividends on corporate investments in a completely new product or an
improvement of a previous product were as follows (See questions 5a,
and 5b in questionnaire, appendix 2, p. 231.): ss

Yes No

Retarded investment in completely new product (5a)-22 58.
Retarded investment in improvement of a previous product (Sb)-23 51

Comments of practitioners on the questionnaire indicated that a.
number of corporate clients were in sufficient fear of section 102 to.
cause them to distribute earnings against the advice of the practitioner,,
that the Trico case created considerable uneasiness among corporate
boards of directors, and that a "vicious".aspect of the section was its-
employment by revenue agents to coerce taxpayer corporations into.
agreeing to other adjustments. 37

THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION QUESTIONNAIRE

In a study of Taxes and Economic Incentives,ss Lewis H. Kimmel,.
of The Brookings Institution, used a questionnaire as a means of ascer-
taining the views of businessmen on a variety of tax problems. The

a5 Ibid., p. 19. The stimulative and retarding effects were further classified in the-
questionnaire as to frequency or infrequency of occurrence.

Some practitioners reported both stimulative and retarding effects (section causing diverse
effects on clientele), consequently the total of reported effects exceeds the number of report-
ing respondents. See table, p. 20.

a; Ibid., p. 21.
Various other effects of lesser importance and of occasional mention such as an increase-

In salaries and bonuses to corporate officers, reorganization, sale of stock, avoidance of any
significant amount of liquid assets, some apathy to cost increases, advanced somewhat-
time of making replacements and improvements, forced expansion of plant as an alternative
to dividends (dividends objectionable because of high individual surtax rates), and the like,
were seen by respondents. See ibid., pp. 16-25.

One respondent stated that a corporate addition to plant In the form of a new building-
was called No. 102. Ibid., p. 24.

"' Ibid., pp. 24-26.
' Washington, D. C.: The Brookings Institution, 1950.

a
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questionnaire was sent to 1,000 manufacturing corporations in June
1948.31

One of the questions included in the questionnaire was as follows:

Has the provision (sec. 102) designed to prevent unreasonable accumulations
of earnings affected the operations of your company? If so, please explain.'0

Of the replies received to this question, 210 warranted a "yes" or
"no" classification. 41 Some 51 replies (of the 210) of the corporate
respondents gave affirmative answers to the question.< The replies,
classified by industry, were as follows: 43

Corporate opera-
tions affected by Percent

Total re- sec. 102? affirma-
Industry plies ___________ tive

replies
Yfes No

Metals and metal products -.----------- 29 5 24 17. 2
Machine, y and accessories - ---------------- 47 8 39 17. 0
Automobiles and accessories -7 1 6 14.3
Electrical equipment and appliances -- ------------- 16 3 13 18.8
Textiles --------------- ------------------------------- 23 8 15 34.8
Chemicals and drugs ------------- 11 3 8 27.3
Building materials- 3 5 37.5
Paper and paper products -14 3 11 21.4
Foods and beverages -1- 3 15 16.7
Leather and leather products - ------------- 7 4 3 57.1
Rubber -5--------------------- --------------- ----------- 5 0 6 0
Glass-5 1 4 20.0
Miscellaneous ---- ----------- 20 9 11 45.0

Total ------------ 210 61 159 24.3

Kimmel suggests that the comparatively small proportion, 24.3 per-
.cent of the respondent corporations reporting that section 102 affected
their operations, can be misleading unless it is realized that only the
closely held small and medium-sized corporations are concerned with
the section-not the large public corporations.4"

The affirmative responses, in most instances, revealed that the section
had a forcing effect on profit distributions.4 5 The forcing effect was
attributed to the "uncertainty" in the application of the section. In
addition, a number of respondents indicated that the section had
induced expansion of plant as an alternative to earnings distribution.4
One respondent corporation stated that it had derived an advantage
thereby in that expansion plans were caused to become formalized.4 7

The section was criticized as constituting an "unwarranted inter-
ference with corporate management"; 48 the creation of a continuous
potential contingent liability with the decision thereon in the hands
of a third party, i. e., Bureau of Internal Revenue, which has no special
concern with company operations or a solvent future for the corpora-
tion; I and the retrospective appraisal and judgment exercised by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue on the decisions of corporate manage-
ment.A0 Respondents also complained that corporate taxpayers are

39 Lewis H. Kimmel, Taxes and Economic Incentives, ibid., p. 27.
40 Ibld., p. 63.
41 Ibid.
42 Ibid.
43 Ibid., p. 64.
44 Ibid., p. 63.
45 Ibid.
40 Ibid., pp. 64-65.
41 Ibid., p. 65.
" Ibid., p. 63.
49 Ibid., pp. 63-64.
'1 Ibid., p. 64.

20179-52---4
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not on an equal "footing" with the Bureau under the section," and
that revenue agents generally have insufficient knowledge of corporate
finance and of liquid reserve requirements to provide for growth.5 2

Kimmel regards the section as a contributory force to the infla-
tionary pressure of the period 1946-48.53 This effect was not only
a function of currently induced real investment but of orders or con-
tracts for future delivery of plant or equipment, even though subject
to later change or cancellation.- Such orders or contracts served as
a means of protecting the corporation from the possible application
of the section in earnings accumulation by implementing future cor-
porate expansion plans.55

THE QUESTIONNAIRE OF THE JOINT CoMMrITEE ON THE EcONOMIo
REPORT OF THE CONGRESS

The Joint Committee on the Economic Report of the Congress, in
furtherance of its study of investment, directed a confidential ques-
tionnaire on section 102 to 254 corporations in December 1949.56 Sec-
tion 102 had been an object of severe and extensive complaint before
congressional committees. Corporation executives and trade associa-
tion representatives contended that the section "forced" investment
and, on the contrary, "retarded" investment. There were conflicting
opinions regarding the extent to which corporate directors "feared"
the section, the corporations affected, its influence in compelling divi-
dend distributions, and its effect on corporate liquidities. Answers to
these questions, if obtainable, lay in the hands of those who direct cor-
porate affairs. The purpose of the questionnaire was to derive in-
formation which might contribute to a better appraisal of the econ-
omic effects of the section.

The questionnaire was as follows:

DECEMBER 1949.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT

(Created pursuant to sec. 5 (a) of Public Law 304, 79th Congress)

CONFIDENTIAL QUESTIONNAIRE ON SECTION 102, INTERNAL REVENUE
CODE

Name of corporation-----------------------------------------------
Nature of business- - ________-_ -- - Number of stockholders______
Total assets as of January 1, 1949_------------------------------
Total earned surplus as of January 1, 1949____________________------ ---------
Total liquid assets (cash, securities, and excess of current accounts receivable

over current accounts payable), January 1, 1949_------------------------ __
Ratio of current assets to current liabilities, January 1, 1949____________-_ -----

List Perce,,tages in Order
Of your corporate voting stock, what is the percentage ----------------

holding of the five largest stockholders: ----------------

5' Ibid.
' Ibid.
" Ibid., p. 65.
'4 Ibid.
M Ibid.
" Questionnaire prepared by author.
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In each of the following questions it will be helpful to the Committee if you will
cite specific evidence as to how your own corporate policy has been affected. If
insufficient space is provided, use a separate sheet for your answer. YOUR
ANSWERS WILL BE HELD CONFIDENTIAL.

1. Has Section 102 caused your corporation to distribute a larger proportion of
current earnings in dividends than would otherwise have been done?

In 1946, Yes --- No ---
In 1947, Yes -_ No ---
In 1948, Yes --- No

Total Net Income After Taeces
(Including income tax) Net Income After Tames Distributed

1946 …---------------…---------
1947 ------------------------------- _--- - ------------------------
1948 …------------ ------ ------

2. Of corporate earnings after taxes during the past 3 years (1946-1948) approwi-
mately what percent was used for the following purposes: Percent

(a) Building up liquid reserves…------------------------------ ---
(b) Plant additions, betterments, and inventories…---------------
(c) Purchase of other corporate stocks (common and preferred) … ______
(d) Purchase of assets of another corporation --------------- - … ______
(e) Dividends ------------------- _------------------------ ------
(f) Debt retirement and retirement of preferred stock…_________-______

100

3. During the past 3 years (1946-1948, inclusive), to what extent, if at all, has
Section 102 adversely affected-

(a) Any contemplated program of corporate expansion?
Please explain ______________--…___

…__________________________________________-___________________

(b) The self-financed growth of your corporation?
Please explain ______________--- _

…__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -…_ - ----- -- ----- -----

…__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -

…__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -

(o) The accumulation of a sufficiently large liquid earned surplus for
prudent hedging against future contingencies?

Please explain _____________________--
…__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - …_ - - -----

…__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

…__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - …_ - - ---- -

4. Has the possibility of Section 102 liability caused your corporation to buy
other corporate securities or corporate assets which otherwise you would
not have done during the past 3 years?

Please explain _
…_____________________________________________________________-_-____
…_______________________________________________________-_____________
…_____________________________________________________________________

…__ _ _ _ -…-_ _ -_-__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5. During the past 3 years (1946-1948, Inclusive), has Section 102 caused your
corporation to make ill-timed investments in assets or to enter the market
for equipment and supplies under unfavorable circumstances?

Please explain -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
…_____________________________________________________________________
…_____________________________________________________________________
…_____________________________________________________________________
…_____________________________________________________________________
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6. Is your corporation (by reason of cost, unavailability, or Corporate policy)
completely dependent in fact on internal financing of fixed assets in corpo-
rate expansion?_____________________________________

If so, please state reason or reasons _____________________________
______________________________________________________________________

_____________-_________-_____________________________-________________

7. Has the fact that the Treasury is permitted 3 years to make a final determina-
tion on your return as to the application of Section 102 affected the timing
and amount of corporate investment or caused a larger dividend distribu-
tion than would have occurred if your return were subject to earlier closure?

Please explain- - - - - - - - - - - - -
______________________________________________________________________-

______________________________________________________________________

8. Do you believe there is any better way to prevent avoidance of personal sur-
tax than by using Section 102 in its present form?

(If you believe that a change is desirable, please indicate the nature of the
change or revision and your reason or reasons in support of it.)
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______--_______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

9. Has your corporation been subjected to tax assessment under Section 102?
Yes________-No________

If so please give year or years …;------------ amount of Section 102 tax
assessment- -. _______________; and amount of tax paid_----------------

Name of Respondent Officer Title

A covering letter accompanied the questionnaire, signed by the
chairman of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report, Senator
Joseph C. O'Mahoney. Its content was as follows:

CONGRESS OF THE UNIrED STATES,
JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE EcONOMIc REPORT,

December 13, 1949.
By direction of Congress, the Joint Committee on the Economic Report has

undertaken a survey of investment. The subcommittee appointed to conduct the
study, among other things, is interested in obtaining information concerning
the influence of section 102 of the Federal Revenue Code on corporation policy
as to the retention or distribution of current earnings.

Your corporation has been selected as a possible source of information on the
operation of the tax imposed under section 102. Your cooperation in filling out
the attached questionnaire will be appreciated. The committee needs this in-
formation in order better to understand how this tax in our Federal tax system
promotes or retards real investment. If possible, the questionnaire should be-
returned in the enclosed envelope before December 20. All replies to this ques-
tionnaire will be held strictly confidential.

Very truly yours,
JOSEPH C. O'MAHONEY, Chairman.
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The questionnaire was directed to 204 industrial and manufactur-
ing corporations and 50 finance companies, a total of 254 corporations.57

It was believed desirable to contact corporate officers directly on the
:assumption that the opinions expressed would have greater reliabil-
ity. Of the 254 corporations to which the questionnaire was sent, 140,
*or 55 percent, responded.5 8

a' Corporations to which the questionnaire was addressed were divided Into four groups
as follows:

Group ~Number of Type of cor. Limitation on num.
Group icorporm- Asset limits poration tber of stockholders

tions;

A - 50 S250, 000-85, 000,000 Industrial Not more than 1,000.
B -so 2.50,000-25,000.000 _-do No limit.
C -104 2.0,000-25.000.000 -- do - Not mere than 1,000.
D -50 250.000-25,000,000 Finance- No limit.

In determining the corporations to be contacted, it appeared desirable to exehlde the very small corpora-
tions, assets less than $250,000, and the large public corporations, assets of 125,000,000 or more. Corporations
in groups A and C were subject to a limitation of not having more than 1,000 stockholders; corporations in
groups B and C were not restrieted as to the number of stockholders. WA ithin the li-itations herein noted,
-corporations were of random selection from extensive lists. However, two corporations in C group, one
with assets of $230,000 and one with assets of $162,704, did appear in sarl Ile.

The endeavor was to reach small and medium-sized corporations of a nonpublic eharacter. This was on
the assumption that the very small and probably very closely held and closely controlled corporations would
have a recognized vulnerability and concern with section 102, being in the main ineorl orated sole propifetor-
shins or partnerships; on the other hand, the large public corporations would view the section as not appli-
-cable to themselves and thus uninfluenced by it. The intention was to avoid these extremes in selecting the
corporations to be contacted by the limitations on asset size.

58 Responses by groups were as follows:

Group Number con- Number re- Percent re-
Group tacted sponding sponse

A -50 25 50.0
B- 50 30 60.0
C- 104 * 64 61. 5
D -50 21 42.0

Total -254 140 55.1
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The number of stockholders in the corporation was indicated by 133
respondents of the 140 replying. The average (arithmetic) number of
shareholders per corporation was 224; the median number, 77. The
distribution of- stockholders by corporation was as follows:

TABLE 4.-Number of stockholders, by corporation, in 138 corporations

Cumulative frequencies
Number of stockholders Frequencies

More than- Less than-

O to but not including 20 -------------------- 37 133 37
20 to but not including 40 -16 96 63
40 to but not including 60 - 80 68
60 to but not including 80 ------- - 10 75 68
80 to but not including 100 -5 65 73
100 to but not including 120 -2 60 75
120 to but not including 140-- 58 80
140 to but not including 160 -6 63 86
160 to but not including 180 -2 47 88
180 to but not including 200 -6 45 94
200 to but not including 220 -3 30 97
220 to but not including 240 -6 36 - 103
240 to but not including 260 -1 30 104
260 to but not including 280 -1 29 105
280 to but not including 300 -3 28 108
300 to but not including 320 --- 3 25 111
320 to but not including 340 -1 22 112
340 to but not including 360 -5- 5 21 117
360 to but not including 380 -0 16 117
380 to but not including 400 -0 16 117
400 to but not including 420 - ------------------------- 2 16 119-
420 to but not including 440 -1 14 120
440 to but not including 460 -1 13 121
460 to but not including 480 - ------ ----------------- 0 12 121
480 to but not including 500 -0 12 121
600 and over - 12 12 133

Total corporations- 133 :

Number of stockholders per corporation: Arithmetic average, 224; median, 77.
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DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF STOCKHOLDERS IN 133 CORPORATIONS.
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CHART 2

CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF STOCKHOLDERS IN 133 CORPORATIONS.
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Of the 133 corporations, 55 percent had less than 100 stockholders.
The 12 corporations having 500 or ruore stockholders were distributed
as follows:

Number of Number of
stockholders stockholders

1________----_--------_____ 500 1______________________ 1, 000
1_______________________ 550 1_______________________ 1, 500
1_______---- ___________-619 1_______________________ 1, 529
1___________----------------796 1_________--…____________2, 241
1____________-------------- 811 1_________________-_____ 2, 800
1_______________________-884 1_______________________ 3,000

All but 12 of the corporations (139) providing information as to
total assets and total earned surplus, as of January 1, 1949, had an
earned surplus.5 The median ratio of total earned surplus to total
assets was 1 to 2.8; the average (arithmetic) ratio was 1 to 6.8. The
great majority of the reporting corporations had- substantial earned
surpluses-indicative of relatively large earnings retention over
time-as revealed by the fact that 100 of the 127 corporations had
ratios of earned surplus to total assets of better than 1 to 5.0. Ratio
distribution for the 127 corporations was as follows:

TABLE 5.-Ratio of total earned surplus to total assets, distribution in 127
corporations

Cumulative frequencies
Frequencies -

More than- Lesm than-

0.0 to but not including 0.5 -- - 0 127 0
0.5 to but not including 1.0 - - 0 127 0
1.0 to but not including 1.5 - -9 127 9
1.5 to but not including 2.0 - -20 118 29
2.0 to but not including 2.5 - -26 98 55
2.5 to but not including 3.0 - -14 72 69
3.0 to but not including 3.5 -- - 12 58 81
3.5 to but not including 4.0 8 46 89
4.0 to but not including 4.5 - - 7 38 96
4.5 to but not including 5.0 ---- - 4 31 100
5.0 to but not including 5.5 - -4 27 104
5.5 to but not including 6.0 ---- - 2 23 106
6.0 to but not including 6.5 - -0 21 106
6.5 to but not including 7.0 - -2 21 108
7.0 to but not including 7.5 - -0 19 108
7.5 to but not including 8.0 ------------------ 3 10 111
8.0 to but not including 8.5 --------- 1 16 112
8.5 to but not including 9.0 E 3 15 115
9.0 to but not including 9.5 - -0 12 115
9.5 to but not including 10.0 - -0 12 115
lO.Osndover - - 12 1 2 127

Total corporations ---- ------------- 127 --------------

Average per corporation: Arithmetic average, 1 to 6.8; median, 1 to 2.8.

69 The 12 corporations are excluded from the following table.
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Ratios of current assets to current liabilities, as of January 1, 1949,
were reported by 135 of the 140 respondents. An excess of current
liabilities over current assets was indicated by three corporations.
The median ratio of current assets to current liabilities was 2.8 to 1;
the average (arithmetic) ratio was 3.6 to 1. The great majority of
the corporations had very favorable ratios as found in the fact that
110 of the 135 companies had ratios of 2.0 to 1 or better, and 83 had
ratios of 2.5 to 1 or better. Ratio distribution for the 135 corporations
was as follows:

TABLE 6.-Ratio of current assets to current liabilities, distribution in 135
corporations

Cumulative frequencies
Frequencies

More than- LAss than-

-2.5 to but not including -2.0 -1 135 1
-2.0 to but not including -1.5-0 - 134 1
-1 5 to but not including -1.0 -2 134 3
-1.0 to but not including -0.5-0 132 3
-0.5 to but not including 0.0 -0 132 3
0.0 to but not including 0.5-1 132 4
0.5 to but not including 1.0 -1 131 1
1.0 to but not including 1.5 -9 130 14
1.5 to but not including 2.0 -11 121 25
2.0 to but not including 2.5 ----------- 27 110 52
2.5 to but not including 3.0 -15 83 67
3.0 to but not including 3.5 -14 68 81
3.5 to but not including 4.0 -16 54 97
4.0 to but not including 4.5 -14 38 111
4.5 to but not including 5.0 -5 24 116
5.0 to but not including 5.5-- 2 19 1is
5.5 to but not including 6.0 -5 17 123
6.0 to but not including 0.5 -1 12 124
6.5 to but not including 7.0- I 11 125
7.0 to but not including 7.5 -1 10 126
7.5 to but not including 8.01 I 9 127
8.0 to but not including 8.5 -0 8 127
8.5 to but not including 90 -3 8 130
9.0 to but not including 95 - _2 5 132
9.5 to but not including 10.0 -0 3 132
10.0 and over -3 3 135

Total corporations - 135-

Average per corporation: Arithmetic average, 3.6 to 1; median, 2.8 to 1.,
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CHART 6

CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF THE RATIO OF CURRENT ASSETS TO CURRENT LIABILITIES.
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Corporations receiving questionnaires were asked to report their
total net liquid assets, defined for purposes of the questionnaire as the
total of cash, securities. and the excess of current accounts receivable
over current accounts payable. This was done by 131 of the 140 re-
spondents. The median ratio of net quick (liquid) assets to total
assets for the 131 corporations was 1 to 5.4; the average (arithmetic)
was 1 to 10.4. A considerable number of the respondents had very
high proportions of net quick assets to total assets; for example, 20
corporations had approximately 40 percent or more of their total
assets in the form of net quick assets. On the other hand, 40 corpo-
rations had net quick assets of less than 10 percent of total assets. The
following distribution of ratios of net quick assets to total assets was
found for the corporations replying.

TABLE 7.-Ratio of quick assets to total assets, distribution in 131 corporations

Cumulative frequencies
Frequencies _

More than- Less than-

0.0 to but not including 1.3 - - 131 5
1.3 to but not including 2.6 - 15 126 20
2.6 to but not including 3.9 - -27 111 47
3.9 to but not including 5.2 - -15 84 62
5.2 to but not including 6.5 - -13 69 75
6.5 to but not including 7.8 - -7 56 82
7.8 to but not including 9.1 - -4 49 86
9.1 to but not including 10.4 - - 45 91
10.4 to but not including 11.7 - -4 40 95
11.7 to but not including 13.0 - -6 36 101
13.0 to but not including 14.3 - -3 30 104
14.3 to but not including 15.6 - -2 27 106
15.6 to but not including 16.9 - -4 25 110
16.9 to but not including 18.2 - -0 21 110
18.2 to but not including 19.5 - -0 21 110
19.5 to but not including 20.8 - -2 21 112
20.8 to but not including 22.1 - - 19 113
22.1 to but not including 23.4 - -1 18 114
23.4 to but not including 24.7 - -2 17 116
24.7 to but not including 26.0 - -0 15 116
26.0 to but not including 27.3 - -0 15 116
27.3 to but not including 28.6 - -0 15 116
28.6 to but not including 29.9 - -1 15 117
29.9 to but not including 31.2 - - 0 14 117
31.2 to but not including 32.5 - -3 14 120
32.5 to but not including 33.8 1- - 11 121
33.8 and over - -10 10 131

Total corporations -- 131 .

Average per corporation: Arithmetic average, 1 to 10.4; median, 1 to 5.4.
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Of the 133 respondents reporting the percentage stockholding of
the 5 largest stockholders, 90 corporations had 50 percent or more of
the voting shares owned by 5 or less stockholders. In no instance did
the 5 largest stockholders own less than 10 percent of the corpo-
rate voting stock. The median stockholding of voting stock of the
5 largest stockholders was 55.4 percent; the average (arithmetic)
was 64.8 percent. High concentration in stockholder control thus
characterized the respondent corporations. In view of the random
sample, such concentration is difficult to explain. Whether this degree
of concentration of stockholder control is characteristic of small- and
medium-sized corporations as a class is not known. Of the 133 cor-
porations, 22, or 17 percent, had complete voting-stock ownership in
the hands of 5 or less stockholders.

TABLE 8.-Corporations with 5 or less stockholders owning 100 percent of
voting stock

Number of
stockholders Ratio of quick Ratio of earned

Corporation owning 100 Total assets assets to total surplus to total
percent of assets assets

voting stock

B-i--------------------------------- $3,704,865.00 1 to 66.7- I to 2.6
B-2----------3 4,494,319.13 1 to 4.6 - I to 8.6C-1 -3 672,178.35 1 to 6.3- I to 15.7C-2-i 936, 45.00 1 to 14.3- 1 to 4.90-3-------- ---------------------- 4 1,510, 628.00 1 to 5.2 - I to 2.20-4 ----------- ---- .5 719,577. 10 1 to 10.9 - to 2.1
0-6 ----------------------------------- - . 2 6,753,631.00 I to 5.6- I to 4.4c-1 --------------- 1 230,052.44 1 to 7.5- I to 66.6
0-7 ----------------------------- . 5 4,651,594.00 I to 31.9 - I to 2.30-8 -1 5,984,768. 68 (1) - I to 1.9
0-9 ----------------------------------- 3 693,000.00 I to 6.2- 1 to 1.20-10 -3 634,787.82 1 to 3.6 - I to 1.2C-1 ------------------ 3 726, 219.73 I to 45.4- 1 to 111.10-12 ------------- 1 1,050,467.27 1 to 11.8 - (I)0-13 4 431,750.79 1 to 4.3 - )

-4--- --------- 2 757,462.00 I to 1.8- I to 1.9-15--1 3,960,006.08 (I) - 1 to 7.5C-16 -5 382,706.04 1 to 2.6 - 1 to 2.8
0-17 3 365,430.13 1 to 71.4 - 1 to 5.3
0-18 -------------------------------- -2 875175.22 1 to 2.3 - 1 to 2.0

-2------------------------------- 1 3,619,000.00 I to 8.3 - ()-- - -- - - -4 1,236,321.38 I to 1.0 - I to 17.5

1 Not reported or a negative ratio.

The distribution by corporations of the voting-stock ownership of
the five largest stockholders is shown below.
TABLE 9.-Percent stockholding of 5 largest stockholders, distribution in 188

corporations

Cumulative frequencies
Percent intervals Frequencies

More than- Less than-

0 to but not including 10 -0 133 010 to but not including 20 -4 133 420 to but not including 30 -7 129 ii30 to but not including 40 ----------------------------------- 14 122 2540 to but not including 50 -18 108 4350 to but not including 60 -25 90 6860 to but not including 7 -7 65 757 to but not including 80- - - 16 58 9180 to but not including 90 -5 42 9690 to but not including 100-i- 37 111100 to but not including 110 -22 22 133

Total corporations -----------------------------

Average per corporation: Arithmetic average, 64.8; median. 55.4.
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Corporations reporting the amount of posttax net income retained
(and distributed) were 115 of the 140 respondents. Retention of net
income was shown for the individual years 1946, 1947, and 1948. The
average (arithmetic) retention of net income per corporation, aver-
aged for the 3-year period, was 47.9 percent; the median, 46.2 percent.
For these corporations, therefore, a little over half-i. e., average 52.1
percent and median 53.8 percent-of posttax net earnings was dis-
tributed in dividends on the average over the 3-year period. As noted
in the table below, only 28 corporations retained on the average less
than 30 percent of posttax net earnings, with 87 retaining 30 percent
or more; 21 corporations retained 70 percent or more; and 3 corpora-
tions retained 100 percent. With 87, or 75.6 percent, of the respondents
retaining 30 percent or more of posttax net income on the average,
earnings retention for the group as a whole was substantial.

TABLE 10.-Average percent of net income retained, distribution in 115
corporations

Cumulative frequencies

Percent intervals Frequencies
More than- Less than-

0 to but not including 10 -4 115 4
10 to but iot including 20 -10 111 14
20 to but not including 30 -- 14 101 28
30 to but not including 40 -19 87 47
4010o but not including 10-------------------- 17 68 64
50 to but not including 60- 10 51 74
60 to but not including 70 -20 41 94
70 to but not including 80 -10 21 104
80 to but not including 90- 5 11 109
90 to but not including 100 -3 6 112
100 to but not including 110 - 3 3 115

Total corporations ---- 115

Average per corporation: Arithmetic average, 47.9; median, 46.2.
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Of the-140 corporations replying to the questionnaire, 139 answered
the question:

Has section 102 caused your corporation to distribute a larger proportion of
current earnings in dividends than would otherwise have been done?
The respondents were asked to give a "Yes" or "No" answer to the
question for the years 1946, 1947, and 1948. The corporate response to
the forcing effect of the section on corporate dividends was as follows:

1946 1947 1948
Group Number of lGroup ~respondents

Yes No Yes . No Yes No

A- 25 3 22 5 20 5 20B- 29 2 27 3 26 4 25C- 64 '16 1 47 20 44 15 49D- 21 1 20 1 20 1 20
Total - ---------- 139 22 116 29 110 25 114

'1 respondent did not reply for 1946.

The total number of replies for the 3-year period was 416, of which
76, or 18 percent, were in the affirmative, and 340, or 82 percent, were
in the negative. The forcing effect of section 102 dividendwise is
thus of some significance when, on the basis of this sample, approxi-
mately one out of five corporations states that it is a factor directly.
causing the distribution of larger dividends than would otherwise
have been paid. That section 102 has been given thoughtful con-
sideration by many corporate officers in reaching decisions on divi-
dend policies is further indicated by the differential impact by years
of the section on the same corporation.

TABLE 11.-Corporations differentially affected by sec. 102 re distribution of
larger dividends

Corporation 1946 1947 1948 Corporation 1046 1947 1948

A- -No -- Yes - Yes. C-2 -Yes -- Yes - No.A-2 -- - No -- Yes - Yes. C-3 -No Yes - No.B-i-No Yes - No. C-4-Yes -- Yes - No.B-2 -- -- - No No - Yes. C-5 Yes -- No. No.B-3-No -- Yes - Yes. C-6-No ---- Yes- No.B-4-No -- No - Yes. C-7 -No - Yes Yes.B---Yes -- No - No. Cs-8 -- ----- Yes - Yes No.C-1 - No -- Yes - Yes. C-9 -No - Yes -- Yes.

Of these 16 corporations, 5 were influenced by the section to pay
larger dividends in 1946, 11 not; 12 were so influenced in 1947, 4 not;
and 8 were so affected in 1948, 8 not. Corporations which consistently
paid larger dividends by reason of the section for each of the 3 years
were 17 in number.

Question 2 was designed to obtain information regarding the corpo-
rate disposition of earnings. The question was as follows:

Of corporate earnings after taxes during the past 3 years (1946-48), approxi-
mately what percent was used for the following purposes: (a) building up liquidreserves, (b) plant additions, betterments, and inventories, (c) purchase of
other corporate stocks (common and preferred), (d) purchase of assets of an-
other corporation, (e) dividends, and (f) debt retirement and retirement of pre-ferred stock?
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The following disposition of earnings over the 3-year period was

indicated by 139 respondents:

Number of corpo-
rations Total re-

____ ___ ____ ___ spond-
ents

Yes No

Disposition of earnings:
(a) Building up liquid reserves -- 5 ------ 6 83 139

() Plant additions, betterments, and inventories -112 27 139

(c) Purchase of other corporate stocks (common and preferred) 13 126 139

(d) Purchase of assets of another corporation 9-8 131 139

(e) Dividends --------------------------------------------
(f) Debt retirement and retirement of preferred stock -10 89 139

The above uses of corporate earnings were not individually exclusive.

As would be anticipated, posttax corporate earnings were split up

among a number of end uses by the great majority of the respondents.
The three-way combination of end uses in rank order were as follows:

1. Plant additions, betterments, and inventories plus dividends plus
building up liquid reserves.

2. Plant additions, betterments, and inventories plus dividends plus

debt retirement and retirement of preferred stock.
3. Plant additions, betterments, and inventories plus dividends plus

purchase of other corporate stocks (common and preferred).
4. Plant additions, betterments, and inventories plus dividends plus

purchase of assets of another corporation.
Twenty corporations adopted a four-way combination of end uses in

employment of earnings, namely, plant additions, betterments, and
inventories plus dividends plus building up liquid reserves plus debt
retirement and retirement of preferred stock.

The two corporations splitting up corporate earnings among more
than four end uses made the same selection of dispositions, namely (a),
(b), (o), (e),and (f).

Corporate percentage distribution of-earnings to the indicated end-

uses varied widely, as would be expected. Percent range corpora-
tions adopting end use

End uses.of corporate post tax earnings: (3-y~ear period)

(a) Building up liquid reserves- ---- 2. 0- 73. 8
(b) Plant additions, betterments, and inventories-------- -1.8-100.0
(c) Purchase of other. corporate stocks (common and preferred) _ . 2- 31. 0
(d) Purchase of assets of another corporation- - _____________ 2. 0- 70.0
(e) Dividends- ----------------- 1.0-100.0
(f) Debt retirement and retirement of preferred stock__________-2. 6-100. 0

Question 3 was as follows:
During the past 3 years (1946-48, inclusive) to what extent, if at all, has

section 102 adversely affected: (a) Any contemplated program of corporate
expansion; (b) the self-financed growth of your corporation; and (o) the accumu-
lation of a sufficiently large liquid earned surplus for prudent hedging against
future contingencies?

All respondent corporations (140) replied to this question. Those
replying in the affirmative frequently had explanations or comments
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indicating why or how they were affected. A tabular summary of
responses to the question is presented below.

Corporate
responses

Total

Yes No

Hlas sec. 102 adversely affected-
(a) Any contemplated program of corporate expansion - 20 120 140(b) The self-financed growth of your corporation 24 116 140(c) The accumulation of a sufficiently large liquid earned surplus forprudent hedging against future contingencies-33 107 140

Corporations affected by one or more of the above-noted adverse
effects were, roughly, 1 out of 5. The total affirmative response was
18.3 percent. Adverse effects, in terms of the number of affirmative
replies, were, first, as a barrier to the accumulation of a sufficiently
large liquid earned surplus to protect against contingencies; second,
as a restraint upon self-financed corporate growth; and, third, as alimiting factor on contemplated programs of corporate expansion.

Some of the more significant comments by corporate officers who re-
ported that section 102 had interfered with "'contemplated programs
of corporate expansion" were as follows:

* * * indefinite and fearsome penalties under section 102 required suchdistributions.

High construction and equipment costs and the distribution of over one-thirdof earnings impelled in part by policy in view of possible penalty tax of section102, has deferred proposed expansion.

In 1947 and 1948, we gave considerable thought to passing dividends and build-ing up our cash for an expansion program. Several reasons deferred this action,among them was the effect of section 102.

Due to the fact that agent looks backward to see if plans are accomplished inthe year earnings are retained, the company could not undertake a long-rangeprogram.

* * * Section 102 has caused the directors to distribute out in dividendsfunds which otherwise could and would have been used for such purposes.

* * * making it necessary to spend earnings each year instead of accumu-lating cash reserves to take on good development properties when offered.

Adversely affected the year 1946 because a larger dividend was paid thanshould have been in view of subsequent borrowings.

We have paid larger dividends thus reducing amount for expansion.

Section 102 has a tendency to hold down a corporation's cash reserve to aminimum.
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The company had extensive plans for expansion but this section together with

labor conditions has produced a psychological restiveness that has hampered
intelligent planning.

* * * * * *

I think you will find the consensus of opinion among smaller companies, if

they will speak frankly, is that section 102 has disrupted and demoralized their
future planning.

Although unexpanding in the years indicated, the company wanted to use

earnings of those years to modernize and improve its machinery and equipment
so as to maintain its position in the industry and to replace or renew machinery

worn by continuous wartime operation. In part because of uncertainty of the

status under section 102 of reserves for sincere but undetailed future programs,
the company was not willing to set up such general reserves but ordered specific
Items at that time and set up reserves only for actual commitments. Under the

escalator clauses existing in -these contracts, the company was forced to pay
higher prices and spend many thousands of dollars that could have been saved
had we felt safe to wait for acquiring such new equipment under more stabilized
conditions.

The presence of possible penalties provided in the law requiring Immediate

action in the matter of the distribution of funds, as against the inability to formu-
late and put into practice with like promptness the plans for which the funds

might be used In corporate expansion, and the fact that these plans must have

been contemplated at the end of the respective year, are conditions which militate
against the accumulation of funds for any well-considered program of corporate
expansion.

Present space inadequate for requirements. Contemplated constructing new

building when materials available. Also replacing some equipment which it was
not possible to do during war years. Therefore, would have paia less dividends,
with the view of retaining larger percentage of earnings for contemplated
expansion.

We felt we would be justified in paying less dividends to retain larger percent-

age of earnings for proposed expansion. However, as (due to conditions) we

could not actually start expansion program, we did not know whether the
Treasury Department would, in the event we reduced or eliminated dividends,
correctly interpret our motive.

We would like to build a pattern shop, air-condition the office building, purchase
a crane, and set up a pension plan for our employees.

We have limited our expenditures to needs for actual business. We consid-
ered It too hazardous to contemplate new fields of expansion.

We are In a very competitive market. To obtain maximum efficiency, the com-
pany has been talking of building a new plant. The additional dividends paid
In 1947 and 1948 should have been retained for the new plant.

To be on the safe side, we never put any funds aside for expansion, only

kept an estimated amount of earnings for increase of business.

Comments of respondents on section 102 as a curbing influence on
self-financed corporate growth:

Precluded any addition of new departments.'

e This respondent bad been subject to a see. 102 deficiency assessment for the years 1946
and 1947.
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-If we had decided to pass dividends and expand our plant, our financial posi-
tion might have been jeopardized had we been assessed under section 102.

Section 102 caused investmenet in assets at inopportune time (1946) and bor-
rowing in later years.

On several occasions the company has found itself unable to proceed with major
capital transactions, since it did not feel justified in incurring large bank indebted-
ness for that purpose or resorting to other outside financing and was uncertain
of its ability to finance such transactions out of earnings in view of section 102.

Through the limiting of oil exploration and development work to supply crude
oil for the refinery.

Lack of operating capital has hindered the normal growth of the company
in keeping with the current progress of the trade.

The management always has thoughts for elaborating of departments, build-
ing additions, replacing machinery, purchasing new dies, etc. These thoughts are
for long-range expansion, and it has to consider section 102 In these cases.

There has been no inclination to invest one's personal funds with so much of
Government control.

It has made necessary several moderate bank loans.

The replacement and expansion program has had to be timed based upon pro-
jected excess earnings over dividends' augmented by current borrowingg.

Slowed growth some, as we paid out some cash in dividends which would have
been used for expansion when war scarcities ended.

Dividends disbursed In 1946 and 1947, as the result of section 102, were higher
than our cash position could carry, necessitating long-term borrowing in 1947.
We also considered at the time of the borrowing that it would not be possible
in future years, in view of section 102, to increase our cash position to meet our
requirements.

We have had to limit our growth to what we considered to he well within safe
limits.-

--':It was necessary to sell additional stock to the stockholders in order to finance
the increased business and future expansion.

Respondents made the following comments regarding the accumu-
lation of a sufficiently large liquid earned surplus for prudent hedging
against future contingencies as restricted by section 102.

If earnings continue at same level as in the past few months of 1949, we will
be unable to pay-any dividend during -1950. It has been our policy to use earn-
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ings accumulated during good years to pay dividends during poor years. {Under,
section 102, we have been unable to retain sufficient earnings to pay dividends
during poor years..

Please note the substantial decrease in liquid reserves indicated under item
2 (a), above. [Liquidity decreased equivalent to 41 percent of posttax earnings'
for 3-year period.]

We are comparatively a new company and have not been able to build a large
cash reserve due to the impact of income taxes on our earnings. Section 102 did
influence us in our decision to continue the payment of dividends.

(Except for'sec. 102) believe the company would and should have retained
a larger share of its earnings to provide for plant expansion, increasing costs,
periods of lowered sales, and other contingencies.

While we do not believe that section 102 will apply to our company, there is
always a tendency to pay more in dividends, on account of this section than
might be warranted in considering the future prospects of our business which
is subject to severe cycles.

Extra dividend was declared in 1946 when cash should have been retained to
help finance later expansion and working capital requirements.

Have paid dividends when business prudence would have dictated conservation.
Of earnings.

We would have had larger funds for'our contemplated building expansion
program, whereas, as we now stand, we must resort to borrowing.

One either spends earnings or pays dividends. Taxpayers 'dare not rely on'
the so-called 70 percent rule of thumb.

The company suffered an almost disastrous experience in the 1930 depression.
It would like to become as liquid as possible as a contingency against a possible
recurrence of such a condition. The fear of the application of section 102 tends
to force the disbursement of greater dividends than prudent judgimenit would
indicate.

The company has always felt that the influence of section 102 has caused it
to reduce its liquid earned surplus below the level advisable for a business of
its size, particularly in view of the ever-present threat of strikes, forest fires,
pension-plan demands, and the wide variations in prices which are characteristic
of the lumber industry.-

As shown on the first page, we have a deficit in liquid assets. Since 1945 our
sales volume has doubled, and for this reason it has been necessary to reinvest
most of our earnings in the business. Our accounts receivable are abnormally
low for the volume of business we do, because practically all our customers are
able to discount their purchases at this time. Our company should liquidate
nlost of its bank loans, or invest several. hundred thousand dollars in marketable
securities-to provide for the receivables we will have to carry within the next
few years. Because of the possibility that the taxing authorities would impose
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section 102 we have been afraid to do this, and have felt that we must invest
retained earnings in less liquid assets.

It has been necessary for the company to operate in a large measure on bank
loans during this period. [Because of payment of overlarge dividends.]

Large dividends have reduced liquid assets.

Again In part because of uncertainty or the status under section 102 of reserves
for indefinite but reoccurring cyclical trends in our industry, we felt it unwise
to set up adequate reserves in 194648 for general contingencies. As a result,
company has had to resort to short-term borrowings far in excess of any previous
peacetime operation.

Funds that ordinary prudence would dictate retaining for eventual plant
modernization have been paid out as dividends, despite actual and anticipated
declines in earnings of succeeding years.

May have caused expansion in plant facilities and capital expenditures which
might better have been retained for contingencies or longer-range planning. Only
the future can determine if our judgment has been correct.

The company has not been able to maintain a large enough excess of current
assets over current liabilities and at the same time pay reasonable dividends and
pursue the necessary expansion program. This is evidenced in a closely operated
company by the current ratio of 1.79 to 1. Present plans look toward the im-
provement of this ratio as we do not feel that we have enough liquid surplus
for the size of the company.

Our business Is of a nature that a reduction in production will show large
losses. We would prefer to retain a larger share of profits to protect the firm
against these losses.

Yes; an important contingency could occasion serious difficulties.

Don't think we have been prudent enough. The dividend payments have been
too large for conservative management. These dividend payments made to avoid.
penalty under section 102.

A small amount of liquid surplus has been accumulated as a hedge against the
future but this might have been larger (in 1949 especially) if section 102 had not
existed.

The title insurance industry may be classified as one entirely dependent on the
real estate market which follows definite cycles. To provide against lean years
it is necessary to depend on net income reserved from more prosperous periods
to tide over those which are below standard. Operations must continue even at
a loss over long periods of time if the industry expects to remain in business.
Our entire net income carried to surplus during the years 1946, 1947, and 1948
would be just about enough to meet our operating expense for one year. Had it
not been for profits reserved during the years 1924, 1925, and 1926, this company
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could not possibly have survived the depression of 1930 to 1934. Because of

section 102 we were compelled to pay larger dividends during the years 1946,

1947, and 1948 than good business judgment dictated. We should have reserved

larger sums during those years to carry us over the next cyclical depression.

* * * many of our tenants under pressure of section 102 have negotiated

purchases of their leaseholds. A business recession in the next few years will

show that some of them have been imprudent in using their funds for this

purpose.

Question 4 queried as follows:

Has the possibility of section 102 liability caused your corporation to buy other

corporate securities or corporate assets which otherwise you would not have done
during the past 3 years?

AU 140 respondents replied to this question, of whom 138 said "No,"

with 2 "Yes.' One, of the 2 replying in the affirmative, stated that

machinery and equipment had been purchased; the other reported the

acquisition of buildings and equipment. On the basis of these re-

sponses, the influence of section 102 in impelling the purchase of other

cororate securities or assets appears negligible.
Question 5 was as follows:

During the past 3 years (1946 to 1948, inclusive), has section 102 caused

your corporation to make ill-timed investments in assets or to enter the market

for equipment and supplies under unfavorable circumstances?

The total number of respondents replying was 140, of whom 128

said "No" and 12 "Yes." Some of the comments of those replying

affirmatively were as follows:

Portion of expansion program might have been delayed to such time as costs

would be favorable.

Completed a plant improvement program in shorter period than good business

judgment would have indicated.

We desired to expand after the war, but were afraid to retain cash and other

liquid assets because of the threat of section 102. We therefore entered the

market for capital assets in 1946, even though we were aware that prices were

too high and other conditions such as labor supply, were extremely unfavorable.
We opened three manufacturing plants and many stores. Had we been able to

wait until 1948 to effect our expansion, we probably could have avoided heavy
outside financing.

During the years 1946-48 our company spent $400,000 for buildings and equip-

ment. We believe that costs will be lower within a few years, and many of these

improvements could have been postponed. Since most of our earnings were re-

tained, we believe that our defense against section 102 liability would be weak if

this money had been invested in liquid assets such as cash or marketable secur-

ities. For this reason money was invested in high-cost buildings and equipment

that we believed could be procured at lower cost in the near future.

Yes; some undeveloped leases were acquired and dry holes drilled thereon

which might not have happened had it been possible to adequately investigate

these properties before drilling and if not necessary to spend earnings in a given

year.

Yes. Our business is women's full-fashioned hosiery. Since we could not get

the full-fashioned equipment we wanted immediately after the war we tried

women's seamless and took a 75-percent loss on $60,000.
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- Yes; this company felt obligated to spend money for improvements whenmarket was excessive high in order to avoid penalty from. section 102.

Possibly at too high prices.

We have increased our inventory in the last 3 years.

Yes. Postwar increased costs are effected.
With some 8.6 percent of the corporate respondents asserting thatthe section was instrumental in causing ill-timed investments to be

made, the influence of section 102 in this respect is not unimportant.
Question 6 raised the following query:
Is your corporation (by reason of cost, unavailability, or corporate policy)completely dependent in fact on internal financing of fixed assets in corporateexpansion?

Respondent replies to this question are summarized below:
Reasons for complete dependency on internal financing of fited assets

N o_- --- ----- --- ----- ----- ----- ---- ----- -- --- --- ----- ---- ----- ----- -- 6 0
Y es_ - --- --- ----- ---- -- - -- --- -- --- -- ---- ----- ---- ---- ---- --- ----- --- - 7 9Cost… _______________ 3Unavailability------------------------------------------- 2

Corporate policy----------------------------------------- 19,Unclear or not stated------------------------------------ 55

Total replies-----------------------------------------_________ 139
As will be noted above, a majority of the respondents, 56.8 percent,

indicated a complete dependency on internal financing of fixed assets.
Of the reasons cited, corporate policy, rather than cost or unavaila-
bility of external funds, was the most important. Considering the
asset size of the corporate respondents, it is surprising that such a
large proportion (43.2 percent) was admittedly able to finance fixed
assets through procurement of external funds, and, presumably, did
not find such financing objectionable from the point of view of cost'
and possible dilution of control (if resort were to equity financing).'

Question 7 was as follows:
Has the fact that the Treasury is permitted 3 years to make a final determina-tion on your return as to the application of section 102 affected the timing andamount of corporate investment or-caused a larger dividend distribution thanwould have occurred if your return were subject to earlier closure?
Of the 140 respondents, 138 replied to the question. The replies were

as follows:
N o_- ---- --- -- --- ---- ------ ---- --- --- -- - --- -- --- - -- --- --- ----- ---- -- - 1 0 8Y es -- -- - -- -- - ---_ -- --- -- --- -- --- -- --- -- -- - -- --- -- 3 0No answer---------------------------------------------------------- 2

Total respondents---------------------------------------------- 140
The 3-year period permitted the Treasury to make a final decision

(assuming no waiver of statute of limitations by subject corporation)
apparently has a real influence on the timing and amount of corporate
investment and/or dividend distribution judging from the replies of
respondents. Of the 138 responses, 30, or 21.7 percent, were in the
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affirmative. The time interval of statutorily permissable hindsight
afforded the Treasury (apart from taxpayer waivers) is itself a factor
adding to corporate fear and uncertainty, influencing, apparently, a
greater degree of caution in the uses to which retained earnings are
put-particularly tending to minimize the level of corporate liquidity.

Comments of respon ents asserting that corporate policy was
affected by 3-year interval:

In our case, the needs for capital investment have been so pressing as to
force proceeding therewith and invading current position to finance the same
and pay dividends. The uncertainties and delays surrounding possible imposition
of section 102 taxes have caused considerable apprehension. We feel Congress
would act most constructively in more clearly defining its intent rather than
leaving application of section 102 to judgment or whim of Bureau officials.

It would have been helpful to have been able to know Treasury Department
policy in respect to section 102 promptly in respect to dividend policy, and
especially so in 1947 which year it will be noted there was an unusually large
dividend distribution caused by lack of such knowledge.

* * * extra dividend might have been passed or reduced.

Yes; our business ordinarily seasonal but following war production profits
abnormal. We had to guess how soon we would be back to normal. We guessed
wrong.

-Yes. We do not know our position in regard to section 102 promptly enough.

Directors of the corporation have to guess as to the future prospects to the
best of their knowledge and belief. The Treasury has the advantage of hindsight
when they examine the returns. There is no such thing as a 3-year limitation
on examiner's returns. If the Treasuty Department does not get around to
examine the returns within the 3-year period, they ask for an extension.of time
and one is practically forced to give an extension or they put on an arbitrary.
assessment which must be paid. You then have to sue for a refund which would
take several years. During the 3-_ear period, or any extension thereof, this.
section 102 hangs over the head of every corporation.

* * * we felt that section 102 was an ever-present threat and the longer
the period of determination permitted to the Treasury the greater the need to
endeavor to. keep pace with the dividend distribution requirements.

Here section 102 forced a corporation, such as we are, to follow through im-
mediately with a contemplated expansion program, even though conditions
become unfavorable, or to distribute those liquid assets previously reserved for
expansion, rather than hold off for a more favorable year for expansion which
might be more than 3 years hence.

.Yes; particularly since it is a common Bureau practice to ask for extensions
of the 3-year time limit on audits. In this company's case all years from and
including 1945 are still open. The cumulative risk of section 102 is a serious
deterrent to long-range corporate planning.

20179-52-6
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Earlier closure of possible 102 liability would be a big help but a reasonable
time after finding of liability to make distribution without penalty: would be
more helpful.

The delay on the part of the Treasury definitely affected the year 1946 in that
this question was put in the Federal tax return, and we did not know what the
attitude of the Government would be.

More prompt examination of our records by the Treasury Department and
of their thoughts on section 102 would tend to give the management a more
definite program to follow.

Yes; our accountants have continually cautibned us and worried us about
section 102.

Yes; other than dividend. Company has felt smaller corporations more
seriously hurt by this section than larger companies, who have borrowing ability
for payment of dividends which small companies can never have.

The 3-year limitation is just one more added disadvantage.

Yes; under section 102 management does not have benefit of hindsight.

Management must make its decisions currently in the light of current knowl-
edge, and frequently without accurate information about the year's earnings.
It must guess the future in evaluating "prudent hedging against future con-
tingencies." Three years later the future has become history. At-that point
it is easy for the tax authorities to show when mistakes have been made: Motives
are judged chiefly by results. Successful defense becomes practically impossible.

Yes; because we did not feel that we could take the chance of having some
administrative official decide in his infinite wisdom that we should have dis-
tributed a larger percentage of our earnings than we did. Therefore, we tried
to play safe, even if it required distributing a larger amount than we thought
was proper.

* * * Section 102 has caused us deep concern and we always face the
possibility that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue will open the question
on a past year. It is well known that section 102 acts as a deterrent to corporkte
growth and expansion.

Yes; we felt we would be justified in paying less dividends to retain larger
percentage of earnings for proposed expansion. However, as due to conditions,
we could not actually start expansion program; we did not know whether the
Treasury Department would, in the event we reduced or eliminated dividends,
correctly interpret our motive.

It takes us time to accumulate funds for future expansion of our plant. It
would not be fair to let each year to stand by itself, because money is accumu-
lated before it is spent for plant expansion.
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Naturally this is a hazard which is constantly being considered. It Is impos-
sible, however, to cite any one example.

Yes; has caused larger distribution of dividends in order to avoid accumulated
penalties under section 102.

Definitely. Our fixed assets (title plant) is valued at considerably in excess
of replacement cost, but since such plants are not allowed depreciation or ob-
solescence, we are unable to reduce its book value to true value except by a direct
charge to surplus which action would reduce that amount to a point we dare
not risk. We are making moderate charge-offs each year but the amount is
far too small. If section 102 had permitted, practically our entire net income,
except for a moderate dividend, would have been applied to the reduction of
plant.

* * * * * * *

We have just signed a waiver of examination of our 1946 tax return. In 1951
when it is examined there may be a new Commissioner with a different inter-
pretation of the law and in the meantime we can only wait and hope that we
have not violated the provisions of section 102.

Comments of respondents stating that corporate policy is unin-
fluenced by 3-year interval:

No; do not believe that it has. For your information, our tax returns have
not been audited since 1943 so that, at this writing, we have 6 years of unaudited
tax retprns, with the resulting potential tax liability: We have given' waivers
postponing the tolling of the statute on the years 1944, 1945, 1946. In the year
1949, we suffered severe damage from the flood and, as a result, reported a loss
for 1949, and have filed a "quicky claim" for a carry-back against profits in
1947. Our local agent has agreed to audit all back years.

No; earlier closure would not help unless determination could be made before
the end of the year.

No; as our situation has been such that we did not feel S. 102 was applicable.
We have been under constant pressure to expand plant facilities and clearly
needed most of our earnings for expansion and working capital.,

No; however, if some time in the future we were able to accumulate more work-
ing capital than we needed for the amount of business done, the judgment~of the
directors as to dividend policy, based on the facts then available, might appear
wrong to a revenue agent after 3 years, when business conditions might be
entirely different. It is always easier to evaluate the correctness of decisions
after some years have passed than at the time they are made.

No; because the company has tried to make its dividend policy realistic and
factual dependent upon its actual needs, and thoroughly believes that a reasonable
department of the Government will understand a position of this kind in an
independent company.

No; although we have taken some considered risks.

No * * * But, had we not been so clearly short of working funds for the
continuance of our historic and immediate corporate purposes, it would have
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had a real effect. While we might have felt justified in retaining earnings because
of fear of another major depression, because we might wish to extend our activ-
ities to other sites or to other cities, or because we might have felt confident of
securing a large volume of business from the large number of negotiations under
way at the close of the year, we would not have dared to. We would have known
that we were not prophets; that hindsight is better than foresight-and that when
the revenue agent looked at our return he would judge us in the light of what
had actually happened during the next-5 (not 3) years that followed and not on
what we thought was going to happen on December 31 of the year in question.

I would say "No" as to this, but if we had considered that section 102 had ap-
plicability to our operations in the years under review, I believe a corporate man-
agement might logically be inclined to try to follow a "safe" policy rather than a
"sound" policy because of the possibility of being "hooked" under section 102.

Question 8 asked respondents:
Do you believe there is any better way to prevent avoidance of personal surtax

than by using section 102 in its present form? (If you believe that a change is
desirable, please indicate the nature of the change or revision and your reason
or reasons in support of it.)

Answers to the question were as follows: Nineteen respondents said
"No"; 68, "Yes." Respondents who stated they had "no opinion"
numbered 14, and 39 failed to answer the question. Many, possibly all,
of those not answering the question probably knew of no better way
to prevent avoidance of personal surtax than continued use of section
102 in its present form; similarly, those who stated they had "no opin-
ion." Should these respondents be included with those who answered
"No," the negative responses would total 72 as against the 68 affirma-
tive replies. On the' other hand, if the positive responses only are
taken, 68, or 78.1 percent, of the 87-replies were in the affirmative. One
of the more significant and interesting aspects of the replies to the
question was the unexpectedly large nonaffirmative response.

Of the 19 respondents replying in the negative, 1 commented upon
the undesirability of the double taxation of dividends; 1 believed that
section 102 was open to serious abuse by inexperienced or prejudiced
internal revenue agents, although satisfactory if properly adminis-
tered; and 1 thought the section was probably necessary to protect
against excessive concentrations of -capital. Comments of some of
these respondents are reproduced in appendix 3.
* All but one of the respondents giving an affirmative answer indi-
cated the change or revision which , in their individual judgments,
should be made with respect to section 102. The suggested changes or
revisions in rank order were as follows:

Proposed change or revision of section 102
Number of
respondents

1. Total or partial exemption of dividends from individual tax which would
- render section 102 unnecessary and permit its elimination ------ ---- l

2. Repeal of section 102 because it limits corporate growth. and/or because
intent to avoid surtax by corporate retention of profits is rare_----- 12

3. Explicit expression of congressional intent re section 102 and the provi-
sion of specific standards in section application- -___-_____________ 5

4. Dividends paid deductible by corporation in computing corporate in-
come tax_____-5

5. Shift burden of proof to Commissioner------------------------------ 4
6. Shift burden of proof to Commissioner; section 102 tax to apply only to,

- that portion of retained earnings unreasonably accumulated_______- 3

To
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Proposed change or revsion of section 102-Continued
Number of
respondent8

7. Tax (corporate) paid by corporation on distributed earnings.to be al-
lowed as credit to individual on personal tax------------------------ 2

8. Section 102 should be limited to closely held corporations where 1 stock-
holder owns 20 percent or more of voting stock and/or officers and
directors 50 percent or more of voting stock…----------------------- 2

9. Exempt from section 102 surplus accumulations for 5 years___________-1
10. Shift burden of proof to Commissioner; apply section 102 only to com-

panies where officers and directors own majority of voting stock_____ 1
11. Application of section 102 should be restricted to closely held companies. 1
12. Have a maximum tax of 25 percent on corporate dividends…------------ 1
13. Overhaul entire corporate tax program ---------------------------- 1
14. Substitute an undistributed-profits tax for section 102- -______________ 1
15. Administration of section 102 by Bureau objectionable; Bureau should

render opinion and corporation should then be permitted to take steps to
avoid the penalty tax--------------------------------------------- 1

16. Burden of proof on Commissioner; 1 year statute of limitations; statu-
tory immunity from. section 102 if 50 to 60 percent of earnings dis-
tributed ___________________-- _______ 1

17. Exclude all operating companies from section 102; allow 45 days after
determination of section-102 surtax liability for payment of dividends
without penalty; provide for payment of dividends of 50 percent
from current earnings before application of section 102 ____________ 1

18. Special consideration to small and growing corporations under section
102 ----------------------------------------------- 1

19. Exempt from section 102 corporations with combined capital and surplus
under $1,000,000_------------------------------------------------- 1

20. Make dividends taxable as a long-term capital gain------------------ 1
21. Shorten statutory period for section 102 deficiency assessment_________ 1
22. Liberal interpretation by Bureau of section 102________:______________ 1
23. Benefits of net loss carry-back and carry-over should be applicable to

section 102 computation of surtax; also subsequent dividends within
90 days a credit in section 102 surtax computation----------------- 1

24. Section 102 should permit accumulation of earnings for reserves for
future expansion, unprofitable years, and employee pension plans---- 1

25. Reduce Government expenditures-this would permit repeal of section
102-1-

26. Exclude small operating companies from section 102____ -------------- 1
27. Permit application to Bureau for exemption from section 102 with

prompt Bureau decision; section 102 should be implemented with
specific rules…1------------------------------------ I

Total------------------------------------------------------ 67

The detailed suggestions of respondents as to the recommended
change or revision of section 102 are found in appendix 3.

Question 9 was as follows:
Has your corporation been subjected to tax assessment under section 102? If

so, please give year or years; amount of section 102 tax assessment; and amount
of tax paid.

All respondents answered this question,-with two stating that they
had been subject to deficiency assessments under section 102.

Years of deficiency assessments Respondents Amount assessed Amount paid

1946 and 1947 -1 $15, 694 $15, 694
1935 and 1936 - 273,095 126.731

On the basis of the sampled corporations, section 102 has. had a
very limited impact as found in the number of corporations subject to
the surtax application, i. e., 1.4 percent. Its importance, therefore,
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as indicated by this sample, is not to be measured in terms of the
number of corporations subject to deficiency assessments or the amount
of revenue collected, but rather the extent to which corporations were
influenced in number and in degree to pursue policies in the reten-
tion or distribution of earnings designed to forestall and prevent pos-
sible liability under the section.

The statements contained in the questionnaire came from the follow-
ing corporate officers whose signatures appeared thereon.
Title of respondent corporate officer: ZiNumber

Chairman, board of directors --------------------------- 1
President ------------------------------------------------------ 42
Vice president…-----…---- _----------------…------------------- 10
Secretary or assistant secretary…---------------------------------- 20
Treasurer or assistant treasurer…---------------------------------- 51
C ontroller…-------------- __- ------------------- ------------------ 12
Auditor… ________________________________________ 1
Accountant…------------------------------------------…-------- 2
Attorney -.-------------------------------------------------- 1

Total- - __________________________________--------------- 140

It appears that the respondent officers, judging from their cor-
porate responsibilities, were, in the main, capable of appraising the
influence of section 102 on corporate policy. The majority of such
officers, in the small and medium-sized corporations included in the
sample, probably had direct participation in corporate planning and
policy formulation.

SUMMARY

On the basis of respondent replies to the questionnaire of the Tax
Institute, The Brookings Institution, and the Joint Committee on
the Economic Report of the Congress, the following conclusions with
respect to the impact of section 102 on taxpayer corporations appear
to be warranted:

1. A significant proportion 6 1 of private profit-making corporations
find section 102 a matter of serious concern, and have their dividend,
real investment, and liquidity policies affected by it. The very small
private corporations (assetwise) and, of course, small-profit, non-
profit, and debt-burdened corporations apparently have little or no
interest in the section; this is likewise true of the large public cor-
porations. Profitable corporations, small and medium-sized, which
are very closely held and closely controlled are especially vulnerable
and, hence, susceptible to its influence.

2. Corporations affected by the section cover virtually all types of
business enterprise.

3. The forcing effect of the section comprehends real investment, as
well as dividends, as alternatives to excessive corporate liquidity.

4. The section apparently stimulates more than it retards real in-
vestment.

61 The Tax Institute questionnaire revealed that 56 percent of the represented corpora.
tions gave the section careful and/or intensive consideration. The Brookings Institution
questionnaire indicated that 24.3 percent of the respondent corporations had their opera-
tions affected by the section; and the replies of respondents to the questionnaire of the
Joint Economic Committee indicated that the section had a positive effect in forcing divi-
dends for 18 percent of the reporting corporations, and, for 18.3 percent of the respondents
had adversely affected contemplated programs of corporate expansion, self-financed growth:
and the provision of adequate contingency reserves.
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5. The section appears to be a very limited though positive factor
(for affected corporations) in business concentration (i. e., mergers
and purchase of other corporate assets and corporate securities).

6. The section apparently influences corporations to reduce indebt-
edness (previously incurred), and to finance through debt rather than
through equity (new financing).

7 . Inventories, on balance, apparently are increased rather than
decreased by the section.

8. The section has a positive forcing effect on corporate dividends
as to timing and amount.

9. The section apparently has some influence in causing business
enterprise to shift from the corporate form to a partnership or sole
proprietorship.

10. The section tends to minimize corporate liquidities (the forcing
effects on real investment and on dividends is largely at the expense
of corporate liquidity).

11. The effect of the "immediacy" doctrine in the application of the
section, on balance, seems rather to accelerate the formulation of cor-
porate plans for expansion and their implementation than to retard
corporate real investment.

12. The section has diverse (conflicting) effects on the corporations
affected-it may induce plant expansion in one instance, retard it in
another; cause one corporation to acquire the assets or securities of
another, while preventing it in another instance.

13. The section is of importance in limiting in some degree the use
of closely held and closelv controlled profitable corporations as per-
sonal "savings banks" as a means of personal surtax avoidance. To
the extent this purpose is accomplished, revenues from the individual
income tax are protected, the burden of taxation is more equitably dis-
tributed (with reference to statutory intent), corporate real invest-
ment is stimulated and corporate hoarding is retarded, and disposable
money incomes, i.e., dividend income, are somewhat greater than
would otherwise be the case.

14. The section appears to be strongly cyclical in its effect in that,
under the "immediacy" doctrine, it induces increased real invest-
ment and/or dividend distributions by the affected corporations
during periods of economic recovery and prosperity, and, conversely,
impairs corporate real investment and/or dividend payouts, because
of reduced corporate liquidity, during periods of recession and
depression.

15. Although the section is of vital concern to those corporations
which are vulnerable, its net effect in raising the level of real invest-
ment and consumption for the economy as a whole, i.e., aggregate de-
mand, appears to be of a minor order. Thus, it does not seem to exert
an appreciable or an important inflationary and deflationary cyclical
influence in its induced effects on the levels of aggregate demand.



CHAPTER IV

GENERAL ECONOMIC EFFECTS

The point of attack of section 102 is excessive corporate liquidity
grounded in retained earnings. To the extent that the section is ef-
fective, liquidity, both for the particular corporation and corporations
in general, is reduced. This repression of corporate liquidity compels
corporate spending of funds on investment and/or on dividends be-
yond that which would otherwise occur in the current period. Al-
though savings and investment for a past period are usually
conceived as necessarily equal, they may not be in balance in the cur-
rent period. Automatic adjustments in the level of the national in-
come (money) accomplish an equating of savings to investment. If
savings are currently redundant with respect to investment demand,
the national income will decline; on the other hand, if investment
demand exceeds the supply of savings derivable from the current level
of national income and recourse is had to idle funds and/or bank
credit, the national income will rise. Thus, although' balance is
achieved, the economy is subjected to the resulting deflationary or in-'
flationary consequences attendant thereon.

TnE LEVEL OF EMPLoYMENT AND NATIONAL INCOME

Excessive current corporate liquidity represents more or less
hoarding by the creation of idle balances, i. e., cash and securities, from
the current income stream. Insofar as such corporate hoarding results
from taxpayer efforts to avoid individual surtax, it comes under the
purview of section 102. Excessive corporate liquidity arising from
other than tax avoidance motivation, of course, is unaffected by the
section. Judging from the past and current application of. the sec-
tion, it seems reasonable to conclude that its forcing effect is confined
to a relatively small proportion of total corporate hoards or idle bal-
ances. Various reasons support this'conclusion: First, the section
has been applied almost exclusively to closely held and closely con-
trolled corporations; I second, its enforcement by the Bureau ap-
parently has varied over time and in its corporate coverage; and
third, some vulnerable corporations apparentlv engage in open de-
fiance of the section on tire basis of a calculated risk, or in following
the "sporting theory" of tax administration. Further, for individual
taxpayers in the high surtax brackets, the combination of the penalty
tax under the section plus the long-term capital gains tax results in a
lower effective rate of tax than the effective marginal rate of personal
surtax. Such taxpayers have everything to gain; except a short post-
ponement in realization of income, in incurring section risk.2

In terms of the corporations subject to deficiency assesments by the Burehu of Iniernal
Revenue. See Chapter V.

2 There Nq. of course. the possihility Of A minority stockholders suit, 1. e.. Trico case. In
the event the corporation Is subject to a deficiency assessment.

77
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Although of minor importance, therefore, in reducing the aggregate
volume of idle corporate savings, the effect of the section is beneficial
nonetheless (except under conditions of inflation) in achieving a some-
what closer current balance between savings and investment. It
should be recognized, however, that, for the individual corporation
which has less liquidity than it would otherwise have because of sec-
tion 102, this is cold comfort. Regardless of the motivation under-
lying the build-up in liquid savings by the corporation, such savings
are an additional guaranty of solvency. The reduction in saving
manifests itself in active corporate employment of such funds invest-
mentwise if retained, or in reduced earnings retention. Increased
dividend distributions add to the current total of.individual dispos-
able income. This increment of disposable income in part will go into
consumption, in part into savings and investment. Insofar as such
individual savings may become idle balances, there is no contribution
currently to aggregate demand. However, the net effect of the section
restriction on corporate liquidity is to increase both the investment
and the consumption components of aggregate demand. In so doing,
the current level of income and employment is higher than would
otherwise be the case.

CORPORATE SOLVENCY

Corporations affected by the section will either retain less of earn-
ings or actively employ more of the earnings held within the corpora-
tion. More active employment of retained earnings means relatively
less in the way of quick assets. The defense of corporate solvency
against uninsured or uninsurable risks and contingencies resides
largely in its quick asset position. For some individual corporations,
it is possible that the section has induced a reduction in quick assets
below that required for a minimum safeguard against reasonably
imminent and definable business risks. Such situations probably are
quite exceptional and, where they occur, are likely to be a product of
excessive fear, bad advice, or ignorance.

Corporate insolvencies are a matter of common occurrence. Al-
though the section has been criticized as impairing corporate financial
strength, preventing the accumulation of adequate reserves for con-
tingencies, and attacking the exercise of sound and conservative finan-
cial management, there is no convincing evidence available that it has
been directly a principal, or even an important, contributing cause of
corporate insolvency. Nonprofit and small-profit corporations, even
though closely owned and closely controlled. have no concern with
section 102, only the profitable enterprises. Of course, reduction of
corporate liquidity. even though such liquidity is excessive by any
reasonable standard, in a sense impairs the financial strength of a
corporation, but this should not be construed as necessarily injurious
nor as preventing the mnaintenance of a satisfactory ratio of quick
assets. Restraint on the accumulation of reserves for undefinable and
indefinite contingencies should not be interpreted as undermining cor-
porate solvency, especially when the corporation has a profit-making
history which may be expected to continue and to permit accruals for
contingencies which subsequently are definable, real, and reasonably
imminent. Sound and conservative financial management has a wide
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range of expression as related to corporate liquidity, depending upon
the individuals who exercise the judgment.

In general, the criticisms of the section involving allegations of
impairment of corporate solvency do not appear to be of serious im-
port. The Bureau of Internal Revenue appears to have been very
cautious and conservative in the administration of the section. There
is no present indication that the Bureau is likely to use the section as
an instrument to reduce corporate liquidities (for the vulnerable cor-
porations) to a level which would impair effective operation of a cor-
poration and its solvency.

CORPORATE INVESTMENT EFFECTS

The section poses two alternatives to corporate officers of vulnerable
corporations in the disposition of profits-either invest the earnings
or pay them out in dividends. Many corporate officers regard divi
dends as an unproductive use of corporate funds, with such funds
lost forever to the corporaltion. Further, for closely held and closely
controlled corporations the influential shareholders doubtless are
aware that retention of earnings-accrual of surplus-is fully sanc-
tioned by the section so long as the funds are given active employ-
ment-put to some legitimate business use. This involves investment.
By investment of retained earnings, corporate assets can be increased
and, at some later date, funds can be withdrawn subject only to the
tax on capital gains (free of personal surtax) by corporate liquidation
or sale. If the self-financed corporate undertakings have been suc-
cessful, income is had, although subject to some delay in time.

There is no evidence to indicate that the desire of corporate officers
to retain corporate earnings is any less strong because of section 102.
In fact, the rising rates of personal surtax over the past decade prob-
ably have contributed to a strehgthening of this desire,- particularly
in the case of closely held and closely controlled corporations whose
shareholders are in the high-surtax brackets. Information is not avail-
able to indicate the relative and absolute retentions of earnings over
the past decade for corporations which may be regarded as having
particular vulnerability under the section. However, the high general
profitability and heavy self-financed corporate investment flows, char-
acteristic of the period, strongly suggest that affected corporations
bad higher absolute and, probably, higher relative retentions of earn-
ings. The following table indicates that, for the period of 1934 to and
including 1943, the smaller corporations retained a higher proportion
of posttax net income than the larger corporations; also that the per-
centage of retained earnings for all corporations increased over the
period.

With section 102 prohibition of excessive liquidity and under pres-
sure of the "immediacy?' doctrine to manke early commitment of re-
tained earnings, it seems that the section, on balance, has been a sig-
nificant factor in increasing corporate investment flows of affected
corporations; also that it has tended to reduce the time lag in the in-
vestment commitment of earnings which have been retained.
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TABLE 12. :.Retaijted net earnings as a percentage of net income after tazes,
corporations with. net income, 1984-48 '

[Asset classes in thousands]

Year Under $50 to $100 to $250 to $500 to to t t $5a0, e0 r00 All$50 $100 $250 $500 $1,000 ~~to to to ad lse$50 $too $250 $50 $1,000$5,000 $10,000 $50,000 over Case

1934 - 28.1 57.1 52.6 45.5 34.9 25.8 28.5 3.5 13.9 19.7
1935 -56.4 52.0 48.5 44. 5 34.7 28.2 20.5 8.0 19.8 23. 0
1936 ----------- 35.8 28.4 23.8 22.7 25.8 25.9 22.3 15.6 4.9 15.5
1937 -30.4 29.4 24.1 22.8 23.2 22.2 20.7 16.0 8.3 15.1
1938 - -------- 50.6 54.8 48.3 39.3 37.8 29.5 23.7 16.8 7.3 19.2
1939 -62.0 63.1 55. 6 46.1 44.6 37.8 33.9 24.2 18.3 28.8
1940 -62.2 59.2 56.4 51.2 50.1 44.3 39.0 30.1 22.3 33. 2
1941 -71.4 72.8 67.9 62.9 59. 5 52.2 45.2 35.8 29.1 41. 4
1942 -78. 7 76.4 71. 5 66.3 62.8 58.9 56.6 51. 4 49. 5 54. 6
1943 -78.1 75.2 68.9 65.2 62.4 60.3 57.1 52.2 54.4 57. 1

From Revenue Revisions, 1947-48, op. cit., pt. 5, p. 3781. From Treasury Department,
Division of Tax Research.

2 The low percentage for this year is attributable mainly to heavy dividend payments by
small financial corporations. The estimated retained net earnings for nonfinancial corpo-
rations in this class are approximately 45 percent of net income after taxes.

Source: Computed from Statistics of Income, annual volumes, 1932-42. Press release
No. S-122 for 1943.

CYCLICAL IMPACT

As stated in chapter III, the economic effects of the section in in-
ducing increased investment and dividend distributions of a cyclical
character appear to be of minor importance. True, there is accen-
tuation of aggregate demand in the prosperity phase of the cycle
and, correspondingly, a more or less reduced contribution to aggre-
gate demand in the depression phase of the cycle. However, the
incremental addition to, or subtraction from, wwhat would otherwise
be the levels of aggregate demand during the course of the cycle
probably is of very small proportions. This conclusion is supported
by (1) the limited number of corporations affected or influenced by
the section, and (2) apart from variation in the level of corporate
net earnings, its effect, volumewise, in inducing an increased invest-
ment flow and/or dividends, is measured by the extent to which cor-
porate liquidity is reduced over what it would otherwise be in the
various phases of the cycle.
- Insofar as corporate liquidity ratios would rise during the prosper-
ity phase of the cycle at the expense of investment and dividends (in
the absence of sec. 102), and would decline during the depression phase
of the cycle in implementing investment and dividends, an ameliorat-
ing effect on the cycle would be introduced. Because of the section,
affected corporations find that liquidity ratios no longer may be ad-
justed with full flexibility in anticipation of cyclical changes; also,
that the timing in profits disposal now becomes a critical element in
determining whether the liquidity ratio is reasonable or not. Con-
sequently, profits must be quickly directed to their intended uses
rather than find representation in liquid surplus. The liquidity ratio,
which, for the profitable corporations, by its variability, frequently
signaled changes in corporate plans in respect to the amount and tim-
ing of investment and/or dividends, in part, has lost this function.
The section, for the affected corporations which depend heavily upon
self-financing for growth and have an aversion to dividends, tends to
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gear and synchronize investment more closely to profits both in amount
and time. With investment (and/or dividends) a direct and im-
mediate function of profits realization, and with profits rising with
the recovery and prosperity phases of the cycle and falling with reces-
sion and depression, the effect is one of accentuating the inflationary
and deflationary trends within the economy.

CORPORATE DISTRIBUTION OF PROFITS

The effectiveness of section 102 in inducing profit distribution as
an alternative to earnings retention (no investment of earnings plan-
ned or contemplated if retained) varies with the applicable effective
rate of personal surtax to the income if distributed in the hands of
the shareholder.or shareholders. In other words, the severity of the
penalty tax under the section, assuming its imposition, declines as the
marginal effective rate of personal surtax rises. As a result, in-
dividuals who are most strongly influenced toward efforts of surtax
avoidance-those in the very high personal surtax brackets-are the
least affected by the section. Thus, in those cases where the section
should be the most effective, it is, in fact, the least effective. The Con-
gress, perhaps, unwittingly, by increasing the bracket rates of personal
surtax over the years, has, at the same time, correspondingly under-
mined section 102. The last rate adjustment in the surtax imposed by
the section was in the Revenue Act of 1941 in which the rates were in-
creased by 10 percent, i. e.,. from 25 percent to 271/2 percent, from 35
percent to 38½/2 percent.

The comparative b5urdens of the individual tax (including normal
tax and surtax) and the penalty tax under section 102, plus the capital-
gains tax on long-term capital gains on posttax corporate income, are
illustrated in the following table on the basis of the applicable rates to
1949 income; also to 1952 income. Various increments of posttax
corporate income ranging from $10,000 to, and including, $200,000
are listed with the computed tax under the two alternatives; one, full
dividend distribution of the income, the other, current retention of
income by the corporation with subsequent distribution taxable as a
long-term capita] gain. In the latter alternative, it is assumed that
the corporation is subject to section 102 tax on the undistributed earn-
ings. The table is designed to show only effective rate interrelation-
ships between the two tax alternatives.

For individuals who seek to establish their comparative advantage
in these alternatives, the effective rate of personal surtax on the in-
crementabaddition to their income (assuming corporate distribution)
is to be measured against the combined effective rates of the section
102 tax and the capital-gains tax applicable thereto. The compara-
tive advantage to particular individuals, of course, will show wide
variance, depending on individual income from other sources, deduc-
tions and exemptions, the share in the corporate income, and the
like.
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TABLE 13.-Tar cost of corporate retention of earnings with assertion of sec. 102
defciency and with subsequent capital gins taxation of retained earnings
(dividend in partial or complete liquidation)

EFFECTIVE TAX RATES, 1949 INCOME

Average effective in-
come tax rate (nor-
mal and surtax) See. 102 tax plus long-term capital gains tax (with in-
and computed tax come as dividend in partial or complete liquidation)
on income in hands
of stockholders I

Net income of corpora-
tion after Federal in- - Advantage
come tax

1 (+) or dis-

Effective Total Sec. 102 Effective, Average Total -. advantage
surtax computed su rtax rate adjusted d (-) in
sratax co ted sratax capital effective cotax 5e do ar inrate tx rate gas rate 

4
l rtentiongains I ae4corporate

retention
of earnings

Percent Percent Percent Percent
$10,000 -23.03 $2,303.20 27.50 8.92 33.97 $3,396.60 -$1,093.40
$20,000 -31.84 6,368.80 27.50 10.39 35.03 7,006.80 -638.00
$30,000 -38.71 11,613.60 27.50 11.93 36. 15 10,845. 80 +767. 80
$40,000 -43.38 17,351.20 27.50 13. 57 37.34 14,935.60 +2,415.60
$50,000 -47. 16 23,581.60 27.50 15. 16 38. 49 19,244.30 +4,337.30
$100,000 -59. 22 59,221.60 27.50 20.88 42. 64 42,635.80 +16,585.80
$150,000 -65. 77 98, 647. 55 31.17 23.88 47.60 71,404.10 +27,243.45
$200.00 -69.63 139,260.05 33.00 25.00 49.75 99,500.00 +39, 760.05

EFFECTIVE TAX RATES, 1952 INCOME (REVENUE ACT OF 1951)

$10,000 -29.56 $2,956.00 27.50 11.64 35.94 $3, 593.75 -$637.75
$20,000 -40. 58 8,116.00 27. 50 13. 40 37.22 7,443.00 +673.00
$30,000 -48.92 14,676.00 27.50 15.28 38.58 11,573.50 +3,102.50
$40,000 -53.84 21,536:00 27. 50 17.31 40.05 16,021.00 +5,515.00
$50,000 -57.83 28,916.00 27. 50 19.34 41. 52 20, 759. 75 +8,156. 25
$100,000 -70.22 70,216.00 27.50 26.00 46.35 46,350.00 +23, 866. 00
$150,000 -76.81 115, 216.00 31. 17 26.00 49.06 73,595.00 +41,621.00
$200,000 -80.36 160,716.00 33.00 26.00 50.42 100,840.00 +59,876.00

IFor purposes of this computation corporate net ineome after income tax is assumed to be undistributed
sec. 102 net income for application of sec. 102 surtax.

2 The income to which the effective rates are applied is assumed to be the marginal income to share-
holders, i. e., taxable income after deductions and exemptions; individual rates used in calculation (not head
of household).

' The capital gains tax applies to the residual income (distributed as a capital gain) after income in hands
of corporation has been reduced by see. 102 surtax.

4 On total capital gain combined with sec. 102 surtax.
I Penalty interest on asserted deficiency assessment (see. 102) not included.

On the basis of the above comparison of the two tax alternatives, it
will be noted-that (1) the tax advantage lies in the current corporate
retention of earnings when the dollar increment of income approaches
$30,000, 1949 effective rates, and $20,000, 1952 effective rates, rather
than in current dividend distribution; (2) the effective penalty surtax
rate under section 102, combined with the effective capital gains tax
rate (not including penalty interest on section 102 deficiency assess-
ment), is increasingly ineffective as the increment of income moves
into the higher bracket rates of personal surtax; and (3) the increase
in individual surtax rates under the 1951 Revenue Act, as would be
expected, further increases the disparity between the tax alternatives.
The maximum combined effective rate of section 102 tax and the tax
on long-term capital gains on an increment of income is slightly less
than 541/2 percent, while the maximum bracket rate (normal and. sur-
tax) for individual tax is 92 percent (1951 Revenue Act).
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CORPoRATE DImEcToRs' LIABILITY

Recently, the Bureau of Internal Revenue has been the recipient of
unexpected assistance in bringing to the attention of vulnerable cor-
porations the need to give careful consideration to section 102. Prior
to this new development, the Bureau was forced to rely on such power
of persuasion as might be exercized by the language of the statute
and its own enforcement activities thereunder. For corporations not
disposed to invest retained earnings and/or to pay dividends, this new
instrument may have a considerable'measure of effectiveness in causing
a rephrasing of corporate policy.3

This unanticipated assistance comes from the minority stockholder.
In general, minority stockholders favor relatively large dividend dis-
tributions and apply more or less pressure to that end. There are, of
course, minority stockholders whose incomes, other than from divi-
dends, place them in the high personal surtax brackets and who, con-
sequently, may be interested in minimizing dividend distributions.
Corporate officers have a full awareness of this pressure group and, if
the "stock" arguments fail to dissuade minority stockholders from
their dividend demands, the issue can be resolved by vote.

Directors of corporations have the legal responsibility of managing
the corporate assets for the benefit and advantage of the shareholders,
and, tp this end, are to use their best skill and judgment. Directors
may not use their positions of responsibility for personal advantage
and profit at the expense of the' corporation. They must act in good
faith. The relationship of the directors to the corporate shareholders
is essentially fiduciary, with the directors held to the exercise of
ordinary prudence and diligence. Directors may not escape their
basic responsibilities of supervision and policy decision, among which
is the determination of dividend policy.'

For corporations which are very closely owned and controlled with
substantial identity of interest among the stockholders and, conse-
quently, agreement on corporate policy, the problem of the minority
stockholder would not arise. However, when the corporate shares
have sufficient distribution so that there are stockholders who are not
identified with control and whose interests, dividendwise, are more or
less in opposition thereto the possibility of minority stockholder suits
arises, in the event a deAcienc. assessment under section 102 is laid
against the corporation. Implementation of this type of suit, there-
fore, requires (1) the existence of a dissident stockholder minority
and (2) the imposition of the penalty surtax.

The penalty surtax, if imposed, is against the corporation. The
question of personal liability on the part of the corporate directors to
repay the corporation the financial loss occasioned by the tax arises out
of possible abuse of their discretionary authority and of the trust
reposed in them. The corporate directors are subject to challenge on
the grounds of acting imprudently in permitting corporate liquidity
to reach excessive proportions by nonpayment of dividends (thus
inviting imposition of a deficiency assessment). Further, was the
nonpayment of dividends to the personal advantage or profit of the

I J. K. Lasser and R. S. Holzman, "Personal Liability of Directors for Section 102
Surtaxes," The Controller. July 1948, p. 342.

'For a more complete discussion see J. K. Lasser and R. S. Holzman, Corporate Accu-mulations and Section 102 (New York: Matthew Bender & Co., 1949). pp. 201-206.
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directors (avoidance of personal surtax) ? The minority shareholders
in such an acti6n find support in the very basis upon which the section
102 deficiency assessment is made, namely, the existence of -an im-
proper accumulation of surplus, combined with the intent or motive
on the part of the shareholders (controlling) to avoid payment of
personal surtax. Minority shareholders, of course, must provide the.
necessary proof that the directors in accumulating surplus have done
so in order to avoid personal surtax. In this the statutory presump-
tions available to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue will not be
of assistance. On the other hand, the minority shareholders can
assert that their case follows the same theory and rests on the same
basis as that of the Government in the imposition of the penalty surtax.
Also, even if it were admitted that the corporate directors acted in good
faith (rather than for personal profit) in accumulating surplus, they
are, nevertheless, guilty of negligence in subjecting the corporation
to the deficiency assessment. However, corporate directors are 'given
full latitude on matters of corporate policy and in the management
of corporate assets. Although decisions of directors may prove to be
unwise, they may not be questioned if made honestly and unselfishly
in the general interests of the corporation.

Section 102 appears to create a greater vulnerability for directors
from stockholders' suits than arise from other stockholder actions
when mismanagement is alleged.5 In stockholder suits contending
director mismanagement by reason of a section 102 deficiency assess-
ment, the loss to the corporation can be shown in specific and unmis-
takable terms (amount of the assessment plus penalty interest), and
the personal benefit to the directors from avoidance of personal sur-
tax is ascertainable and measurable!, If, as individuals, they have
large holdings of stock or have sizable incomes from other sources,
surtax savings may be substantial in amount. If a corporation con-
cedes liability by paying the deficiency assessment, or unsuccessfully
resists, with a consequent judicial decision supporting the validity
of the assessment, it immediately causes the creation of a milieu un-
favorable to the directors' defense from stockholders' suit. Because
section 102 is a tax designed to penalize corporate wrongdoing,7 its
successful application by the Bureau establishes facts and circum-
stances favorable to stockholder suits (likewise grounded in an allega-
tion of wrongdoing).

A recent, and apparently the first, instance of suit against corporate
directors by minority stockholders seeking reimbursement to the cor-
poration of funds lost by reason of a deficiency assessment under sec-
tion 102 is the case of the Trico Products Corp. From March 1942 to
and including April 1943 four stockholder actions were initiated
against directors of the Trico Products Corp.8 These'separate actions
were later consolidated (September 17, 1943) into a single suit. The
plaintiffs' alleged causes of action in the original complaint covered
the years 1934 through 1941; and later, by stipulation (September 22,

6 J. K. Lasser and R. S. Holzman, "Personal Liability of Directors for Section 102
Surtaxes, op. CIt., p. 344.

8 Reports of revenue agents recommending deficiency assessments customarily contain a
summarization of personal surtaxes which would have been paid had a dividend, or
dividends, been declared.
: As defined in the section.

8 These and other details relating to this case are drawn from the Report of Referee,
Edward Welnfeld, referee, op. clt.
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1947), were extended to include the years 1942 through 1946. Plain-
tiffs' general contention was that the directors had caused (1) the
accumulation of earnings within the corporation far in excess of the
reasonable requirements of the business, and (2) that such accumu-
lations were not to serve the advantage of the corporation, but rather
for the benefit of the controlling stockholder-directors who were
thus saved from the payment of large additional personal surtaxes.
It was pointed out that a very considerable portion of the accumulated
surplus went to increase corporate liquidity-investment in Govern-
ment and other securities-and not to build up operating assets.9

The history of deficiency assessments under section 102 against
Trico Products Corp. is as follows: 10

In 1939 deficiency assessments were asserted for the years 1934-35.
Taxes and penalty interest paid were as follows:

Year Tax Interest Total

1934 -$403, 714.21 $214,438.00 $618, 152.21
1935 -1, 214,217.68 574, 426.16 1, 788, 643.84

Total-: - 2,406, 796. 05

Again, in 1943, deficiency assessments were levied for the years
1936 and 1937. Paid under protest were taxes and penalty interest as
follows: 11

Year Tax Interest Total

1936 ----- ------------------ $532, 468.00 $208, 450.28 $740,918.28
1937 - 600,264.86 198,971.65 799,236.51

Total -1,540,154.79

In 1944 the Bureau asserted deficiency assessments for the years
1938, 1939, and 1940. The following taxes and penalty interest were
paid under protest:

Year Tax Interest Total

1938 -$400,334.39 $139, 102.49 $539, 436. 88
1939 -976,727.38 280, 775.67 1, 257,503.05
1940 -- -------- ----- ---------------- 1, 256, 206.00 303,141.43 1,559,347.43

Total -3,356, 287.36

In addition, in 1947 the revenue agent in charge proposed deficiency
assessments for the following years: 12

Year: Toa.
1941 ------------------------ __----------------------- $1, 427, 250.28
1942 -______________________ 244,954.28
1943 ---------------------------------------------------- 214,277.55
1944 ---------------------------------------------------- 256,450.47
1945 ---------------------------------------------------- 379,441.76

Total------------------------------------------------- 2,522,374.34

9
Ibid., p. 45.

10 Ibid., pp. 43-44.
11 In addition to the deficiency assessments under see. 102, undistributed profits taxes

of $364,532.93 in 1936 and $423,066.01 in 1937 were paid. Failure to distribute income
in these years in dividends resulted in retained income being reduced by two profits levies-
the undistributed profits tax and the penalty surtax under sec. 102.

Until assessment and payment of taxes interest cannot be computed.

20179-52-7
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Three of the defendant directors of Trico Products Corp.-John
R. Oishei, Peter C. Cornell, and Stevenson H. Evans, collectively-
owned more than a majority of the outstanding shares of Trico Se-
curities Corp., which, in turn, held more than a majority of Trico
Products Corp. common stock during the period concerned in the
stockholders' suit.' 3 John R. Oishei served as president, general man-
ager, and as a director of Trico Products Corp. from its beginning;
Peter C. Cornell, as treasurer and director, and Stevenson H. Evans,
secretary and director from 1927 on. The same individuals were
directors of Trico Securities Corp., with John R. Oishei, president,
Peter C. Cornell, vice president, and Stevenson H. Evans, secretary
and treasurer.'4

Stockholders in 1927 numbered 21; 1,200 in 1928; and approxi-
mately 2,200 in 1935.'5

The net profits, dividends paid, and surplus accumulations of Trico
Products Corp. are shown below.16

Year Net profits Dividends paid Surplus ac-
cumulations

1927 - $1, 372, 303. 96 '$338,907.19 $434,957.69
1928 -1,778,475.21 686,150.00 2 1,558,543.87
1929 - 2, 249, 947. 97 833,531.59 2 2, 953, 231.86
1930 1.908,415.88 937,484.34 2 3,919,196.92
1931 -1,762,550.76 937,484.20 4,744,263.48
1932 -964,964.32 937,484.91 4,771,742.89
1933 -1,418,277.21 937,485.11 5, 252, 534.99
1934-1, 771, 558. 53 937,485.91 6,086, 607.61
1935 - 3, 567,404.42 919, 447.17 28, 762, 708.19
1936 ---------------------------- 4,184,560.81 1,983,531.93 2 10,913,737.07
1937 -3, 792, 244. 62 1,960,768.77 12, 745, 212. 92
1938 -2,319,854.68 1,046,304.01 14,018,763.59
1939 - 3,540,669.29 1,042,827. 52 16,516,605.36
1940- 4, 225, 039. 94 1,042, 280. 58 20, 284, 364. 72
1941---------------------------- 3, 882, 221. 04 1,094, 424. 77 2 23, 032, 160. 99
1942 -877,357.89 1,087, 308.16 22,822,210.72
1943 ------------------------- -- 951, 426. 75 1,077,705.39 2 19, 622, 417. 98
1944 --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,826, 658. 91 1,065, 679.05 217, 667, 731.02

1945 -2,141,750.21 1,046,125.01 18,763,356.22
1946 ------------------------------------- 3,145, 225. 60 1,033,537.06 20,875,044.76

Includes dividend payment on preferred and common stock; also charged against net profits for 1927
are various items incidental to recapitalization.

2 After making the followinq additions (or subtractions) in respect of each of the years indicated: 1928
$31,250.97; 1929 (821,728.39); 1930 ($4,966.48); 1935 $28,143.33; 1936 ($50,000); 1940 $585,000; 1941 ($40,000); 1943
($3,073,514.10); 194-4 ($2,715,666.82).

Investment of retained earnings by Trico Products Corp. in secu-
rities, in comparison with operating assets, was very large."

Report of Referee, op. cit., p. 41.
24 Ibid., pp. 40-41.
Is Ibid., p. 40.
26 Ibid., p. 29.
"7 Ibid., p. 30.
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Amounts
Amounts invested in

Amounts invested in stocks of Total invest-
invesedi United domestic Total in- metice

Year s States, corporations vested in from stock-s
operating State, and (principally securities and bonds

assets municipal companies in
obligations allied

industries)

1929 -. $5, 229,805.72 $470,819.29 8626,752.11 $1,097,571.40 $8, 281.69
1930 ---------------- 5,408,655.11 1,616,949.55 446,191.00 2, 063,140. 55 53,408.653
1931 - - 5,492, 549.73 2,422,799.36 361, 054.90 2, 783,854.26 86,632.07
1932--------------- - 5,310,675.82 2, 751, 969. 99 373,475. 61 3,125,4-45.60 105. 325.663
1933 - - 5,172,849. 74 3,817,580.28 209,372.10 4,026,952.38 122,355. 72'
1934 ---------------- 5,469,100.74 4, 721,4985.92 358,641.88 5,080, 130.80 159,699.58;
1935 - -7,271, 065.05 6,482,828.51 376,239.45 6,859,067.96 207, 127.391
1936 - -8,252 734.80 8, 646,028.82 390,714.45 9,036, 743.27 294, 758. 0
1937 - -8,914, 844.62 8, 125,237. 70 2,067, 577. 77 10, 192, 815.47 376, 634.39

1938 - -9,275,942.38 8,125,227.70 2,084,761. 77 102 0, 999.47 339,246.68
1939-----------------10,838,740.72 9,224,839.58 2,118, 939.52 11, 353, 779. 10 427,325.61
1940-----------------11, 132, 634.35 13,807,945.91 2,465,414. 97 16, 273,365.88 499,481.40
1941-----------------11,880,660.39 16,127,651.46 2,822, 202.42 18,949,663.55 614, 064. 59
1942 - - 11,629,186.75 15,286,930.50 2, 611, 929.47 17, 898,859.97 504,329.93
1943 - -11,820, 980.28 15,689,499.65 2, 598, 750.27 18, 28S, 249.92 499,429.15

1944 - - 10,907,936.01 15, 338,890.05 2,592,463.77 17,931,353.82 558,012.02

1945 - -- 13,39104.57 15,194,732.46 2,594391. 53 17, 789, 123. 99 529, 838. 12
1946 ------------- -- 18,802,556. 12 14,'706,439.50 2,597,364.64 17.303,8SM. 14 -476, 061.03;

If Trico Products Corp., including Trico Securities Corp., bad,
distributed all net income in dividends from 1934 through 1937, the
added personal surtax liabilities of John R. Oishei, Peter C. Cornell,
and S. H. Evans would have been as follows :18

Additional surtax liability

1934 1935 1936 1937

Oishel, obn R--$108,7290.3 $356, 734.85 $340, 118.14 310,6 39.52
Cornell, Peter C----------------- 97, 924.94 322, 260. 16 309, 262. 51 289, 272. 95
Evans, S. H ------------------ 1 31,168 41 134,599.02 158,347.02 116,007. 69

Trico Products Corp. had its origin in an accident which occurred
on a rainy night in Buffalo, N. Y., in 1917. John R. Oishei, a resident
of the city, injured a pedestrian because the windshield of his car was
obscured by rain. This accident directed Oishei's attention to the
need for some device to clean automobile windshields. Upon investi-
gation, he found that a John W. Jepson, also of Buffalo, had invented
an instrument which, operating through slides in a slots would clean
windshields. Jepson was then employing three men, and production
was in a barn, with. market basket delivery. Oishei formed Tri-
Continental Corp. to engage in the distribution of Jepson's windshield
wiper. A Peter C. Cornell joined Oishei in this venture, and con-
tributed some $10,000 of capital funds. Although Tri-Continental
Corp. absorbed Jepson's entire output, it w*as soon evident that pro-
duction was inadequate. At this juncture William P. Haines and
Stevenson H. Evans joined Oishei and Cornell in the venture. Jepson's
business, which then had eight employees, was purchased by Tri-
Continental Corp.

Following the war, which caused at temporary stoppage of produc-
tion, Oishei invented and patented a swinging type, manually operated
windshield wiper known as the Crescent Cleaner. This wiper was

Is Ibid., p. 44. -
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successfully introduced to the market, in consequence of which plant
expansion was required. On April 26, 1920, Trico Products Corp.
was formed and acquired the assets of Tri-Continental Corp. In
order to obtain necessary capital to supplement stockholder contribu-
tions resort was had to bank loans on the personal notes of Oishei
and Cornell. The years 1920 and 1921 were hazardous, with finances
in a shaky condition and operations on a hand-to-mouth basis.

In 1921 Oishei invented an automatic vacuum type wiper which
soon found market acceptance. This necessitated- further expansion
.of plant. By 1927, after buying out competitors in the automatic
wiper field, Trico Products Corp. became the sole producer of wind-
shield wipers. The bulk of Trico's business was with General Motors;
Ford, and Chrysler. In 1927, following judicial determination of the
validity of Trico's patents on the vacuum wiper, the company was
recapitalized. An important feature of the recapitalization, which
later was urged in support of the directors' policy in heavy earnings
retention, was the establishment, by agreement with stockholders, of
a class of deferred or restricted common shares. Owners of the de-
ferred shares were to waive dividends until a prior annual payment
of dividends of $2.50 per share on the "free" stock could be made.
Dividends were to be paid ratably on all shares, deferred and free,
when in excess of $2.50 per share on the free stock. Of the issued
common stock of 675,000 shares, 450,000 shares were deferred and
225,000 shares were free. The deferred shares were held originally
in a voting trust which was replaced in 1929 by Trico Securities Corp.
The agreement between the Trico Products Corp. and the stockholders
further provided that the deferred shares could be exchanged for free
shares and withdrawn from the voting trust as earnings increased.

Trico Products Corp., from the inception of the vacuum windshield
wiper, has been active in the development of various types of vacuum
operated devices for automotive equipment. There has been contiliu-
ous research and experimentation. Among the marked items have
been the Claireon horn (1931), a throttle guard (1932); the Venturi
muffler (1933), an interior, windshield-moisture removing fan (1935),
a windshield washer (1936), a vacuum pump for mounting on an oil
pump of a car to produce vacuum (1938), the Electro-Vac, an elec-
trically driven vacuum pump, and the Lift-O-Matic, a car window
raising and lovering device.

The minority shareholders of Trico Products Corp., in the consoli-
dated action against the corporation's directors,19 asked for (1) re-
covery of damages sustained by Trico Products Corp. as a result of the
imposition of the penalty surtax under section 102, (2) recovery of
damages occasioned by the imposition of the undistributed profits tax
in 1936 and 1937, which would not have occurred had there been full
distribution of income in dividends, (3) recovery of legal and other
expenditures incurred by the corporation in resisting the deficiency
assessments under section 102, (4) recovery of profits and benefits ob-
tained by defendant directors as a result of investing retained earn-
ings of the corporation in securities the income from which increased
corporate earnings and thus permitted the release of certain of the
dividend restricted deferred stock, with such stock receiving the bene-

as TrIco Securities Corp., which held a majority of the voting shares, was also a defendant
fn the sult.
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fits of the free shares, and -(5) intervention by the court to require
defendant directors to declare a proper dividend from accumulated
earnings-a dividend which would reflect the great accumulation of
surplus and the reasonable requirements of the business.

In addition to denying that surplus had been accumulated in excess
of the reasonable needs of the business, and that accumulations of earn-
ings were motivated by reasons of personal surtax avoidance or to free
the deferred shares from the dividend restriction to the personal ad-
vantage of the directors, the defendants pleaded (1) the agreement
of reorganization and recapitalization of September 1, 1927, which
allegedly justified and required the retention of earnings, (2) the
unanimous approval of stockholders, at the annual meetings during
this period, of the actions of the defendant officers and directors, and
(3) the statute of limitations. The directors asserted that the policy
of accumulating surplus was based on the "unusual character of the
business" and the "unique problems arising therefrom." 20 Further,
they declared
that a policy of conservation of earnings was born of the trials and tribulations
of the company in its early days and its hazardous beginning; that it was dic-
tated by necessity and the very nature of the business; that with the growth
and expansion of Trico the underlying reasons which led management to embark
upon the original policy still remain. Generally, these reasons may be sum-
marized as follows: a desire to avoid the experience in the pioneering days when
the investment of stockholders had to be supplemented with borrowings from
bankers on the personal guarantees of stockholders; the nature of the businessr
which required capital funds for expansion and exploitation of various'patents
and new products to avoid dependency upon a single item as the principal and
almost sole source of earnings; the need for a strong and sound financial posi-
tion in dealing with the powerful automotive industry to protect Trico in main-
taining its position as the sole supplier of automatic windshield wipers and to,
avoid granting shop rights to automobile manufacturers; indemnity agreements
required of Trico in connection with the patent; expensive litigation to protect
its patent rights and to prosecute infringement suits; the need to preserve the
cash value of its principal asset, the basic patent on the automatic windshield
wiper which had a limited life; and, finally, but by no means least, as contended
by the directors, the agreement with the bankers in 1927, which they claim
obligated them to conserve the assets and plow earnings back so that the re-
stricted shares could be released and also restricted the amount of dividends to
$2.50.

In conclusion, the directors contend that the accumulations resulting from this
policy represent the reasonable requirements of the business of the company, and
moreover, they acted in good faith and in the exercise of a reasonable judgment.2

A stipulation of settlement, after a protracted period of negotia-
tions, was entered into between the parties September 22, 1947, whereby
the defendant directors personally were (1) to pay $2,390,000 to the
Trico Products Corp., and (2) to provide for the payment of a divi-
dend by the corporation in the amount of $5.50 per share on the out-
standing stock, which was in addition to the regular dividend of $2.50
per share on the free stock. Costs of resisting the deficiency assess-
ments under section 102, estimated at some $300,000, were to be borne
by the corporation.

A referee, Edward Weinfeld, was appointed by the Supreme Court
of the State of New York to inquire into the reasonableness of the pro-
posed settlement. The referee recommended that the court approve

20 Report of Referee, op. cit., p. 46.
2' Ibid.
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the proposed settlement in his report of November 12, 1947, finding
it "fair, reasonable, and adequate."22 The proposed settlement was
approved by the court December 23, 1947, thus bringing to a conclu-
sion the action of the minority shareholders.23

The Trico case clearly indicates that surplus accumulations which
result in excessive corporate liquidity for closely controlled corpora-
tions carry a double hazard: First, a possible deficiency assessment
under section 102; and, second, a minority stockholders' suit against
the corporate directors based upon damages to the corporation as a
result of the application of the penalty tax. Section 102, in a sense,
thus becomes double-barreled-with the possibility that an explosion
in one barrel will set off the other. Because of the settlement in the
Trico case, there was no judicial definition of the liability of directors.
Consequently, the relative vulnerability of corporate directors cannot
be adequately assessed.

22 Ibid., p. 92.
23 JK. iLasser and R. S. Hlolzman, Corporate Accumulations and Section 102, op. cit..wp. 217.



CHAPTER V

ADMINISTRATION

Prior to 1938 (and the strengthening of section 102 by the revenue
act of that year), section 102 and its predecessor sections appear to
have been largely ineffective in preventing personal surtax avoidance
through corporate surplus accumulations. Individual and corporate
taxpayers do not seem to have been generally aware of this tax statute,
or, if aware, to have directed much attention to it prior to 1928.1 Fol-
lowing this initial period of administrative inactivity in the enforce-
ment of the statute, section 104 (1928) (previously section 220)
became of increased enforcement concern to the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue. An immediate response thereto was obtained in
the way of increased taxpayer awareness and revenue yield.2 Al-
though sections 104 and 220 (predecessor sections to section 102) had
been subject to some positive enforcement by the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue since 1928, Congress had serious reservations I as to
the administrative effectiveness of the section in accomplishing the
purpose for which it had been designed. With tax avoidance by per-
sonal holding companies reaching a critical stage by 1934, Congress
was of the opinion that other tax means must be employed to deal with
this problem. Section 104 was admittedly unequal to the task. Con-
sequently, Congress, in the Revenue Act of 1934, removed personal
holding companies from the coverage of section 104. imposing thereon
a special surtax under section 351 (title 1A). Congressional dis-
satisfaction with the ineffectiveness of section 102 continued and was

I Seymour J. Graubard states:
"The lack of information about the statute may be attributed directly to the Treasury

Department. Because of indolence or uncertainty of the law's constitutionality, it had
enforced the collection of only $75,000 under the statute up to 1927. But then, at the
instigation of congress, the statute was more often invoked with the result that collections
spurted to $5,679,475 by March 1, 1930." "Accumulation of Surplus To Evade Surtaxes,"
pt. II, 10 Tax Magazine 458 (1932).

See J. E. Landman, "Penalty for Improper Retention of Earnings," the Conference
Board Business Record, vol. III, No. 2, February 1946, p. 86.

In commenting on the incidence of Increased enforcement, Warren W. Grimes observes
that:

"In spite of the fact that an average of more than two millions of dollars a year is being
collected by the Government in cases arising under Section 104 and the old Section 220,
there are many who still refuse to believe the provision need be given serious consideration.
Unfortunately, many tax counsel are of that opinion-some satisfied that In the end the
provision will be held unconstitutional. It may as well be understood fully, that the Gov-
ernment is invoking Section 104, intends to invoke it vigorously, and has met so far with
nothing but striking success-with prospects balanced heavily in its favor. Probably in
tax history no statutory provision has been continued so long, so many cases considered
and comparatively so much collected in cash and stowed away In the Treasury for all
time, and yet never been construed by a single court!" "Surtax Rate Increase and
Corporate Surplus Accumulations," 10 Tax Magazine 404 (1932).

3 See appendix 1, particularly congressional discussion relating to section 104, Revenue
Act of 1932 and Revenue Act of 1934.

Arthur H. Kent, Assistant General Counsel, U. S. Treasury, declared In 1937 that "sec.
102, which imposes a heavy surtax on corporations formed or availed of to evade surtax
on shareholders by accumulating earnings, has proven largely ineffective through difficulties
of enforcement and restrictive interpretation by judicial decision. It-has been suggested
that this problem of surtax escape might have been adequately solved through amendments
which would have put more teeth into sec. 102. These possibilities were fully explored
and considered but the conclusion was negative." "The Federal Revenue Act of 1936-
Some Current Problems," 15 Tax Magazine 207 (1937).
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influential in securing the enactment of the undistributed profits sur-
tax of 1936 as an alternative tax approach to this problem. Section
102 remained, however, as an operative statute, with rates revised
downward for corporations subject to the undistributed profits tax,
and with section 102 becoming essentially supplemental and support-
ing thereto.

The general ineffectiveness of the Federal tax structure in pre-
venting widespread tax avoidance and evasion was brought into sharp.
focus by the Presidential message to the Congress on June 1, 1937.
Congress responded by the prompt creation of a Joint Committee on
Tax Evasion and'Avoidance. This committee made a detailed and'
thoroughgoing study of the many tax loopholes and inadequacies
which characterized the tax structure, with recommendations to the
Congress for appropriate remedial legislation. Section 102 was spe-
cifically recognized as difficult of enforcement and largely ineffective
in its operation. Foreign personal holding companies were found
to be an important means of tax escape, and, as section 102 was not
effective in preventing this method of tax avoidance, the committee

.recommended that a special method of taxation be applied to them.
Congress implemented the committee's recommendation by excluding
foreign personal holding companies from section 102 and subjecting
these companies to special taxation. The Joint Committee on Tax
Evasion and Avoidance expressed the view that section 102 (and'
predecessor sections) had proved difficult of enforcement primarily
because of the necessity of having "to prove a purpose to avoid the
imposition of the surtax upon the shareholders" 4 through the accumu-
lation of corporate surplus..

In the Revenue Act of 1938 Congress endeavored to remedy this
weakness in'the statute by providing (sec. 102, subsec. (c), Revenue
Act of 1938) that corporate surplus accumulations "beyond the
reasonable needs of the business shall be determinative of the purpose
to avoid surtax upon shareholders unless the corporation by the clear
preponderance of the evidence shall prove to the contrary."'
Further, with special reference to the ineffectiveness of section 102
in meeting the problem of closely held operating companies not within
the personal holding company category, the Ways and Means Com-
mittee of the House in its report provided for a new surtax applicable
thereto in title 1B. This was the so-called third-basket provision.
This proposal failed of enactment by the House. The Senate Finance
Committee expressed the belief that this class of corporation could'
be given appropriate tax treatment under a strengthened section 102.6
Further, the committee was strongly of the opinion that section 102,
strengthened in this fashion-
will clearly shift the burden of proof to the taxpayer in such cases. The com-
mittee believes that substantial revenue will result from this change although
no exact estimate of such revenue has been made by the Treasury Department.
A reasonable enforcement of this revised section will reduce tax avoidance to a
minimum- and increase the revenues from sources where there is ability to pay.'

Since 1938 section 102, in its substantive character, has remained
essentially unchanged, although certain technical alterations have

4 Joint Committee on Tax Evasion and Avoidance. Tax Evasion and Avoidance, letter-and report. 75th Cong., 1st sess., H. Doc. 337 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing-Office, 1A37). p. 7.
Senate Finance Committee, 75th Cong., 3d sess., S. Rept. 1567, pp. 4-5.cIbid., p. 5.
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been made. With the demise of the undistributed profits surtax in

1939, section 102 acquired an increased importance as the only taxing
-statute of general coverage directed to undistributed corporate profits
-even though section 102 comprehends only improper accumulation of
profits for purposes of tax avoidance and not undistributed profits
per se. In the amendment of section 102 by the Revenue Act of 1938
through the addition of subsection (c), which had the statutory pur-
pose of shifting the burden of proof to the taxpayer corporationI
'(once a finding has been made that the surplus accumulation is in

*excess of the reasonable needs of the business), it was the congressional
hope and expectation that this section would become an effective taxing
instrument and that the Bureau would no longer display hesitancy
in its enforcement. To the end that section 102 and its predecessor
-sections would acquire a large measure of enforceability, Congress
had endeavored to correct weaknesses in the section through various
amendments thereto. The more important substantive changes have
ibeen as follows:

1. Deletion of the word "fraudulently," which was part of the
language of the original section II (A) (2) of the Tariff Act of 1913,
in the Revenue Act of 1918. Congress was of the opinion that this
section had been ineffective because of the difficulty of procuring evi-
dence to establish fraud where corporate earnings were improperly
retained.

2. Transference of the impact of the tax from the corporate share-
holders to the corporation in the Revenue Act of 1921. This was to
~avoid the possibility of unconstitutionality and, hence, unenforceabil-
ity of the section as a result of the Supreme Court decision in Eisneer v.

Macoomber.s
3. The removal of personal holding companies from the coverage

-of this section in the Revenue Act of 1934, also the reduction in rate of

tax. Personal holding companies were regarded as presenting a special

and a particularly acute problem in tax avoidance, and one which

section 102 and its predecessor sections had been unable to meet in any

effective fashion. The exclusion of personal holding companies from

this section served to narrow somewhat the coverage of section 102.

Bureau attention could now largely be directed to closely held operat-

ing corporations. In addition, the reduction in rate of tax from 50

-percent to graduated surtax rates of 25 and 35 percent was viewed by

Congress as a step in making the section more effective, as the 50-per-

.cent rate was believed to be too high for enforcement purposes.

4. The inclusion in section 102 of subsection (c) in the Revenue Act

.of 1938, which statutorily declared that unreasonable corporate ac-

cumulation is evidence determinative of the purpose to avoid surtax

upon shareholders and is rebuttable only by a clear preponderance of

-the evidence. This, Congress believed, would permit effective enforce-

ment of the tax by the Bureau.

"Although it is a fundamental principle of tax law generally that the burden of proof

falls upon the taxpayer, see. 102 adds even greater weight to the normal onus of demon-

-tration. Since in its application the presumption of correctness attaches to the Commis-

sioner's findings, the taxpayer is forced to prove a negative, always a difficult task." C. L.

Turner, "Unreasonable Accumulation of Surplus ' ' ' Section 102," 26 Taxes 843

(1948).
8 252 U. S. 189.
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EFFECTIVENESS OF A PENALTY TAX

It should be reemphasized that section 102 is a penalty tax and that
its effectiveness may not be accurately gaged by the number of defi-
ciency assessments thereunder, the amount of revenue obtained there-
from, nor the volume of corporate protests and criticisms thereof.
Basically, the effectiveness of the section should find expression in
its influence on (1) corporate dividend policies, (2) corporate real
investment flows, and (3) corporate liquidities.9 The tax is intended
to be preventative: of unreasonable corporate accumulation of earn-
ings as a means of personal surtax avoidance; to the extent that this
penalty tax succeeds in accomplishing its purpose, corporate financial
conduct will not be of the proscribed character. As in the case of any
penalty-i. e., tax or fine-its effectiveness presumably would be in-
verse to revenue collected, assuming an adequate penalty with ade-
quate enforcement. On the other hand, cursory and ineffective en-
forcement will not prevent the prohibited act nor give rise to any con-
siderable amount of revenue. It should also be noted that a penalty
tax may carry too low a rate or be insufficient in the amount of the
financial penalty imposed. In this event it will not be of a prohibitory
character to those taxpayers and their corporations who find that the
advantage of surtax avoidance outweighs the penalty if invoked.
Under this circumstance, it is possible to have vigorous enforcement
and a sizable revenue in combination with extensive violation of the
statute. If enforcement is limited and sporadic, with the tax impos-
ing an inadequate penalty for those in the higher surtax brackets,
taxpayers will be encouraged to engage in violation of the statute on
the basis of a calculated risk. In addition, limited and sporadic en-
forcement is not conducive to widespread taxpayer awareness of the
tax, with the result that unintentional and inadvertent violations may
occur. No penalty tax is self-enforcing; for a penalty provision, tax
or otherwise, to take on a meaningful character, there must be gen-
eral public awareness combined with administrative willingness and
alertness to enforce. Otherwise the penalty tax becomes an empty
statutory threat.

ADMINISTRATION OF SECTION 102 BY THE BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Section 102 has been an administratively troublesome and difficult
taxing statute for the Treasury and the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
Apart from the fact that it is a penalty tax, thus inducing an adverse
public reaction at the outset, the tax is not self-assessed by the cor-
poration but requires administrative initiation and imposition on the
suspect corporation.10 In the process of the administrative imposi-
tion of the tax, a major discretionary judgment must be made-
namely, that an unreasonable corporate accumulation of earnings in

9Further evidence of its relative effectiveness may be Indicated by the extent to which
there is tax-induced resort to means of avoidance as found, for example, in corporate reor-
ganizations and liquidations.

10 There are a few exceptions In this regard. The Bureau of Internal Revenue finds that
five corporations (and there may be several more not presently tabulated) have voluntarily
self-assessed the tax under sec. 102 and remitted the amount of the tax to the Treasury:
This was without any deficiency assessment by the Bureau or any other administrative

The voluntary payments of sec. 102 tax for two corporations covered tax years 1941-46,
Inclusive: two corporations covered tax years 1946-48, Inclusive; one corporation covered
tax year 1946.
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fact exists-which, in turn, becomes statutorily determinative of the
purpose to avoid surtaxes upon shareholders.

The enforcement efforts of the Bureau directed to section 102 and
its predecessor sections from 1928 on caused increased taxpayer con-
cern. Questions were raised as to Bureau attitude and enforcement

policy. As a result, representatives of the Bureau from time to time
have made public statements in answer to criticisms and in explana-

tion of policy."
In an early statement regarding Bureau administration (1935),

Wright Mathews, Assistant to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
declared:

We hear some criticism of our administration of Section 104 of the Revenue
Act of 1932 and corresponding sections of prior Acts. These sections provide for
a high tax upon corporations formed or availed of to avoid the imposition of the
individual surtax upon their shareholders through the medium of permitting
gains and profits to accumulate instead of dividing or distributing them. The
fact that a corporation is a mere holding or investment company, or that the
gains and profits of any corporation are permitted to accumulate beyond the
reasonable needs of the business is evidence of a purpose to avoid taxes. The
Bureau intends to apply the Acts as they are written. It has no purpose to
extend their application beyond the intent of Congress. Congress did not lay
down a definite rule as to what is regarded as "reasonable needs of the business"
in measuring corporate surplus. The Bureau of Internal Revenue is unable to
state a definite rule except that the determination is dependent upon the facts
and circumstances of each case. Corporations against which the higher taxes

may be imposed are given full opportunity to present evidence to the Bureau to
overcome any appearance of the purpose to avoid surtAx and, of course, under
the law have the right to have the issue settled by the Board of Tax Appeals and
the courts. The cases are handled by trained Civil Service employees who are
instructed that their responsibilities to the taxpayer and the Government are
equal.

No operating corporation accumulating surplus and using it In the business in
which it is engaged should be apprehensive. As an illustration, a manufacturing
company setting up a reasonable surplus for the purpose of acquiring material,
offsetting a fluctuation in wage scale, carrying the proper amounts to offset ac-
counts payable, or accumulating a reasonable reserve to pay present indebted-
ness, would not be taxed under Section 104 of the law of 1932 for accumulating
an unreasonable surplus. It would be an entirely different matter, however, if
It accumulated these surpluses for the purpose of purchasing stocks, bonds, and
securities of other corporations.

The following is a typical example where In the opinion of the Bureau taxes
should be assessed under the provisions of Section 104 of the Revenue Act of
1932. A corporation was organized with a total capital stock of $200,000. Its
earnings for two years were in excess of $5,000,000 and no dividends were de-
clared during the two-year period. In this case the Bureau will, other things
being equal, assess the company 50 per cent of the undistributed income under
the provisions of Section 104.'-

With the strengthening of section 102 by the inclusion of subsection
(c) in the Revenue Act of 1938, the Bureau proceeded to alert its offi-
cers and employees to the section by the issuance of Treasury Decision
No. 4914, dated July 26, 1939. This Treasury decision called specific
attention to subsection (c), and instructed officers and employees to
give close attention to the income-tax returns of the following classes
of corporations:

(1) Corporations which have not distributed at least 70 percent of their
earnings as taxable dividends.

11 See appendix 3 for various public statements regarding Treasury and Bureau polloy In
the administration of see. 102.

12Excerpt from address entitled "U. S. Tax Administration," before the Fifth Annual
Economics Conference for Engineers at Johnsonburg, N. J., August 18, 1935. Reproduced
In 13 Tax Magazine 575-577 (1935).
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(2) Corporations which have invested earnings in securities or other proper-ties unrelated to their normal business activities.
(3) Corporations which have advanced sums to officers or shareholders in theform of loans out of undistributed profits or surplus from which taxable divi-dends might have been declared.
(4) Corporations, a majority of whose stock is held by a family group or othersmall group of individuals, or by a trust or trusts for the benefit of such groups.(5) Corporations the distributions of which, while exceeding 70 percent oftheir earnings, appear to be inadequate when considered in connection with thenature of the business or the financial position of the corporation or corporationswith accumulations of cash or other quick assets which appear to be beyond thereasonable needs of the business."

In addition, for corporate returns falling in classes (1), (2), (3), and
(4) above, the Treasury decision provided that-
the examining officer's report in every instance shall contain a specific recom-snendation for the application or nonapplication of section 102."
Further-

(c) Each internal revenue agent in charge and each head of a field divisionof the technical staff will designate a quialified employee in his office, whoseresponsibility it will be to pass personally upon each case in which a recom-mendation has been made by an examining or reviewing officer with respect to theapplication or nonapplication of section 102. The internal revenue agent incharge or head of the field division of the technical staff will advise the Commis-sioner of the names and titles of such employees.
(d) There will be maintained currently in Washington, D. C., detailed dataregarding cases in which recommendations have been made with respect to theapplication or nonapplication of section 102, in order that the officers of theDepartment may be kept appropriately informed. To this end, there will beforwarded to this office by internal revenue agents in charge or heads of fieldAdivisions of the technical staff, as the case may be, immediately upon prepara-tion thereof, a copy of each examining officer's report, revenue agent's report,field conference memorandum, or action memorandum in cases referred to ini1), (2), (3), and (4) of paragraph (a) of this section, in which a recommenda-tion has been made with respect to the application or nonapplication of section102, and a copy of each examining officers' report, revenue agent's report, fieldconference memorandum, or action memorandum in cases referred to in (5) orparagraph (a) of this section in which a recommendation has been made for theapplication of section 102.

(e) In the review of income tax cases by the Bureau, the returns of corpora-tions of the classes enumerated in paragraph (a) of this section will be givenspecial consideration to determine whether field officers have complied fullywith these instructions.i

The general instructions to Bureau personnel in Treasury Decision
4914 were reinforced by supplemental directions 16 as to the manner in
which corporate returns should be evaluated to determine liability
under section 102; also, the data which the examining officer's report
should contain. These supplemental directions stated that the-
purpose to avoid the imposition of the surtax upon the shareholders of a cor-poration can be determined only upon a careful study of the fiscal status of thecorporation and other attendant circumstances. Among the circumstances re-,quiring careful study or scrutiny are the purpose for which the corporation wasformed; the dividend distribution history of the corporation; its dealings withits shareholders and advances or loans made to them in lieu of dividend distri-butions; and accumulations of surplus resulting from the retention of cash, secu-rities, and other assets unrelated to and not essential to the normal businessactivities of the corporation.

la Treasury Decisions Internal Revenue, vol. 35 (Washington, D. C.: Government Print-Ing Office, 1941), pp. 137-138.
14 Ibid., p. 138.
16Ibid., p. 138.
Commissioner's Mimeograph Coll. No. 4943, R. A. No. 1005, dated July 31, 1939.See appendix 3, J. P. Addor, "Improper Accumulation of Surplus Section 102," addresstefore convention of certified public accountants in Savannah, Ga., May 26, 1950, for adiscussion of these directions.
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Instances in which the utilization of the corporation for. the purpose of avoid-
ing surtaxes cannot be imputed (although none or a small percentage of
the earnings have been distributed to the shareholders) may be determined
from the circumstances that all or a large part of the earnings are necessary to ac-
quire or finance additional working assets, such as larger inventories; that the
distribution of the earnings to the shareholders would not have resulted in
surtaxes because of individual losses or small individual incomes; that the stock'
is widely held in small blocks; and the reserves or additions thereto necessary'
for the retirement of bonded indebtedness incurred in the normal conduct of'
the business absorbs all or a large part of the earnings.'7

Examining officers' reports were required to contain the followingw-
data when section 102 application was recommended:

(a) A history of the corporation from the date of its incorporation, fully set-
ting forth the purpose for which it was formed, assets transferred thereto, capital
stock issued in exchange for such assets, actual paid-in capital, and whether
represented by par or no par stock, and if no par stock, the stated value, if any,
ascribed thereto, reorganizations, if any, and kind of business in which engaged.

(b) Names and addresses of the principal or controlling stockholders and.
number of shares held by each at the close of the year involved.
- (c) Names and titles of the officers of the corporation, stock ownership, andl
amount of compensation received, if such information is not contained in,
schedule C of the corporation return.

(d) A statement of substantial amounts, if any, withdrawn by the stock-
holders in the form of loans or advances and reflected in the asset accounts at
the close of the year under examination.

(e) An analysis of the earned surplus account for the year uider examination'
at at least the five preceding years, which will show in particular both taxable-
and nontaxable income, the amount of cash dividends paid during each of the-
respective years, and the amount and date of any cash dividends paid shortly
after the close of the year under examination. If any distribution of dividends.
in reorganization was made, full details of such distribution should be stated.

(f) A statement showing the amount of surtaxes actually avoided by the
principal stockholders through the failure of the corporation to distribute all of
its earnings for the year under consideration.
I (g) Comparative balance sheets at the beginning and end of the year or years:
under examination, and five prior years.

(h) Whether or not, in the opinion of the examining officer, the corporation
is a mere holding or investment company and the basis for such conclusion, and:
why it does not qualify under title 1A.

(i) Any other facts and circumstances which may be deemed pertinent by the'
examining officer should be included in his report. The report should also con-'
tain a summary of the material facts upon which the recommendation of the
examining officer with respect to the application of sectional2 is based. If the-
proposed liability has been discussed with taxpayer corporation, the report should.
contain a summary of taxpayer's contention and examining officer's reaction." :

Should the examining officer recommended the nonapplication of sec-
tion 102 for corporate returns requiring special attention as provided:
in section 22.1 (a), Treasury Decision 4914 (establishing the five'
cblasses of corporations to receive intensive scrutiny) -
a separate or collateral report containing only such information as is necessary,
to show clearly why section 102 does not apply, will be prepared and a copy
thereof forwarded to Washington.' 9

Treasury Decision 4914 not only alerted Bureau personnel to section!
102 but, in addition, placed taxpayer corporations. on public notice 2

'1 Ibid., pp. 1-2.

"'Ibid., p 3. This instruction was supplemented in Field Procedure Memorandum No. 35,
November 8, 1939, Bureau of Internal Revenue.

29 "On July 26, 1939, there was Issued T. D. 4914 which, while addressed to the employees;
of the Bureau ef Internal Revenue, was published in the weekly Internal Revenue Bulletin.
The' public release of this Treasury Decision had the effect, as undoubtedly was the inten-
tion, of placing the taxpaying public on notice that the Bureau was instituting a new drive-
on corporate taxpayers, and would attempt to impose the surtax on improper accumulations;
of surplus. * ' * it necessarily follows that taxp'ayers are gravely concerned with the
possible implications such a drive by the Bureau might entail." J. S. Halperin, "T. D. 4914'
and the Surtax on Corporations Improperly Accumulating Surplus," 18 Taxes 72 (1940)..
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that the section presumably was to receive vigorous enforcement by
the Bureau. The establishment of the five classes of corporations
(particularly classes (1) to (4) inclusive), the returns of which were
to receive careful examination, caused much apprehension on the part
of corporations falling within these categories.21 Tax attorneys and
tax accountants rediscovered section 102, and were important par-
ticipants in broadcasting the general alarm. Following the initial
shock which had particular impact on that section of the taxpaying
community especially vulnerable to the penalty tax, i. e., closely held
corporations, a wait-and-see attitude developed. As deficiency assess-
ments under section 102 did not take on a wholesale character, the
fears of corporate taxpayers tended to subside. The Bureau did
increase the volume of deficiency assessments during the period
1940-41 to 1942-43, inclusive, which, measured percentagewise by the
number of corporate tax years of assessment, as compared with the
earlier period, represents a large increase. However, the total num-
ber of deficiency assessments under section 102 was very small in abso-
lute terms (and in comparison with the total number of corporations
reporting net income), with the enforcement impact very limited.
Deficiency assessments under the section,-in terms of corporate tax
years of assessment, reached their highest level in fiscal 1941-42,
prior to the postwar period. Thereafter, a comparatively sharp de-
cline occurred. This decline apparently had its genesis in the uncer-
tainties and financial hazards of the war and the immediate postwar
reconversion period, and which gave to corporations, if not bona fide,
at least plausible arguments for their surplus accumulations. Bureau
enforcement activity, as measured by the number of corporate tax
years of assessment, remained at a comparatively low level until
fiscal 1948-49 when a major increase occurred. This sharp increase
suggests that the Bureau had returned to its peacetime standards in
the application of section 102.

One of the questions which arose with the issuance of Treasury
Decision 4914 was with reference to the adoption by the Bureau of
70 percent as the apparent breaking point in determining whether or
not current corporate dividend distributions were adequate. Of the
five classes of corporations distinguished in Treasury Decision 4914
as corporations to be given close attention for section 102 liability, the
70 percent standard was employed in class (1) as a means of segregat-
ing corporate returns. Corporations distributing less than 70 percent
of their current earnings in dividends would find themselves scheduled
for close inspection; where current dividend distributions were in
excess of 70 percent of earnings, corporations would be excluded from
class (1). However, it was still possible for a corporation with a cur-
rent dividend distribution record in excess of 70 percent to qualify for
close examination under class (5), providing this dividend distribu-
tion appeared inadequate by reason of the nature of its business or the
existence of excessive liquidity.

The Bureau has explained its adoption and use of the so-called
70 percent rule by indicating that it is used as one of the means of
selecting cases for examination 22 and, of itself, has no bearing in

21 See J. H. Landman, "Penalty for Improper Retention of Earnings," op. cit., p. 84.
2: Statement of W. A. Gallahan, Bureau of Internal Revenue, before the National Indu-

trial Conference Board, New York City, May 28, 1947, appendix 3.
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determining whether section 102 applies; 23 further, that the case must

be, and is, decided on all the facts which show whether the failure to

distribute was for the purpose of avoiding surtax.2 4 This explanation
may represent questionable reassurance to taxpayers (and their cor-

porations) who strongly prefer not to have their tax returns under

close scrutiny by the Bureau, and who have a suspicion that, if this

occurs, section 102 liability may attach. Many taxpayers have uneasy

consciences, and have no desire to invite the hazard of close Bureau

examination. Others, although submitting returns which represent

corporate financial conduct to them rational and defensible, i. e., high

and increasing liquidity, nevertheless feel that the Bureau is capable

of arbitrary judgments and has an unfair advantage under section

102 (c). In addition, they are aware of the high cost of litigation
which, when resorted to, is at best a negative advantage only. Conse-

quently, through Treasury Decision 4914, particularly with reference

to class (1) and the 70 percent rule, the Bureau has exerted real pres-

sure toward a 70 percent current dividend distribution on the part of

those taxpayers who are unwilling to risk the hazard, and who, there-

fore, do not subscribe to the sporting theory25 in dealing with tax

administration. Many taxpayers, on the other hand, are willing to

take a calculated risk, or to regard noncompliance with the section 102

prohibition as a tax gamble which is'worth taking.
The selection of 70 percent as the bench mark by the Bureau, rather

than some other percentage, apparently was based on an average of

cash dividend pay-outs to the adjusted net income of corporations for

a period of prior years, and before the undistributed profits tax be-

came effective in 1936.26
Treasury Decision .539827 was issued on August 12, 1944, as an

amendment to Treasury Decision 4914. An examining officer's report
in every instanee was now to contain a specific recommendation for

the application or nonapplicition of section 102. Under Treasury
Decision 4914, examining officers' reports must include specific recom-

mendations for or against the application of section 102 only as to

returns falling in classes (1) to (4) inclusive. In addition, subsection

(d) of section 22.1 of Treasury Decision 4914, which provided for

the maintenance of detailed data, i. e., record file in Washington, D. C.,

as to cases on which recommendations had been made regarding the

application or nonapplication of section 102, was struck out.28 This

amendment thus caused a discontinuance of the Washington record

file. However, since Treasury Decision 5398, records, in general, have

23 Ibid. See also Treasury Department release of December 5, 1947, containing a state-

ment by George J. Schoeneman, Commissioner of Internal Revenue, regarding the use of

the 70-Sercent figure, appendix 3.

25 Randolph Paul observes that many taxpayers "learned the doctrine that the power to

tax is not necessarily, as Chief Justice Marshall said, the power to destroy, while the

Supreme Court sits; that distinctions in tax law, as in other fields of modern law, are

distinctions of degree; that taxing statutes place cases on one side or the other of an

arbitrary mathematical line; that taxpayers may go intentionally as close to this line as

they can, if they do not pass it. The line may shift, and the taxpayer may, to his sorrow,

misconceive its exact position, in which case he must pay the penalty. But the line is

'hazy,' and there is a fair gamble where the tax structure Is complicated, where the ques-

tion Is one of degree upon which 'reasonable men may differ widely as to the place where the

line should fall,' and where this difference of opinion is one of feelings rather than processes

of articulate reason. Sometimes one wins, and sometimes one loses. The game is, In the

opinion of many taxpayers, worth the candle." "The Background of the Revenue Act of

1937." 5 University of Chicago Law Review 45 (1937).
26 See J. F. Addor, op. cit., appendix 3.
2? Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Bulletin Cumulative Bulletin 1944 (Wash-

ington. D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1945), p. 194.
bee Appendix 8.
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been maintained in Washington as to cases involving recommenda-
tions for the application of section 102.

With the war's end, the Bureau decided to include in the 1946 cor-
porate tax return a question which required corporations to indicate-
whether they had distributed 70 percent of their current earnings to.
stockholders; if not, to state the reasons for the retention of such
earnings or profits. This was the famous (or infamous) question 8-
on the 1946 corporate return, and was as follows:

8. If the total of line 1 of schedule Ml, page 4, is less than 70.percent of the
earnings and profits for the taxable year, state reasons for retention of siiuh
earnings and profits. (See instruction J.)

Instruction J: 29

J. Surtasr on improperly accumnulated surpius.-In order to prevent accumula-
tion of earnings or profits for the purpose of enabling shareholders to avoid the-
surtax on individuals, section 102 provides an additional tax upon the net income
of corporations formed or utilized for the purpose of such tax avoidance. This.
additional tax is equal to the sum of the following:

Twenty-seven and one-half percent of the amount of the undistributed section
102 net income not in excess of $100,000, plus 38½/2 percent of the undistributed
section 102 net income in excess of $100,000. (For definition of "undistributed
sec. 102 net income," etc., see sec. 102.)

This tax is not to be applied to the accumulations of earnings for the reasonable
needs of the business if the purpose of such accumulations is not to prevent the
imposition of surtax upon the shareholders. The information required in re-
sponse to question 8, page 3, Form 1120, is designed to afford the taxpayJer
retaining a substantial portion of its earnings the opportunity to indicate the
business 'needs, legal requirements, or other reason for the retention of such
earnings. (Italics ours.)

The amount of the earnings available for dividends is generally the taxable
net income plus the nontaxable ineome reduced by the unallowed deductions.
For the purpose of answering question 8, the amount of earnings and profits
available for dividends may be determined by subtracting from the total of
lines 18 and 19, schedule M, page 4, the total of lines 2 to 12, inclusive, of that
scheduled

The inclusion of question 8 in the 1946 corporate income tax
return served several important purposes: First, as the Bureau ex-
plained to irate taxpayers, it permitted the easy segregation of corpo-
rate tax returns which should be subjected to further (and close)
examination for section 102 liability; second, it constituted a general
public notice that section 102 presumably would receive the enforce-
ment attention of the Bureau; 31 and third, taxpayer corporations were
required to state their reasons for distributing less than 70 percent of
current earningsA32 These reasons would be of Bureau record, and,

2 Instructions, Form 1120, United States Corporation Income Tax Return, 1946.
so Schedule M, Form 1120, 1946, is the 'Reconciliation of net income and analysis of

earned surplus and undivided profits."
at With the end of the war, but prior to the distribution of the 1946 corporate Income

tax return with its question 8, "there is already a great deal of talk (off the record) in the
Bureau offices with respect to increased attention to the applicability of see. 102 with
respect to tax years, starting with 1946."1 A. Allen Simon. 'Corporate Surplus and Sec-
tion 102 in the Postwar Period," 14 The controller 661 (1946).

as Edward I. McLarney, Deputy Commissioner, Bureau of Internal Revenue, on November
20, 1946, stated that "in order to afford such a corporation [a corporation distributing less
than 70 percent of current earnings] an opportunity to state its business needs, legal
requirements, or other reasons for retaining its earnings in the business, the corporation
Income tax return, Form 1120, for 1946 will include a question as to whether the total
dividends to stockholders during the taxable year 1946 were less than 70 percent of the
earnings and profits for the year." He cautioned "don't be disturbed when you see this
question-its only purpose is to make easy the presentation to the Bureau of appropriate
evidence in cases where the answer is 'Yes,' and thus avoid, if possible, the expense and
inconvenience to both the taxpayer and the Bureau of further development of the subject.
So if you answer 'Yes.' you should give the reasons why your corporation retained the
profits instead of distributing them to its stockholders." See appendix .3, address entitled
"Recent Progress In Federal Income Tax Administration" before the Tax Executives Insti-
tute, Los Angeles, Calif. It is not difficildt to see how the above words of caution would
serve principally to induce higher blood pressure on the part of taxpayers.
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consequently, taxpayers could not later second-guess or rationalize on
the basis of hindsight. Also, the Bureau, in subsequent years,3 3 could
check to see whether the reasons advanced for the accumulation of
surplus had been, or were being, implemented.

Taxpayer reaction to question 8 initially was one of excitement and
alarm, apparently.- There was suspicion that the question was in-
dicative of a Bureau enforcement drive, in response to the large war-
time growth in corporate surplus. accumulations and liquidities; 35

further, that section 102 possibly was to be extended to the so-called
public corporations. In commenting on the existing state of taxpayer
apprehension, Clarence L. Turner said:

Obviously, opinions vary as to the new import of "102"; and it is enigmatic that
each theory bears the germ of truth.

Many regard conciliatory official pronouncements with suspicion, and "view
with alarm" the vast implication of the improper administration of "102." They

see this section as the traditional "blunt instrument" being used by the Treasury
to recoup losses from the repeal of the excess-profits tax, reduction of the corpo-
rate income tax to thirty-eight per cent and generous Congressional allowances
for reconversion. Still others believe present rumblings presage an eruption in
the form of a new undistributed profits tax.

The calm reaction toward this medley of fact and fancy is that the importance
of Section 102 is overemphasized; that nervous taxpayers, not yet recovered
from the annual impact of the excess profits tax, have given way to morbid
imaginings, and are inclined to see a tax collector lurking behind every tree.

The incorporation in the 1946 return of an information question,
i. e., question 8, was not a current innovation in Bureau thinking. It
had been suggested, for example, in Congress on previous occasions. 37

The Bureau acted within its administrative discretion in its inclusion.
There is support for Bureau use of this method of obtaining informa-
tion. W. L. Cary contends that "the principle of requiring the tax-
payer to explain the retention of profits appears to be a sound method
of simiplifying the Bureau's administrative problem. It aids in sift-
ing out the clearest potential violators." 38 Robert S. Holzman ex-
presses the view that "accountants in general will actually welcome
this question. No more will they have to wrestle with the problem
as to why dividends were small or nonexistent at some date three years

'3 In the absence of fraud, the Bureau has 3 years for the examination of returns, i. e.,
statutory period of limitation for assessment of income and profits taxes is 3 years after
filing of the return.

34 To inquiries as to the content of a "Yes" answer to question 8, the Bureau indicated
that it should be in detail-which did not serve to decrease the concern of taxpayers. In
illustration, the following telegraph ruling:

MARCi 4, 1947.
To GUSTAVE SIMONs,

60 East 42d St., New York, N. Y.:
Reference telegram 3d question 8 on form 1120 should be answered in detail as to busi-

ness needs, legal requirements, or other reasons for retention of earnings to aid examining
officer of Bureau in more accurately determining whether provisions of section 102 have or
have not been violated.

B. I. MCLARNEY,
Bureau of Internal Revenue.

Reactions as to detail in explanation of a "Yes" answer were stated to be as follows:
"One school of thought advocates a statement of reasons for retention of earnings that
is as accurate and convincing as possible, so that the revenue agent will have something
specific to hang his hat on, while the opposite school prefers to couch the answer in ex-
tremely vague language, so that whatever circumstances prove to have materialized in three
years (or whenever the return is audited) may be seized upon as the intended reason
'that's precisely what our answer had tried to set forth.' The writer doubts whether this
second method will be found acceptable by the revenue agent * * **" Robert S. Holz-
man, "What's New in 102?" 25 Taxes 102 (1947).

35 See 0. D. Westfall, "Integrating Federal Income Taxes on Corporations and Their
Shareholders," 27 Taxes 244 (1949).

36 "Unreasonable Accumulation of Surplus * ' * Sec. 102." op. cit.. p. 842.
3" William L. Cary, "Accumulations Beyond the Reasonable Needs of the Business: The

Dilemma of Section 102 (c)," 60 Harvard Law Review 1288 (1947).
38 Ibid.
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ago-a task which now must be faced when the revenue agent asks his
question. The accountant will be pleased to be relieved of this a pos-
te7iori rationalization; for the problem is now being thrown back
squarely where it belongs-with management." 39

The Bureau decided not to include question 8 in the 1947 and later
returns. As stated by Edward I. McLarney, Deputy Commissioner,
this question "having served its purpose, it will not be necessary to
repeat the statement in the return for 1947," but, he added, "I can
assure you that there has been no change in the long-established policy
of the Bureau on this subject, either in inserting the statement in the
1946 return or in omitting it from the 1947 return." 40 The public in-
terpretation of the omission of this question from the 1947 return
apparently was that it has "been abandoned under pressure," 41 and
that "protest against Question 8 has been so vigorous that the Bureau
has now felt obliged to retreat." - That the Bureau has a certain
sensitiveness to public criticism and pressure must, of course, be
accepted; for that matter, the Bureau is not alone in this respect.
Governmental departments and institutions generally, as well as
private enterprises and institutions, constantly demonstrate an aware-
ness of public opinion and an adjustableness with reference thereto.

The task of the Bureau of Internal Revenue is one of the most
difficult in Government. In order that tax administration be of
manageable proportions, the Bureau properly recognizes the need, in
fact the necessity, of public acceptance of its practices and procedures.
To separate taxpayers from their income with some reasonable regard
for relative equities, with basic dependence on taxpayer self-assess-
ment, and to do it with effectiveness, requires a tax administration
which, among its other virtures, displays courage, tact, and a sensi-
tiveness to the public it is serving.

It is not unlikely that Bureau abandonment of question 8 in the
1947 and later returns was strongly influenced by the public criticism
which the question invoked. The language of criticism was strong,
involving allegations of witch hunting and corporate hamstringing.
It is possible that the Bureau was reasonably convinced that the ques-
tion had "served its purpose" in creating a public awareness of section
102 during the one year of inclusion.s To the extent that question 8
was to serve the further purpose of permitting easy administrative
segregation of those corporate returns requiring close examination
for section 102 liability, the purpose obviously had not been served,
with this need being continuous. Furthermore, the rational and
limited use of the questionnaire principle, in conjunction with the
corporate-tax return, hardly seems to require defense. The flow of

" "What's New in 102 ?," op. cit.
40 See appendix 3, address entitled "Some Income Tax Reflections."
4' William L. Cary, op. cit.

42 Ibid., p. 1283.
J. H. Landman points out that E. I. McLarney's statement to the effect that the question

had served its purpose "is not quite borne out by the facts; the national corporate dividendpolicy was more conservative for 1946 than for 1945 * * *." "Concepts of Section102," 26 Taxes 23 (1948).
On the other hand, it is possible that corporate dividend policy would have been even

more conservative for 1946 had it not been for question 8. On balance, it would seemthat the insertion of this question in the 1946 return probably had some significant"forcing effeet" on dividend distributions, as well as on real investment. Certainly. if
the volume of clamor and criticism raised against question 8 (and sec. 102) Is any criterionof its effectiveness, then some forcing effect was had.

I General corporate awareness of section 102 is not likely to be.of a lasting characteron the basis of a "i-shot" anproach. It is induced and maintained by intensive cultivationwhich Is continuous over time.
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essential facts and information to the Bureau should be made as
automatic as possible in the interest of effective and equitable taxation.

BUREAU PROCEDURE UPON ASSERTION OF CoRPoRATE LiAsiLrrr

The internal revenue agent who examines the corporate tax return
is the person initially responsible for a proposed deficiency assess-
ment under section 102. This proposed deficiency results from an in-
vestigation which presumably establishes the relevant facts in accord-
ance with Bureau policy and instructions. The internal revenue
agent in charge then issues a preliminary letter (perhaps better known
as a 30-day letter)' and provides the taxpayer corporation with a
copy of the report of the examining officer. The taxpayer is then
allowed 30 days in which to protest against the proposed action in
writing, should he be in disagreement, and to file a brief submitting
therewith the necessary evidence to support the protest. Thereupon,
the taxpayer may appear for an oral hearing before a representative
of the conference staff of the field office should he wish. Should an
agreement be reached in the case, the appropriate forms 45are executed
by which the taxpayer formally consents to an immediate assessment
and collection of the proposed deficiency in taxes. The field office
then forwards the case record to the appropriate Audit Review Di-
vision of the Income Tax Unit in Washington, D. C., for postreview.
In the event there is disapproval of the field closing action (to which
the taxpayer has agreed) by the Audit Review Division, with the
taxpayer subsequently unable to agree on the issue with the internal
revenue agent in charge, a hearing may be had (at taxpayer option)
before a representative of the Income Tax Unit in Washington in the
office of the internal revenue agent in charge. If this hearing results
in agreement and the taxpayer formally submits to the assessment and
collection of the tax deficiency (with 'interest), the internal revenue
agent in charge sends the case to the appropriate collector who then
lists the deficiency (tax and interest) for assessment.

If the preliminary notice (30-day letter) has been sent to a taxpayer
indicating a proposed deficiency upon which no agreement subse-
quently was reached (between the taxpayer and the internal revenue
agent in charge), a statutory notice of deficiency (90-day letter)46 is
then sent the taxpayer by registered mail by the internal revenue agent
in charge, acting under a delegation of authority of the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue. This statutory notice of deficiency must be
transmitted to the taxpayer, and 90 days must elapse before the Com-
missioner is empowered to assess the deficiency and enforce its collec-
tion. However, if the taxpayer files a petition with the Tax Court
within the 90-day period for a redetermination of the deficiency, the
Commissioner may not assess the deficiency until the Tax Court has
rendered its decision. An alternative available to the taxpayer, prior
to the issuance of the statutory notice of deficiency by the internal
revenue agent in charge, is to request that the case be transferred to
the appropriate field division of the technical staff for consideration.
Even though the statutory notice of deficiency has been issued, and

i See Form 1200-A (1951), appendix S.
0 See Form 870 (1951). appendix 3.
6 See Form 1230-A (1951), appendix S.
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the case is in 90-day status, the taxpayer may still submit a request
for transfer of the case to the technical staff.47 Once the case is in the
hands of the technical staff, the internal revenue agent in charge is
subject to technical staff direction in any further action on the case.
Should the case fail of settlement, following proceedings before the
technical staff, it is returned to the internal revenue agent in charge,
with direction for appropriate action in the case. In the event of
agreement, the taxpayer formally assents to the assessment of such
deficiency as has been determined (upon which he has agreed). Cus-
tornarily, cases settled by the technical staff, which are not pending
before the Tax Court, require the taxpayer (as contingent to settle-
ment) to execute an agreement for prompt payment of the deficiency
With interest thereon, not to file an offer of compromise relative to
the agreed tax liability, and to execute a final closing agreement when
requested by the Commissioner. If the case is pending before the
Tax Court at the time an agreed settlement is effected by the technical
staff, a stipulation to that effect (agreed deficiency or overassessment)
is filed with the Tax Court. The Tax Court then enters an order in
conformity therewith.

Another alternative to which the taxpayer may have resort is that
of paying the asserted deficiency, once the statutory notice of de-
ficiency has been issued, and entering a suit for refund on the basis
of alleged overassessment in a Federal district court or court of claims.
In order to get the case tried on its merits in a Federal district court,
advance payment of the tax must be made. This is not required,
i e., advance payment of deficiency, in the event of an appeal to the
Tax Court for a redetermination of the proposed deficiency.

TAXPAYER CONSENT TO WAIVER OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

Under the statute of limitations (in the absence of fraud), the
Bureau has three years in which to examine corporate income tax
returns and to assert deficiency assessments thereon. In illustration,
a corporate tax return covering the calendar year 1946, and filed on
or before March 15, 1947, may be subject to a possible deficiency
assessment until March 15, 1950.. Because of staff inadequacies in the
face of the large volume of corporate returns requiring examination,
the Bureau is unable to examine, substantively, corporate returns the
year filed. The time lag in return examination frequently means that
a corporation subject to a deficiency assessment under section 102
will find that the deficiency assessment will be for a return filed
2 or 3 years previously. Further, it is not unusual for the Bureau
to request the taxpayer corporation to sign a waiver48 of the statute
of limitations for the return of a particular tax year (or years) if
it is about to be outlawed by the statute. Taxpayer corporations,
apparently, rarely refuse to sign waivers upon Bureau request, as to
do so may be construed as evidence of a lack of cooperation by the
Bureau and, possibly, as feared by the taxpayer, may lead to a more
rigorous examination of present and future returns. From the point
of view of the taxpayer, a particular corporate return is in jeopardy
(re possible deficiency assessment) for at least 3 years and possibly

47 He may, in fact, be invited to do so.
48 See Form 872, appendix 3.
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longer, depending upon whether he has agreed to an extension of the
statutory time by a waiver or waivers.4 9 However, it should be said
that waivers to extend the statutory period of assessment are not
confined to section 102, but may be for any type of deficiency under
income and profits taxes. Furthermore, the extension of time, by
waiver, may be to the taxpayer's advantage, as well as his disadvan-
tage, in permitting a more thorough investigation. Taxpayers gen-
erally regard a time extension of the statute of limitations as
disadvantageous because a more thorough examination is likely to
lead to a deficiency assessment in that the Bureau, in making the
request for waiver, presumably was suspicious of the return following
a preliminary examination. Further, the longer in time their cor-
porate returns are at hazard, with a possible additional liability
attaching thereto of unknown amount, the greater is the present feel-
ing of corporate insecurity.

Of major concern, with particular reference to section 102, is the
fact that the pattern of corporate policy as expressed in the retention
of corporate earnings is likely to be fairly consistent over time. Con-
sequently, a deficiency assessment under section 102 for a prior tax
year, i. e., four or five years back, may well lead to deficiency assess-
ments for the next several years subsequent thereto. To illustrate, if
in 1950 the taxpayer's return for the tax year 1946 is under examina-
tion (and subject to assessment because of waiver), and a deficiency
assessment is subsequently imposed, the taxpayer corporation may
have good reason to expect deficiency assessments for the tax years
1947, 1948, and 1949, assuming the same policy in surplus accumulation
was followed in those years as in 1946. Therefore, taxpayer corpora-
tions do not have at hazard the one tax year only, i. e., the 1947 return
in 1950 (if no waiver has been given on a prior year or years), but all
later returns as well. As would be expected, once the Bureau finds
that a corporation has been guilty of the proscribed act (accumulation
of surplus to avoid the surtax on shareholders) for a particular tax
year, the corporation becomes suspect for later tax years, with close
examination of its returns a natural consequence.

Taxpayer corporations have charged that the time lag in the exam-
ination of corporate returns, further extended in the event of waivers,
permits the Bureau to "back guess" on corporate returns and the
financial policies found therein. This, it is said, gives the Bureau an
unfair advantage. It must be admitted that this time lag is to the dis-
advantage of corporations, and does place in jeopardy the returns for
two or more tax years; also, that it is to be hoped that the examination
of corporate returns will be established on a more current basis for
the determination of all income tax deficiencies, including section 102.
On the other hand, "directors of companies generally knowv when they,
are skirting the fringes of liability under Section 102, and in determin-
ing dividend policies, weigh the possible penalty against the individual
tax saved by non-distribution." 0 Further, according to Cary, "there
appear to be few instances in which the Section 102 penalty has been
asserted by the Commissioner when there were insubstantial grounds
for the Government's claim." 51 In addition, "by and large, it may be

49 It has been reported to the writer that one corporation had its 1935 corporate return
still at hazard in 1949 by reason of waivers signed by the taxpayer at the request of
the Bureau.

so H. J. Rudick, "Section 102 and Personal Holding Company Provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code," 49 Yale Law Journal 194 (1939)

"1 "Accumulations Beyond the Reasonable Needs of the Business," op. cit.
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concluded that the courts have given 'sympathetic donsideration to
the taxpayers' claims of need for the profits retained." 52

ENFORCE.MENT OF SECTION 102 BY rEm BUIREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

FIsCAL 1940-50

Although section 102 and its predecessor sections have been part of
the Federal tax structure since 1913, statistical information relating
to the detailed administration of the statute heretofore has not been
compiled. In order that these data be available for this study, the
chairman 53 of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report of the
Congress directed a request to the Secretary of the Treasury." The
Bureau of Internal Revenue thereupon prepared the statistical data
which are discussed below.55

The statistical information requested was for the period fiscal 1939-
40 to and including the first 6 months of fiscal 1949-50 (July 26, 1939-
December 31, 1949). This period includes assessable tax years (cor-
porate) 1938 to and including 1948. In illustration, the Bureau in
fiscal 1940-41 may-'have imposed section 102 deficiency assessments
on a corporation for tax years (calendar) 1938 and 1939.

The reasons for the selection of the period fiscal 1939-40 to and'
including the first half of fiscal 1949-50 were as follows:

1. It was not until 1939, with the issuance of Treasury Decision'
4914, following the strengthening of section 102 by the Revenue Act
of 1938, that Bureau agents were provided with working rules to
assist in the screening of returns for suspect corporations; also that
a central record file for section 102 cases was established in Wash-
ington.

2. With the inclusion of subsection (c) in the Revenue Act of 1938,
which placed upon the taxpayer corporation the carrying forward of
the burden of proof to the extent that it must be shown by a clear pre-
ponderance of all the evidence that the interdicted purpose was not
present (if there is an unreasonable accumulation of surplus), the
Bureau was in a stronger position in the enforcement of section 102.

3. Many of the cases prior to 1934 involved personal holding com-
panies which, since 'then. are taxed under a separate section; also, the
undistributed profits surtax of 1936-39 apparently was an influential
factor in minimizing, in some degree, the need for enforcement of
section 102 during its life.

4. Corporate liquidities have never been at higher levels than during
the period under review.

5. With the abandonment of undistributed profits taxation in 1939,
the Bureau was impelled to direct more attention to section 102
enforcementwise.

6. It is believed that the period fiscal 1940-50 not only provides
some historical perspective as to section 102 enforcement, but is a
period of sufficient duration to permit some reasonable contemporary
appraisal of Bureau administration and policy.

52 Ibid.
3 Senator Joseph C. O'Mahoney.

5' To the Honorable John W. Snyder.
M With the case files of section 102 complicated and involved, the task of case analysis

to abstract the required information Items was tedious and exacting, and required the
use of members of the auditing staff.

The author Is responsible for the kind of data requested from the Bureau and Its tabular
organization.
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The tabulated deficiency assessments under section 102 for fiscal
1940-50 (tax years 1938-48) involved 514 corporations and 919
assessable corporate tax years. Although the Income Tax Unit of
the Bureau during this period had proposed deficiency assessments
totaling 1,033 tax years, 114 tax years were subsequently declared non-
assessable upon review by the technical staff and the courts.

The number of corporations, the total of assessable and nonassess-
able tax years, and the aggregate (dollar volume) of deficiency assess-
ments, included in the following tables, do not comprise all cases
handled by the Bureau during this period. The Washington file from
which these cases were drawn for analysis is believed by the Bureau
to be about 75 percent complete in respect to which recommendations
have been made by the Income Tax Unit for section 102 deficiency
assessments. The 919 corporate-tax years of assessment available for
inclusion in the tables represent 90 percent of the total of 1,025 assess-
able tax years of record in the Bureau.- On the assumption that the
Washington file contains some 75 percent of the section 102 cases (re-
mainder in field offices), with 90 percent of the cases included herein,
the tables represent a sample of 67.5 percent of all the cases (i.e., assess-
able tax years) of the- period. This is a large, comprehensive, and
representative sample.

The administrative file in Washington from which the cases were
taken for analysis was brought into existence on July 26, 1939, by
Treasury Decision 4914. The central record file, which was estab-
lished in conformity with this Treasury decision, included each case
in which a recommendation was made for a deficiency assessment.
The central record file was discontinued following the issuance of
Treasury Decision 5398 (August 12, 1944). Since then, according
to the Bureau, there has been, in general, a recording of cases involving
proposed deficiency assessments under section 102 in Washington.

It should be emphasized with reference to the number of deficiency
assessments under section 102, as well as deficiencies with respect to
income and profits taxes in general, that only a portion of the total
corporate income tax returns in any one year is subject to intensive
field examination by agents of the Bureau. While screening and
classification procedures have been employed by the Bureau as a means
of selecting the more productive cases, i. e., in terms of tax deficiencies,
much yet remains to.be done because present procedures are not ade-
quately selective. The total number of corporations against which
deficiency assessments could, or should, be made with respect to in-
come and profits taxes, including section 102, is not indicated, of
course, by the total of actual deficiency assessments.

From the totals of deficiency assessments under section 102 listed
above (even when the totals are adjusted), the comparative unimpor-
tance, measured in an aggregative sense, of section 102 in the over-all
enforcement activities of the Bureau can be seen. However, several
modifying factors must be recognized, in the interpretation of these
figures. With the exception of the several corporations which have
self-assessed section 102 deficiencies, enforcement of the section in the
individual cases requires an intensive field examination of the return
and the attention of the most highly trained and experienced revenue

M' The 919 assessable tax years included in the study represent $16,560.012 of assess-ments, plus Interest, which is 78 percent of the total of deficiency assessments, plusInterest, of the entire Bureau file (1,025 tax years) in Washington.
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TABLE 14.-Deficiency assessments; income and profits tax, and sec. 102

Income and profits
Total nmeFiclyaof tax deficiency

Taxmyear returnscal year -of assessments
Tax year of corporation deficiency

returns with assessmentI
net income Total

Ttl sec. 102

1938 -- 169,884 1939-40 50,898 30
1939 - 199,479 1940-41 53, 601 106
1940 -- 220,977 1941-42 53 235 128
1941 -- 264,268 1942-43 63, 684 100
1942 -- 269, 942 1943-44 69, 650 76
1943 -- 283,735 1944-45 74,279 68
194 -- 288,904 1945-46 74,549 59
1945 -- 303,019 19467 95,682 81
1946 -- 359,310 1947-48 107,921 66
1947 -- 3 382, 538 194$-49 101,039 133
1948_----------------------------------------------- (4) 5 1949-50 5 41, 877 ' 72

I Fiscal year of deficiency assessment will include (in total deficiencies) deficiencies against corporate

c eturns for the current tax year as well as prior tax years.
2 This includes only the tabulated sec. 102 cases estimated at 67.5 percent of total.
I Preliminary.
'Not available.
'First 6 months.

Source: Bureaunof Internal Revenue.

agents, of which the Bureau has all too few. Further, because of the
large area within which the discretion and judgment of corporate
managements must be permitted to operate with reference to justi-
fiable corporate liquidities, a zone of tolerance is found in its enforce-
ment which serves, apparently, to exclude all but the more clear-cut
cases. In addition, of the some 21 percent to 25 percent of the total of
corporate returns (income years) which in the last several years have
been subject to field examination under income and profits taxation,
the Bureau tends to concentrate its attention principally upon the
larger returns as measured by reported income. In illustration, the
so-called "automatics" (returns automatically sent to the field for ex-
amination) fall within two classes: Returns reporting net income,
when the reported total income (item 15 in the net income computa-
tion) is $75,000 or more; and returns reporting a loss, when the
reported total income is $125,000 and above.5 7 It is probable that a
small proportion only of the closely held or family-owned corpora-
tions, as distinguished from the so-called public corporations, will
have returns which will be included in the "automatics." Conse-
quently, it is likely that corporations to which section 102 is a matter
of concern 18 may receive less than a proportionate amount of atten-
tion, i. e., field examination (in numerical terms). These reasons,
among others, may account in some measure for the relatively small
volume of cases under the section.'

For fiscal years of assessment 1940 to and including the first 6
months of 1950, the number of deficiency assessments (percent of total
additional assessments) under section 102 to total income and profits
tax deficiency assessments ranged from a low of 0.06 percent in fiscal
years 1940 and 1948 to a high of 0.24 percent in fiscal 1942. This
represents a deviation from the mean of 60 percent over the 11-year

"' Revenue agents are permitted to use their discretion (except where returns have been
recommended for examination) in the selection of the "automatics" to be examined.

5s Closely held corporations.
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period.5 9 For the same period, the deviation from the mean for total
deficiency assessments (in number) for income and profits tax, includ-
ing section 102 assessments, is some 35 percent.

The deviation from the mean in the number of section 102 assess-
ments; which ranged from a low of 30 in fiscal 1940 to a high of 133
in fiscal 1949, is some 63 percent.

TABLE 15.-Percent sec. 102 deficiency assessments to totaZ deficiency assessments
[Money figures in thousands of dollars]

Assessments with
. ladditional Assessments with respect to im-Total adiinrosesmns. per accumu-

Fiscal year of assessment income and prof- respect to im- lation of surplusits tax assess- prper accurnu- as a percent of
ments lation of surplus total additional

assessments

Number Amount Number Amount Number Amount
1940 -50,898 $128, 754 30 $130 0.06 0.10
194i---------------------53,601 119. 208 106 832 .20 .70
1942 -53,235 120, 813 . 128 829 .24 .77
1943 -63,684 225, 506 100 949 .16 .42
1944 . 69,.650 272, 907 76 959 .11 .35
1945 -74,279 35.3,855 68 1,028 .09 .29
1946 -74, 549 588,236 59 1,775 .08 .30
1947 ----------------- 95,682 872, 801 81 800 .08 .09
1948 -107,921 735,207 66 845 .06 .11
1949 - 101,039 679,174 133 3,943 .13 .58
1950 (first 6 months) -41,877 270, 238 72 2,066 .17 .74

Total -786,415 4,375,699 919 14,255 .12 .33

NOTF.-This includes the tabulated sec. 102 cases only, estimated at 67.5 percent of total.

Source, Bureau of Internal Revenue.

The annual amounts of the deficiencies assessed under section 102
are found to vary from a low of 0.09 percent in fiscal 1947 to a high of
0.77 percent in fiscal 1942 as a percentage of total income and profits
tax assessments. This is a deviation from the mean of 79 percent.
Total annual assessments for income and profits tax, including section
102, show a deviation from the mean of 76 percent, which is in close
correspondence thereto.

Section 102 assessments, of themselves, display a deviation from
the mean over the period of some 94 percent, with the assessments
varying from a low of $130,000 in fiscal 1940 to a high of $3,943,000 in
fiscal 1949.

In the amounts of the deficiency assessments, as well as in the num-
ber of assessments, section 102 has been relatively unimportant, with
*total assessments less than 1 percent of total income and profits tax
assessments, with the maximum annual percentage assessment stand-
ing at 0.77 percent in fiscal 1942.

However, in absolute terms, the assessments acquire a somewhat
larger meaning because, in 4 of the 11 years, assessments have exceeded
a million dollars, with a total of $3,943,000 in fiscal 1949, and $2,066,-
000 for the first 6 months of fiscal 1950.

In the following table, the relative significance of section 102 is in-
dicated with respect to the number of proposed deficiency assessments
to the total number of corporate returns with net income by tax years;
the amount of corporate posttax net income of corporations subject
to section 102 assessments, in comparison with posttax net income of

9 The statistical measure (deviation from the mean) herein used Is for ease of sum-
marizing data variabilities. Any interpretation of the statistical summaries of the sec.
102 data should recognize the very small and highly variable aggregates involved.
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all corporations with net income; and the total assets of corporations
incurring deficiency assessments to the total assets of all corporations
with net income.

In relation to all corporations with net income, it will be observed
that the number against which section 102 deficiency assessments were
proposed ranges from a low of 0.01 per cent in 1947 to a high of 0.12
percent for tax year 1938. The decline in this proportion, since 1938
is largely accounted for by the time gap in Bureau assessment of tax.

TABLE 16.-Corporations against which see. 102 deficiency assessments proposed
by Income Tax Unit, postta.T net income and assets

[Money figures in millions of dollars]

Net income after taxes Total assets

Sec. 102 deficien- Corporations Corporations
Total num- ces proposed by against which against which
ber of cor- Income Tax sec. 102 defi- sec. 102 defi-

Tax year poration Unit All cor ciencies were All corpo- ciencies werereturns ration proposed by proposed by
wvith not raos Income Tax rations Income Tax'with net Unit wyith net Uiincome income income Ui

Number Percent Amsut Percentof total A ofn rtotalun of total

1938 169,884 199 0.12 $5,666 $14 0.25 $181,059 $202 0.11
1939 199, 479 167 .08 7, 594 17 .22 206, 671 202 . 10
1940 - 220, 977 148 .07 8,655 17 .20 228, 659 171 .07
1941 - 264, 628 110 .04 JO, 943 17 .16 263, 522 189 .07
1942 269, 942 72 .03 11,796 8 .07 321, 424 113 .041943 ---- 283, 731 75 .03 12,792 6 .05 363. 495 98 .031944----- 288, 904 80 .03 12, 240 7 6 .06 399, 674 98 .02
1945 -- -- 303,019 72 ..02 11,370 6 .03 415,860 75 .02
1946 -- 3- 9 310 70 .02 18, 310 8 .04 416, 844 70 .02
1947 -- 382, 538 37 .01 ' 22, 374 5 .02 (2) 40
1948 -- (2) 3 (2) 1 (2) 3

I Preliminary.
2 Not available.
NOTE.-This includes only the tabulated sec. 102 cases, estimated at 67.5 percent of total.
Source: Bureau of Internal Revenue.

In comparison with all corporate posttax net income (for all cor-
porations with net income), the- posttax net income of corporations
subject to deficiency assessments ranged from a low of 0.02 percent
in 1947 to a high of 0.25 percent in tax year 1938. This substantially
higher proportion of net income, as compared with the proportion of
assessments to total corporate returns (with net income), indicates
that, on the average, corporations against which section 102 assess-
ments were asserted had approximately twice the amount of posttax
net income as corporations in general.

The relative asset position of corporations subject to assessment,
as compared with.total assets of all corporations (with net income),
ranges from a low of 0.02 percent for 1944, 1945, and 1946 to a high
of 0.11 percent for the tax year 1938. The relative amount of assets
of corporations subject to section 102 assessments is in approximately
the same proportion as the number of corporate tax years of assess-
ment to total corporate returns (with net income). This suggests
that the average amount of assets per corporation assessed was com-
parable to the average of assets of corporations in general. The rela-
tionship of income to assets of assessed corporations indicates that
income yield per dollar of assets was about twice as high as for all
corporations (with net income).
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Asserted deficiency assessments were few in number of corporate
tax years, and the corporations assessed represent a relatively insig-
nificant proportion of total corporate assets and of total posttax cor-
porate income. It should be cautioned, however, that the above meas-
urements of Bureau enforcement activity in regard to section 102 are
not to be taken as indicating the real importance of this section because
it is penal in nature; the effects induced in corporate dividend and
investment policies constitute the basic indicators of its significance.

Table 17 is a summary by tax years (1938-48) of the deficiency
assessments initially recommended by the Income Tax Unit, Bureau
of Internal Revenue, under section 102.60 Also included are the num-
ber of 90-day letters issued, the number of corporate tax years for
which waivers were requested of taxpayers, the total tax proposed,
and the total tax assessed as finally determined by the Income Tax
Unit, the technical staff, or the courts (i. e., Tax Court, or other
courts).

TABLE 17.-Assessable and nonassessable tax years combined by tam years: Total
number of tax years, number of 90-day letters issued, number of waivers
requested, total tax proposed, and tarn assessed -

[Corporation income-tax returns mvolving deficiencies proposed by the Income Tax Unit with respect to
improper accumulation of surplus for taxable years ending after Dec. 31,1937, closed in the period July 26,
1939, through Dec. 31 1949]

Number of
Number of tax years for -

Tax years Total number which Total tax Tax assessedota 90-day letters wavr eeproposed 
5

x years issued requested of
taxpayers l

1938 -199 42 15 $2, 803, 337 $1, 368,215
1939 -167 44 13 2,989,456 1,279,516
1940 -148 30 21 3,950, 514 1, 848, 075
1941 -110 12 21 4, 054, 750 2,199,318
1942 -72 4 24 1, 757, 669 1, 091, 895
1943- 75 2 26 1,110,678 901, 061
1944 -80 5 26 1,520,081 1,324,104
1945 -72 2 14 1, 164, 772 970 590
1946 --------------------- 70 I 1 1,984, 910 1,824.146
1947 -37 ---- 1,452 677 1,322. 251
1948 --------------------- 3- - - -125, 958 125, 958

Total - ------------ 1,033 142 161 22, 914, 802 14, 215,129

For footnotes, see table 26 (p. 132).

NOTE.-Table prepared by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

It will be noted that the total of 1,033 corporate tax years of pro-
posed deficiencies (as initially recommended by the Income Tax
Unit). represents a very uneven impact by tax years. The number of
corporate tax years of proposed assessment declines sharply and con-
sistently, with the exception of 1942 and 1943, over the period under
review. This is explained by the time lag between the tax years and
the fiscal year of assessment. - The number of 90-day letters issued by
the Bureau, as would be expected, largely follows the same pattern of

ew The data Included in tables 17-26 are estimated to Include some 67.5 percent of
the total assessable corporate tax years for fiscal years of assessment 1940-50 (first 6
months) under sec. 102 on the basis of this estimate, assessable tax years for the period
would total some 1,361.

Corporate tax years of recommended assessment in 1948 are incomplete because 1948
returns are subject to examination primarily in fiscal 1950 and later years; returns for
tax year 1947 are open for examination, without waivers, to March 15, 1951 (calendar
year taxpayers).
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decline. The number of tax years for which waivers were requested,.
on the other hand, reaches its maximum during 1943 and 1944, and
thereafter decreases. The increase in the number of waivers requested
during the war years possibly may find explanation in Bureau man-
power shortage, which may have retarded the processing of section
102 cases. Total tax proposed, as well as tax assessed, is at its highest
level for tax year 1941.

The total number of 90-day letters issued is 13.7 percent of the total'
number of tax years of initially recommended assessments. The num-
ber of waivers requested exceeds somewhat the number of 90-day let-
ters, and is 15.6 percent of tax years of recommended assessment;.
or, 1 out of each 6 corporate tax years, on the average, was subject to a
request for waiver. For tax years 1942, 1943, and 1944, requests for-
waivers were at an average ratio of 1 to 3. Of the tax proposed, some-
62 percent was ultimately assessed.

In table 18 are shown the number of assessable tax years by fiscal
year of assessment, fiscal 1940-50 (first 6 months), the total of non-
assessable tax years, and the closing of the deficiency assessments, both,
as to number and as to amount of the initially recommended assess--
ments by the Income Tax Unit, the technical staff, and the courts.

Of the 1,033 initially recommended corporate tax years of assess-
ment by the Income Tax Unit, 114, or 11 percent, were subsequently-
found to be nonassessable by the technical staff and the courts. The-
technical staff accounted for the larger number, 83 corporate tax years,
or 73 percent, of the total of nonassessable tax years, while the courts-
closed 31 corporate tax years, or 27 percent, as nonassessable. The
114 nonassessable tax years represent $2,841,801 of recommended tax,
or $24,928 per corporate tax year.

The Income Tax Unit closed 726 of the 919 assessable corporate
tax years, or 79 percent, the technical staff 173 assessable corporate
tax years, or 19 percent, and the courts 20 assessable tax years, or
2 percent.

In the closure of assessable corporate tax years, the Income Tax
Unit assessed 78 percent of the tax initially proposed, the technical
staff 54 percent of the proposed tax in cases closed under its jurisdic-
tion, and the courts 86 percent.

Fiscal 1949 has been the year of Bureau assessment of the largest
number of assessable corporate tax years over the period-133 tax
years. However, it is possible that fiscal 1950 may show a larger total
because the first 6 months of the year resulted in 72 corporate tax
years of assessment. Fiscal 1941, 1942, and 1943 also were years of a
relatively large number of corporate years of assessment. Total tax
assessed, as well as total tax proposed, reaches the highest level in
fiscal 1949. Fiscal 1950 (in the first 6 months) is next highest in total
tax assessed; and by the end of the year it may exceed fiscal 1949.
Enforcement activity, as measured by total tax assessed, has been in-
creasing since fiscal 1947, with a sharp step-up in fiscal 1949 and 1950
as compared with earlier years.

The number of assessable and nonassessable corporate tax years
segregated by tax years 1938-48, in contrast with fiscal years of assess-
ment as shown in table 18, can be seen in table 19. This arrangement
of the data indicates the character of the time lag between the tax
years of corporate assessment and the fiscal year of Bureau imposition
or assessment of the tax.



TABLE 18.-Assessable tax years by fiscal year of assessment and by stage of closing, and nonassessabte tax years in total by stage of closing:
Number of tax years, tax proposed, and tax assessed

(Corporation Income-tax returns involving deficiencies proposed by the Income Tax Unit with respect to Improper accumulation of surplus for taxable years ending after Dec. 31, 1937,
closed in the period July 26,1939, through Dec. 31, 19491

Total Closed by Income Tax Unit Closed by technical staff Closed by Tax Court or other court

Numbet Tax pro- , Tax ofmtax Tax pro- Tax Number Tax pro- Tax Number Tax pro- Tax
oftx posed a assessed 4 oftx posed a assessedI o years posed a assessed 4 of tax posed assessed 4

years years years

Assessable tax years 5 by fiscal year
of assessment:

1939-40--------------- 30 $200,810 $129,786 21 $168,184 $119,127 5 $32,220 $10,009.----- ------------
1940-41 -106 1,209,237 832,037 87 786,377 508,114 18 402, 305 317, 923 1 $20, 555 $6,000
141-42-- 128 1,424,292, 928,978 8 873,288 554,683 43 51,004 374, a -D -29- -
1942-43 -------------- 100 1,836,431 949, 378 62 807, 629 481.338 35 897, 992 387, 319 3 130, 810 80, 721
1943-44----76 1,947,676 958,755 43 870, 026 410,5181 28 881,765 353, 623 0 191,881 194,5151
1944-45---------------- 68 1,227,460 1,027,5088 44 829,470 716,427 17 297, 315 210,416 7 100. 705 106, 705
1940-46 -------------- 89 2,391,233 1,774,978 80 2,211,182 1,607,332 7 120,111t 96, 676 2 10,970 -10,070

1946-47 -------------- 81 965, 161 799, 827 74 734, 721 610,075 7 .230,440 140, 712 ----- ------------
1947-48 -------------- 66 1,012,067 844,670 62 900,846 701.200 4 101,221 143,470 ------ ------------
1948-49----133 5,617,677 3,943,036 122 3,135,201 2,693,046 9 2,476,624 1,243,838 2 0,802 5,812
1949-50 (firs t 6 months) 72 2,200,927 2,066,096 72 2,200,927 2,066,096 -. ........ - ----------.--.....

Total-------------- 919 20,073,001 14,210,129 726 13,062,221 10,168,019 173 6,04,0.03 3,287,811 20 494, 777 398,7099
Nonassessable tax years,

5
total 114 2,841,801 - - -83 2,249,342 -31 092,459 409 .398-799

Grand total -1,033 22,914,802 14, 255,129 726 13, 562, 221 10,18, 519 216 8,295,345 3,287,811 51 1,057,236 398, 799

For footnotes, see table 26 (p. 132).
NOTE.-Table prepared by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
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TABLE 19.-Assessable and nonassessable tax years by stage of closing and by tax year: Number of tax years, tax proposed, and tax assessed
[Corporation income-tax returns involving deficiencies proposed by the Income Tax Unit with respect to improper accumulation of surplus for taxable years ending after Dec. 31,

1937, closed in the period July 26, 1939, through Dec. 31, 1949]

Total Closed by Income Tax Unit Closed by technical staff Closed by Tax Court or other court

lax years Number Ta pr- Tx N -erTxpo a Number Ta r- Tx Number Txpo a
of tax alaxepro- dTa Nuof Tat po- Ta of tax oaxproaxayeaebrs Tposed asesed ofax posed 3 assessed 4 years. posed assessed o tearx poad 3 Taxss d 4

Assessable tax years:
1938 -169 $2,334, 406 $1, 368,219 104 $1,149,673 $67S 71 59 $1, 012, 793 $54,297 6 $171, 940 $144, 3471939 -136 2,120,992 1,279,910 81 929,782 98, 892 41 1,032787 119,252 6 118,423 121, 3721940-121 3,298,028 1,848,079 83 1,284,580 811, 252 35 1,934, 683 919,392 3 7S,765 77,4311941t--8------------- 9 3,479, 642 2,199,318 81 1,706,481 1,218,798 10 1, 726,406 933, 765 2 46,7115 46, 7111942---------------- 65 1,1540,164 1,091, 899 18 1,499,791 1, 069,481 1 34,5114 20, 021 2 9,819 8,819
1943-73 1,103,221 901,2061 67 972, 088 789, 283 1 128,062 108,2703 1 3,071 3,0791944--76 1,487,281 1,324,104 71 1,_33,291 1,182,135 151,986 14t -, 9
1945 -71 1,153,999 970,190 69 1,141,107 917,707 2 12,7883 12,8831946---------------- 69 t, 976, 638 1, 824,146 68 1, 964, 789 1, 818, 221 1 11,849 1,921 ------------------
1947---------------- 37 1,452,677 1,322,211 37 1, 412,677 1, 322,251----- ------------ ----- ------------
1948 -3 115 111 3 1,8----------------- | 125,98 ------------ |---------- --------- ------ - ----------

Totta- -1 033-919 20,073,901 14, 255, 129 726 13, 562, 221 10,568, 519 173 6,046,003 3,287,811 20 464, 777 398, 799
Nonassessable tax years: 5

1938,-30 48,931-19 267,776----------- 11 201,159 ------1939_-------------- 31 868,464 ------- ----------------- 20 617,346 ------- 11 211,118 ------1940---------------- 27 612, 486 ------- ----------------- 21 579,5121 ------- 6 72, 969 .------1941 --------------- 11 575,108 ------- ----------------- 9 117,338 ------- 2 97,770 ------1942---------------- 7 217,109 ------- ----------------- 6 208,914 ------- 1 9,4511------

1948 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

'Potal-------------- 114 2, 841,801----- 83 2,249,342 ------- 31 192,419 ------

Grand total----------- 1, 033 22, 914, 802 14, 281,129 726 13, 562, 221 10,168,1519 286 J 8, 299, 341 3,8287, 811 51 1, 017, 236 398, 799

For footnotes, see table 26 (p. 132).

NOTE,-Table prepared by the Bureau, of Internal Revenue.
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It will be observed that relatively large numbers of deficiency assess-
ments (tax years) made by the Bureau in fiscal 1949 and 1950 (see
table 18) are not reflected in the number of corporate tax years of
assessment of .1947 and 1948 (see table 17, p. 111). This indicates that
a large proportion of the assessments made in those fiscal years are for
corporate tax years prior to 1947. Correspondingly, it may be antici-
pated that the number of corporate tax years of assessment for 1947
and 1948, respectively 37 and 3, will be substantially increased over
the next several fiscal years as more corporate returns (for these
years) are examined, and returns presently under examination are
subject to assessments.

A frequency distribution, with reference to the number of individ-
uals owning voting stock in corporations to which section 102 defi-
ciency assessments have been proposed, is found in table 20. The
frequency distribution is by corporate tax years of assessment.

Of 919 assessable corporate tax years, 1938-48, the number of in-
dividuals owning voting stock was available for 857. This is 93
percent of the assessable tax years. Ownership of assessed corpora-
tions is found to be highly concentrated 61 with-

79 percent of the corporations (tax years of assessment) having
less than 5 shareholders per corporation

14 percent of the corporations (tax years of assessment) having
5 to 10 shareholders per corporation

3 percent of the corporations (tax years of assessment) having
10 to 15 shareholders per corporation

2 percent of the corporations (tax years of assessment) having
15 to 25 shareholders per corporation

0.8 percent of the corporations (tax years of assessment) having
25 to 50 shareholders per corporation

0.4 percent of the corporations (tax years of assessment) having
50 to 100 shareholders per corporation

" Percentages have been rounded.
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TABLE 20.-Assessable and nonassessable tar years by distribution of individuals
owning voting stock by tam. years: Number of tax years

ICorporation income-tax returns Involving deficiencies proposed by the Income Tax Unit with respect to
improper accumulation of surplus for taxable years ending after Dec. 31, 1937, closed in the period July 26,
1939, through Dec. 31, 1949]

Number of Individuals owning voting stock
Num - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tax years teaxof Not Und5e 5 10 15 25 50 100
years re- unde under under under under under

ported 10 15 25 50 100 150

ASSESSABLE TAX YEARS S

1938 -- ----------------------- - 169 3 121 31 12 1 1
1939- 136 6 96 19 8 4 3 2.
1940 -121 4 93 14 6 3 1
1941 -99 5 76 14 2 2-
1942 -65 6 51 7 1
1943 -73 9 53 9 - 1 1.
1944 - 76 10 56 8 1 1------- ----2--
1945------------------71 8 54 6 1 2------------
1946 -69 7 53 4 3 2-
1947 -37 4 26 4 - 2 1-
1948 --------------------------------- 3 ----- -2 ------ - - - -I - - -- - --- - ------ ~ ~~

Total -- 919 62 6S1 116 29 21 7 3

NOXASSESSABLE TAX YEARS a

1938 ----------------------- - 30 1 15 10 I 1 1-
1939 -31 2 18 9 -I
1940 --- 27 2 16 5 1 1 1 3
1941 ----------- t------- 1 3 4 1 t---- 1----
1942 -7 -4 2 1-
1943 -2 -2-
1944 -4 -4-
1 945-1-1-
1 9 46 ------------------ - - - - - - - I -- - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
13947-
1948 ------------------ -- -l --- -- --

Total ----------- 114 6 64 30 3 3 3 2 3

Grand total -1,033 b8 745 146 32 24 10 5 3

For footnotes, see table 26 (p. 132).

NOTE.-Table prepared by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

These data fully support the contention commonly made that section
102 has been applied by the Bureau almost exclusively to corporations
very closely held-so closely held, in fact, that virtually a prima facie
case exists for a finding of direct corporate control by particular indi-
viduals whose circumstances would indicate a financial advantage, or
interest, in personal surtax avoidance. The so-called public corpora-
tion (with a wide distribution of voting stock) is conspicuously absent
'from the list of the corporations which have been subject to section
102 assessments, even though in the case of many of the public corpo-
rations control is vested in a particular family group or a few identi-
fiable individuals. It appears that the Bureau, in its application of the
section, has directed its principal attention to what may be regarded as
the extreme cases of concentrated corporate control; and with concen-
tration of control interpreted primarily in terms of the total number
of shareholders, rather than the existence of control in fact in the
hands of a few individuals or family group, although there may be
many thousands of shareholders. However, from the point of view of
the enforcement of the section, its application to corporations with a
very limited number of shareholders doubtless is rendered less difficult.
It should be pointed out in this connection that because of the very
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conservative attitude displayed by the courts in section 102 litigation
an expansion of the area of enforcement by the Bureau would be at-
tended with considerable risk. The Government has received adverse
decisions in 50 percent of the litigated cases under the section to Jan-
uary 1, 1950 (see ch. VI). However, to limit section application only
to the more extreme cases of concentrated corporate ownership and
control is greatly to reduce its effectiveness. To serve its intended
purpose with reasonable adequacy the area of its application should be
broadened, even though it entails an enlarged litigation risk.

For corporations initially subject to a deficiency assessment by the
Income Tax Unit and later found to be nonassessable, the same concen-
tration of control is found. A frequency distribution of individuals
owning voting stock for 108 nonassessable corporate tax years of a
total of 114 is shown. This is 86 percent of the total nonassessable tax
years. The frequency distribution is as follows: 62

59 percent of the corporations (tax years of recommended assess-
ment) had less than 5 shareholders per corporation

28 percent of the corporations (tax years of recommended assess-
ment) had 5 to 10 shareholders per corporation

3 percent of the corporations (tax years of recommended assess-
.ment) had 10 to 15 shareholders per corporation

3 percent of the corporations (tax years of recommended assess-
ment) had 15 to 25 shareholders per corporation.

3 percent of the corporations (tax years of recommended assess-
ment) had 25 to 50 shareholders per corporation

2 percent of the corporations (tax years of recommended assess-
ment) had 50 to 100 shareholders per corporation

3 percent of the corporations (tax years of recommended assess-
ment) had 100 to 150 shareholders per corporation

The data in table 21 further emphasize the extreme character of
the concentration of corporate control in the hands of a few share-
holders for corporations assessed under the section. The numbers of
corporations by assessable and nonassessable tax years, in which a
single shareholder or 2 shareholders own more than 50 percent of the
voting stock, are summarized for tax years 1938-48. The 856 assess-
able tax years for which information as to the amount of stock owner-
ship was available is 93 percent of the total of 919 assessable tax years.

It will be noted that, in 576 corporate tax years of assessment of
the total of 856, the corporations herein assessed had, individually,
a single stockholder owning more than 50 percent of the voting stock.
This is 67 percent of the total. Corporations in 244 assessable tax
years had more than 50 percent of their voting stock owned by 2
shareholders, or 29 percent (28.5) of the total. Corporations having
more than 2 shareholders owning more than 50 percent of the voting
stock are found in only 36, i. e., 4 percent of the 856 assessable tax
years. Thus, in 96 percent of the assessable tax years, corporate con-
trol was so highly concentrated and so complete, i. e., either 1 or 2
shareholders owning more than 50 percent of the voting stock, that
no legitimate question could be raised as to where the corporate control
resided.

1' Percentages have been rounded.

20179-52-9
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The pattern of high concentration of corporate control for the non-
assessable tax years is the same as for the assessable tax years. In only
5 percent (4.5) of the 111 nonassessable years did the corporations
therein assessed have anore than two stockholders owning more than 50
percent of the voting shares. Thus, with few exceptions, corporations
assessed under section 102 have had a very limited distribution of the
voting stock (few stockholders), with the majority of the voting shares
concentrated in the hands of one or two persons. From the standpoint
of corporate control in the application of the section, it is clear that the
Bureau has directed its principal enforcement attention to that class
of corporations in which the extremes of fewness of shareholders and
concentration in voting share ownership are found in combination.

TABLE 21.-Assessable and nonassessable tax years by tax years: Total number
of tax years, and concentration of holders of more than 50 percent of voting
stock

[Corporation income-tax returns involving deficiencies proposed by the Income Tax Unit with respect to
improper accumulation of surplus for taxable years ending after Dec. 31, 1937, closed in the period July 26,1939, through Dec. 31, 1949]

Assessable tax years 6

Total Corporations in which Corporations in which
T snumber of I stockholder owns 2 stockholders ownassessable more than 50 percent more than 50 percent
tax years 6 of voting stock of voting stock

Number Percent of Number Percent of
total total

1938 - - 67 I11 66.5 50 29.9
1939 - -131 91 69.9 34 26. 0
1940 -------------------------------------- 116 85 73.3 26 22. 4
1941 - -94 64 68.1 26 27. 7
1942 - -60 42 70. 0 17 28.3
1943 --------------------------------------- 63 37 58. 7 22 34.9

1944--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 67 46 68.7 19 28. 4
1945 - 62 41 66.1 18 29.0
1946 - -61 36 59.0 22 36.1
1947 - -32 21 65.6 10 31.3
1948 - -3 2 66. 7

Total -. 9 856 576 67.3 244 28. 5

Nonassossable tax years 6

1938 -29 18 62.1 10 34.5
1939--------------------------------------- 30 20 66.7 9 30. 0
1940- 26 20 76.9 4 15.4
1941 -I 7 63.6 3 27. 3
1942 -7 6 85.7 1 14.3
1943 - 2 1 50.0 1 50.0
1944 -4 2 50.0 2 50.0

1946 -1 1 100.0
1947.

Total -_- 76 68.5 30 27.0

Grand total -967 652 67.4 274 28. 3

For footnotes, see table 26 (p. 132).
NOTE.-Table prepared by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

Table 22 presents detail as to the assets, earned surplus, liquid
assets, the ratio of current assets to current liabilities, the proportion
of posttax net income retained, the total number of stockholders, tax
proposed, tax assessed, and interest on tax for corporations incurring
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deficiency assessments for tax years 1938-48; also by fiscal years of
assessment fiscal 1940-50 (first 6 months).

For corporations against which the tax was assessed, grouped by
tax year of assessment, the following will be observed:

1. That earned surplus was in excess of 50 percent of total assets
for each year of the 11-year period.

.2. That liquid assets were in excess of total earned surplus for each
year of the 11-year period.

3. That the ratios of current assets to current liabilities ranged
from a low of 5.3 to 1 (tax year 1945) to a high of 8.5 to 1 (tax year
1938) over the 11-year period.

4. That the proportion of posttax net income retained ranged
from a low of 61.4 percent (tax year 1939) to a high of 93.2 percent.
(tax year 1945) over the 11-year period.



TABLE 22.-Assessable tax years by fiscal year of assessment and tax year, nonassessable taxe year's by tax year: Number of tax years, totla assets, l,'
earned surplus, liquid assets, ratio of current assets to current liabilities, percent of net income after taxes retained, number of stockholders, tax ~ o
pro posed, and amount assessed 0)

[corporation income-tax returns involving deficiencies proposed by the Income Tax Unit with respect to improper accumulation of surplus for taxable years ending after Dec 31,
15.'7, closed in the period July 26, 1939, through Dec. 31, 1949]

Ratio of Percent of Total Amount assessed
Numberrnd Lqi urst oefr

of tax Total ssersEd Luicoeatrnumber Tax pro-
years surplus assets assrents to of stock- posecl 3

curreniti taes rej~dholders Tax 4 Interest Total

ASSESSABLE TAX YEARS

Total assessable tax years:
Tax year:

1938 -3--------------- 69 $171, 380, 511 $91, 648,8607 $116, 471, 347 8.65 68.8 665 $2, 334, 406 $1, 368, 215 $233, 210 $1,601,425
1939------------------ 136 164, 994, 145 97,8611, 081 104, 852,382 8.4 61.4 696 2,120,992 1,279,616 175, 130 1,414, 648
1940 ----------------- 121 142, 039, 088 75, 814,139 85,667,440 8.4 73.6 505 3,298,028 1,848,079 441. 991 2,293,071
1941---------- -99------ J 169, 900,714 81,185,819 92, 841, 838 7. 7 78.0 309 3,479,642 2,199,318 609,5187 2,708,605
1942---------- -61------ 65 9,050, 278 45,126,711 18, 791, 601 7.3 79.1 117 1,640,164 1,091,895 190, 834 1,282,729
1943------------------ 73 97,951,471 16,537,413 67,481,092 7. 7 78.3 211 1,103,225 601,061 131,831 1,932,192
1944------------------ 76 65, 394,5177 14,394,371 71,179,079 6.5 89. 7 202 1,487, 281 1,324,104 207, 922 1,132,027
1941 ----------------- 71 72,719,219 41,430,139 13,962,884 5.3 93.2 201 1,113,990 970.590 118,040 1, 088,6.33
1946 ----------------- 69 69, 411, 191 36, 291, 671 12,739.477 6. 2 89.4 260 1,976, 638 1,824,146 194,164 2,018,314
1947_---------------- 37 39, 747, 732 23,486,762 20,641,226 5. 8 87.5 112 1,452,677 1,322,251 98, 920 1,421,172
1948_---------------- 3 2, 798, 091 1,962, 729 2,019, 206 8.4 67.1 27 125,918 121, 918 3, 138 129,496

Fiscal year of assessment 1939-40:.
Tax year:

1938 ----------------- 29 21,968,352 10,719,878 12,207,683 7. 2 64. 7 111 192,029 121,605 6,486 127, 491
1939----------------- 1 248,920 149,634 212,397 9.3 300.0 1 9,781 8,781 ------- 8,781

Fiscal year of assessment 1940-41:
Tax year:

1938 ----------------- 66 61, 993, 225 41, 724, 470 41,006,419 11.0 63. 9 208 678, 720 393,420 41, 481 439,907
1939 ----------------- 40 46, 206,1837 23,201,074 34,698,894 9. 8 13.0 220 130,117 433,611 27, 876 461, 487

Fiseal year of assessment 1941-42:
Tax year:

1938----------------- 45 27,341,5651 16.024,446 17,973,239 9.0 61.2 106 392, 817 198,613 20,486 228, 099
1939 ----------------- 1 10 52. 611,900 27, 581, 726 23,719,310 8.1 49.4 221 119,066 328,483 28,794 357, 278
1940 ----------------- 33 30, 914, 692 19, 732, 012 22,811,5113 9.2 17.8 213 512, 409 401,882 24, 879 426, 761

Fiscal year of assessment 1942-43:
Tax year:

1938 ----------------- 19 34,167,101 14, 249, 017 23,357,921 1. 2 69.2 77 619,619 315,196 19,617 371, 213
1939----------------- 21 24,5108, 741 13,403,371 12, 819, 137 7.3 58.0 129 389, 874 173, 041 20,423 201.461
1940 ----------------- 36 21,998,214 12,413,114 14,414,912 1. 2 68.8 119 193,836 214,227 27,686 281,884
1941 ----------------- 20 19,031,208 11,321, 801 7,069, 47.4 10. 6 60.2 11 233, 102 206,5114 11,692 218,206

Fiscal year of assessbnent 1943-44:
Trax year:

1938 ----------------- 4 7,126, 200 15,942,116 5,971, 978 10.0 190.0 6 64, 967 55, 939 16,648 72,687

0

0

0
0
93
0

It
02
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:-4

0

02



1939 ..
1940
1941 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1942 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1943. -- ---- - ------

Fiscal year of assessment 1944-45:
Tax year:

1938

19439 --- - - - - --- - -- - - - - - -

i939

1940 --
1941 .- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -
1942 .-- - - - - - - -

1i943
1943'... ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Fiscal year of assessment 1945-46:
Tax year:

1938.
1939 --
1940.:::::::::::::::::::- :::::::
1941.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1942 -
1943
1944 ----
1945 - -

Fiscal year of assessment 1946-47:
Tax year:

1938 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1939 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1 949i...

1941.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1942 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1943.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1944.

19465 --
Fiscal year of assessment 1947-48:

Tax year:
1941.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1942 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1943.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1944 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
19451.-- - - - - -- - - - - - - -
1946 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1947.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

For footnotes, see table 26 (p. 132).
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TABLE 22.-Assessable tax years by fiscal year of assessment and tax year, nonassessable tax years by tax year: Number of tax years, total'assets,
earned surplus, liquid assets, ratio of current assets to current liabilities, percent of net income after taxes retained, number of stockholders, tax >
proposed, and amount assessed-Continued t

[Corporation income-tax returns involving deficiencies proposed by the Income Tax Unit with respect to improper accumulation of surplus for taxable years ending after Dce. 31,
1937, closed in the period July 26, 1939, through Dec. 31, 1949]

Ratio of Percent of Total Amount assessedNumber cret ntiof tax Total assets Earned Liquid curn nei- nume Tax pro-of taxpTotal aaetsets 7plusassets to comeafter umberyears supu ses current taxes ofstock- posed A
liabilities retained holders S Tax 4 Interest Total

Fiscal year of assessment 1948-49:
Tar. year:

139 39 - -- -- 1 3 113 $218,475 $330, 451 (7) 40.0 5 $8.324 $8, 324 $200 $8, 524
1940 --------- --------- 3 25, 297.025 5, 585. 836 13, 443, 863 10. 2 88.2 4 1,178,212 091, 331 276. 608 867, 996
1941 --------- --------- 4 30,013,608 8,716.481 14, 619.5321 6.5 89.3 8 1, 259,212 030,160 280, 083 910, 239'
1942 --------- -0------- 2,667.136 1, 206,0657 2, 239,916 4.1 98. 6 8 43, 361 24,188 8. 007 32, 195 8
1943 ---------------- -551 51, 453, 326 6,149, 264 8,488.495 6.6 0 8.1 26 307, 728 80,6891 22. 009 308,9850 00
1944 --------- --------- 21 25,922,809 14, 248, 473 20,807, 513 9.3 90.1 74 709,011l 621. 310 120. 527 747, 837 0
1945 ------------------------------- 34 37.011,172 23,029,113 29,855,414 5.9 , 93.1 335 797, 367 617, 788 77,458 695, 248 20
1946Fiseal --------------50(flrst6 35 35,863.296 17,934,663 29.255.879 6.6 89.9 142 3 ,037867 90,30 88, 750 1, 039 07 >

F 1sal 4ea of---assessment -----1949 --50(s 6i1 15, 517, 794 8,970. 746 11, 130,303 5. 3 80.3 78 476, 498 412, 743 22, 2417 434, 991 '

months): ,n
Tax year: .

1942 ----------------- 1 1,624, 532 562,083 1, 235,585 3.06 95.9 2 4,394 4, 296 1,0500 8, 796 c
1943 - 3 2, 629, 088 810, 327 2, 108,075 4. 8 988.9 2 25,548 22, 548 6, 584 29, 132
3044- - ______----__--__----_---- 6 10,279,223 3,905,051 6,704,587 1.8 94.6 3 114,414 114,350 29,387 143, 737
1545 -__--__----------____--____- 10 15,096,986 7.621,001 9, 633,794 3.1 95.2 38 130,152 136,087 26, 443 102, 530 C

1946 -___--_------------__--__-- 25 29,234,904 16,518,080 20,571, 576 6.3 87.8 105 844, 536 779,606 102,021 881, 28 0
1947 ----------------- 18 22, 388.252 14, 022, 937 16,108,601 5. 9 91: 6 73 949, 925 883, 251 70, 67.3 959, 924
1948 - 3 2, 708,005 1.962. 729 2,099, 201 6 5.4 67.5 27 325,9958 125,9858 353,88 129,496 >

NONASSESSABLE TAX YEARS Q

Tax year:
1938 ------------------- 30 26,600,668 18,448, 742 14. 138, 711 6.9 76.1 294 458.931 ------ ------------
1939 - _----__ --- 31 36, 823, 130 17, 999, 177 21, 368, 281 4. 9 65. 8 246 868,93t 4 -- _ -------
1940 - ------------------------------- _ 27 28,910, 277 16, 594,016 14,897, 271 6. 3 63. 2 307 652,480 _ _ ------------
1941 -__------_--__----_ -------- 11 29,534,736 18,146, 518 16,295,124 7.6 46. 6 145 575, 108 -_ ____ ------------
1942- -__--___----------_------------ 7 23, 985, 003 .15, 848, 704 14,972,918 10.3 47.3 33 217, 505 -0 _____ ------------
1943 -______--__--__--__--------__ 2 252, 274 117, 250 195,610 4. 4 100. 0 5 7 45-3 _- _ _-_-_-__z_-_-------- -
1944 - __4_- - 4 3, 00, 693 1, 511, 273 2,050,983 2. 9 99. 4 13 32.0 -80--------- - - --
1948 ----------- 7-------- 1 2. 028, 428 1, 130, 702 1, 570, 821 (') 29. 2 3 30, 782 ------ ------------ G
1946 _________--______--_:--_--____--__- 1 81, 107 28, 006 61, 998 1.9 100. 0 2 8, 272 _ _ _-_-_-_

For footnotes, see table 26 (p.132).

NOTE.-Table prepared by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
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These data sharply emphasize the conclusion that the corporations
(collectively) assessed under the section had very large earned sur-

pluses (heavy prior accumulations of earnings), extraordinarily high

liquidities, unusually high ratios of current assets to current liabilities,
and were retaining very large proportions of their current earnings.

The most striking aspect of the financial behavior of these assessed

corporations is the extremely high liquidities which have been

achieved. This, of course, is reflected in the very high ratios of cur-
rent assets to current liabilities. The ratios of liquid assets to total
assets are as follows:

Ratio liquid assets Ratio liquid assete

Tax year: to total assets Tax year-Con. to total assets

1938_----------------------- 0. 68 1944_----------------------- 0. 75

1939_----------------------- .64 1945_----------------------- .74

1940_----------------------- .60 1946_-----------------._ 76
1941_----------------------- .58 1947________________ .______ 72

1942_ _ -- .66 1948_----------------------- .75

1943_----------------------- .69

The ratio of liquid assets to total assets for all assessed corporations
for the 11 tax years, 1938-48, is 0.66.

Variations in ratios of earned surplus to total assets, in liquid assets
to total assets, in current assets to current liabilities, and in the pro-
portion of posttax net income retained are somewhat better seen by
taking the fiscal years of assessment with the smaller groupings of
the assessed corporations. Certain striking situations may be noted.
In fiscal 1946, the six assessable tax years for 1940 (of six corpora-
tions) show a ratio of earned surplus to total assets of 0.90, a ratio of
liquid assets to total assets of 0.75, a ratio of current assets to current
liabilities of 13.9 to 1, with 77 percent of posttax net income retained.
The stockholders of the assessed corporations were 30 in number.

An extreme, and very unusual, set of ratios may be observed with
respect to two corporations-one large and one small-for fiscal 1946
and assessable tax year 1944. The ratio of earned surplus to total
assets was 0.91; of liquid assets to total assets 0.79; of current assets
to current liabilities 1,139.1 to 1; and with 100 percent of posttax net
earnings retained.

In fiscal 1950, a corporation assessed for tax year 1942, although
showing a comparatively low ratio of current assets to current liabil-
ities, i. e., 1.6 to 1, for a section 102 deficiency, nevertheless had a ratio
of liquid assets to total assets of 0.76; a ratio of earned surplus to
total assets of 0.35; and a current retention of posttax net income
of 95.9 percent. A similar situation may be noted for fiscal 1950

assessments for tax year 1944 involving six corporations. The com-
bined ratio of current assets to current liabilities was 1.8 to 1; however,
the ratio of liquid assets to total assets was 0.66; of earned surplus to

total assets 0.38; and 94.6 percent of posttax net income retained.
This strongly suggests that the critical factor in section 102 assess-

ments by the Bureau, assuming the corporation is closely held and
subject to control by a limited number of persons, is corporate
liquidity (unless justifiable). The ratio of earned surplus to total
assets is not, per se, significant because a high ratio of earned surplus
may simply represent a long previous plough-back of earnings into
real investment-which is a legitimate reason for the retention of

earnings. A very favorable ratio of current assets to current liabili-
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ties, likewise, may simply represent a small amount of current liabili-
ties-rather than excessive liquidity. Similarly, a high percentage of
posttax net income currently retained by the corporation may be
fully and completely excusable, if employed for the implementation
of additional real investment, or if it does not cause the corporation to
establish a position of excessive liquidity.

The nonassessable corporate tax years, 114 in number, involve cor-
porations which show ratios, on the whole, about as favorable as for
the tax years of assessments:

Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of Percent of
Tax year earned cur- liquid as- assrentst posttax

plus to sets to arset net income
total assets total assets currest retained

1938 -0. 58 0. 53 6.9 76. 1
1939- .49 .58 4. 9 65.8
1940 -. 57 .52 6.3 63. 2
1941 -_ .61. .55 7.6 46.6
1942 - -------------------------.- 66 .62 10. 3 47.3
1943- .46 .78 4. 4 100.0
1944 -. 49 .67 2. 9 99.4
1945- .56 .77 -- 29.2
1946 -. 35 .76 1.9 100.0

The comparatively high liquidities for the nonassessable tax years
apparently were satisfactorily explained, with their existence justified
by the corporations concerned to the Income Tax Unit, the technical
staff, or to the courts-whichever agency closed the case.

Table 23 indicates the impact of Bureau enforcement of the section
with reference to industry groupings. The standard industrial classi-
fication is used, with major subclasses, and corporations incurring
deficiency assessments are classified therein in accordance with the
particular activity responsible for the largest proportion of total
money receipts.
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TAXATION OF CORPORATE SURPLUS ACCUMULATIONS

The number of corporations assessed, the number of assessable years,
the tax proposed, and the tax assessed are shown by fiscal year of as-
sessment 1940-50 (first 6 months) on the basis of the industrial class
of the assessed corporations.

The enforcement of section 102 has had the following distributional
impact, measured by the number of corporations assessed, the total
number of tax years assessed, and the amount of tax assessed:

Number Total tax Tax Percent
Industrial class of corpo- years assessed total tax

rations I assessed assessed S

Manufacturing -202 355 $7,667, 599 54

Wholesale and retail trade -144 234 2, 799, 071 18

Finance, insurance, real estate -59 118 981,435 7

Mining and quarrying -12 22 923 394 6

Service industries ----------------------- 47 91 834,780 6

Transportation, communication, and other public utilities... 25 41 389, 204 3

Construction -13 32 376, 970 3

Agriculture, forestry, fishery -8 17 203,695 1

Other corporations not classifiable-4 9 78, 981 0. 5

Total - ---- 514 919 14,255,129 __

I The total of corporations by fiscal years of assessment is 641 (instead of 514). This is a result of the

assessment of the same corporations in different fiscal years for other (nonduplicating) tax years. To

illustrate, a corporation may be assessed in fiscal 1942 for tax years 1939 and 1940: again in fiscal 1949 the same

corporation may be assessed for tax years 1946 and 1947. Consequently, this corporation would be listed

twice in the total of corporations assessed by fiscal years of assessment. The number of corporations (514)

herein used excludes duplications, and is the total of separate and distinct corporations which have been

subject to I or more tax years of assessment under sec. 102.
I Percentages have been rounded.

It will be observed that manufacturing corporations, as an indus-
trial class, have received the largest number of deficiency assessments,
accounting for 39 percent of the total of corporations assessed, 39 per-
cent of the total of assessable tax years, and 54 percent of the total
tax assessed. Wholesale and retail trade corporations are next in rela-
tive importance, with this industrial class having 28 percent of the
total number of corporations assessed, 25 percent of the total tax
years assessed, and 18 percent of the total tax assessed. Collectively,
corporations in manufacturing and in wholesale and retail trade were
subject to 72 percent of total tax, 64 percent of total assessable tax
years, and 67 percent of the total of assessed corporations.

Finance, insurance, and real-estate corporations comprised 11 per-
cent of the corporations assessed, 13 percent of the tax years assessed,
and 7 percent of the assessed tax. Corporations in the mining and
quarrying industry accounted for only 2 percent of the assessed cor-
porations and 2 percent of the assessed years, yet received 6 percent
of the total tax assessed.

Service corporations were 9 percent of the corporations assessed,
and had 10 percent of the tax years assessed. They were subject to 6
percent of the total tax assessed. Transportation, communication, and
other public utility companies constituted 5 percent of the number of
assessed corporations, 4 percent of the assessed tax years, and 3 per-
cent of the assessed tax. Construction companies represented 3 per-
cent of assessed corporations, 3 percent of assessed tax years, and 3
percent of the assessed tax.

Corporations engaged in agriculture, forestry, and fisheries were
the least important of the classified industrial groups, as they were
only 2 percent of the corporations assessed, 2 percent of the assessed
tax years, and 1 percent of the assessed tax.
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Some four corporations could not be classified by reason of the na-
ture of their business, which did not permit assignment. These unal-
located corporations represent 1 percent of the assessed corporations,
1 percent of the assessed tax years, and five-tenths of 1 percent of the
assessed tax.

A wide range exists among the industrial classes as to tax assessed
per corporation and tax assessed per tax year, with the ratio of tax
years assessed per corporation showing significant although less
extreme variation:

13x el ~~~Average num-
Ta se=sse Txassessed her of tax years

Industrial class r p tax year assessed per
ration ~~~corpoeration

Manufacturing $37.958 $21, 599 1. 8
Wholesale and retail trade -19, 4- 11, f2 1.-6Finance, insurance, and real estate- 16 634 8,317 2.0Mining and quarrying- 76,949 41, 972 1.8Service industries -17, 761 -9,173 1. 9Transportation, communication, and other public utilities. 15, 168 9,493 1.6Construction-28,998 11. 780 2.5Agriculture, forestry, and fishery - 25, 462 11,982 2.1Other corporations not classifiable -19, 745 8,776 2. 3

Corporations engaged in mining and quarrying had an average as-
sessed tax of $76,949-the highest of any of the industrial classes.
Transportation, communication, and other public-utility companies
had the lowest average assessed tax per corporation of $15,568. This
range represents a deviation from the mean of 59 percent. The min-
ing and quarrying industry likewise ranks first, with respect to the
average tax per corporate tax year, with a tax in the amount of $41,972.
Finance, insurance, and real-estate companies are lowest, with an
average tax per corporate tax year of $8,317. This range is a devia-
tion from the mean of 67 percent. Significant dispersion in the ratios
of average tax years assessed per corporation exists for the vari-
ous industrial groups. The construction industry has the highest ratio
of 2.5 assessed tax years per corporation, with the public utility and
wholesale and retail trade industries lowest with 1.6 assessed tax years.
This is a deviation from the mean of 22 percent.

Industrial vulnerability, as found in the number of corporations
assessed, in section 102 enforcement by the Bureau, is found to be
highest for industrial subclasses as follows:

Number ofIndustry Subclasses corporations
assessed

Manufacturing - ------------- Food and kindred products, beverages- 28Printing, publishing, and allied industries 28Mining and quarrying- Crude petroleum and natural gas produc 6
tion.

Wholesale and retail trade -- - Wholesale trade 72Finance, insurance, and real estate -Real estate, including lessors of real 42
property.

Service-Motion pictures -13

I Excluding residual and miscellaneous services which had 21 corporations subject to assessment.

Enforcement impact, in terms of the number of corporations as-
sessed by industry groups, displays, on the whole, a rather remarkable
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consistency by fiscal years of assessments In fiscal 1947 the whole-
sale and retail trade industry exceeded manufacturing in corporations
assessed-13 as against 12; the only year in the period in which this
occurred. The finance, insurance, and real-estate industry was third
highest in the number of corporations assessed except for fiscal years
1941, 1943, and 1944 when exceeded by the service industry,e4 and in
fiscal 1946 by the construction industry. The number of corporations
assessed by fiscal years and the interindustry patterns of assessments
for the 11-year period are shown below:

Transpor-
Whole- Finance, tation, Mining Agrlcul- Others,

Fiscal yerMann- sale insur- commu- Con- Mandn ture, note ota,
Fassessyear factur- and ance, and Service nication, struc qan foresy naot

of assesment tg retail real and other tion luar- and f laed oa
trade estate public yng fishery

utilities

1940 -8 8 7 1---I . -2 1 3 30
1941 -35 25 6 14 3 3 1 1 . 88
1942 -45 19 13 6 11 2 1 1 98
1943 ------ 33 22 6 8 5 *2i 1 1 1 79
1944 -34 12 2 6 ------- 3 2 1 1 61
1946 13 12 7 ------2-1 2 -------- i- - 40
1946 - 16... 1O 3 1 1-2-1-1 35
1947 - 12 13 8 8 .-.-.- 1 1 2 . 45
1948-16 14 4 1 2 3 2 1 -------- 43
1949J-:::: 29 27 7 5 3 3 1 3 1 79
1950 1 -18 10 8 3 2 1 -------- 1 43

Total-- 259 175 69 57 28 18 15 13 7 641

I First 6 months.

The distribution of assessable corporate tax years, by class of in-
dustry, by fiscal year of assessment for the period fiscal 1940-50,
follows. Over the period there is a tendency for the number of as-
sessed tax years to increase per corporation assessed. This increase
is noticeable, particularly, since fiscal 1944. This suggests that the
Bureau may be directing, in general, more attention to the returns of
a corporation for prior, as well as subsequent, years, once the corpo-
ration is assessed.

rTrans-
porta-
tion, Tax

Whole- Finance, Corn- Mining Agricul- Others, years

Fiscal year of Maussltnsr mn- Con and ture, not Total assessed
assessment factur- and ance, Serv- cation, strc quarry- forestry, classi- per

ig retail and relice and ting ihr ld cro
trade estate other to ihr ld crato-

4 ~~~~~public rto
utili-
ties

1940 ----- 8 8 7 1---7 -- 2 1 3 30 1.0
1941 -- 40 28 8 19 4 5 1 1---- - 106 1i2
1942 -- 5 26 21 7 14 . . .2 1 2 12 1.3
1943-- 41 27 8 12 7 2 1 1 i 100 1.3.
1944- - 40 13 3 11- -5 2 1 1 76 1.2
1945- - 22 16 11 11 1---- 3------ ---- 68 1. 7
1946- - 23 22 3 --- 1 4 4 2------59 1.7
1947- - 22 21 18 14 ------ 2 2 2------81 1.8
1948 22 19 7 1 6 6 4 1------66 1.5

1949- - ~~~~52 40 14 9 4 5 1 6 2 133 1. 7
19501 -- 1 30 14 14 6 4 3 . 1------- 72 1.7

Total.... 355 234 118i 91 41 32 22 17 9 919 3 14

I First 6 months.
2 Average.

6 Certain corporations may be assessed in two or more fiscal years for different tax years.
Consequently, the total of corporations assessed by fiscal years is greater than the number
of corporations individually subject to one or more years of assessment.

64 In fiscal 1947 these industries had the same number of corporations subject to assess-
ment.
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Nonassessable tax years classified by industrial groups, with the
number of corporations and proposed tax, are listed in table 24 for
fiscal years of assessment 1940-50.

TABLE 24.-Nonassessable tam years in total by industrial classification: Number
of corporations, number of tao years, tam proposed, and tax assessed

(Ccrporatlon income-tax returns involving deficiencies proposed by the Income Tax Unit with respect to
improper accumulation of surplus for taxable years ending after Dec. 31, 1937, closed in the period July
26, 1939, through Dec. 31, 1949]

Nonassessable tax years '

Industrial classification N e Number of Tax pro-
Number of nonassessable

corporations tax years posed I

All industrial groups --

Manufacturing

Food and kindred products, beverages
Tobacco manufactures --.-.-
Textile-mill products :
Apparel and other finished products made from fabrics
Lumber and timber basic products - -------
Furniture and finished lumber products-
Paper and allied products ---
Printing, publishing, and allied industries
Chemicals and allied products
Petroleum and coal products.
Rubber products. -----------
Leather and products
S tone, clay, and glass products
Iron, steel, and products.-----------------

-Nonferrous metals and their products
Machinery, except transportation equipment and electri-

Electrical machinery and equipment
Transportation equipment, except automobiles .
Automobiles and equipment, except electrical
Miscellaneous manufacturing industries .

Agriculture, forestry, and fishery.

Mining and quarrying

Metal mining
Coal mining
Crude petroleum and natural gas production .
Nonmetallic mining and quarrying .

Construction

Wholesale and retail trade.

Wholesale trade --------------------
Retail trade
Trade not allocable -- ----------------------------

Finance, insurance, and real estate.

Banking and credit agencies --
Investment trusts and investment holding companies --
Other finance -------------
Insurance -- --------------------------------------
Real estate, including lessors of real property

Transportation, communication, and other public utilities --

Service ------------------------

Hotels and other lodging places.
Business service ------ ---------
Motion pictures ----- ---------------------------
Amusement, except motion pictures
Other services

Nature of business not allocable.

78 1 114 $2, 841, 801

40 54 1, 933, 336

3 6 429,548

2 2 15, 210
4 5 63,890
1 1 25,277
1 1 8,568

4 ------------- 5- ------- 76 030
8 11 400,496

1 1 8,429

3 3 85 882
4 5 190,124

1 1 27 353
2 3 * 59209
1 1 15,726
1 2 221, 127
4 7 306,467

2 3 17,205

1 1 31,073

3 1 ~~~~~31, 073

3 3 46,525

17 30 544,552

8 13 198, 907
7 14 310,245
2 3 35,400

4 6 55,611

------------ i- -------------- 12.032
3 4 43,579

7 11 177,891

4 6 35,608

2 4 i8,1i27

2 2 17,481

For footnotes, see table 26 (p. 132).
NOTE.-Table prepared by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

I
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The total number of nonassessable tax years is 114; of corporations
involved therein, 78; and the amount of the proposed tax, $2,841,801.
Nonassessable tax years are found for all industrial groups, with
manufacturing and wholesale and retail trade accounting for the
majority of the nonassessable tax years, corporations, and proposed
tax. Collectively, these two industries represent 73 percent of the
total number of corporations, 73 percent of the nonassessable tax years,
and 87 percent of the total proposed tax. Nonassessable tax years
ranged from a low of 1 per corporation for the construction and min-
ing and quarrying industries to a high of 1.8 per corporation for the
wholesale and retail trade industry.

Num- Percent Non-
Nuim- Percent ber of of total Percent assesst-

Industry her of of total non- non- Tax of total able taxcorpo- corpo- assess- assess- proposed tax pro- year
rations rations' able tax able tax posed I percoroyears years Irator.

Manufacturing-40 51 54 47 $1, 933, 336 68 1. 4
Wholesale and retail trade -17 22 30 26 544,552 19 1. 8
Transportation, communication. andother

public utilities -7 9 11 10 177,891 6 1. 6
Finance, insurance, and real estate 4 5 6 5 55, 611 2 1. 5
Construction -3 4 3 3 46, 525 2 1.1)
Service- 4 5 6 5 35.608 1 1. 5
Mining and quarrying- I I 1 1 31, 073 1 1. O
Agriculture, forestry, and fishery -2 3 3 3 17, 205 1 1.5

Total -78 100 114 100 2,841,801 100 '1. 5

I Percentages have been rounded.
I Average.

For this period, fiscal 1940-50 (tax years 1938-48), nonassessable
tax years represent 11 percent of total tax years of proposed tax
(assessable and nonassessable tax years).

A frequency- distribution of corporations by asset size, by assessable
and nonassessable tax years, is found in table 25. This table indicates
the range, as well as the principal points of concentration, of tax
impact with reference to the financial size of corporations subject to
proposed assessments for tax years 1938-48.
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TABLE 25.-Assessable and nonassessable tam years by size of total assets: Number
of tax years

Corporation income-tax returns Involving deficiencies proposed by the Income Tax Unit with respect to
improper accumulation of surplus for taxable years ending after Dec. 31, 1937, closed in the period July 26,
1939, through Dec. 31, 1949]

Total Size of total assets (thousands of dollars)
num-

Tax years bof Not Under 50 100 250 500 1,000 5,000 10,000 50,000
tax shown 50 under under under under under under under and

years 100 250 500 1,000 1,000 10,000 50,000 over

ASSESSABLE TAX YEARS&

1938- 169 1 4 13 33 39 39 33 5 2
1939 -136 4 9 21 29 33 32 7 1
1940 -- ------------- - 121 5 13 18 21 27 32 4 1
1941 -99 9 17 11 21 22 6 3
1942 -65 4 3 11 14 11 17 4 1
1543 ------------ 73 ---- 1 3 15 13 14 22 4 1----
1944 -76 1 7 12 19 14 17 06 --- -------
'1945 ------------ 71 --- ----- 3 18 13 14 21 2--------
1946 -69 1 2 18 11 15 21 1
1947 -37 1 -- 1 5 6 8 16
948- 3 ----- 2 1

Total - 915 2 26 63 168 182 196 234 39 9

XONAS8ESSAHLE TAX
YEARS6

1038- 30 -- 2 5 4 9 10
1939 -31 -- 1 5 8 7 8 2
1 940- 27 1 -- 3 5 9 1
1941 - 11 ---- 2 2 5 1 1
1942 -7--- 1 1 3 1 1
1943 -2-- 1 1
1944-4-- 1 1 1 1

1945 - ------- 1------1-------- I------ ----- - 1= ----- - -

Total -114 1 -------- 6 1 21 18 24 37 5 2 -------

Grand total - 1,033 3 26 69 189 200 220 271 44 11

For footnote, see table 26 (p. 132).

NOTE.-Table prepared by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

For corporations with assessable tax years, the largest number of
tax years of assessment is found to concentrate on corporations with
assets (individually) in the $1,000,000 to $5,000,000 class. This group
of corporations accounts for 25 percent of the total number of assess-
able tax years. The rank order of frequency distribution is as follows:

Number o PercentNubro of total
Corporations with total assets of- assessable assessable

tax years tax yearsI

$1,000,000 to $5,000,000 -234 25
$100,000 to $1,000,000 -196 21
$250,000 to $500,000- 182 20
$100,000 to $250,000 -168 18
$50,000 to $100,000 -63 7
$5,000,000 to $10,000,000- -39 4
Under $10,000--------26 ----------- -------------------------------- 26 3
$10,000,000 to $50,000,000- 9
(Corporations total assets not shown)- 2

TotaL- 919

I Percentages have been rounded.
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Corporations with assets $500,000 and above were subject to 51 per-
cent of the total of assessed tax years. With only a nominal propor-
tion of the assessable tax years applicable to corporations with assets
$10,000,000 and above (1 percent), section 102 in terms of the number
of deficiency assessments has had its impact almost exclusively on
corporations of lesser asset size (less than $10,000,000). No corpora-
tion with assets of $10,000,000 or more has had assessable tax years
subsequent to 1943. This is further evidence of Bureau concern, in
the enforcement of the section, with the smaller closely held corpora-
tions. The comparatively small number of assessable tax years for
corporations of asset size of under $100,000 may find explanation, in
part, in the noninclusion of these corporate returns in. the so-called
automatics for field examination, as well as the defense the smaller
corporations can make for higher liquidity ratios resulting from
retention of earnings. In numerical terms, the closely held corpora-
tions, controlled by a very limited number of stockholders, have high
concentration in the smaller asset size groups.

For the nonassessable tax years a similar distributional pattern will
be observed (as for the assessable tax years) with corporations of
asset size $1,000,000 to $5,000,000 having 32 percent of the nonassess-
able tax years, and corporations $500,000 to $1,000,000, 21 percent.
Together these two asset-size classes account for 53 percent of the
total of nonassessable tax years. However, corporations with assets
under $50,000 have no nonassessable tax years, although subject to
26, or 3 percent, of the assessable tax years.

Table 26 provides a frequency distribution of undistributed corpo-
rate net income as a percentage of posttax net income, by tax years
193848, for assessable and nonassessable tax years. This table sum-
marizes corporate conduct as to the retention of earnings (surplus
accumulation) for corporations against which section 102 assessments
have been proposed.
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TABLE 26.-Assessable and nonassessable tao, years by tam years: Frequency dis-
tribution of undistributed net income as a percent of net income after tawes

Corporation income-tax returns involving deficiencies proposed by the Income Tax Unit with respect to
improper accumulation of surplus for taxable years ending after Dec. 31, 1937, closed in the period July 26,
1939, through Dec. 31, 1949]

Undistributed net income as a percent of net income
after taxes

Total
Tax-year number

Tax-year n of tax Over Over Over Over
years 25 and 25, not 50, not 75, not. 90, not. 95,,and 100

under over over over over under
50 75 90 95 100

Assessable tax years: 5
1938 - -169 3 23 33 8 3 4 95
1939- 136 6 29 21 9 7.--- 64
1940 - - 121 2 16 18 18 5 1 61
1941 - -99 14 25 12 1 47
1942 - - 65 2 3 9 8 1 1 41
1943 - -73 1 7 10 6----- 2 47
1944 - -76 1 1 6 4 2 5 57
1945 - -71 2 11 4 5 4 45
1946 - -69 1 8 10 2 2 46
1947 - -37 l 5 4 3 1 23
1948 -- 3 --- 1 2 --

Total -------------------- - 919 16 96 147 85 29 20 526

Nonassessable tax years: 5
1938 -30 1 3 6 S 12
10393..- 31 1 3 7 8 1 11
1940 -27 1 3 7 2 2 1 11
1941 -11 1 2 3 1 2 2
1942 -7 1 3 2 --- 1
1943 -2 : ------- 2
1944---------------- 4 ---- -------- - - 1 -------- - 3
1945 -1 -- 1
1946 - -------- 1

Total - ---------------- 114 4 13 26 22 5 1 43

Grand total - ----------- 20 109 173 107 34 21 569

l If, in the case of any taxpayer, the Commissioner determines that there is a deficiency in respect of the
tax imposed by ch. I of the Internal Revenue Code, the Commissioner is authorized to send notice of such
deficiency to the taxpayer by registered mail. Within 90 days after such notice is mailed, the taxpayer
may file a petition with the Tax Court for a redetermninitian of the deficiency. No assessment
of a deficiency in respect of the tax imposed by ci. I and no distraint or proceeding in court for its collection
shall be made, begun, or prosecuted until such notice has been mailed to the taxpayer, nor until the expira-
tion of such 90-day period, nor, if a petition has been filed with the Court, until the decision of the Court
has become final.

2 The amount of income taxes imposed by ch. I of the Internal Revenue Code shall be assessed within
3 years after the return is filed and no proceeding in court without assessment for the collection of such
taxes shall be begun after the expiration of such period.

Where, before the expiration of the time prescribed for the assessment of the tax, both the Comnmissioner
and the taxpayer have consented to its assessment after such time, the tax may be assessed at any time prior
to the expiration of the period agreed upon. The period so agreed upon may be extended by subsequent
agreements in writing made before the expiration of the period previously agreed upon.

3 Tax proposed is the amnount computed under sec. 102 of the Internal Revenue Code as initially recom-
mended by the Income Tax Unit.

4 Tax assessed is the amount of tax under see. 102 of Ine Internal Revenue Code as finally determined by
the Income Tax Unit, the technical staff, or the Tax Court or other court.

5 Assessable tax years are those income-tax years for which a tax was assessed under sec. 102 of the Internal
Revenue Code. Conversely, the nonassessable tax years are those income-tax years for which a tax was
proposed, under sec. 102, but not assessed.

e Reports for 63 assessable tax years and 3 nonassessable tax years do not show the least number of stock-
holders owning more than 50 percent of the voting stock.

7 Liquid assets comprise cash, net notes and accounts receivable, Government obligations, and other
investments.

8 Total number of stockholders is not reported for every return. The number of returns not reporting
the total number of stockholders is shown in table 20 (p. 116).

5 No current liabilities reported.
ii Standard industrial classification as modified by the Bureau of Internal Revenue by which a corporation

is classified according to the type of activity producing the greatest amount of total receipts.

NOTE.-Table prepared by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

It will be noted that corporations incurring 526 assessable tax years
of a total of 919 retained 100 percent of posttax net income. This is
57 percent of total assessable tax years. The frequency distribution
is erratic, however, with reference to expectation, namely, that the
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number of assessable tax years will tend to increase as the percentage
of corporate posttax net income retained increases. Assessable tax
years increase with a rising proportion of corporate earnings retained
to 75 percent retention of earnings, but thereafter decline sharply
until 100 percent of posttax net income is retained.

The frequency distribution, by rank order, is as follows:

Number of Percent of

Proportion of posttax net income retained (percent) assessable total assessa-
Sax.years hlb tax years I

10 0 -- --- -- ---- ------ -- --- -- ----- ---- --- --- --- -- -- --- -- ------- ---- ----- -- -5 26 57
Over 50, not over 75- 147 16
Over 25, not over 50- 96 10
Over 75. not over 90 -85 9
Over 90, not over 95 .-- 29 2
Over 95 and under 100- 20 2
25 and under- ---------------------------------------------- 6

Total- 919

I Percentages have been rounded.

It is interesting to note that corporations distributing up to 50 per-
cent of posttax net income had 112, or 12 percent, of the total of
assessable tax years; also, that corporations distributing up to 75
percent of posttax net income had 16 assessable years, or 2 percent, of
the total.

These data suggest that the Bureau's admonition to taxpayer corpo-
rations to the effect that a 70 percent distribution of current earnings
to stockholders (re question 8, 1946 corporate return) will not neces-
sarily absolve the corporation from a section 102 assessment has been
given force and effect. As would be expected, and as found, the number
of assessments would be relatively few with such relatively large
distributions of net income.

Further, these data indicate (negatively) that corporations may
and do retain high proportions of their posttax net income, i. e., see
decline in number of assessable years with percentage retention of
earnings from 75 to 100 percent, and yet escape the application of the
section. The proportion of current earnings retained, therefore, is not
the critical factor because the rising corporate liquidities so generated
may find adequate justification in the investment destination of these
accruals both as to time and place.

As would be anticipated, the great majority of the assessable tax
years are for corporations either not distributing current earnings, or
distributing small proportions thereof. In illustration, 72 percent of
the assessable tax years applies to corporations in which undistributed
net income is over 75 percent of total posttax net income.

Nonassessable tax years, for tax years 1938-46, display a similar
frequency distribution. Although initially recommended for assess-
ment by the Income Tax Unit, 71 tax years, or 62 percent of total non-
assessable tax years, were closed as nonassessable, even though the
corporations in question had retained over 75 percent of current earn-
ings. Relief from proposed assessments does not concentrate with
respect to the corporations having the larger proportions of earning
distributions, because only 17 of the 114 nonassessable tax years, i. e.,
15 percent, apply to corporations distributing up to 50 percent of
posttax net income.

20179-52-10
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CONCLUSION

Although section 102 and its predecessor sections have been in exist-
ence since 1913, the first thoroughgoing and comprehensive effort to
apply the penalty tax by the Bureau of Internal Revenue was not until
1939 with the issuance of Treasury Decision 4914, which followed the
strengthening of the section by the inclusion of subsection (c) in the
Revenue Act of 1938. This Treasury decision was designed to direct
the attention of the officers and employees of the Bureau to the exist-
ence of the section, to indicate to the field offices that the section was to
receive enforcement attention, and to provide detailed instructions
for the screening of corporate returns in the interest of more effective
enforcement. Each internal revenue agent in charge, and each head
of a field division of the technical staff, were required to designate a
qualified employee to review personally every case in which an ex-
amining officer had recommended the application, as well as the non-
application, of section 102. In support of this program of intensified
field activity, a central record file for all cases under the section (rec-
ommended application and nonapplication) was established and main-
tained in Washington, D. C. This was to permit officers of the Bureau
to observe both the extent and the kind of performance of revenue
agents to the instructions of Treasury Decision 4914.

Taxpayer corporations were put on public notice by this Treasury
decision that section 102 was no longer largely moribund, and that the
Bureau was initiating a serious and, presumably, sustained effort in
enforcement. Corporations which were especially vulnerable under
section 102 (closely held) were in a state of alarm. Taxpayer tension,
however, subsided when it was observed that deficiency assessments
were not of a wholesale character, even though an increase in the
number of assessments did occur. From the cases going to the courts
for adjudication taxpayers and tax practitioners concluded, appar-
ently, that the section was applied in only the more flagrant instances
of surplus accumulation, and under circumstances of corporate
liquidities so high as to make very difficult any plausible rationaliza-
tion of their existence. Also, it was noted that not only must a cor-
poration be closely held but, in addition, share ownership must be
heavily concentrated in very few hands.

The largest number of tax years of assessment, prior to the postwar
period, was reached in fiscal 1941-42, with a sharp decline thereafter
occurring. This decline in Bureau enforcement activity during the
war and the immediate postwar period, i. e., from fiscal 1942 to 1949,
had its origin in the financial uncertainties and hazards of the war and
postwar reconversion, which rationalized large corporate surplus ac-
cumulations and high liquidities. It was not until fiscal 1948-49 that
the Bureau sharply advanced the level of its enforcement of the sec-
tion, which has continued during the first half of fiscal 1950.

Treasury Decision 5398 was issued in 1944 as an amendment to
Treasury Decision 4914. It provided that an examining officer's re-
port in every instance must contain a specific recommendation for the
application or nonapphication of section 102; also the discontinuance
of the central record file in Washington (which the Bureau subse-
quently indicated had served its purpose). Treasury Decision 5398
served to strengthen the enforcement of the section insofar as an
examining agent was required to recommend for or against the appli-
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cation of the tax in regard to each corporate return examined.
However, the discontinuance of the Washington central record file
probably was not to the advantage of section 102 enforcement, as it in-

dicated to the revenue agents a lessened interest by officers of the
Bureau in the field handling of the cases under the section; also, the of-

ficers of the Bureau would be in a less satisfactory position to evaluate
carefully enforcement operations in each of the 39 field divisions of
the Income Tax Unit. Records, since 1944, have, in general, been main-
tained in Washington in cases involving recommendations for the ap -
plication of section 102 (not for the nonapplication of the section).
These records are believed to be about 75 percent complete.' Reestab-
lishment of the central record file would appear to be desirable, being
in the interest of more adequate and uniform enforcement.

The substantial increase in personal surtax rates in 1942, without a
corresponding adjustment in section 102 surtax rates, decreased the
relative effectiveness of the penalty tax. Taxpayers in the higher
surtax brackets, interested in surtax avoidance (minimization of tax),
were encouraged in consequence, to accumulate corporate surpluses
and to view section 102 as a "calculated" tax risk. If subject to a
deficiency assessment thereunder, they were still better off than if the
corporate earnings were currently distributed. The Bureau has had
to confront, therefore, the tendency toward greater disregard of the
tax by reason of the reduction in its relative "cost" from 1942 on. As
a penalty surtax, which is intended by its existence in the Internal
Revenue Code to be prohibitory of corporate surplus accumulations
for the purpose of personal surtax avoidance, the rates of tax under
section 102 should be adjusted upward to where the "opportunity
costs," in genetal, are in better balance as between the higher bracket
rates of personal surtax on the one hand and section 102 on the other.
Such an adjustment would remove the incentive, as found in the lower
rate of tax, to regard the penalty tax, if imposed, as still representing
a lesser tax charge against current income than if the income is offered
for application of personal surtax. No penalty can have any real
measure of effectiveness if the cost of engaging (unsuccessfully) in the
prohibited act is less than the cost of observance of the law. 65

The decision of the Bureau to incorporate the famous question 8 in
the 1946 corporate return, following the war, was justified in that the
response to this question would. assist in the process of screening
corporate returns with a better directed enforcement effort-examina-
tion of returns. It is unfortunate that the question was withdrawn
after 1946 because a useful purpose would have been served by its re-
tention. Further, taxpayers interpreted the subsequent omission of
the question as an indication of Bureau weakness-a hasty retreat in
response to taxpayer clamor and criticism. The inclusion of the
question in the return served to put taxpayers on notice that the Bu-
reau had not forgotten this section of the Code; further, it carried the
strong implication that returns would be scrutinized with section 102
in mind. Also, taxpayers, in stating their reasons for failure to dis-
tribute less than 70 percent of current earnings, were on record-with
reasons which could later be checked against the actual corporate use

65 A somewhat analogous situation would be the imposition of a 50-cent charge for
parking a car in a prohibited zone while, at the same time, the minimum charge is $1 for
off-street parking.
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of the surplus accumulation. The dropping of question 8 probablydecreased the effectiveness of the section in its influence on taxpayercorporations to avoid large retentions. of earnings and excessiveliquidities.
Section 102 deficiency assessments have been relatively few innumber (an estimated total of 1,361 as compared with 786,415 totalincome and profits tax assessments) for the period fiscal 1940-50,.and show a wide variance. Income and profits tax assessmentsshow a deviation from the mean of 35 percent over the period underreview (including sec. 102), while section i02 assessments have a de-viation from the mean of 60 percent. It is to be expected that section102 assessments, apart from shifts in administrative enforcementpolicy, would be more erratic over time because of the nature of the tax.than would assessments generally under income and profits tax. Cor-porate liquidities generated by the war and rationalized in terms ofwar hazards and postwar reconversion largely explain, apparently,.the reduced level of Bureau enforcement activity with respect to sec-tion 102 following fiscal 1943 to fiscal 1949.
From the point of view of revenue yield per deficiency assessment,,section 102 is highly productive. In fiscal 1949, the yield per assess-ment under income and profits tax (including sec. 102) is $6,722,while section 102 produced $29,647 per deficiency assessment. Forthe period fiscal 1940-50 (first 6 months), the yield per assessmentunder income and profits tax averaged $5,564; section 102 averaged$15,522 per assessment.
The Income Tax Unit in the closing of proposed assessments has.assessed 78 percent of the tax initially recommended; the technicalstaff in closing cases coming under its jurisdiction hWas averaged 54percent of the tax proposed; and the courts have closed their cases.on the basis of 86 percent of the proposed tax. These proportions.refer to corporate tax years for which assessments have been made.Corporations assessed under section 102 display a very high con-centration of ownership, with 93 percent of the corporations, in terms.of corporate tax years of assessment, having less than 10 shareholders;per corporation. In combination with this concentration in owner-ship is found an extremely high concentration of corporate control,with corporations in 96 percent of the assessable tax years havingeither one or two shareholders owning more than 50 percent of thevoting stock. These data indicate that the Bureau has applied thesection in the extreme cases of concentrated corporate ownership andcontrol. So-called public corporations have not been subject to as-sessments under this section even though many such corporations arecontrolled by particular family groups or a few identifiable persons.From the point of view of selecting cases in which section application.was most clearly indicated, a better choice could hardly be made. Abroader enforcement policy by the Bureau, even though accompaniedby somewhat greater administrative hazards and litigation risks,would appear to be thoroughly justified. Surplus accumulation, with'the purpose of avoiding personal surtax, is by no means confined to.the extreme cases of concentrated corporate ownership and controlwhich have characterized Bureau enforcement during the periodunder review.

For the limited class of corporations which has received the impactof section 102 enforcement, vulnerability under the section does not
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arise unless corporate liquidities generated out.of surplus accumula-
tions reach extreme proportions. For corporations assessed, fiscal
1940-50, the ratio of liquid assets to total assets was 0.66. The ratio of
earned surplus to total assets was very high, as was the ratio of current
assets to current liabilities, with a large proportion of current earnings
being retained.

The critical factor in vulnerability under the section appears to be
the liquidity ratio. The ratios of earned surplus to total assets and
current assets to current liabilities do not appear to be significant, per
se, because a large earned surplus may be representative of real assets,
and a very favorable ratio of current assets to current liabilities may be
an expression of a very small amount of current liabilities. Retention
of a large proportion of current earnings may not cause the corpo-
ration to become excessively liquid-and, hence, vulnerable. To avoid
section 102, however, the corporation must be able to explain satisfac-
torily to the Bureau its high liquidity-which is the danger signal.

Corporations engaged in manufacturing have been subject to the
largest number of tax years of assessment and the largest proportion of
total tax assessed, with wholesale and retail trade corporations second,
and corporations in the finance, insurance, and real-estate business
third. The proportions of assessed tax of each of these industrial
classes to total tax assessed are 54 percent, 18 percent, and 7 percent,
respectively.

The largest tax per corporation and per tax year assessed was for
the mining and quarrying industry, with an assessment of $76,949 per
corporation, and an assessment per tax year of $41,972.

It is important to note that there is a distinct tendency for the num-
ber of assessed tax years to increase per corporation assessed over the
11-year period. This suggests that the Bureau may be increasingly
concerned with the corporation's returns for prior and subsequent
years, once the corporation is subject to assessment.

Corporations assessed under section 102 show high concentration, by
asset size, in the $100,000 to $5,000,000 range. Relatively few corpora-
tions were assessed with assets under $100,000 and $5,000,000 and
above, i. e., 15 percent in terms of assessable tax years. The compara-
tively small number of corporations assessed with assets under $100,-
000 may, in part, be explained by the field examination procedure of
the Bureau, because these corporations, with very few exceptions,
would not have their returns in the group of "automatics"; also, the
Bureau may regard relatively high liquidities for these small corpo-
rations as more defensible by reason of competitive risks, limited
credit, and irregularities over time in forming capital. It is to be ex-
pected that few corporations would be assessed with assets of $10,000,-
000 and above, because the very size of these corporations customarily
necessitates more or less public distribution of their securities. Con-
sequently, a high concentration of stock ownership (few stockholders),
with a majority of the voting shares in the hands of one or two per-
sons, is not commonly found. Thus, these corporations find, in gen-
eral, administrative exemption (in effect) from the section.

The majority of the corporations, in terms of assessable corporate
tax years, i. e., 57 percent, retained all posttax net income for the tax
years of assessment. The number of assessable tax years of corpora-
tions increases with an increase in the proportion of earnings retained
to 75 percent posttax net income retained. However, from 75 to 100
percent earnings retention, the number of assessable tax years declines
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sharply. Comparatively few corporations were subject to assess-
ment where less than 25 percent of earnings were held within the cor-
poration. However, there were enough assessments, i. e., 16 assess-
able tax years, with this low proportion of earnings retained, to sup-
port the Bureau's pronouncement that the distribution of 70 percent
or more of current earnings will not, necessarily, free the corporation
of liability under section 102.

From this review of the administration of section 102 by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue for fiscal 1940-50, on the basis of the data herein
treated, the following observations may be made:

1. The Bureau has displayed a very conservative and cautious atti-
tude in the enforcement of the section. It will be recalled that each
corporate income tax return is subject to examination by agents of
the Bureau of Internal Revenue and that the total of assessments
represents the results of this screening process. Only a limited num-
ber of very closely held, individually controlled corporations (1 or
2 shareholders) have been subject to assessment. These vulnerable
corporations take on the character of "personal operating companies."1

2. The Bureau might appropriately expand the corporate area
within which the section has enforcement meaning. This would
more adequately serve the purpose for which the statute is presumably
designed. Admittedly, litigation risks would be increased.

3. The section will have little influence in preventing taxpayers
from engaging in the interdicted purpose unless backed by an enforce-
ment program which is reasonably comprehensive and vigorous.

4. The rates of surtax of section 102 were not adjusted upward to
conform to the increased personal surtax rates of 1942 on. This dis-
crepancy in rates should be removed; otherwise, the inadequate penalty
serves as an invitation to taxpayers to engage in the proscribed act on
the least-cost principle.

5. The Bureau might appropriately consider for reintroduction in
present and future corporate returns a question similar to question &
in the 1946 return, because several useful purposes can be served
thereby, particularly if supported by a more comprehensive enforce-
ment policy.

6. A central record file in Washington, D. C., for section 102 cases
might properly be reestablished; such a file would permit officials of
the Bureau to be informed, in necessary detail, of revenue agent rec-
ommendations for nonapplication, as well as application, of section
102.

7. So long as income siphoned through a corporation is subject to
a double tax if distributed-corporate tax and personal tax-section
102 stands as an important guardian of efforts to achieve equity in the
application of progressive rates of personal surtax as between recip-
ients of wage, salary, and noncorporate business income and those who
are routing their incomes through corporations. The present high
rates of personal surtax strongly suggest the need of a reappraisal by
the Bureau of its enforcement policy and efforts under section 102.

8. The real significance of section 102-a penal tax-is not indicated
by the tax revenue collected from the assessed corporations; rather
by the effects which are induced by the section in regard to corporate
real investment and dividend policies (and the avoidance of excessive
liquidities). Consequently, section 102, not designed to raise revenue
directly, should not be compared with taxes which have a direct rev-
enue-raising function.



CHAPTER VI

JUDICIAL ENFORCEMENT

During the period 1913 to January 1, 1950, 101 cases have been liti-
gated under section 102 and its predecessor sections. The first litigated
case appeared in the trial court, i. e., Board of Tax Appeals, in fiscal
1929-30.1 This involved the United Business Corp. of America. 2
and an assessment for the taxable year 1921 under section 220
(Revenue Act of 1921) This indicates a considerable lag between the
enactment of the first statute in 1913,3 which was prohibitory of un-
reasonable accumulation of surplus, and the appearance of litigation.
The taxpayer corporation in this case contended that the statute was
too indefinite and challenged its constitutionality.

The United Business Corp. of America was a corporation organized
by Burns Smith under the laws of the State of Washington. He was
a son of L. C. Smith who had been one of the leading figures in the
typewriter industry. The corporation was vested with the ownership
of valuable real estate in Seattle, Wash., of which the most valuable
parcel consisted of the L. C. Smith Building, as well as stocks, bonds,
cash, and other assets, which had been transferred to the corporation
from April 1, 1920, on. Burns Smith borrowed from the corporation,
with indebtedness thereto, in the amount of $599,394.90 at the end
of 1921; 4he was also a creditor of the corporation with indebtedness
in the amount of $189,000 at the close of 1921.5 No dividends were
declared by the corporation during 1921, or for the years 1922 and
1923. The first dividend was not declared until 1924. The book value
of assets as of December 31, 1921, was $4,213,689.07. Corporate net
income for 1921 was $133,539.88 (except for Federal income and profits
taxes). The corporate balance sheet as of December 31, 1921, reported
earned surplus of $212,222.43. Burns Smith received no salary from
the corporation during the period 1920-25.

The Board of Tax Appeals held that the corporation was not a mere
holding company, and was not formed for the purpose of preventing
the imposition of personal surtax upon its shareholders. The question,
therefore, was whether the corporation had been availed of for the
interdicted purpose. This the court found to be the case because there
had been transferred to the corporation shares of stock aggregating a
larffe value the dividends from which were taxable while the shares
had been held by Smith, but nontaxable when received by the corpora-
tion. In addition, Smith had borrowed large sums from the corpora-
tion-so large, in fact, as to require the corporation to increase its
notes payable in order to provide the flinds for the loans. Such man-

'-Decision, B. T. A., April 30. 1930.
219 B. T. A. i09: nffirmed. 62 F. (2d) 754; cert. denied, 290 U. S. 635.
2 T riff Act of 1913. q II (A) (2).
' Notes and open account.
5 Excludps a(lditinnal liability of corporation on its notes endorsed by Burns Smith In

the amount of $50.000.
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ipulations (i. e., loans), in the view of the court, were intended to per-
mit the evasion of personal surtax. -

Upon appeal,6 Judge Learned Hand, speaking for the court,
declared:
These loans are incompatible with a purpose to strengthen the financial position
of the petitioner, but entirely accord with a desire to get the equivalent of his
dividends under another guise.7

Further:
Ordinarily it will indeed be difficult to prove the forbidden purpose, unless the
accumulations are too large for the fair needs of the business. But it may not
be impossible to do so, even though the profits arise out of normal business, as
they did not here. * * * A sudden change of policy, coincident with large
increases in the surtax rates, might in that situation betray a purpose to accumu-
late against a season more propitious for distribution. Or the officers might
unguardedly disclose a scheme to avoid surtaxes, though the other evidence was
not enough. A statute which stands on the footing of the participants' state of
mind may need the support of presumption, indeed be practically unenforceable
without it, but the test remains the state of mind itself, and the presumption does
no more than make the taxpayer show his hand.8

As to constitutionality:
The intent being plain, the only question is whether Congress expressed its

will certainly enough to be enforced, and whether any other constitutional
obstacle is in the way. The argument is that the standard set is too vague for
execution; that it is impossible definitely to say when the purpose of those who
use the corporation to accumulate its profits is to exonerate its shareholders.
Purpose is indeed not often a factor in legal transactions, though at times it is;
but intent is often material, and whatever the difficulties of proof, the issue is
concrete enough. Nothing is more frequent in human relations than the effort
to learn what goes on in others' minds. The presumption is indeed less definite,
and it is this especially that the petitioner attacks * * *. Standards of con-
duct, fixed no more definitely, are common in the law; the whole of torts is per-
vaded by them; much of its commands are that a man must act as the occasion
demands, the standard being available to all.9

Further:
the reasonable needs of a business * M * is immediately within the ken of
the managers, the suppositions standard, though indeed objective, being as
accessible as those for example of the prudent driving of a motor car, or of the
diligence required in making a ship seaworthy, or of the extent of proper in-
quiry into the solvency of a debtor. Moreover, * * * the result of the pre-
sumption is at most no more than to compel the taxpayer to disclose the facts,
and * * * the tax itself is definitely enough determineds
The court did not find objectionable the fact that the tax imposed
under section 220 bore no relation to the surtaxes on the shareholders;
also, the tax was declared not to encroach upon the powers reserved
to the States. Companies were free, said the court, to "accumulate
what profits they please so long as they do not do so to defeat the fiscal
policies of the United States." 11 And, though the regulation of their
business "is wholly for the states," 12 this does not prohibit Congress
from preventing the "manipulation of dividends to avoid taxes." 13
Congress, to proVide for the revenue, "has incidental power to defeat
obstructions to that incidence bf taxes which it chooses to impose." 14

* 62 P. (2d) 754 (1933).
7Ibid., p. 755.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid., pp. 755-756.
'° Ibid., p. 756.
'1 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
"a Ibid.
u Ibid.
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The retroactive aspect of section 220, Revenue Act of 1921, likewise

was found unobjectionable.
The tax assessed against the United Business Corp. of America was

in the amount of $19,710.
It was not until 1938, following 16 litigated cases, that the United

States Supreme Court passed upon the constitutional aspects of the

statute-section 104 of the Revenue Act of 1928-in Helvering v. Na-

tional Grocery Co.15 In all previous cases appealed, the Supreme

Court had denied certiorari.
The National Grocery Co., a concern operating chain stores, was

assessed for the corporation's fiscal year ending January 31, 1931.

The Board of Tax Appeals had sustained the deficiency assessment,'6

but, in turn, had been reversed by the circuit court of appeals.17 The

Supreme Court reversed the circuit court of appeals and held that the

deficiency assessment of $477,360.68, imposed by the Commissioner of

Internal Revenue, and sustained by the Board of Tax Appeals, must

stand. The opinion of the Court was delivered by Mr. Justice

Brandeis who reviewed, and discarded as unsound, the five reasons

advanced by the corporation as to why section 104 should be held

unconstitutional in its application to an operating, or "legitimate

business," corporation. The reasons urged by the corporation were:

1. The statute violates the tenth amendment by interfering with

the corporate right (conferred upon the corporation by the State)

to withhold or to declare dividends.
The Court said:

The statute in no way limits the powers of the corporation. It merely lays the

tax upon corporations which use their powers to prevent imposition upon their

stockholders of the federal surtaxes."8

2. The statute is unconstitutional because it imposes not a

tax on income per se but- a penalty with the purpose of compel-

ling corporations to declare dividends which would become a basis

for taxation in the hands of the shareholders.
The Court declared:

If the business had been carried on by Kohl individually all the year's profits

would have been taxable to him. If, having a partner, the business had been

carried on as a partnership, all the year's profits would have been taxable to

the partners individually, although these had been retained by the partnership

undistributed. * * * Kohl, the sole owner of the business, could not by con-

ducting it as a corporation, prevent Congress, if it chose to do so, from laying

on him individually the tax on the year's profits. If it preferred, Congress

could lay the tax upon the corporation, as was done * * *. The penal nature

of the imposition does not prevent its being valid, as the tax was otherwise per-

missible under the Constitution.' 9

3. The statute is unconstitutional because the liability accrues

as a result of the mere purpose to avoid personal surtaxes, and

not upon its accomplishment as such. Thus, it is a "direct tax

on the state of mind." 20

The Court stated:
But this is not so. The tax is laid "upon the net income of such corporation."
The existence of the defined purpose is a condition precedent to the imposition

"304 U. S. 282 (1938).
185 5 B. T. A. 163.
1792 F. (2d) 9M1.

:'. 04 U. S. 2R6.
19 Ihid., pp. 288-289.
20 Ibid., p. 289.
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of the tax liability, but this does not prevent it from being a true income tax
within the meaning of the Sixteenth Amendment. The instances are many in
which purpose or state of mind determines the incidence of an income tax.:'

4. The statute is unconstitutional because it deprived the cor-
poration of its property without due process of law, as applied;
that, lacking a standard or formula to guide the Commission in
making assessments or the corporate directors in avoidance of
the tax, the section is unreasonable, arbitrary, and capricious;
that it is of retroactive assessment; and that nonassenting minor-
ity stockholders are treated unfairly by it.

The Court answered:
The prescribed standard is not too vague.'

Further:
Clearly, retroactive assessment is no more objectionable here than in the case

of penalties for fraud or negligence. * * * And since no minority stockhold-
ers are here involved, the last objection need not be considered.2 3

5. The statute is unconstitutional because it delegates, legisla-
tive power to the Commissioner.

The Court replied:
The statute provides that if the corporation is availed of for the forbidden
purpose, the tax "shall be levied, collected, and paid"; and certain facts are
made prima facie evidence of the existence of this purpose. No power is dele-
gated to the Commissioner save that of finding facts upon evidence.'

With this decision. the constitutionality of section 104 and its suc-
cessor section 102 was firmly established. Since then, the United States
Supreme Court has denied certiorari when cases have been appealed,
except for the Chicago Stock Yards Company case (318 U. S. 693
(1943)), in which it reversed the circuit court of appeals to support
a deficiency assessment approved by the Board of Tax Appeals.

The National Grocery Co., an operating concern, by accumulation
of surplus, had saved Henry Kohl, the beneficial owner of all the capi-
tal stock, surtax for the 9 years preceding the year of assessment
(1930-31), $1,240,852.30.25 In addition, if the profits going to surplus
in 1930-31 had been distributed, surtax in the further amount of $90,-
744.56, as a minimum, would have been incurred.26 Although draw-
ing a salary of $104,000 a year, Kohl required additional funds which
he took from the corporation in the form of loans. His total indebted-
ness to the corporation, as of January 31, 1931, covering 7 years of bor-
rowings, was $610,000.27 The corporation (January 31, 1931) had
T otal assets…---------------------------------------------------- $9, 108, 437
Earned surplus ----------- ------------------------------------- 7, 938, 965Liquid assets----------------------------------_------------ 5, 0, 000

Ratio of current assets to current liabilities 8 to 1.

In this case, the Supreme Court reprimanded the circuit court of
appeals for making an independent determination of the matters
which had been in issue and had been ruled on by the Board of Tax
Appeals. The proper function of the circuit court of appeals, as

n Ibid.
22 Ibid., p. 290.
23 Ihid.
" Ihid.
"Ibid., p. 292.
26 Ibid.
27 Ibid., p. 293.
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pointed out by the Supreme Court, was to limit its review of the case
to determining whether the evidence was sufficient to sustain the find-
ings and decision of the Board of Tax Appeals. It is difficult, in the
light of the facts, to see how the circuit court of appeals, in this case,
reached a decision adverse to the lower court.

SOME RECENT CASES

Whether or not a surplus accumulation is unreasonable is a question
of fact in the individual case and is to be determined with reference
to the relevant circumstances and conditions relating thereto. It is
in the judicial sifting and appraisal of the facts germane to the indi-
-vidual case and in the reasoning by which the particular conclusions
are reached that the attitude of the courts in the enforcement of section
102 finds expression. The reasoning of the courts in some of the more
important recent cases, as well as the'considerations establishing the
reasonableness or unreasonableness of the particular surplus accumu-
lation, is briefly reviewed below.
Reasonable Surplus Accumulations.

Gus Blass Company v. Coimmissioner of Internal Revenue (9 T. C. 15
(1947) ; 168 F. (2d) 833 (1948)).

The Gus Blass Company, a corporation of the State of Arkansas,
owned a retail department store in Little Rock, Arkansas. Its fiscal
year ended on January 31, and it filed its Federal corporate tax returns
on this basis. Fifty-one percent of the stock of the corporation was
owned by the lineal descendants of Gus Blass who founded the com-
pany, namely, Noland Blass, his sister, and the two surviving children
of Julian Blass, a deceased brother, in the fiscal year ending January
31, 1941, the year in which the Commissioner asserted a section 102
deficiency of $89,921.81.

In a directors' meeting held January 4, 1941, it was decided to revert
to a former practice (before fiscal 1937) of not paying dividends prior
to a final report of its auditors which would not be received until after
the close of the corporation's fiscal year.

For the fiscal year ending January 31, 1941, the company's net profit
(post income-tax) was $240,134.7(0. On March 12, 1941, a dividend of
$239,690 was declared and the dividend was paid on April 20,1941. Of
the dividend of $239,690, Noland Blass and 28 persons related to him
owning collectively 94 percent' of the company's stock received
$224,592.50. These individuals reported this dividend distribution in
their taxable income and paid tax thereon for the calendar year 1941
(being on a calendar year basis). The record does not disclose the
accounting period for which taxable income was reported by the other
12 owners of stock who received 6 percent of the distribution.

The company's earned surplus as of January 31, 1941, was $1,359,-
449.62, with an excess of current assets over total liabilities, other than
capital, of $840,099.52. In addition, Federal, State, and municipal
bonds and corporate stocks amounted to $1,140,004.70 (40 percent of
total assets) which had been acquired out of retained earnings. Net
quick assets were more than sufficient to finance a possible $750,000
building project-were it to prove necessary-without any retention
of earnings in fiscal 1941 as had been the case. The court consequently
held that earnings had been permitted to accumulate beyond the rea-
sonable needs of the business.
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This holding established the presumption (sec. 102 (c)) that the
purpose of the accumulation was to avoid personal surtax upon the
shareholders for the year ending January 31, 1941. However, the
court noted that this presumption could be overcome by a clear pre-
ponderance of the evidence to the contrary. Inasmuch as the distribu-
tion of dividends by the company (April 20, 1941), following the
close of its fiscal year, was included in the income of the shareholders
for the calendar year 1941, which would have been the case had the
distribution occurred within the company's fiscal year, i. e., January,
1941, no personal surtax was avoided by the distribution after the
close of the fiscal year. . Further, virtually all of the net earnings
(except for $444.70) were distributed, which refuted any purpose of
surtax avoidance.

Upon appeal to the Circuit Court of Appeals the case was dismissed
on motion of the petitioner and with the consent of respondent (168
F. (2d) 833 (1948)).

William C. Atwater and Company, Incorporated v. Commissioner
of Internal Revenue (10 T. C. 218 (1948) ).

William C. Atwater and Company, incorporated in the State of New
York in 1909, was engaged in the business of selling coal on commis-
sion for various coal mines. Some income was derived from mine
management, trading in coal, dividends and interest. Its corporate
income tax returns were on a calendar year basis. A substantial ma-
jority of the stock of the company was owned by members of the
Atwater family, the heirs of William C. Atwater, Sr.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue imposed a deficiency assess-
ment under section 102 for tax years 1942 and 1943 in the amounts
of $42,261.96 and $24,155.91 respectively.

The court found that the company had no net income for 1943, con-
sequently no assessment could be imposed for that year. In 1942
reported net income, was in the amount of $169,898.65; and surplus
was $5,219.83. As of December 31, 1942, the company held $304,753.79
in cash which was not regarded as excessive because the working
capital requirements (monthly settlements with coal mines) were
large. Frequent borrowings from banks were necessary to provide
additional working capital. The court was of the opinion that the
corporate directors acted in good faith in the retention of the earnings
in 1942 in the belief that they were needed in the business, particularly
in view of pending litigation, and that the directors could not law-
fully pay a dividend under the laws of New York because of the
inadequacy of the company's earned surplus. For these reasons the
court held that there was no improper accumulation of surplus.

J. L. Goodman Furniture Co. v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue
(11 T. C. 530 (1948)).

The J. L. Goodman Furniture Co., a corporation, was engaged in the
retail furniture business in Cleveland, Ohio. Julius E. Goodman,
the son of the founder of the business, his mother, and two others
related by blood or marriage owned 90 percent of the stock of the
company in 1942 and 1943. In 1935 Julius E. Goodman, the president,
decided that one or two branch stores should be opened in the newer
residential districts of the city. Various circumstances, including the
business recession of 1937-1938 and the war, caused postponement of
the proposed expansion. It was not until 1947 that a lot was pur-
chased for the erection of a new store.
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The Commissioner asserted section 102 deficiencies for 1942 of
$9,119.24 and for 1943 of $8,921.21.

The company's retail sales were largely on the installment basis,
i. e., about 90 percent. Dividends in the amount of $36,000 were paid
in 1942; also in 1943. Taxable net income was $127,098.88 in 1942
and $130,112.96 in 1943.

1941 19421 1943 '

Cash -$211,180.09 $234,794.41 $312,237.40
Government securities ---------------- 342,160. 74 436,841.35 499, 428.46
Other securities -87,303.22 87, 303. 22 87, 303. 22

Total ---------- ----------------------------- 640,644.05 758,938.98 898,969.08

Receivables --- ----------------------- 151, 167.62 182,220.48 56,283.84
Inventories - ------------------------------------- 103,189.47 132, 799.93 91,594.09

Total- 254,357.09 21, 020.41 147,877.93
Earned surplus ------ 8--------------------------------- 811,179.62 854,357.43 922,389.51

' As of Dec. 31.

The court was of the opinion that the company was using about
$500,000 of its earned surplus as working capital in the business. This
figure was reached by adding together (a) annual operating expenses,
(b) the average amount of accounts receivable, an (c) the average
current inventory. The court also found persuasive the company's
contention that bona fide plans for expansion had been and were be-
ing made during the years 1942 and 1943, even though it was not
until 1947 that a lot was purchased. Goodman's claim that $500,000
was necessary for the proposed expansion was allowed by the court
as being reasonable. Goodman further claimed that additional funds
were necessary to meet working capital requirements by reason of
an anticipated large increase in sales at the end of the war. With
this the court agreed and was of the opinion that a few hundred
thousand dollars of surplus accumulation for this purpose was not
unreasonable.
' The court observed that additional dividends would have increased

the personal surtaxes of the shareholders, but Goodman's testimony
that the retained earnings were without purpose of surtax avoidance
was persuasive. In addition, the court was favorably impressed with
the prior dividend record of the company. Allowance was made for
tax uncertainties and the unresolved profit from installment sales.
The court concluded that the cbrnpany had sustained its burden of
proof and that no improper accumulation was present.

The decision in this case is difficult to understand. Customarily,
the courts are adverse to the corporate accumulation of large amounts
of liquid funds when an expansion program is nebulous in its con-
ception and highly uncertain as to time of implementation. In the
instant case, the court conceded that expansion plans would not be
effectuated until some time after the war-the duration of which was
uncertain, and that the cost of the expansion program was indeter-
minate because of its indefiniteness. The court noted that the company
had been highly profitable over its many years of operation. This
carries the presumption that its profit making operations would
continue and, in so doing, would permit the financing of the expansion
program at a future time when it became formalized and certain-
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thus making unnecessary earnings accumulations in 1942 and 1943.
This consideration did not appear in the reasoning of the court. The
fact is that working capital requirements for inventories and accounts
receivable had declined since 1941 and could be expected to be rela-
tively low during the war period. Highly liquid assets as found in
cash and Government securities increased substantially, reflecting thedecrease in accounts receivable and inventories and the continuing
buildup of liquid surplus from retained earnings. This growth inliquid assets for which there was no current employment in the busi-ness, with future employment highly uncertain and indefinite, does
not lend support for a judicial holding that further earnings ac-cumulation was justified. It appears that the Commissioner had good
grounds for the assertion of deficiency assessment for tax years 1942
and 1943.

Walklup Drayage and Warehouse Co. and Merchants Express Corp.
(T. C. M., Dkt. No.'s 3271-3272; tax year 1940; year 1945).

The Walkup Drayage and Warehouse Co., a California corporation,
provided a drayage and warehousing service in the City and County
of San Francisco, California. All the common stock of the company
was owned by Ward G. Walkup. The Merchants Express Corpora-
tion was engaged in the express, drayage, and warehousing business
in the East Bay district, which included Oakland, Berkeley, and
other cities. All the stock of the Merchants Express Corporation was
owned by the Walkup Drayage and Warehouse Co. The Walkup
Company was organized in 1937 by Ward G. Walkup, who held allits stock, for the purpose of holding real property and improvements
thereon which it leased to the Walkup Drayage and Warehouse Co.and the Merchants Express Corporation for their business operations.

A deficiency -assessment under section 102 was asserted against theWalkup Drayage and Warehouse Co. for tax year 1940 by the Com-missioner of Internal Revenue.
The court found as follows:

(1) The company had grown rapidly, particularly since 1928,
until it became the largest business of this type in San Francisco.
This growth created a need for additional capital which was pro-
vided by retained earnings and bank loans.

(2) Earned surplus increased from $278,524 on December 31,
1939 to $333,468 on December 31, 1940, an increase of $54,944. On
December 31, 1940, current assets were less than current liabilities
for the company as well as the Merchants Express Corporation.
The cash working capital needs of the company were in the amount
of $100,000 to $150,000, with the company having $101,890 in cash
on December 31, 1940. Liquid assets were not excessive-instead
they appeared inadequate.

(3) The investment of the company's surplus and/or the pro-
ceeds of bank loans in the stock of the Merchants Express Cor-
poration, in the notes receivable of the Walkup Company, and in
an advance to the Vallejo, Napa and Calistoga Transport Com-
pany was justified because these enterprises were reasonably re-
lated to the company's business.

(4) The company was under no compulsion from section 102
to borrow funds from a bank in order to provide cash for the pay-
ment of a dividend. The statute was not intended to force earn-
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ings distributions when such earnings are necessary in the proper
conduct of the business.

Lion Clothing Company v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue (8
T. C. 1181 (1947)).

The Lion Clothing Company, a California corporation, was a re-
tailer of clothing, the third oldest mercantile firm in San Diego, Cali-
fornia. John H. Fox, the son of the founder of the business, became
president of the firm in 1939 on the death of his father. For the period
1940-1942 inclusive, John H. Fox, his sister. Lillian Gaynes, and A. F.
Gaynes, her husband, owned all of the 2,000 shares of stock out-
standing.

Deficiency assessments were asserted by the Commissioner for tax
years 1940, 1941, and 1942 under section 102 against the company.

Earned sur- Net quick Net t surplus Dividends
pleus assets ettrs pls paid

1939 -$163,934.85- - $30,106.13 None
1940 -199,419.58 $67,74. 72 35,610.81 $11,000
1941 -251, 716. 11 91, 584. 29 52, 467. 96 15,000
1942 -305, 025. 48 188, 785.62 45, 992.30 20, 000

I As of Dec. 31.

If there had been distribution of all income after payment of the
corporate taxes for the years 1940, 1941, and 1942, additional personal
surtaxes would have been as follows:
John H. Fox---------------------------------------------------- $33,120. 94
Lillian Gaynes- - _______________---------------------------- 26, 598. 28
A. F. Gaynes---------------------------------------------------- 193. 77

Total ------------------------- ----------------------- 59,912.99

The court found that:
(1) In accordance with a policy adopted by the company's di-

rectors in 1938, a part of the net profits were added to surplus each
year to provide funds for expansion and as a protection against
an unforeseen depression (the company had suffered losses during
the period 1930-1932 inclusive, and had been in trouble with the
banks because of outstanding loans).

(2) Funds were needed for expansion of the business as found
in physical improvements to the store building (i. e., $90,000),
in the purchase of interests of store concessionaires (i.e., $100,000),
and in the retirement of mortgage indebtness against the store
building (i.e., $145,000 as of December 31, 1940).

(3) The accumulation of some cash reserves was justifiable to
meet the risks of the war and postwar period; also as a protection
against future depressions.

(4) The estimate of the company of an additional working
capital requirement of $100,000 for inventory increase as clothing
became more available, and $50,000 for an increased volume of
accounts receivable was not unreasonable.

(5) Net quick assets and the accruals to surplus were reasonable
in amount because they were dedicated to legitimate business
needs.
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UnreasonabZle Surplus Accumnulations.
World Publishing Co. v. United States (72 F. Supp. 886 (1947) ; 169

F. (2d) 186 (1948) ; 335 U. S. 911 (1949) ).
The World Publishing Company, a corporation engaged in the pub-

lication of the Tulsa World, a daily newspaper of general circulation
in Tulsa, Oklahoma, was organized in 1906 with a capital of $25,000.
As of December 31, 1943, the authorized and issued -capital stock was
in the amount of $1,000,000, which was represented by 10,000 shares of
which Eugene Lorton, the president, owned 9,997 shares. His salary
as president was $50,000 per year.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue imposed deficiency assess-
ments under section 102 for the corporation's taxable years of 1942 and
1943 in the amounts of $22,118.41 and $19,524.30 respectively. The
taxpayer corporation paid the deficiency assessments with interest and
then sued for a.refund.

It was the practice of the taxpayer corporation to finance its growth
from the earnings of the company. The substantial growth of the
company is indicated by the increase in the week-day subscriptions
from 7,000 in 1910 to 70,000 in 1945. The need for a new press and as-
sociated equipment, including a suitable building, caused the direc-
tors, by resolution, to set aside funds for the acquisition of these
facilities. In 1939 a reserve, was established in the amount of $250,000.
This was increased to $500,000 in 1941. Although there had been some
negotiations for the purchase of a new press in 1942 and thereafter, a
contract was not entered into until 1945. The estimated minimum
cost of the new press and associated equipment at the end of 1942 was
$350,000; the cost of the building $150,000. One-half the cost of the
new press and accessory equipment was to be borne by the Tulsa Trib-
une. This latter newspaper was to make no contribution to the cost of
the building.

The financial status of the World Publishing Company for the years
1942 and 1943 was as follows (Circuit Court of Appeals)

Net earnings
Year (after corpo- Earned sur- Gross quick Net quickYear rate income plus assets I assets 2

tax)

1942- $80, 540. 28 $643, 062. 26 $631, 252. 57 $563, 651. 79
1943 -96, 564.21 739, 626.47 859, 099. 53 671, 261. 60

I Consisting of cash, stocks, and bonds.
2 Gross quick assets less current liabilities.

Dividends were paid in the years 1934 to and including 1941, and
in 1944 and 1945. No dividends were paid during 1942 and 1943
because earnings were retained for the expansion program.

Had the company distributed in full its net earnings in dividends
in 1942 and 1943, additional personal surtax in the amount of $69,-
520.35 would have been paid by Eugene Lorton.

The trial court (Federal District Court) found that:
(1) Net quick assets were in the amount of $427,287.39 as of

December 31, 1941, $496,168.65 on December 31, 1942 (book value),
and $645,878.61 on December 31, 1943 (fair market value).

(2) Net quick assets were in sufficient amount to provide for
the expansion program-thus making unnecessary the retention
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of earnings in 1942 and 1943. Judicial notice was taken of the
fact that the Tulsa Tribune was to bear half the cost of the new
press and accessory equipment (estimated 1942 in the amount of
$175,000). With deduction of the cost to be borne by the Tulsa
Tribune, the cost to the World Publishing Company of the pro-
posed expansion was $325,000, including the building.

(3) The testimony that several hundred thousand dollars in
the form of working capital was necessary in the business was
unreasonable and without merit; the only working capital that
was required was a nominal amount to maintain the editorial staff
of the paper.

(4) The taxpayer's reserve for depreciation may not be de-
ducted from surplus to determine the amount available for the
expansion program.

(5) There was little or no possibility of profit diminution be-
cause of the war. Consequently, retention of corporate profits
(accrual of surplus) in 1942 and 1943 could not be rationalized on
this ground.

(6) The expansion program contemplated by the company
could not be effectuated until after the war-which was recog-
nized by the directors in December, 1942; also in January, 1944
(minutes of meetings).

(7) The expansion program, when implemented, would find
distribution of its cost over a considerable period of time, and
would not require a cash outlay equal to its full cost on the con-
tract date.

(8) The taxpayer failed to overcome by a preponderance of the
evidence the finding of the Commissioner (i. e., improper accu-
mulation) because both the amount of the suirplus accrual and the
volume of liquid assets thereby represented prior to 1942 were
adequate for the expansion program, apart from the necessary
remoteness of the proposed expansion.

(9) The proposed venture in the business of radio broadcasting,
likewise remote in time, was not sufficiently related to the tax-
payer's business to make the financial needs of the former a part
of the requirements of the latter.

Upon appeal from the adverse decision of the Federal District
Court, the Circuit Court of Appeals (169 F. (2d) 186 (1948)) af-
firmed the judgment of the trial court. Attention was directed to the
-taxpayer's record of net earnings and accumulated earned surplus,
which were found to be highly satisfactory with reference to the con-
templated expansion program; in addition, the court noted that the
World Publishing Company was a "one-man" corporation, that there
was no indication from the facts that profits would not continue or
increase, and that the expansion program was necessarily indefinite
and remote because of the war. Further, the court declared that per-
sonal surtax avoidance in surplus accumulation need not be the sole
or exclusive purpose-that it need be only one of the factors behind
the accumulation.

The dissenting judge in the Circuit Court of Appeals was of the
opinion that the accumulated quick assets-which represented the
means of financing the expansion program, not accumulated earned
:surplus per se-were not in excess of the reasonable cost of the expan-

20179-52-11
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sion program, with the estimated cost of the press and accessory
equipment increasing to $636,489.38 by May, 1945, and the building
to $301,600 by August, 1945. The trial court was challenged as being
in error in giving consideration to the taxpayer's earned surplus-
rather than quick assets-as the taxpayer's capabilities of financing
the expansion program rested upon its quick assets, not earned sur-
plus. In this -respect the dissenting judge appears to have overlooked
the review and emphasis attached by the trial court to the quick asset
position of the taxpayer. The difference of opinion of the trial court
and the dissenting opinion of the Circuit Court of Appeals is that
the triai court set the quick assets against the estimated cost of the
expansion program as estimated at the end of 1942, finding them ade-
quate, while the dissenting judge of the Circuit Court measured quick
assets against the cost of the expansion program as estimated in 1945
(after costs had increased), and thus finding them to be not unreason-
able in amount.

Certiorari was denied upon appeal to the United States Supreme
Court (335 U. S. 911 (1949)).

Eastern Railway and Lumber Company v. Commissioner of Internal
Revenue (12 T. C. 869 (1949)).

The Eastern Railway and Lumber Company was incorporated in
1903 under the laws of the State of Washington. The vice president
and majority stockholder was S. A. Agnew who had acquired 991/2
percent of the company's stock by December 31, 1943.

The company became inactive following 1939, renting its mill. and
equipment and selling its timber property to S. A. Agnew. No divi-
dends had been paid by the company after 1920.

The Commissioner imposed a deficiency assessment under section
102 for the taxable year 1943 in the amount of $26,827.98 on the ground
that the company had been availed of to prevent the imposition of
personal surtax upon' its shareholders.

The financial status of the company at the beginning and end of
1943 was as follows:

Earned surplus Gross quick Net quick Cash on handassets assets

Beginning of taxable year 1943 -$115,497.69 $156, 929.84 $90,844.76 $126,747.85
End of taxable year 1943 ---------------- 172,185.19 334,008.81 251,879.17 206,411.77

The court found that:
(1) The taxpayer corporation had no activity except the hold-

ing of its property and the collection of the income therefrom.
(2) The accumulation of earnings in 1943 was unnecessary as no

financial need existed. Its limited business activities could not
justify the heavy accumulation of quick assets.

(3) The company's earnings were used by Agnew for his per-
sonal operations and advantage, although such earnings were not
distributed as dividends. This he was able to accomplish because
he owned virtually all the stock.

(4) The contention of the taxpayer corporation that its accu-
mulations of earnings were necessary to permit reentrance into
the logging and lumber activities at a. future time as it had
planned, which would require $1,500,000 to effectuate this purpose,
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was unreasonable. In rejecting this contention the court stated
that there had been no showing of any reasonably immediate need
for the corporate retention of earnings in 1943.

Whitney Chain and Mfg. Company v. Com'mis8ioner of Intenol
Revenue (3 T. C. 1109 (1944); 149 F. (2d) 936 (1945)).

The Whitney Chain and Mfg. Company, a corporation of the State
of Connecticut, was subject to a deficiency assessment under section
102 for taxable year 1939 in the amount of $17,611.81. The company
was engaged in the manufacture of chains and sprockets for power
transmission, and keys and cutters for metal-working operations.

The company's outstanding stock of 15,000 shares (par value $100)
in 1939 was distributed as follows:

Held in corporate treasury-3,693 shares
Wife and children of C. E. Whitney (five persons)-all remain-

ing shares except the directors' qualifying shares
Dividends were. paid in the amount of $67,842.00, with $70,447.23

of the current earnings retained in 1939. As of December 31, 1939,
earned surplus was $1,668,102.04; current assets, $1,310,102.00; cur-
rent liabilities, $108,865.05; and net quick assets, $1,201,236.95, of
which $218,501.61 was in cash. In addition, $381,867.51 was invested
in the stock of the Hanson-Whitney Machine Company, which repre-
sented a 75 percent stock interest. The Hanson-Whitney Machine
Company had leased certain plant facilities owned by the Whitney
Chain and Mfg. Company.

Noninterest bearing loans to stockholders were in the amount of
$347,768.54, which the court found had no relationship to the business
activities of the company.

By the nondistribution of the $70,447.23 of earnings in 1939, per-
sonal surtax savings of $i2,042.28 accrued to the principal share-
holders.

The court declared that:
(1) The accumulated surplus was greatly in excess of the needs

of the business.
(2) The investment of $381,867.51 in the stock of the Hanson-

Whitney Machine Company was an investment of surplus in an
unrelated business; also that the noninterest bearing loans to the
stockholders served no business purpose and represented idle
funds. Employment of accumulated surplus in the above invest-
ments was surplus accumulated in excess of the reasonable needs of
the business because no useful purpose was served thereby.

(3) If the $70,447.23 of retained earnings in 1939 were, in
fact, needed in the business for purposes of expansion as the tax-
payer contended, a distribution could have been effectuated with-
out the company foregoing the use of the funds by a dividend in
kind payable by stockholder debt cancellation in the above
amount, by a cash dividend of this amount conditioned upon a
corresponding reduction in the debts of the shareholders held by
the company, or by a dividend of this amount in the shares of the
Hanson-Whitney Machine Company.

Upon appeal the Circuit Court of Appeals (149 F. (2d) 936 (1945))
held with the trial court that methods were available to the directors
to effectuate a distribution of earnings without any diminution of the
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company's quick assets available for use in the business, and that these
methods could be expected to be known by directors of the calibre of
the taxpayer as the trial court had observed.

Christmann Veneer and Lumber Company (T. C. M., Dkt. No.
4916; tax year 1941; year 1945).

The Christmann Veneer and Lumber Com pany, a Missouri corpora-
tion, was engaged in the lumber, veneer, and plywood business in St.
Louis, Missouri. The company was owned by Fred G. and Wm.
E. A. Christmann and Martin Beckemeier, with each having a one-
third interest.

The company was subjected to a deficiency assessment under sec-
tion 102 for tax year 1941 by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue-
in the amount of $7,928.34.

The finances of the company were as follows:

Posttax net Dividends Net to Total earned
income paid surplus snrplus (net)

1941 -__--___ --_ -- __ $42, 580.31 $13, 750. 00 $28,830.31 $160, 081. 40

On December 24, 1941, the company loaned $36,000, in individual
amounts of $12,000, to each of its three shareholders. The proceeds
of the loan to Wm. Christmann were used to purchase a farm. The
loans to the other two shareholders were to equalize the distribution
and to provide the same benefits to them as to Wm. Christmann. The
loans were formalized in interest bearing notes at 2 percent interest.
Although the shareholders had borrowed from the company prior to
1941, the loans had all been repaid.

Prior to the above loan transaction, the company's cash and Govern-
ment bonds totaled $96,934.80. The only liabilities consisted of
$2,893.23 in accounts payable and $32,828.93 in accrued income and
excess-profits taxes not yet due.

the court found that:
(1) More than the amount of the net undistributed income was

transferred to the shareholders in amounts corresponding to their
stock interests, i. e., $36,000 in loans with undistributed income
in the amount of $28,830.31, with the distribution accomplished
by loans rather than dividends.

(2) The shareholders received the benefits of the corporate prof-
its without incurring personal surtax thereon. Had the $28,830.31
been distributed as a dividend to the shareholders, additional
personal surtaxes in the amount of $12,529.32 would have accrued.

(3) No purpose other than personal income tax avoidance was
served by the loan operation.

(4) The claim of the company that the profits retained in 1941
were needed in the business is negatived by the fact that the com-
pany did not retain the earnings but, instead, placed the share-
holders in possession. The company could not expect payment of
the loans on demand. Further, the investment in a farm of the
proceeds of the loan by one shareholder did not comport with the
company's desire for liquidity. If the company had been seriously
concerned with the preservation of its liquidity, the retained earn-
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ings could have been invested in Government bonds with which
it was familiar and which paid approximately the same interest
as the shareholder loans.

Southland Industries, Inc. (T. C. M., Dkt. No. 3387; tax year 1940;
year 1946).

Southland Industries, Inc., a Texas corporation, operated a com-
mercial broadcasting station, known as WOAI, in San Antonio,
Texas. The company had the largest transmitter, i. e., 50 KW, and
the only A-1 classification in San Antonio. The income of the com-
pany was derived from the sale of advertising, with cash payment
therefor on a monthly basis. All the stock of the company was owned
by G. A. C. Half. The company's operations had been very profit-
able.

A deficiency assessment under section 102 was asserted by the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue for the fiscal year ending July 31, 1940,
in the amount of $21,731.37.

Investments had been made by Southland Industries, Inc., in other
enterprises unrelated to the broadcasting business as follows (as of
July 31, 1940):
Rateliffe-Payne Motor Co…______-$22, 100. 00 (common stock) (52 percent stock

Dittmar Properties Co_--------- 41, 000. 00

Blanco Oil Co------------------ 377 200. 00

Central P. and L. Corp_---------
Street Widening Certificates____-
Other stocks and bonds_________
Loans to G. A. C. Halff_--------
Other loans_-------------------

960. 00
3, 654. 00
1, 810.00

13, 356. 26
16, 651. 73

interest)
(bonds) (G. A. C. Halff owned

some 35 percent of the stock of
this company)

(notes receivable) (G. A. C. Halff
was the sole owner of this com-
pany)

(6 percent pfd. stock)

Loans to the Blanco Oil Co. were increased in the net amount of $64,000
in the taxable year ending July 31, 1940. Accrued interest on the
loans outstanding to the Blanco Oil Co. was $103,188.31.

The financial condition of Southland Industries, Inc., as of July 31,
1940, was as follows:
Earned surplus------------------------- ----------------------- $226, 938.40
Cash-------------------------------------------------------- 118, 550. 82
Excess of current assets over current liabilities (surplus not in-

eluded) --------------- :-------------------------------------- 662, 179.00

For fiscal 1940:
Posttax net earnings------------------------------------------- $161, 925. 46
Net to surplus------------------------------------------------- 86, 925.46
Dividends paid -7----------------------------------- 75 000. 00

If all the company's earnings had been distributed for fiscal year
1940, G. A. C. Half would have paid $43,476.22 in additional personal
surtaxes.

The court found that:
(1) Of total assets of $913,470.93 only $153,293.33 were net

fixed assets (after deduction of reserve for depreciation) relating
to the broadcasting business; total nonoperating capital (assets
not directly related to broadcasting business) was $714,761.04.
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(2) A large working capital was not needed because the busi-
ness was operated on a cash basis (collections were monthly).

(3) The accumulation of a large earned surplus was unjusti-
fied because of the company's cash basis of operations and its high
past and current profitability.

(4) Liquid assets were greatly in excess of requirements.
(5) The claim of the company that a large surplus accumula-

tion and a large amount of nonoperating capital were needed in
the business because of plans for expansion and modernization
was not persuasive. Evidence indicated that the suggested need
for a more imposing building had not led to the formulation of
any plans or a decision thereon; that Halfl's intention to invest
assets of the company in a merchandising business had no relation-
ship to the needs of the broadcasting business; that the installation
of a more powerful transmitter (in excess of 50 KW) could not be
accomplished because the Federal Communications Commission
had publicly announced that no power in excess of 50 KW would
be licensed; that frequency modulation was in the experimental
stage in 1940, and the company could not claim it was a necessary
installation that year because it did not apply for an FM license
until 1944 ; and that the need for installation of television or
facsimile transmission facilities was rebutted by the fact that the
company had never applied for a license for these types of trans-
mission. The proposed complete modernization of the existing
transmitting equipment, at an estimated cost of $125,000, was
substantially less than the accrued surplus of $226 938.40 The
court noted that the proposed, and presumably needed, moderni-
zation had not been accomplished by the time of the trial (1946).

(6) To justify surplus accumulation the business needs to be
served must be immediate-not remote nor indefinite.

(7) The Southland Industries, Inc., and the Blanco Oil Co.
were simply the alter egos of G. A. C. Halff who used the assets
of the former company to expand the operations of the latter,
solely to the personal advantage of Halff.

(8) The Southland Industries, Inc., having no need or use of
its accumulated earnings, had directed them to unrelated enter-
prises, particularly to the Blanco Oil Co. the investments in which
totaled $480,388.31 (principal and interest), or over half the com-
pany's total assets. These loans (and investments) negatived the
need to strengthen financially the company, and evidenced the
desire on the part of Halff to obtain, free of surtax, a dividend
equivalent. The court noted that the company's loans ($64,000)
to the Blanco Oil Co. in the taxable year could have been paid to
Half as a dividend.

SUMMARY OF LITIGATED CASES

A review of the litigated cases under section 102 and predecessor sec-
tions reveals that the following disposition has been made of the 101
cases (table 27).

Cases heard and decided favorably to the Government total 42 (42
percent of total cases), and represent 67 percent of the total proposed
tax (tax proposed in cases going to the courts for adjudication).
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Heard and decided adversely to the Government were 50 cases (50
percent of total cases), involving, however, only 23 percent of the total
proposed tax.

In three cases (3 percent of total), a trial court decision favorable to
the Government was appealed to the circuit court of appeals and dis-
missed without decision on stipulation of the parties. These cases ac-
count for 8 percent of total proposed tax.

TABLE 27.-Summary of cases litigated under sec. 102 of the Internal Revenue
Code or under similar provisions in prior revenue acts, 1913 to Jan. 1, 1950

NumberTax proposed

Heard and decided favorably to Government-42 $12, 612,084
Heard and decided adversely to Government .50 4.256,271
Trial court decision favorable to Government; appeal to circuit court of appeals

dismissed without decision on stipulation of parties 3 1,485,222
Trial cosrt decision adverse to Government; appeal to circuit court of appeals

dismissed without decision on stipulation of parties-a 1088 20
Trial court decision partly in favor of Government; appeal to circuit court of

appeals dismissed without decision on stipulation of parties. 183,12
Trial court decision favorable to Government; on appeal remanded without

decision pursuant to stipulation of no deficiency or remanded on other
grounds without discussion of applicability of see. 102 -2 104,162

Total closed -11 18.749,146

NOTE.-Table prepared by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

In another three cases (3 percent of total), the trial court decision
was adverse to the Government. Upon appeal to the circuit court of
appeals, the cases were dismissed without decision on stipulation of the
parties. Only 0.5 percent of total proposed tax was involved in these
cases.

These latter two groups of cases balance-off in numbers, but not in
proposed tax, with the three cases which secured a favorable trial court
decision representing 8 percent of total proposed tax, while the other
three cases (trial court decision unfavorable to Government) represent
0.5 percent.

In one case, the trial court decision was partly in favor of the Gov-
ernment. The circuit court of appeals dismissed the case without
decision on stipulation of the parties. The tax proposed in this case
was $183,127.

Two cases received a trial court decision which was in favor of the
Government, but, on appeal, they were remanded without decision,
pursuant to a stipulation of no deficiency or on other grounds, with-
out discussion of section 102 applicability. The proposed tax in these
two cases was $104,162.

The Government has fared well in the litigation under section 102
with respect to proposed tax; less well in terms of the number of cases.
In tax proposed, the Government received favorable decisions in the
trial court and/or on appeal for 67 percent of total proposed tax;
and favorable trial court decisions, with dismissal of case on appeal
without decision on stipulation of parties, for 8 percent. On the
whole, the Government, in the enforcement of section 102, should feel
no compulsion to compromise cases in order to avoid litigation because
the courts, though conservative, apparently have not been unsym-
pathetic, and have supported the Bureau where it counts-in cases in-
volving large deficiency assessments. On the other hand, the Bureau
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has applied the tax, generally, when liability appears clear-cut and
when the purpose to avoid personal surtax through surplus accumula-
tions finds very strong evidentiary support. In view of the very con-
servative and cautious attitude of the Bureau in the imposition of
deficiency assessment under section 102, an even better record in
litigation might be expected. The fact that the Government has lost
slightly more than half the cases emphasizes the conservatism of the
courts and, possibly, their reluctance to support the imposition of a
penalty tax. Trial courts have given to "reasonable business needs" a
liberal and generous interpretation, and have been disposed to defer
to the "more experienced" judgment of the corporate directors 28 in
appraising the financial requirements of the business as to surplus
accumulation and needed liquidity.29

Table 28 lists the 101 adjudicated cases in order of fiscal year of trial
court decision with the name of the respondent corporation, the tax
year or years of assessment, the name of the trial court and the court
of final determination, the case citation (or citations), the nature of
the final determination (favorable or unfavorable to Government),
the tax proposed, and the type of corporation.

Although the initial litigation occurred in fiscal 1929-30, which
involved two corporations and four tax years of assessment, the next
two fiscal years were without any cases being brought before the courts
(see table 29) . In fiscal 1932-33, two corporations, having five assess-
able tax years, appealed to the courts for relief. From this time for-
ward, cases were presented to the courts for adjudication each yeax.
The smallest volume of litigation was never less than two cases in any
year, with a maximum of 12 corporations seeking relief in fiscal
1942-43; also in 1943-44. The number of tax years of assessment were
18 and 23, respectively.

11 The directors are customarily the owners of the majority of the voting shares, if not
all the shares, in sec. 102 assessments, and, hence, are deeply concerned with the problem
of the personal surtax. It is not to be expected that these same directors would be dis-
interested parties to the beneficial effects of surplus accumulation in minimizing surtax.

" William Is Cary, op. cit., pp. 1306-1307.



TABLE 28.-Cases litigated under sec. 102 or under similar provisions in prior revenue acts

Type of corporation

Decided fa- Decided ad- Txpo prt
Fiscal year Name of respondent corpora- Taxable year Name of court of Case citation vorably to versely to Tax pro- Person- Invest- Operat-

trial court tion filing period final determination Government Government posed al bolid- menit lug
decision' ing corpora- corpora-

coisipany tion tion

I~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1,1 I-_ -
1029-30 . United Busixsess Corp.

America.

1929-30 - French Mortgage & Bond Co

1932-33 . LI. C. Tway Coal Sales Co..-

1932-33 Williams Investment Co.

1933-34.I Keck Investment Co .

1933-34 . Wm. C. deMille Productions,
Inc.

Cecil B. deMille Productions,
Inc.

Fisher & Fisher, Inc .

Irvington Investments Co....

of 11921 .

1923 .
1924 .
1925 .
1 922 .-- - - - -
1923 .-- - - - -
1924 .-- - - - -
19253 .--- - -

1923 .

1924 .

1925 .
19260
1927 .
19248
19254
1926

1927 .
1928.

1929 .
1926 .
1927
1931-

1935-36 United Business Corp. of 1922 .
America. 1923 .

1935-36-I A. D. Saenger, Inc 11929 .

B. T. A .
Affirmed C. C. A. 2.
Certiorari denied....

D. C., Mich .

D. C., Ky ------
Afflrmed C. C. A. 6.

iCourt of Claims.

B. T. A .
Afflrmed C. C. A. 9.
Certiorari denied.-

19 B. T. A. 809
62 F. (2d) 754 .
290 U. S. 635

38 F. (2d) 841 .

3 F. Supp. 668-
75 F. (2d) 336 .

77 Ct. Cl. 3960
3 F. Supp. 225 .
29 B. T. A. 143
77 F. (2d) 244 .
296 U. S. 633-

IB' T. A 30 B. T. A. 826 -
Dismissed C. C. A. 9- 80 F. (2d) 1010.

IB. T. A 31 B. T. A. 1161
Affirmed C. C. A. 9 90 F. (2d) 12 .
Cert. denied 302 U. S. 713 .

B.T.A 32B.T.A. 211.
Affirmed C. a. A. 2 84 F. (2d) 996 .
13. T.A - 32 B.T. A. 1165TB. T.A A . 1
Remanded pursuant 33B. T. A. ° .

to stipulation of no -
deficiency C. C. A. -
2.j

B. T. A 33B.T.A. 135.
Affirmed C.C.A.5..6 84 F. (2d) 23 .
Certiorari denied . 299 U. S. 577 .

Yes
Yes .

Ye.

i Yes.Yes .
Yes .
Yes .Ie n.-------yes
1--------------

|----- do.do.
.do

.I . .
. - - - -- - -

.........---

. . ......--

Yes .
Yes ----

B. T.A., yes.

.do.

Yes.
Yes.-------.-
Yes.---------
Yes- ---
Yes ..
Yes .------
Yes ---.---
Yes --------
Yes ---------

} 23, 818
18, 539

100, 532
164, 315

19,806

(2)-----

42,462-

49, 877
38, 584
28,937
23, 267

157, 599
363, 605334, 871
138, 217387,599

104,423
58,872
58, 101
19,788

B. T. A., yes 15,399
-- --do.-- - - - 38 .657-.- - - -

Yes - --- 65, 808 ()
…::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ---------- --------- ---------
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Yes.
Yes.

Yes.

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.

Footnotes at end of table.

1934-35 .

1934-35 .

1935-36-

0

z
0
ITJ

00

~d
09

It

0

(n

i

U2

0

0

02

I-.
C;

$1D, 710 1- -- - -- - --Yes ----- - -I - - - - - - -



TABLE 28.-Cases litigated under sec. 102 or under similar provisions in prior revenue acts-Continued

Fiscal year
trial court
decision

1935-36
1935-36 -- -

Name of respondent corpora-
tion

Taxable year
filing period

Edward 0. Swartz, Inc - 1927
R. & L., Inc -1929

1936-37 - Sauk Investment Co
1936-37- Rands, Inc .

1936-37-- Almours Securities, Inc

1936-37 - National Grocery Co

1936-37 - Rofam, Inc

1936-37 -

1930
1927 .
1928 -
1929 .
1930
1931 .

1932 .
Fiscal year

ending Jan.
31, 1931.

1932

Name of court of
final determination Case citation

Decided fa-
vorably to

Government

Decided ad-
versely to

Government
Tax pro-

posed

lIi - -l l ll I
B. T. A .
B. T.A
Affirmed 0. C. A. 5_
Certiorari denied
B. T. A .

B. T. A .

Dismissed C. C. A. 6.

B. T. A .

Affirmed C. C. A. 5.
Certiorari denied----
B. . A .
Rev'd 0.0. A. 3
S. Ct. reviewing C.

C.A. 3.
B. T. A .

Emad, Inc. (reported Rofam, 1932 -B. T. AInc. et al.). I

1937-38 - Nipoch Corp .

1937-38 - C. H. Spitzner & Son, Inc.
1937-38 Reynard Corp .

1937-38- j R. L. Blaffer & Co .

1937-38 - .-----

1937-38 .

1938-39 .

1938-39 .

Charleston Lumber Co .

Industrial Bankers Securities
Corp.

W. S. Farish & Co .

Seaboard Security Co .

1931 .
1932
1032 - - - - - -
Fiscal year

ending Mar.
31, 1932.

Fiscal year
ending Sept.
30, 19.32.

Sept. 30, 1933...
Sept. 30, 1934.--

1924 .

Fiscal year end-
ing Sept. 30,
1932.

Sept. 30, 1933--
Fiscal year end-

ing Oct. 31,
1934.

1932 .

B. T. A .
JDismissed C. C. A. 2.
B.T.AIB. T. A .
Dismissed C. C.

A. 2.
B. T.U--A.
Affirmed C. C.

A.85.
Certorari denied ---

D. C., W. Va
Dismissed C. C.

A. 4.ID. C,, N. Y.
A ffr e d C. C . 2

LB. T. A .

Affirmed C. C. A. 6.
B. T. A---- ---

33 B. T. A. 355-
33 B. T. A. 857 --
84 F. (2d) 721
299 U. S. 5
34 B. T. A. 732-

34 B. T. A. 1094 ----
101 F. (2d) 1018-

35 B. T. A. 61
91 F. (2d) 427 .
302 U. S. 765 .
35 B. T. A. 163 .
92 F. (2d) 931 .
304 U. S. 282

P-H Memo B. T.
A., par. 37,080.

P-H Memo B. T.
A., par. 37,080
(supra).

}36 B. T. A. 662 .

37 B. T. A. 511 .
37 B. T. A. 552-

37 B. T. A. 851 .
103 F. (2d) 487 .

308 U. S. 559 .

20 F. Supp. 83
93 F. (2d) 1018 .

i04 F. (2d) 177

Yes ..Yes.

{B. T. A., yes-do
do .

F -do ----IYes
IYes .

IYes -.-

-Yes----- -

Yes -- --

--- --- -- --- IY es

[B. T. A., yes.
(- - do -- - -

TB. T. A., yes.

Yes .

Yes --

I -

38 B. T. A. 10-
104 F. (2d) 833 - -
38 B. T. A. 560 .

Yes .

D.C., yes...

Yes .
Yes .

Yes .

Yes .

661, 104
66, 990

62, 878315,306
475,025
239,081

28, 614
1,282,169

778, 852

477,360

17, 240

17,240

250, 272
155, 579
94, 377

21,375

15, 734

11,866
12,649

9, 077

138, 490
51,421

Type of corporation

Person- Invest- Operat-
al hold- ment ing

ing corpora- corpora-
company tiont ion

l(I-

(2)

---------I------ IYes.

(2)

(F)
(2)

(2)

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.
Yes.

10, 8751- I- I Yes.

Cn
00

0
41
0
,xi

0
0

0

0zU2

I I

39, 715 - - - - -I - - - -



1938-39-

1938-39-

1938-39 .
1938-39-
1938-39-
1938-39-

Seaboard Small Loan Corp.
sreported Seaboard Security
a0. et al.).

Southern Security Co. (re-
ported Seaboard Security
Co. et al.).

Mead Corp-
Mellbank Corp-
A. and J., Inc-
Dill Manufacturing Co

1938-39- J. E. Baker Co

1939-40 - Corporate Investment Co
1939-40 - Delaware Terminal Corp

1939-40- Trico Securities Corp
1939-40 - Chicago Stock Yards Co

1939-40 - Suffolk Securities Corp-

193940 - I J. M. Perry & Co., Inc

1939-40- I C. R. Burr & Co., Inc.

1939-40 Wilson Bros. & Co-

1939-40I Beim Co-

1940-41 - Olin Corp - -----------

1940-41- Wilkerson Daily Corp., Ltd.

1932-

1931-

1932-
1931-
1932-
1931 .
Fiscal Year end-

ing N1ov. 30,
1932.

1930 -

1i929-
Period Sept. 13

to Dec. 31,
1932.

193 3-
1930-
1932-
1933-
Fiscal year end-

ing Nov. 30,
1930.

1035-
193 -
Fiscal year

ending May
31, 1935.

May 31, 1936
1932-
1933 -
1934-

1932-
1933-

1932 -
1933-
Fiscal year

ending July
31,1936.

B. T. A - 38 B. T. A. 560 -
(supra).

B. T. A - 38 B. T. A. 560 - -------
(supra).

B.T.A- 38B.T.A.687--
Reversed C. C. A. 3 116 F. (2d) 187---
B. T. A - 38B.T.A.1108-
B. T. A - 38 B. T. A. 1248 - Yes
B.T.A - 39B.T.A.1023 -

B. T. A-

B. T. A
B. T. A .

B. T. A .I T .A -- - - - - -
Reversed C.C.A. 1
S. Ct. reversing

C.C.A. 1.
B. T. A-
Affirmed C. C. A. t2
Certiorari denied...

{ffirmed C. C. A. 9.

IB. T. A-

{B.T.A - --

lAffirmed C. C. A. 9.

.D. C., Minn-

Affirmed C. C. A. 8
B. T. A -------
Affirmed C. C. A. 7-
B.T.A ---------
Affirmed C. C. A. 9

P-H Memo B. T. A.,
par. 39, 257.

40 B. T. A. 1156
40 B. T. A. 1180.

41B.T.A.306-
I41 B. T. A. 1190-

i129 F. (2d) 937-
1318 U. B. 693- --
41 B. T. A. 1161.
128 F. (2d) 743-
317 U. S. 700- --
P-H: Memo B. T.

A., par. 40, 153,
120 F. (2d) 123.

P-H Memo B. T.
A., par. 40,250.

P-H Memo B. T.
A., par. 40,271,

124 F. (2d) 606-
26A. F. T. R. 1189--
40-2 U. S. T. C.,

par. 9630.
113 F. (2d) 897------
42 B. . A. 1203.--.
128 F. (2d) 185 - -
42 B. T. A. 1266.
125 F. (2d) 998 - -

36,797 1---------I---------I Yes.

Yes ----

Yes
Yes .
Yes
Yes.

-Yes -------

l ----------- - Y es
l---- - IYes ----

13, 039

11,324
127,432
40,222

161,346
105, 087

105, 016

335, 908
185, 591

AnnA 00

--------- I---------l Yes.

(;)

(3)

Yes 1, 817, 686 ( -
Yes-1, 301, 638 (bjYc s 1, 147, 11 1

I Yes -----

I Yes--

Yes --------

I Yes-: -----
Yes------
yes .-----

I Yes.lYes-

Yes-
Yes-

}lYes-

Yes .

Yes-

56, 543 (e)

18, 42
5, 971-
0,658-

3 347
10,865
19,207
11,017

17,640
31, 167

128,734
100,481

17, 199

Yes.

Yes. |Yes.

0
Yes. Z

0

0
00

02

Yes.
Yes. I

Yes.

Yes. r

02

yes

Footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE 28.-Cases litigated under sec. 102 or under similar provisions in prior revenue acts-Continued

Name of respondent corpora-
tion

Stanton Corp

R. C. Reynolds, Inc
United Block Co., Inc

1941-42 - Saven Corp 0

194142 Trico Products Corp

19 1-42 .

1941-42 .

1941-42 -.-

1941-42 .

Botsford, Constantine & Gar-
diner.

Plant Shipping Co., Inc.

Plant Line Stevedoring Co.,
Inc.

Hemphill Schools, Inc .

1942-43 - L. R: Teeple Co .

1942-43 .

1942-43 .

1942-43 .

1942-43 .

Florida Iron & Metal Co. of
Jacksonville.

Howard Flint Ink Co .

Bosch Brewing Co .

Becton, Dickinson & Co .

1942-43- j Dietz & Co.,-Inc .---.

Taxable year
filing period

Name of court of
final determination Case citation

Decided fa-
vorably to

Government

II I- II _ I

1931 .-- - - - -
1932
1935 .
Fiscalycar

ending Sept.
30, 1936.

1928 .
1929 .
19934 .

1 935 .
1938 .

1938 --.------- -

1938 - .-.---.----

Fiscal year
ending Mar.
31, 1936.

1937 .1938
1939 .-- - - - -1938 .

1938 .
1939 .
1938

Fiscal year end-
ing June 30,
1939.

1938

B. T. A .
Affirmed C. C. A. 2.
B. T. A .
B, T, A ---- ---

Affirmed C. C. A. 2
Certiorari denied.

}B. T. A .

B. T. A .
Affirmed C. C. A. 2.
Certiorari denied.--.
B. T. A .

B. T. A

B. T. AIB. T. A .-- - -- - -
Vacated and re-

manded C. C., A.
9, B. T. A.

TB.T.A
B. T. A .

}B. T. A
B. T. A .

B. T. A. Affirmed
0.C. A. 3.

Tax Court .

44 B. T. A. 56 .
138 F. (2d) 512 .
44 B. T. A. 356 .
P-H Memo. B. T. A.,

par. 40,575.
345 F. (2d) 704 .
315U. S.812
45 B.T.A.343 .
46 B. T. A. 346 .
137 F. (2d) 424.
320 U. S. 799 .
P-fH Memo. B.T.A.,

par. 41,494.
P-H Memo. B.T. A,

par. 42,213.
P-H Memo. B. T. A.,

par. 42,221.
P-H Memo. B. T. A,

par. 42,285.
137 F. (2d) 961 .

47B. T. A. 270 .

P-H Memo B. T. A.
par. 42,408.

P-H Memo B. T. A.
par. 42,410.

P-H Memo B. T. A.
par. 42,429.

P-H Memo B. T. A.
par. 42,441.

134 F. (2d) 354.
P-H Memo T. C.

par. 42,597.
1 T. C. M. 93

Yes .
Yes .

IYes
fYes .
Yes
Yes .

|Yes .

IYes.
Yes .

JYe -------

Yes - ---- --

Decided ad-
versely to

Government

Yes .

,Yes--------.

.Yes.

Yes .--------
Yes .
Yes.
Yes --.-

Yes ----------
Yes --
Yes --

Yes -----

Tax pro-
posed

$453, 640
81, 968
35, 255

29, 841

287 679
498 457
413, 439

1, 220, 933
3, 784

3, 962

1, 417

66, 658

7, 696
15, 558

9, 166
9, 264

28, 935
30, 721
12,631

66,540 -

Type of corporation

Person- Invest- Operat-
al hold- ment ing

ing corpora- corpora-
company tion tion

( (2) '((e g(2

--------- 
--------- Yes.

-------- 
--------- Yes.

. -Yes.

Yes,

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.

Yes.

9,711-j Yes.

Fiscal year
trial court
decision

194041

194041
1940-41

C)
T9

Hi

t4
0

11

z
0

C

c:

0
96

0

02

I I I I

---------

---------

---------

---------

---------

---------



1942-43 Millane Nurseries & Tree Ex- 138C
perts, Inc. 1939- }Ta Court.

1942-43 - Metal Mouldings Corp ......-.. 1939 - I Tax Court

1942-43 - . Medical Arts Hospital of 1939 -. . * Tax Court
Dallas. I lAffirmedCA .

Calif. Isotor Transport Co.,
Ltd

Calif. Motor Express Co., Ltd.

1939 ...--

1940 .- -
1939-

1940 -- ------

}Tax Court .

[Tax Court-

1942-43 - Steel's Mills (a corporation) --I 1938 - - D. C., N. C-.-

1943-44 - Wean Engineering Co., Inc ....

1943-44 - I McCutchin Drilling Co -------

1943-44 - Gibbs & Cox, Inc .

1943-44 - I T. Smith & So'i, Inc--.-

1936-
1937 -
1938 -
1939 -
1940 ---- -
Fiscalyearend-

ing Sept. 30,
1940.

1938 .-- - - - -
1939 -
1940 -.---

1938 -.--.-
1939 .----

1943-44 - I Smokeless Fuel Co ------------ 1 1938----------

1943-44 -- H---- Ilanovia Chemical & Manu- 1938 ..
facturing Co. I

|Tax Court …

Tax Court -

Affirmed IC. C. A. 5

ITax Court

Affirmed C. C. A. 2

~Tax Court-

Tax Court .

-do -------- -----

1943-44 - Baker & Co., Inc - -- 1938 ----------- do -

1943-44 - W. H. Gunloeke Chair Co Fiscal year 1 Tax Court ------
ending June
30, 1939. J Affirmed 0. 0. A. 2.

1943-44 - Litchfield Creamery Co - 1938 ...---- Tax Court ......--

Footnotes at end of table.

{P-H Memo T. C.,
< a.42,651, 1 T. C.

l M.228.
FP- H Memo T. C.,

Far43,087, 1 T. C.
l .616.IP-H Memo T. C.,
par. 43,189.

i T. C. M. 935-
1141 F. (2d) 404 -jP-H Memo T. C.

par. 43, 192.
[I T. C. M. 974-
[P-H Memo T. C.,
{par. 43.192.
l T. C. M. 974-
132 A. F. T. R. 1734,
j43-1 U. 8. T. C.

par. 9397.

{P-H Memo T. C
par. 43, 348.

2 T. C. M. 510 l

P-H Memo T. C.,
par. 43, 370.

2 T. C. M. 554 -
143 F. (2d) 480
P-H Memo T. C.,

par. 43, 400 -.-
2 T. C. M. 688..
147 F. (2d) 60 .
P-H Memo T. C.,j par. 43, 412.
2 T. C. M. 7409
P-H Memo T. C..

par. 43,425 - .
2.C. M. 794 -.-.
P-H Memo T. C.,

par. 43,435 --
2. C. M. 822--
P-H Memo T. C.,

2ar. 43,436
12T. C.M. 827 ----
P-H Memo T. C.,
par. 43,443 - .-.
2T. PC. M. 885 -
145 F. (2d) 791.
PAIH Memo T. C.,

lar. 43,458 -.
C.. M. 929 ..

-Yes
--------------Yes -------

-I Yes ..........

'Yes -------.. I-.-

-I Yes -------

IYes -------

I Yes . ---
Yes
Yes --------

1.I--------------

I- - - - - - -

..... . --- IYes.

,V..
-a ---------

Yes ..-

Yes ------
Yes -- --
Yes ......-.-
Yes -----a--
Yes --------

Yes .- -.
Yes

Yes

-Yes --------

-Yes ------

,Yes-------- .------

._.. I Yes-
. ; -Yes ..----

4,195 I- I Yes.
2,674 Yes.

65,825 .-- I Yes.

--5,353- I--------I

8! 892 -. - .-I-
8,634 . ...-....

10,03.5.. ......

4,46 . ..---- I
11,958 - ...-...-.

68,519
66,793
54, 173
25,388
46,406

41, 512 ----
69,466 . . . . -.
60,370 1.- - -- -

9,-933 .. . I- I

16,829 I-
28,934 --.--

33,472 I .-.-.- I--

16, 083 ......... .

67,108--I

22,330 -I- I

Yes.

Yes. °
Yes t~Yes. ,

Yes

Yes. z

Yes.

Ys i
Yes. n

0
Yes. W
Yes. 'd
Yes. 0

Yes.

Yes.
Yes.
Yes:Yes.

Yes. L;
CYYes. I

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

49, 248 - Yes.
49,003 .. ... Yes:

1942-43-

1942-43 .

....... ........ .

, -- - - - - -



TABLE 28.-Cases litigated under see. 102 or under similar provisions in prior revenue acts-Continued

Fiscal year Name of respondent corpora- Taxable year
trial court tion filing period
decision

1943-44- Parker-Browne Co. (reported
M. Greenspun, et al.).

1943-44 - I Lane Drug Co -------------- l

1943-44 Coca-Cola Bottling Works - |--

1944-45

1944-45

1944-45

Whitney Chain & Manufac-
turing Co.

General Smelting Co l

Semagraph Co .

1944-45 - Albert L. Allen Co., Inc

1944-4 - John F. Boyle Co .

1938 -----------

1939 -
1940
Fiscal year

ending Sept.
30, 1940.

1936
1937
1939

1939 .-- - - - -
1940
Fiscal year end

ing Mar. 31,
1939.

Mar. 31, 1940.--
1937 .
1938 .
1939
1938

1944-45- I Syracuse Stamping Co - 19490

1944-45 - Christmann Veneer & Lumber l 1941
Co. I

1944-45-

1945-46.
1945-46-

Walkup Drayage & Ware-
house Co.

Universal Steel Co
Mabee Consolidated Corp

1940

1941
1939

Name of court at ~~Decided fa-Name of court of Case citation \ vorably tofinal determination Ce iain Government

ITax Court, rvsd [P-H Memo T. 0., IT. 0., yes---
and remandedv i r M44.122.

0. 0. A.-5 with out r. M.0
point ~~~7 a M. 569---0 - do----discussion oft~ 156 F. '(2d) 917 ----- -- do----

point. P-E Memo T. 0.,
Tax Tourt ------ par 44,131-

3u.t M. 394- - -
D. C., Tenn - 53 F. Supp. 992 - {

[ATax Court - 3 T. C. 1109-
Affirmed 0. C. A. 2. 149 F. (2d) 936 --- es

}Tax Court - 4 T. C. 313 - {
P-1 Memo T. C., Yes

Tax Court-- Mr.44,214,3T.C

Affirmed C. C. A. 4. 152 F. (2d) 62-- Yes -----
P- Memo T. C -- - Yes------

Tax Court Par., 44, 381 - Yes
3 T. C. M. 1246---- J Yes ------
P-H Memo T. C. Yes

Tax Court ------- ar. 44, 410-----
Tax Court 3 T. C M. 1335 - Yes
Tax Court- P-H Memo T. 0.

par451 118
4 T. C. k. 3if

Tax Court - P-H Memo T. C.
par. 45, 174 - Yes

14T. C. M.529 ---
Tax Court - IP-I Memo T. C.

par l, 241
j4T. C. M. 695 ----

Tax Court- T. C 627 .
D. C., Okla- 36 A. F. T. R. 1609

.46-1 U.S. T. C. par.
9146 -I-----------l

Dismissed CCA 10 154 F. (2d) 1019 - I

*t'

Type of corporation

Decided ad- Txpoversely to o- Person- Invest- Operat-
Government posed al hold. ment ing

ing corpora- corpora-
company tion tion

I …-- - - - - - $16,314 -- I-

16, 925
16,867

Yes-- 29,716 -- I- I

Yes --------
Yes

Yes .
Yes --------

I …---- ----------

Yes- i

Yes

Yes -----

D. O., yes-

11,003
10,020

17,611
11,089
16, 255
3,683

8,918
492

Z 298
1, 794

20,417

1i, 101 I---------I----
4,6901- I-

7, 928 1- I- I

21, 698 -- I-

41,380 -- I-

(X)

Yes. St

Yes.

Yes.Yes No
0

Yes. 0

Yes. 0

Yes. ' I
Yes.

Yes.
Yes. n
Yes.,
Yes. P.

0
Yes.

yes.

Yes. 3
Yes. ~
yes. M2

In



1946-47-

1946-47.

Lion Clothing Co .

Southland Industries, Inc.

1946-47 - Kennedy Nameplate Co -----

1946-47 - Trico Products Corp .

1946-47 . World Publishing Co

1947-48 Gus Blass Co-

1947-48 - William C. Atwater & Co-

1948-49 - -.---

1948-49 .

1948-49-

1948-49 (C. C.
A. 1949).

July 1, 1949-
Jan. 1, 1960.

July 1, 1949-
Jan. 1, 1950.

J. L. Goodman Furniture Co..

Eastern Railway & Lumber
Co.

Colonial Amusement COrp..--

Marlborough Corp

Koma, Inc -- -

Tulsa Broadcasting Co. (re-
ported Koma, Inc.).

1940 -
1941 .
1942 .
Fiscal yearend-

Ing uly 31,
1940

Fiscal year
ending June
30, 1941.

June 30, 1942-
18938
1937 .

1942 .
1943
Fiscal year

ending Jan.
31 1941.

Fiscal year
ending Dec.
31, 1942.

Dec.31, 1943.-
1942-
1943 .
1943-

1942 .

1943-
Fiscal year end-

ing Aug. 31,
1939.

Aug. 31, 1940.-
1943 .

1944-
1943 .

1944

x Tax Court .

Tax Cburt -

I Tax Court

Affirmed 0. 0. A. 0.
D. ., N. Y.

l Affirmed C. C. A. 2.
Certiorari denied-
D. C., Okla
Affirmed C. C. A. 10-
Certiorari denied --I Tax Court .
Dismissed C. C. A. 8.

tTax Court .

}Tax Court
Tax Court .

}Tax Court

*D.aC.,aCalif.----
tRemanded C. C. A.

ID. C., Calif ....

Tax Court .

Tax Court

8 T. C.1181 .- .- .

IP-H Memo T. C.
par.46, 262 .

5 T. C. M. 90 -IP-H Memo T. C.,
Par. 47, 150,6 T. C.

l 622.
170 F. (2d) 1968
67 F. Supp. 311-
169 F. (2d) 343 .
335 U. S. 899-
72 F. Supp. 8868
169 F. (2d) 1868
335 U. S. 911
9 T. C. 151
168 F. (2d) 833 .

10 T. C. 218 .

11 T. 0. 830 -
12 T. C. 869 -

P-H Memo T. C.,
pars. 48, 149.

7 T. C. M. 546-

172 F. (2d) 787.

pars. 49, 284.
ST. C. M. --
P-H Memo T. C.

pars. 49, 284.
8 T. .M.-(supra)

I Not reported.
I Holding or investment company.
I Holding company.
4 Holding or investment company (B. T. A.); not holding or investment company (C. 0. A. 1).
A Unnecessary to consider this contention (Supreme Court).

NOTE.-Table prepared by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

Yes -----.--
Yes ....
Yes-

Yes

Yes .

Yes-

Yes-
Yes---------
Yes . ----Y........ ......

Ye ...-------..

Y e --- -- --

ye ----------::

Yes-

Yes-
Yes-

| Yes -

Yes --------

IYes,..
Yes

IYes.---------

Yes ---------

JVes -----------

Yes -- ----
IYes. ------

Yes -----

9, 792
16,819
8, 684

21, 731

9.017

10,782
632,468

602, 119
22, 118

19% 24

99, 203

42, 261

24, 15
9,119
8,921

26,827

6, 156

5,600
3,389

5, 112
973

2,228
,8634

8, 883

Yes.
Yei.
Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.
Yes.

Yes.
Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.
Yes.

Yes.

i-
0

0
'Ti

50

CI)I

0



164 TAXATION OF, CORPORATE SURPLUS ACCUMULATIONS

TABLE 29.-Summary of litigation under sec. 102 and predecessor sections

Tax years of assessment

Fiscal year of trial court Number of Number of Number of Number of Nber of tax
decision corpora- -assessable ap ls decisions decisions opdecision '~~~yers from trial(,indtions tax court (final) (fial prpse

.court 1 favorable adverse to
to Govern- Govern-

ment ment

1929-30- 2 4 1 4-- $19,710
1939-31:
193 1-3 2.
1932-33-2 , 3 1 307, 204
1933 -34-2 6 2 4 2 202, 932
1934-31-2 . 8 2 8 1,03,274

3936-37-6 . 10 3 7 3 3, 693, 735
1937-38 ------- 6 10 6 6 4 760,-840
1938-39 -9 10- 2 . 1 9 659,7853
193940 -9 '16 2 11 25,075,990
194041- 5 .7 .- 4 6 1 847,121
194132-6 8 2 6 2 2,496,529
194243- 12 18 2 2 16 312,254
1943- 44-12 23 4 8 15 826, 406
1944- 45 -8 13 2 9 4 130, 974
194546 -2 2 2 41,4380
1946-47 -5 10 3 5 5 1,253,054
194748 -2 3 1 3 165,619
1948-49 -4 7 1 5 2 65,124
1949-50 (to Jan. 1,1950) 2 4 4-- 19,388

Total-101 170 44 86 84 18,749,146

I An appeal from the trial court, for purposes of this enumeration, will be listed as 1, even though appealed
from the circuit court of appeals to the Supreme Court.

' Proposed tax not reported for the French Mortgage & Bond Co.
3 Includes assessment against the Delaware Terminal Corp. for the period September 13, 1932, to Decem-

ber 31, 1932.

It will be observed that points of concentration in number of assess-
able tax years in litigation are fiscal 1937-40, with 46 assessable years,
and fiscal 1943-45, with 54 assessable years. These two periods ac-
count for 100 of the 170 assessable tax years.
. Appeals from trial-court decisions display a rising trend from fiscal
1930 to and including fiscal 1940, thereafter declining. The number
of appeals from the trial courts total 44.

The number of final decisions favorable to the Government in terms
of tax years of assessment was 86; unfavorable 84. In fiscal 1935,
1946, and 1948, all cases brought to trial resulted in decisions un-
favorable to the Government; all decisions were favorable to the
Government in fiscal 1930 and 1950 (first 6 months).

The largest amount of proposed tax in litigation in any one year
was in fiscal 1940 with $5,075,990; fiscal 1937 was next with $3,693,-
735; and in fiscal years 1935, 1942, and 1947 the proposed tax was
$1,603,287, $2,496,529, and $1,253,054, respectively. For each of the
last three fiscal years, the amount of proposed tax has been compara-
tively small.

Assessed corporations have gone into the Federal district courts
on 11 occasions; the Court of Claims in one instance; and the Board
of Tax Appeals or the Tax Court 89 times.

Table 30 provides detail with respect to corporations assessed, with
the assessments subject to adjudication. Total corporate assets, total
earned surplus, total liquid assets, the ratio of current assets to cur-
rent liabilities, the proportion of posttax net income retained, the
total number of stockholders, the tax proposed, and the character of
the court's decision are shown where the information was reported in
the case.



TABLE 30.1-Cases closed by Tax Court or by other courts under sec. 102 or similar provisions in prior revenue acts, 1913 to Jan. 1, 1950

Total liqui Ratio of Percent of Decided Decided

Fiscal year Taxable year Total corpo- Total earned asst (ash, urn net incom Total number Ta r- favorably adverdely
trial court Name of corporation flnpeid rtasts upus securtes, assets to aftertaxes of

(leltipeio rteaset srpu accouts current retained for stockholders psd to Govern- to 0ev-
receivable) liabilities taxable year mn mnn

1929-30 Unlitednllushsess Corp. 1921
of America.

1929-30 French Mortgage & 1923
I lond Co.

1924-
1925-
1922-
.1923
1924-

1932-33.- I C. Tway Coal Sales

1932-33 Williams Investment
Co.

1933-34 - Keck Investment Co

1933344------I Wm. C. do Mille Pro- 1924
duetions, Inc,

Cecil B. de Mille Pro-
ductions, Inc.

1934-35 Fisher & Fisher, Inc-

1935-36- Irvington Investments
-Co.

1935-3 -- United Business Corp.
of America.

See footnotes at end of tall

$4,213,689-

Statement
of condi-
tion not
reported.

do
-do-
---- do
-- do-

$699,979-

$212,222.

$104,869.~
$145,411-
$361,679-

1925 - - $934,411.. $571,111
1926 $1,247,749- $582,916
1923 $2,923,005 $657,397

Statement
of condi-
tion not
reported.

-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-

- do-

1925-
1926-
1927-
1928-
1924-

1925 - - do
1920 - - do-
1927 - -- do
1928 -- - do-
1929 - do-
1926 -do ------

1927 - do-
1931 - $566,106

1922 - $4,977,180

1923 - $5, 603, 928

$1,500,000 - 3 to 1- 100

Statement
of condi-
tion not
reported.
-do-

-do-
$2,923,000l

$77,223 -- --I ----------- I------------

$153,265-
$178, 100-
$223,054 --
$240, 446-
$309,366-

$708, 730 --
$1, 136, 129---
$1,239, 403----
$1, 568, 477.----
$1,606, 515 --
$92, 344

$168, 848
- $164, 000 -

$328, 523 - $2, 193,00 ---

$584, 207 - $2, 796, 000 ---

1 except qual- $19, 710 Yes-
ifying shares. (2)

-- -do

1.3 to 1--- 65 - 4 -
do-70 4 s

100 - Ilexcept qual-
ifying shares

32 to 1

1.;94~, 000 t
49 to 1....

5.9 to 1--

100 -_-------
92-
77 -

Paid some
dividends.

87-
69-
80-
60 --
97-

99-
92-
75-
93-
28 .
1 00-

.- do
do

2 except for
I share.

1 except for
12 shares.

- do-
--- do-

-do.
-do.
4-

3-
2-
6-------
6-------------
6-------
1 except for 2

}3 23, 818

18, 539

-- do
-do

Yes---- -

100, 32 do
164 315 do-
19,805 - do.

42,462 -

49,877
38, 584
28,937
23, 267

157, 599

303, 605
334, 871
138, 217
387, 599
104, 423
58, 872

B. T. A.,yes-
-do .
-do-

shares.
100 do . 58, 101 .
100 - 1 - 19,788 -

100 - except qual- 15,399 .B.T.A.,yds
f1ong shar 8

100 -- - - - --- - -do ---- - 38, 657 - - -do .. .. .

D

0

O'T

0

Yes 0
Do 2

CO

B. 1. A., 96.
yes. S

Do. W

- 0

Yes. .-

Do.
Do.
Do. i
Do.lI)o.

Do. 0z
]Do. Un
Do.

'C-

-4

T1

1934-35-

---------------
---------------
---------------
---------------
---------------



TABLE 30.X-Cases closed by Tax Court or by other courts under sec. 102 or similar provisions in prior revenue acts, 191S to Jan. 1, 1960-Con.

yTota liquid Ratio of Percent of . c.Fiscal year Total corpo-Total earned assets (cash, current net Income Total number Decided Decided
decision filing period rate assets surplus ec assets to after taxes of favorably adverselydecisin laccounts current retained for stockholders posed to Govern- to Go#.

receivable) liabilities taxable year ment ernmbnt

A. D. Saenger, Inc.

Edward 0. Swartz,
Inc.

R. & L., Inc .

Sauk Investment Co. -

Rands, Inc .

19360-37 - Almours Securities,
Inc.

National Grocery Co.

Rofam, Inc .

Emad, Inc. (reported
Rofam Inc., et al.)

Nipech 6orp .

C. H. Spitzner & Son,
Inc.

Reynard Corp .

1929 --------

1927 -------

1929 ------

1930 --

1927 ------

1928 .
1929 .

1930 -----
1931 .

1932 -L----

Fiscal year
ending Jan.
31, 1931.

1932

1932

1931
1932
1932 .

Fiscal year
ending Mar.
31, 1932.

$1,600,000 (se-
curities).

$862,324

$1,649,214 .

Statement of
condition
not re-
ported.

In excess of
$1,500,000.

---- do
Reduction in

value.
-- -do - - - -

$54,647,410 ---

$65,406,979.. -

$487,266

$271,387 .

$144,115 .

$609, 148.

$1,305,944

$727,000-

$1,046,000-

$47,900,000- --

$48,600,000 ---

13 to I

1,000 to 1
(liabili-
ties $68).

7 to 1.

O6tol.

S0tol

$9,108,437- $7,93896 - $5,000,000 - 8 to 1.

Statement of
condition
not re-
ported.

- do.

$10,939,883.-.--
$11,423,830.--.
$4,220,270.

$270,600

$3,663,833 .
$3;902,445-
$318 .

$181,169 .

$10,939,883
$11,423,830.-.-
$3,000,000-

$177,000

6 to I.
to I -----

15 to 1.

5.3 to 1....

100 _- -

100 .

100 .----------

100 _

100

100
100 .-- -- - -

100
66 .

44-

100

100 .

100

78 .
82
100 .- -
100 _--- -

3-

2 except qual-
if ying
shares.

4-

1 owned sub-
stantially
all.

do
.do.

do
3 owned sub-

stantially
all.

-do

I beneficially
owned all.

I except qua
fyingshre.

.do

I.

2 pnlus few
shares.

I plus qualify-
ing snares.

$65, 808

61, 104

6e,990

62,878

315,306

475,025
239 051

28, 614
1,282,169

778,852

477,360

17, 240

17, 240

250, 272
155, 679
94,377

21, 375

Yes-

-- do.

-do.

B.T.A., yes.

-do
---- do

-do
Yes ------

-do

-do.

B. T. A., yes-
-do

B. T. A., yes.

'-3

0
t4g
0

0
Yes.

02rTo

0

Do. 3
Do.

Do.

1935-30.-.

1935-36 .-_

1936-36-

1936-37

1936-37 .

1936-37

1936-37 .

1936-37

1937-38 -

1937-38 -.---

1937-38.

°i

I



R. L. Blafter & Co.

Charleston Lumber Co.
Industrial Bankers

Securities Corp.

1938-39- I W. S. Farish & Co....

193849 -------
1938-39 .

1938-39

1938-39.----

Seaboard Security Co.
Seaboard Small Loan

Corp. (reported Sea-
board Security Co.
et al).

Southern Security Co.
(reported Seaboard
8ecurity Co. et al).

Mead Corp -------

1938-39 . I Mellbank Corp .
1938-39...---I A. &.J., Inc .

1938-39 --- Dill Manufacturing
Co.

1938-39.I J. E. Baker Co.

Fiscal year
ending Sept.
30, 1932.

Sept.30,1933.
Sept. 30,1934.
1924
Fiscal year

end in g
Sept. 30,
1932.

Sept. 30, 1933.
Fiscal year

en di n g
O et. 31,
1934.

1932 -.-.---
1932 -.--

1931 .
1932 .

1931 .

1932 -.-.-.---
1931 .

Fiscal year
ending
Nov. 30,
1932.

1930 -

$2,554,963 .

$2,752,568-
$3,230,107-
$654,065-
Statement of

condition
not report-
ted.

do-
$2.029,096-

$232,538-
$1,238,797.

$218,432-
$222,041.

$68,003 Assets almost
entirely liq-
uid.

$71,843 do.
$123,652 do .
$326,732 $323,000 .

S126,229 (de- $1,916,000
'dcit).

1.4 to 1----

.-do _ . .
1.6 tol1--
49 tol .

1.3-to i1---

100- .-------.

1000_ .-....
100 ___ - -
10 0- ....
Paid dlvi.

dends; re-
tainedsome
earnings.

.do-
100 - ---

2plusqualify-
bng snare.

.do -
-do ..

2 .
1 common

stockholder.

.do-
4plus qall-
tyingshares.

$141,32 5$116,000 . 2.3 to .... 86 1 .
$120,880 - $ 724,000 14 to 1 70 - 1

$120,334-
$123,942.

$5,600,775 . $193,181-

S144,000 ---
$163,000.

$5,600,775.

1.8 toI 1 88 ------
2 to 1 - 60

2.9 to 1l-- Paid dlvi-
dends; re-
tained some
earnings.

$9,132,255 $364,673 $490,000 . 0.92 to 1--I 100 .

$3, 673,209.... $2,238,714 $3,200,000 6 to 1 100 .

$1,273,308 $397,789 . j $542,000. j 13 to 1 77

$4,133,052 ..

1939-40 ----- Corporate Investment 1929 S12,962,669
I93No40 I$1,0,6..

Delaware Terminal
Corp.

Trico Socurities Corp..

Chicago Stock Yards
Co.

Period Sept.
13 to Dec.
31, 1932.

1933 .

1930 -.----

$365,899.

Statement of
condition
not report-
ed.

$37,429,052...:

$1,346,811.

$2,770,041.

$916,000 99 to 1.

$12,800,000.... 1 3.9 to 1----

$320,789. j $345,000.j 14 to 1.

100.........

Paid divi-
dends: re-
ta in ed
some prof-
its.

86 .

$540,134 .. I- 1100.

1..

I corpora-
tion; stock
of which
owned by I
fatmily.

2 plus quali-fying
shares.3.

1 owned 97
percent.

6 principal
stockhold-
ers.

23 .

15,734 1 Yes .....

11,868
12,649
9,077

138,490

-do. -. do ...
... ...- --

. . . .----

51, 421-
39, 715-

10,875
36,797

13,039
11,324

127,432

49, 22
161, 346 Yes

105,087 - .

105, 016

185,591 1-

106, 999 -

$22,684,242.---I $13,000,000.... 130 to 1 88 -1- - 1, 817, 686j Yes ----

1932 $40,760,137.... $26,415,437.-. 1 $12,400,000.--- 1 324 to 1.... 811- 11,301, 638 - do .

1933 . $42,629,789.- $285259,278 S 514,000,000 1140 to 1.... 82 1 ,1147 111 - do --

See footnotes at end of table.

1937-38

1937-38
1937-38 .......

1939-40

1939-40

193940

D.C.,yes.
Yes.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

Do. 8
Do. 0

Do. d

Do. I

03

Do.

Do.

0

Do.

(1

0I

335, 908 ---- ---



TABLE 30.1-Cases closed by Tax Court or by other courts under sec. 102 or similar provisions in prior revenue acts, 1913 to Jan. 1, 1950-Con.

Fiscal yeurtamefcorporatin Taxable year Tota corpo- Total earned Toalt liqud Raio o PerentofmmteraTaxupro Decided Decided
trial court Name of corporation asetacah, crrnpntrnomoTtl ufavorably adverselydecision filing period rate assets surplus securities, assets to after taxes ofg ~~~~~~~~~~~~accounts current retained for stockholders Posed to Govern- to Qov-receivable) liabilities taxable year Ment ernment

193940-I Suffolk Securities
Corp.

193940- 3J M. Perry & Co., Inc.
1939-40- . C. R. Burr & Co., Inc.

1939-40 - Wilson Bros. & Co --

Beim Co

Olin Corp

Wilkerson Daily
Corp., Ltd.

1940-41-I Stanton Corp-

Fiscal year
ending
Nov. 30,
1930.

1935 .
Fiscal year

ending
May 31,
1935.

May 31, 1936
1932 .
1033 .-----
1934 .
1932
1933
1932
1933 .
Fiscal year

ending
July 31,
1936.

1931 -.--
1932 .

R. C. Reynolds, Inc. -11935-

United Block Co., Inc

1941-42-I Saven Corp .

Fiscal year
e nd ing
S e p t. 30,
1936.

1928 - .-

1929

$2,6Z5,810 $72,947-

$612,933
Statement of

condition
not report-
ed.
---do - - - -$2, 100,000

$2,000,000 ----
$1,900,000 --
$780,566
$742,902 ----
$5,211,849 -
$9,370,117 ---
Statement of

condition
not report-
ed.

$4,972,320-
$5,934,146

$1,374,003 --

$1,487,908-

$2,561,801 .

$2,913,646-
1941-42 - Trico Products Corp-- 1934 - $10,000,000 ---

1935 - - - --
1941-42 - Botsford, Constantine 1938

& Gardiner.

$14,000,000
Statement of

condition
not report-
ed.

--- -I 100 ---- 1- _ $56, 543 Yes.

$323,957 - $398,000- 398 to 1 100 - 2$243,349 ---- $281,000---I------ - 100-------3-------

$254, 558-
$19,309
$36,732
$25,447-
$174,668
$237,003-
$2,491,551-
$2,699,281 .-.
$109,850 ----.

$2,853,953-
$715,271 (after

stock divi-
dend).

$410,318 -----

$303,000
$535,000-
$786,000-
$883,099 ------
$780,566 ---
$742,902--
$5,211,849.-----
$5,370,117---

1.7 to 1---
4 to I
5 to 1

100 _- -
100 .
100 _- -
100
100 .
100 .
62
100 ._- -
100 .

3-
2
2
7--------
7-------
4--
4-22 -- - - - - -

18, 642 do.
6, 658 1

3, 347
10, 865
19, 207
11,017
17, 640
31,167

128, 734
100, 481
17, 199

Yes
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

$4 332 ,00-3 to I- 79- 3- 453,640 -do$5,288,000----2 to 1----74 ------- 3 --- I- 81,968 1----do----

$872,000 - 8 to I- 100

$1,156,691-- $921,000 -I 7 to 1- 90 .

None (bal-,
ance sheet).

$15,215 (bal-
ancesheet).

$6,086,607

$2,560,000--. 40 to l-----I---------------

$2,862,000- 7 to 1--

$8,762,708... I- - to--- 72 -

2 held over
.90 percent.

7-

I…

2,200(6 owned
74 peroent).

d- - o -- -- -

35, 258 I-

29,841 Yes --

287,679 - do

498, 457 do

413,439 - do ----

1,220,933 - do - -
3, 784

0n
00

'-S

'-4

0

0Yces. - t

0Do. W

0

I
02

Do. 3

Do.

1939-40

1940-41

1940-41

1940-41

1940-41

---- --- ---- -18 to 1------l1 47 - - - - - -



1941-42.

1941-42

1941-42

Plant Shipping Co.,
Inc.

Plant Line Stevedor-
lng Oo., Inc.

Hemphill Schools, Inc

1942-43 - L. R. Teeple Co

1942-43 - Florida Iron & Metal
Co. of Jacksonville.

1938-

1938 ---------

Fiscal year
en di ng
Mar. 31,
1936.

1937: .
1938
1939 .
1938

1942-43 - Howard Flint Ink Co1 1938

194243 Bosch Brewing Co.--
1942-43 Becton, Dickinson &

Co.

1942-43- Dletze & Co., Inc

1942-43 Millane Nurseries &
Tree Experts, Inc.

1942-43 - Metal Mouldings
Corp.

1942-4

1942-4:

19424:

1942-4

1943-4

3-----Medical Arts Hospital 11
of Dallas.

-3 California Motor 11
Transport Co., Ltd.

11
3 California Motor Ex- 1

press Co., Ltd.
ii

-3 Steele's Mills (a cor- 1
poration).

I- Wean Engineering 11
Co., Inc. 15

1S

See footnotes at end of table.

$150,000 .--

$108,000.

$289,866

$536,103-
$692,812
$626,470
Statement of

condition
not report-
ed.

-do .

1939 -I-do-

1938 -----
Fiscal year
ending June
30, 1939.

1938 .

{ 1938-
1939 .

1939-

$325,715-
$3%208,225 ---

4$79,004-
Statement of

condition
not report-

I ed.
$900,000

$73,924- i $130,000 --- l 4 to 1------I 10 ----- I 1 .

$76,000 $1 106,000 - 3.5 to 1- 100 - 1

$15,929 (after
stock divi-
dends of
$246.000).

$369,462
$425,081 -.-
$466,070-
$47,072

$167,689 (after
stock divi-
dends of
$260,000).

$32,603 (after
stock divi-
dends of
$260,000).

$239,243-
$2,901,678-

$46,505
$26,428

$37,122
$386,757.

$215,000 - 16 to I-1 100 - -

$436,000 27 to - 83
$455,000 do- 84
$486,000 - 24 to 1 - 75
-- - - - - - - I - - - - - - 100 - - - - - -

$447,000-I 77-

4 (I family)..
do .
do ----

4 (2 officers
and wives).

(90myercent
held by I
family) .

3,962

1,417

66,858

7, 696
16, 668
9,166
9, 264

Yes

.do

28.936-

$678,000- 71 do 30, 721 j .

$121.000 - 3.7 to 1I---- 71 - 4- 12, 631
$1,942,000 - 15 to 1 - 61 - 3 owned 72 06, 40 Yes

I percent. ,

$77,000- 5 to 1 - 79
.--------------I .100

$529,000 2.2 to 1...

139-- $00,070 - I $27,850-- $38,309-- 4 to 1-

----- do ----
28 ($100,000

declared
December
a ayable
anuary.)

100 .

139- I $306,106-8 $91,138-- $124,000- 1.8 to I----I-- do .

1940
139-

1940
1383

137-
138
139-
140-

$363,910- $128,967 $177,000- 2 1 to 1- do
$289,448 ---- 1$48,330 ----- $283,9000----11.5 to 1--- --- do----

$306,720-
Statement of

condition
not report-
ed.

$1, 562, 703 --
$1,856,557-
$1,899,174-
$1,899,961-
$2,215,131-

7-
1 holds 496

out of 800
shares.

-do
7-

3-

Almost who]-
ly owned.

-do.
-do.

$603 $299,000 - 1.6 :-to 1 - do - do ----
$84 1,0946' (u- - 74--------------

rent assets).; 1 6to 1 7

$213,172
$409,539-
$609,141-
$708,616-
$837,755-

$1,477,000.
$1,707,000.
$1,833,000
$1,823,000.
$2,132,000.

2.5 to 1 -
2.6 to 1 ---
3.4 to 1 ---
4.2 to 1 ----
3.4 to 1

87 .
72 .
62---
48 .
55-

3-
3-
3-
3-
3-------

9, 711 .
4, 195

2, 674 -
65, 825

6, 363 Yes.

8, 892-

8, 634 .
10,0361

4, 46
11,968

68, 519
66, 793
54, 173
25,388
46,406

Do.

Do.
Do t
Do.
Do.

I-I
0

Do. @

0

Do. 3
0
00

Do. 0

Do. I
Do. U2

Do.
Do. It

02

Do.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do. S

02

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do. CD

CO



TABLE 30.'-Cases closed by Tax Court or by other courts under sec. 102 or similar provisions in prior revenue acts, 1918 to Jan. 1, 1960-COD.
-4

Total liquid Ratio of Percent of Decided Decided
Fiscal year Taxable year Total corpo Total earned assets (cash, current net income Totalrnumber Taxpro- favorably adversely
trial court Name of corporation securities, assets to after taxes of psd t oen oGv
decision filing period rate assets surplus accounts current retained for stockholders poe mtoern- tonGov-

receivable) liabilities taxable year

1943-44- McCutchin Drilling
Co.

1943-44 - Gibbs & Cox, Inc

1943-44 - T. Smith & Son, Inc-

Smokeless Fuel Co--
Hanovia Chemical &

Manufacturing Co.
Baker & Co., Inc
W. H. Gunlocke Chair

Co.

Litchfield Creamery
Co.

Parker-Browne Co.
(reported M. Green-
spun et al.).

Lane Drug Co

1943-44 - Coca-Cola Bottling
Works.

Whitney Chain &
Manufacturing Co.

Fiscal year
ending
Sept. 30,
1940.

1938 .
1939
1940 ---------
1938 -----

$479,153-. $306,239- I $275,000-- 5 to 1-I 100.

$604,417.
$891,634-
$1,026,275-
$630,750 -

$458,123 .
$690,761.
$880,985 .
$241,483

$602,000-
$889,000-
$1,021,000-
$349,000-

4.7 to I----
4.9 to L
8.2 to I--
1.8 to 1--

100-
100 __ - -
100 -
100 0

1939- $761,630- $349,258- $370,000 91.9 to 1 92
1938- $1, 592, 426__ -- $932, 859 - $1,310, 000 - 6 to 1- -100
1938 - $-- S4, 268, 620 --- - $2, 576, 405 --- $445, 000 - 2.6 to 1 -- 75

1938 - ----
Fiscal year

ending June
30, 1939.

1938
1939-

1938 -.--
1939 .
1940 .
Fiscal year
end i n g
Sept. 30,
1940.

1936 .

1937
1939

$7. 864, 799.--.. $4,089,764---- $2, 14 000--I 2.8 to 1
$756,114 - $303,339 $332,00bo------ 9 to to 1--

$S36, 000-
$1, 017, 000...

$333, 000-
$359, 000:
$327, 000-
Statement of

condition
not re-
ported.

Statement of
condition
not reported.

-do ----
$2,907,667.-..-

$300, 000 - $30. 000 - 3.4 to 1--
$468, 019 - $664, 000 - 3.5 to 1...

$60, 181.
$74,741 :
$79,320
$145,399

$1,668,102-

64.
92 (dividend

paid on pre-
ferred stock;
no dividend
paid on
comm on
stock).

82.
81-

$228, 000 - 1.5 to 1 100
$210 000 -1.2 to 1- 100
$231, 000 - 1.8 to 1.-- 100
------------- ----------- ~99-

$972,0)00-

-- 23.

25
ito- 1 52 .--

1 except qual-
if ying
shares.

2.
2
2
1 except 2

shares.
do ------

5-
4-

Over 6-
4 (common

stock).

2 (families
consisting

of 22 owned
fl; balance
owned by
44).

2 plus quai-
fying shares.

1 owned 33
percent.

do ----
5 plus quali-
fying shares.

$9, 9331 Yes.

41, 512
69,460
60,370
16,829

28, 934
33,472
16,083

67, 108
22,330

-do
-do
-do.

Yes

49,248 -.
49,003 -- -.

16,314
16,925
16, 867
29, 716

T. C., yes --
do

.do

11,003 j -

10,020
17, 611 Yes

0z
0

C)
Yes. 0

Do. X
Do. 0
Do.

Do. '

90(13

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

1943-44
1943-44

1943-44----
1943-44----

1943-44

1943-44

1943-44

1944-45

9



1944-45 - - General Smelting Col 193-

1944-45 - ISemagraph Co

1944-45 - Albert L. Allen Co.,
Inc.

1944-45-I John F. Boyle Co-

194445-
194445

1944-45 ._____

194 548.-
194546

Syracuse Stamping Co.
Cbristmann Veneer &

Lumber Co.
Walkup Drayage &

Warehouse Co.
Universal Steel Co...
Mabee Consolidated

Corp.

1946-47- Lion Clothing Co.

1946-47 - Southland Industries,

1946-47 - Kennedy Nameplate

1946-47 TricoProductsCorp--

1940 .
Fiscal year
en d i n g
Mar. 31,1939.

Msr. 31,1940.
1937 .

1938 .
1939 .
1938 .

1939 .
1940 .
1941 .

1940 -.-. -

1941 .
1939 .

1940 .
1941 .
1942 -
Fiscal year
ending
J ul y 31,
1940.

Fiscal year
ending
June 30,
1941.

June 30, 1942
1936-

1946-47 World Publi3 Co-.! 1937 .1946-47-----I World Publishing o. 19042.-----

1947-48 Gus Blass Co .

1947-48. William C. Atwater
& Co.

See footnotes at end of tab]

1 943.
Fiscal year

ending Jan.
31, 1941.

Fiscal year
endingDec.
31, 1942._

Dec. 31,1943..
le.

Statement of
condition
not reported.

do
$1,655,819-

$1,690,378 .
$66,547

$78,581 .
$83,189
$1,387,223-

$1,454,304.
$248,224
$470,000

$699,387.

$555,000-
Statement of

condition
not re-
ported.

$1,278,374.
$1,347,392.
$1,532,393-
$953,470.

$162,683

$225,861 -
Statement of

condition
not report-
ed.

-do.
$1,570,1668

$134,857 - I 100.

$186,403 -1 00
$1,404,196.... $1,162,000 9 to 1- 100 .

$1,434,104-
$50,206

$68,000
$60,722
$781,219-

$832,798 .
$233,240 .
$160,081 .

$333,468 .

$1.212, - - 9A4 to 1---- 100 .
$56,000- 9tol 100 .

$68000 - 8tol- 1 100 .
$72 000 12-to--100 .
$633,000 - 15 to 1- 100 .

$733,000 .
$53 000 .
$96,934

$367,000-

13 to 1 - 100 .
18 to 1 - 100 .
2.7 to 1.--- 66 .

1.8 to I....I 82 .

$188,608 - $427,000 - 2 to - 94 .

$199,419 .
$251,716 .
$305,025 .
$226,938 .

$332,000 .
$398,000 .
$581,000 .
$757,000 .

2.7 to 1.----
2.7 to 1.---
2.1 to I ----
8 to 1

77-
77-
68 .
53-

$72,423-- $61,000 - 11.6 to 1--- 100

3--

I plus 2 quali-
fyingshares

-do ----
1 plus quali-

fying shares.
-do

3-

3-

4-

3-~3-3-------

3-------

11,089

16,286
3, 683 Yes ..

8.918 - do-.--.
492 - do-

2,298 - do.
1, 794 - do-

20, 417 Yes-

14, 101
4,690
7, 928

21,698

9,792
16,819
8,684

21, 731

Yes .

Yes.

41 380I--

Yes .

9,017 -

$114,185 - $115,000- 2.1 to IS---- 100 - 3 -10 782
$10,913,000.... $9,036,743- 48 - owned over 532, 48 Yes

50 percent. ,

$12,745,000... $10,192,815- 49
$643,062 - $631,252 - 9 to 1- 100 .

$1,595,883 $739,626 - $859,099 4.5 to I1..-
$2,860,466 $1,359,449 $2,223,000 4.1 to 1....

$2,170,555.

$2,062,643 ..

$5,219-- $1,436,000 .

$181t,089 - -- 946,000

1.9 to 1--I

1.4 to I....

100 .
100 (paid div-

IdendsApr.
20, 1941).

100 .---- ----

100 -

do .
1 plus 3

ehares.
do .

41 (29 related
owned 94
percent).

11.......

a .

602,119
22, 118

19, 524
99, 203

42,261

24, i55

.do .

.do .

.do .

Do.

Do.

0

Yes. 0
Ili

Do. n
0

Do. 0
D.C., I

yes. 0

Yes. 0
Do.
Do. W

Do. oS

Do. 0

0
B. T. A. t

yes. 00

Yes.

Do.I



TABLE 30.1-Cases closed by Tax Court or by other courts under sec. 102 or similar provisions in prior revenue acts, 1918 to Jan. 1, 1950-Con.

Total liquid Ratio of- Percent of Decided Decided
Fiscal year Taxable year Total corpo- Total earned assets (cash, current' net income Total number Txpo aoal desl
trial court Name of corporation d ig eriod rtas surp securities, assets to after taxes - Tax p f a adversey

decision filing period rate assets surplus ~~~~~accounts current retained for stockholders psd t Gov nern- toGo
receivable) liabilities taxable year - mnt emnent

1948-49 -. J. L. Goodman Furni- 1942 -- $1, 090, 846--- $854, 357 ---- $839, 000 11 to 1 - 52 - 5 -$9,119- . Yes.
ture Co. 1943 -- $1,160,421 $922,389 - $954,000 12 to 1 - 53 - 5- - 8,921 -- - Do.

1948-49 --- Eastern Railway & 1943 -- $1, 165, 378 ---- $172,185 $334,000 - 4 to 1 - 100 -1 held 99le 26, 827 Yes-
Lumber Co. percent.

1048-49 --- - Colonial Amusement 1942 -- $86,587 -- $80,943 $78,000 - 121 to l 100- 3- - 6,156 - do
Corp. 1943 -- $106,573 -- $101,493 . $100,000------ 1,250 to 1 100- 3- - 5,600 - do

1948-49 - Marlborough Corp-- Fiscal year Statement of - - - - - - - 3,389 -do
(CCA 1949). ending Aug. condition

31, 1939 not report-
ed.

Aug. 31, 1940 -- do - ------- ,112 -do
July 1, 1949- oma, Inc -1943 $491, 00 $163, 382- $196,000 - 3 to 1 -- 91 -8 - -973 - do

Ja 190. 1944 $622 000 -- $210404 ----- $319,000 - 2.1 to - 100- 8- - 2,228 - do
July 1. 1949- Tulsa Broadcasting 1943 -- $336,000 -- $221,038 ---- 280,000 4 to 1 - 100- 6- - 9,334 - do.

Jan. 1,1950. Co. (reported Koma, 1944-- $434,000 -- $263,144 $374,000 - 3 to 1 - 100 - - - 6, 853 - do ..
Inc.).

I Computations were required in order to ascertain the information called for under the columns headed "Total liquid assets," the "Ratio of current assets to current liabili-
ties, " and the "Percent of net income after taxes retained for taxable year."

The term "liquid assets," as used in the column headed "Total liquid assets," includes cash, notes of less than 1-year maturity, and accounts receivable less reserves for accounts
receivable, Government obligations, and securities, but not stock in subsidiary or controlled corporations.

In arriving at ratios set forth under the column headed "Ratio of current assets to current liabilities," the term "current assets" includes liquid assets as defined above, plus in-
ventory and cash surrender value of life insurance on officers and employees, and the term "current liabilities" includes accounts payable, bonds, notes, and mortgages under 1-year
maturity, and accrued expenses.

In computing "liquid assets," "current assets," and "current liabilities," the various balance sheet items included in arriving at the end result generally were rounded off and in
most instances amounts of under $1,000 were dropped.

Except in cases where the ratio of current assets to current liabilities was small, no attempt was made to carry the ratio to decimals.
The computations represent as close an approximation as deemed practicable.
2 Not reported.
3 For 1922 and 1923.

NOTE. -Table prepared by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
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TAXATION OF CORPORATE SURPLUS ACCUMULATIONS

It will be noted that, in general, the assessed corporations had rela-
tively large amounts of earned surplus and very high liquidities.
Ratios of current assets to current liabilities, although showing ex-
treme variation, were, even in the less favorable situations, quite ade-
quate. Only one corporation had current liabilities in excess of cur-
rent assets, i. e., the Mellbank Corp. (assessed for 1932), with a ratio
.of 0.92 to 1. High proportions of posttax net income retained is a com-
mon characteristic, with only nine of the corporations (for which data
were available) retaining less than 50 percent of posttax net income
for a given tax year or years. Ownership of the corporations cus-
tomarily was vested in a very few individuals, with only four corpora-
tions having in excess of eight stockholders (for which the data-were
available). These were the Trico Securities Corp., assessed for 1933,
with 23 shareholders; the Trico Products Corp., assessed for 1934 and
1935, with 2,200 shareholders (although 6 owned 74 percent of the
voting stock) ; the Litchfield Creamery Co., assessed for 1938 and 1939,
with 66 shareholders (however, two families consisting of 22 people
owned two-thirds of the stock) ; and the Gus Blass Co., assessed for the
fiscal year ending January 31, 1941, with 41 shareholders (29 of the
41 shareholders were related, however, and collectively owned 94 per-
cent of the voting stock).

Ratios of current assets to current liabilities vary from a low of 0.92
to 1 (Mellbank Corp.) to a high of 194,000 to 1 (Irvington Investments
Co.). The Colonial Amusement Corp. had ratios of 121 to 1 for 1942,
and 1,250 to 1 for 1943; the Edward G. Swartz, Inc., 1;000 to 1 for
1927; J. M. Perry & Co., Inc., 398 to 1 for 1935; the Chicago Stock-
yards Co., 130 to 1 for 1930, 124 to 1 for 1932, and 140 to 1 for 1933;
the J. E. Baker Co., 99 to 1 for 1930; the Almours Securities, Inc., 95
to 1 for 1931, and 80 to 1 for 1932; and the Charleston Lumber Co.,
49 to 1 for 1924.

Corporations having ratios of current assets to current liabilities
of less than 2 to 1 (13 in all), other than the Mellbank Corp., are R. C.
Tway Coal Sales Co., 1.3 to 1; R. L. Blaffer & Co., 1.4 to 1, and 1.6 to
1; W. S. Farish & Co., 1.3 to 1; Southern Security Co., 1.8 to 1 (for
1931); Beim Co., 1.4 to 1, and 1.7 to 1; California Motor Transport
Co., Ltd., 1.8 to 1 (for 1939); California Motor Express Co., Ltd.,
1.5 to 1, and 1.6 to 1; T. Smith & Son, Inc., 1.8 to 1, and 1.9 to 1;
Parker-Browne Co., 1.2 to 1, and 1.8 to 1- Walkup Drayage & Ware-
house Co., 1.8 to 1; Kennedy Nameplate Co., 1.6 to 1; and William C.
Atwater & Co., 1.4 to 1, and 1.9 to 1.

The high ratios'of current assets to current liabilities refledt-the
very substantial liquidities of the corporations concerned. Of the cor-
porations listed above with ratios 49 to 1 and above, the courts re-
turned decisions against five of the corporations (favorable to Gov-
ernment) and in favor of three of the corporations. The courts
rendered decisions favorable to 10 corporations and adverse to 3, when
the current asset ratio was less than 2 to 1.

CONCLUSION

The large proportion of adverse decisions (84 tax years of 170) to
the Government in the litigated cases, when viewed in the light of the
financial, ownership, and surplus accumulation aspects of the assessed
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174 TAXATION OF CORPORATE SURPLUS ACCUMULATIONS

corporations, is strongly testamentary of the conservatism of the
courts. The high liquidity ratios, the continuation of earned surplus
build-up by heavy retention of posttax net income, and the high con-
centration of ownership and control point in almost every instance
to a real vulnerability under section 102 (and predecessor sections).
It would indeed be difficult to accuse the courts of harsh and incon-
siderate enforcement in the face of this record. The courts have
been sympathetic listeners when the taxpayer corporations have come
forward with evidence in support of their needs for, and uses of,
surplus accumulations, and of their explanations that there is no pur-
pose of personal surtax avoidance therein. However, the courts are
not unrealistic and, even though "leaning backward" in enforcement,
are aware that there are recognizable limits in business needs for
surplus accumulation.



CHAPTER VII

PROPOSALS FOR MODIFICATION

In view of the penal character of section 102 and the fear and un-
certainty which it engenders in the minds of many corporate manage-
ments, there has been a surprisingly small demand for its removal
from the Internal Revenue Code. From many of the section's severest
critics there has been tacit, if not open, admission that the section is
required as a barrier to flagrant and widespread avoidance of personal
surtax, and that, in this respect, it fulfills a necessary function. This
has been reflected in the Congress, which, while providing for a few
minor technical modifications in recent years and, on occasion, giving
consideration to. proposals which involved major changes, has shown
no disposition to repeal the section. Admittedly, the section is a prod-
uct of a Federal tax system which establishes an inequality in the treat-
ment of distributed corporate income, i. e., double taxation of divi-
dends in contrast with other income. It is in a sense a "necessary evil"
to offset or counterbalance the "initial evil" of unequal or differential
taxation of income flows. Until such time as full integration of cor-
porate- and personal-income taxes is achieved, section 102, or a com-
parable tax device, appears not only desirable but of high necessity.
Its elimination would encourage and permit tax avoidance of such
scale as might seriously impair the revenues of the personal-income
tax, as well as serving to promote an inequality in burden distribution
which would be highly offensive to the public's sense of justice.

PROPOSALS FOR SECTION MODIFICATION

The principal proposals for the modification of section 102, which
have come from a variety of sources, are as follows:

1. Shift in the burden of proof from the corporation to the Com-
missioner of the Bureau of Internal Ievenue to show that there has
been improper accumulation of surplus (with intent or purpose to
avoid surtax).'

Amendment of section 102 to provide that. the burden of proof
should reside with the Commissioner would serve largely to emascu-
late the section. Prior to 1938, before the burden of proof was clearly
placed on the taxpayer corporation by statute, the section could not
be effectively enforced because of the difficulty of proving taxpayer

1 Special Tax Study Committee, a ppointed by the Committee on Ways and Means pur-
suant to H. Res. 293 and H. Res. 297, Majority Report, November 4, 1947, in Revenue
Revisions, 1947-48, Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Repre-
sentatives, 80th Cong., 1st sess., pt. 5, p. 3625; National Association of Manufacturers,
Industry Believes (New York: National Association of Manufacturers, 1949), p. 32; Tax-
ation Committee, New York Board of Trade, Revenue Revisions, 1947-48, op. cit., pt. 1,

p. 73; committee on Federal finance, Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Revenue
Revisions, 1947-48, op. cit., pt. 3, pp. 1607-1608; George Terborgh, representing the Ma-
chinery and Allied Products Institute, Revenue Revisions, 1947-48, op. cit., pt. 5, pp.
3306-3307; and many other associations and individuals.
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176 TAXATION OF CORPORATE SIRPLUIS ACCUMULATIONS

intent to avoid surtaxes. Amendment of the section in this respect
may be construed as "repeal in substance although not in form." The
minority report of the Special Tax Study Committee to the Committee
on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives comments as
follows on this proposal:

Admittedly the administration of section 102 involves difficulties, but the
majority would wish us gladly to accept a cure which is worse than the disease.
Section 102 is a protective statute, intended to safeguard the revenues. While
it may be difficult at times to ascertain the permissible limits of corporate
accumulations, it by no means follows that the Commissioner should have the
burden of establishing those limits. If directors are the best judges of a cor-
poration's needs, they are, by the same token, the very persons who should bear
the burden of proof. Throughout the administration of the tax laws, with very
few exceptions, the taxpayer has the burden of proving the facts. This burden is
peculiarly appropriate under section 102, for, as the majority point out, the
directors are especially informed as to circumstances which justify the accu-
mulations.'

2. The penalty tax under section 102 should apply only to that por-
tion of the undistributed section 102 net income which is unreasonably
accumulated.-

The proposed amendment appears to serve no useful purpose. His-
torically, the Bureau has not applied the section except in the more
extreme cases of unreasonable accumulation of surplus. Consequently,
no problem arises, apparently, as to drawing a line between proper
and improper surplus accumulation in any one year. Corporations
subject to deficiency assessments customarily have surplus accruals
extending over a considerable period of prior years, the result of which
is to render the surplus accumulation of the year, or years, of assess-
ment clearly excessive in its entire amount (in the view of the Bureau).

The minority report of the Special Tax Study Committee to the
Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives contains
the following statement regarding this proposal:

In seeking to confine the penalty tax to the unreasonably accumulated income,
the majority again disclose their usual tenderness to avoiders. The rates of
271'A and 38'/2 percent are pitifully low penalties to prevent the avoidance of far
higher surtaxes. It is well known that In many instances directors are quite
willing to risk the penalty because it is comfortably less than the avoided per-
sonal surtaxes. If the 102 tax is made applicable only to the unreasonable
accumulations, the penalty tax should be simultaneously raised so as to function
adequately. 4

3. Dividends paid within 75 days after the close of the corporation's
taxable year may, at the taxpayer's election, be deducted in computing
section 102 net income for such year.'

This proposed amendment does not appear to be unreasonable. Cor-
porate-taxpayers affected by section 102 are currently under pressure
for immediate declaration and payment of dividends within the tax-
able year if dividends as paid are to be a deductible item from the tax
base in the event of application of section 102. In other words, divi-

Revenue Revisions, 1947-48, op. cit., p. 3652.
Special Tax Study Committee, Majority Report, op. cit., p. 3625; National Associationof Manufacturers, Industry Believes, op. cit., p. 32; committee on Federal finance, Chamber

of Commerce of the United States, op. cit.; committee on taxation, Association of the Bar
of the City of New York, Revenue Revisions, 1947-48, op. cit., pt. 5, p. 3177; George Ter-
borgh, representing the Machinery and Allied Products Institute, op. cit.; and many otherassociations and individuals.

'Revenue Revisions, 1947-48, op. cit., p. 3652.
Special Tax Study Committee, Majority Report, op cit * National Association ofManufacturers, Industry Believes, op. cit.; committee on Federal taxation, New York State

Society of Certified Public Accountants, Revenue Revisions, 1947-48, op. cit., pt. 5, p. 3594:and other associations.
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dends paid after the close of the taxable year-even though only a few
days thereafter-may not be deducted in resolving the "undistributed
section 102 net income." Under this proposal, corporate directors
would have 21/2 months following the taxable year to appraise corpo-
rate earnings and corporate needs with respect to possible dividend
distributions without jeopardizing the deductibility of dividends paid
in establishing the section 102 tax base.

However, it does not seem that much would be accomplished to
taxpayer advantage by this proposed amendment. Under existing
law, although surplus accumulation is not reduced for the particular
taxable year by dividends paid thereafter, surplus accumulation for
the following year is reduced by the amount so paid-thus a counter-
balancing advantage. Moreover, a dividend grace period of 21/2
months post taxable year would accomplish little with respect to a
more acute appraisal by the corporate officers of possible section 102
liability, thus permitting adjustment of dividends in accordance there-
with, because of the time lag in Bureau examination of corporate-tax
returns.

4. Long-term capital gains should be excluded from section 102 net
income.6

In the Revenue Act of 1951 (sec. 315), the Congress amended section
102, providing for the exclusion of net long-term capital gains from
the undistributed income constituting the section 102 tax base. This
amendment applies to taxable years subsequent to December 31, 1950.

5. Corporate reserves derived from posttax net income, designated
as a financial provision to offset higher replacement costs, should be
excluded from section 102 net income.'

This proposal presumably would exclude from section 102 net in-
come any earmarked surplus reserve intended to reflect or to offset
higher replacement costs of corporate assets without specific limita-
tion as to (a) total asset costs against which surplus may be accrued,
and (b) the manner or method of determining the higher replacement
-costs for the particular assets. This appears to provide for an open-
.end accrual, or assignment of earned surplus, with corporate officers
given wide latitude as to the tining and the amounts of such accruals.

As previously indicated,8 surplus reserves designed and earmarked
to cover higher replacement costs, particularly under accelerated de-
preciation, apparently will be excluded in determining whether or not
-there has been unreasonable accumulation of surplus. Further, there
is reason to believe that surplus reserves, if reasonable in amount and
designated for asset replacement purposes, may be accrued, even
,though the total financial provision for asset replacement exceeds the
-original cost of the assets.9 Surplus accruals under accelerated depre-
ciation (based on original cost of assets) and replacement reserves de-
rived from surplus and geared to replacement costs of assets (rather
than original cost) may be excluded in subjecting corporate surplus ac-
-cumulations to test for reasonableness by the Bureau. However, if
.the resulting surplus accumulation is found to be unreasonable, and a
deficiency assessment is levied, the "undistributed section 102 net in-

ONational Association of Manufacturers, Industry Believes, op. cit.; subcommittee on
Federal taxation, Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce, Revenue Revisions of 1950,

.op. cit.. pp. 618-619.
' Ibid.
I Chapter II.
9 Syraouwe Stamping Co. v. Commis8sioner, op. cit.
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come," which constitutes the base of the tax, will include for the tax-
able year assignments of retained earnings to cover such accelerated
depreciation or higher replacement cost of assets. This is required
by reason of the statutory definition of "section 102 net income" (code
sec. 102 (d) (1)) and "undistributed section 102 net income" (code
sec. 102 (d) (2)).

If section 102 were to be amended in the manner proposed, the base
of the tax would be reduced, thus decreasing the severity of the tax
penalty. Further, a contradictory policy with respect to depreciation
would be established in that, under section 102, depreciation based on
replacement cost would be allowable in the calculation of the tax, while
under the corporate net-income tax, the allowable deduction for de-
preciation would be confined to original or acquisition cost.

Should this proposal succeed, a strong case can be made for a com-
pensatory upward adjustment in the rates of tax under section 102 to
offset the reduction in the base of the tax. In addition, in the interest
of consistency-which has a virtue-a uniform policy with respect to
deductibility of allowances for depreciation should be followed for the
several taxes, unless there is some compelling reason to do otherwise.

6. Upon threat of section 102 deficiency assessment, corporate share-
holders should be permitted the election of consent dividends under
code section 28 as an alternative to the imposition of the tax."0

Consent dividends operate to reduce corporate earned-surplus ac-
cumulations and to increase paid-in surplus being regarded as a capital
contribution of the shareholders. Consent dividends, of course, are
subject to individual tax in the same manner as cash dividends. The
advantage of consent dividends to the corporation is that corporate
resources remain undepleted. -

Under the existing statute, consent dividends are allowed as a credit
in the computation of "undistributed, section 102 net income." How-
ever, consent dividends may not be recognized nor applied retroac-
tively for purposes of reducing corporate earned surplus, which is the
gist of the above proposal. Corporations must file consent dividends
with their income-tax returns, and shareholders must pay tax thereon
in the taxable year in which this hypothetical distribution occurs. To
permit the election of consent dividends at a later date as an alternative
to a deficiency assessment is to allow corporate officers and shareholders
to second-guess on dividend policy. Efforts of avoidance of personal
surtax would be without penalty in that, if the effort of avoidance
proved unsuccessful (i. e., recommended deficiency assessment), con-
sent dividends could be filed in an appropriate amount retroactively,
and shareholders would pay only the surtax which otherwise would
have been paid had there been a distribution." This proposal might
just as well include the retroactive payment of cash dividends. It
will be recalled that the purpose of section 102 is to deter efforts of
personal-surtax avoidance by the imposition of a positive penalty when
it occurs.

7. A 1-year statute of limitations applicable to deficiency assess-
ments under section 102, with the Commissioner prohibited from re-
questing waivers of the statute from taxpayer corporations.12

'I C. S. Stein, Revenue Revisions, 1947-48, op. cit., pt. 5, pp. 3241-43.
" Other than for interest.
12 Proposed by a respondent to the questionnaire of the Joint Committee on the Economic-

Report.
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The Bureau has never been able administratively to establish a com-
pletely current position-i. e., within a year of filing-in the examina-
tion of corporate income-tax returns. There is no present prospect
that it can be achieved. A 1-year statute of limitations applicable only
to section 102 would impose pressure on the Bureau for a quick review
of returns, with immediate assertion of deficiency assessments when
excessive liquidity appears to be present. Presumably, examination of
returns for possible section 102 liability would have high priority be-
cause the section could neither be ignored nor permitted to go by de-
fault. Hasty decisions on liability under the section might well lead to
ill-considered deficiency assessments thie consequences of which would
be undesirable both to the corporation and the Bureau. Deficiency
assessments could well be more, rather than less, numerous. It is well,
perhaps, to recognize that the substantial time lag which exists between
the filing of a corporate income-tax return and the final determination
by the Commissioner as to whether or not a deficiency assessment
should be asserted under section 102 may, often as not, be to the ad-
vantage of the corporate taxpayer. Certainly, with a 3-year statute
of limitations and the extensive use of waivers, the Bureau has the
opportunity to give careful and thorough consideration to those cor-
porate returns to which suspicion of liability arises.

On the other hand, the time lag in the assertion of deficiency assess-
muents does permit the Bureau to exercise extensive hindsight. To
the corporation it means a comparatively long period of fear and un-
certainty. In addition, with the lapse of time, the interest penalty can
be a sizable byproduct of a deficiency assessment.

It does not appear that any good purpose can be served by subject-
ing the Bureau to the excessive pressure of a 1-year statute of limita-
tions without waivers to the Commissioner. It might well result in
more of a disadvantage than an advantage to corporate taxpayers.
Nevertheless, there should be as early a determination of corporate
liability under section 102 as possible, consistent with reasonable
thoroughness in the examination of returns.

8. Statutory immunity from section 102 for the year or years in
which annual earnings had a minimum percentage distribution to
shareholders, i. e., 50 or 60 per cent.'8

This proposal runs counter to the theory of section 102 in that (a)
the section is not intended to compel any given distribution of divi-
dends as such-rather to induce employment of corporate income, i. e.,
investment of retained earnings and/or distribution to shareholders
at the option of the owners of the corporation; and (b) the appropri-
ate distribution of earnings to shareholders, with respect to existing
corporate liquidity, is subject to wide variation, depending on the
particular facts and circumstances in each case. The effect of this
proposal for some corporations might well be to cause dividend dis-
tributions at the expense of investment. Further, it would protect
excessive corporate liquidities and surtax avoidance within the per-
centage limits of earnings retention as prescribed.

On the other hand, it would establish a yardstick which, by its use,
would permit affected corporations to escape the fear and uncertainty
attendant upon the possible application of the section. However,

" Ibid.
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corporations most concerned about their possible liability under the
section would seem to be those, in general, which, by their own policies,
create fear and uncertainty by knowingly "skating on the thin ice" of
surtax avoidance.

This proposal, on balance, appears to have little in its favor. It
would legally permit a specified level of surtax avoidance and tend
to diminish the section induced flow of self-financed investment.

9. Section 102 should be limited in its application to corporations
in which management owns 50 percent or more of the voting stock,
or any one person owns in excess of 15 or 20 percent of the voting
stock.1

4 0

Underlying this proposal is the presumption that control of a cor-
poration requires the concentration of a very large proportion of
the voting stock in the ownership of a comparatively few individuals.
Only very closely owned and closely controlled corporations would
be subject to the section-not corporations the voting stock of which
is fairly widely distributed but, nevertheless, are effectively controlled
by a few individuals with a minority of the voting stock. It is now
well recognized that the wider the distribution of the voting shares
the less will be required to effectuate control.

Amendment of the statute in this respect doubtless would exclude
from the coverage of the section many corporations in which policy
control resides in the hands of a few individuals, based on a minority
of ownership of voting stock, who find personal advantage in exces-
sive accumulation of liquid surplus with its subsequent withdrawal
in the form of a capital gain. In addition, there would be an induce-
ment to corporate owners, whose corporation is presently covered by
the section, to divest themselves of enough voting shares to secure
exemption, yet retaining effective control.

10. Section. 102 should apply only to mere holding or investment
companies.'5

This proposal seeks the exemption of all operating companies from
the section. Operating companies, as distinguished from purely hold-
ing or investment companies, may be used for purposes of personal
surtax avoidance as effectively as any other kind of corporation by
accumulation of surplus and its noninvestment in the business. There
can be no presumption that operating companies, simply by reason
of direct engagement in business operations, are not, and may not be,
used in the avoidance of individual surtaxes. Evidence is quite to
the contrary.

Should a proposal such as this succeed, section 102 would be sub-
stantially emasculated. Further, existing holding and investment
companies might convert sufficiently to an operating company status
to obtain the benefits of the exemption. So long as the section is to
serve the purpose of restraining personal surtax avoidance in some
measure, operating companies must necessarily be included in statute
coverage. This proposal appears devoid of merit, except insofar as
partial section repeal may be a desired end.

14 Ibid.
' 5John L. Connolly, "Enforcement of Section 102 of the United States Internal Revenue

Code," Income Tax Administration (New York: Tax Institute, 1948). p. 170.
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INTEGRATION OF INCOME TAXES, INDIVIDUAL AND CORPORATE

Section 102 may be regarded as an offspring or byproduct of a

Federal income-tax structure which imposes an income tax on cor-

porations and another on individuals in such a manner as to create

a discrimination in burden (double tax) against income flows siphoned

through corporations in the form of dividend income; on the other

hand, corporate income reaching the individual in the form of a long-

term capital gain provides favorable tax treatment to those in indi-

vidual surtax brackets where the corporate tax, plus the long-term

capital gains tax, is less than the marginal rate of personal surtax

which would apply to such income if of noncorporate origin.

Until such time as these unneutral features of our income-tax struc-

ture are largely or entirely removed, section 102, or a similar provi-

sion, appears to be required. If income to individuals of corporate

and noncorporate origin -were subject to an equivalence of tax; the

section would not be needed. Complaints about the section and its

coercive pressure might better be directed to the basic cause of the

"102 problem," nariiely, a discriminatory income-tax structure. The

only purpose of the section is to offset, or neutralize, in some measure,

the inducements to tax avoidance to which the inequitable tax treat-

ment of income gives rise.
The problem of integration of the corporate and personal income

taxes has aroused much interest and discussion. This has been espe-

cially true during the past decade, occasioned to a large extent by

the major increases in income-tax rates.
Integration of the corporate and individual taxes, if full and com-

plete, simply means that income to corporate shareholders, whether or

not distributed by the corporation, would be taxed equally with non-

corporate income. Various methods have been proposed to achieve

full or partial integration of the corporate and individual income

taxes.'6 Simple repeal of the corporate income tax, of course, would

not secure equality in the tax treatment of income as income retained

in the corporation would be free of income tax. Thus, the corporation

would be a more effective instrument in personal tax avoidance than at

present.
The only method which would achieve complete integration is the

partnership method which, in its application, would mean that all cor-

porate shareholders would include in their individual income tax re-

turns their proportionate share 17 Of the corporate income or loss re-

gardless of whether the income had been distributed. With corporate

stockholders treated the same way as owners of unincorporated busi-

nesses, i. e., proprietorships and partnerships, the corporate net income

tax could be eliminated, the double taxation of dividend income would

disappear; and equality in the taxation of different kinds of income

(corporate and noncorporate) would obtain, with section 102 no longer

needed. However, the administrative difficulties of universal applica-

tion of the partnership method to corporations are so great as prob-

ably to render it impractical. For the very great majority of small

closely held and closely controlled corporations which historically have

'5 For a discussion of methods of integration see Richard Goode, The Corporation Income

Tax (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1951), ch. 10; also, Richard Goode, The Postwar

Corporation Tax Structure (Washington, D. C.: Treasury D-ps.rtment, 1946).
" Proportioned to equity ownership.
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been the focal point of attention of section 102, the partnership method
probably could be applied without encountering insuperable difficul-
ties. These corporations, in general, have simple capital structures,
and ownership is confined to relatively few shareholders with compara-
tively infrequent transfer of shares. Congress might well consider
giving to corporate ownerships the opportunity of electing partnership
taxation of shareholders. Once elected, however, there could be no
return to the former (corporate income tax) method of taxation. For
those electing the partnership method of taxation there would be, of
course, no section 102 problem, with surtax avoidance" no longer
existing. Should Congress act in this respect, the Bureau doubtless
would be much interested in those corporations (which have a vulner-
ability under section 102) not electing the partnership method.

If the partnership method were given optional application, it is to
be presumed that the corporations electing this method would be those
which would secure a tax advantage thereby. The optional partner-
ship method, of course, would be limited in its effect in tax equalization
as between corporate and noncorporate business income.

Mandatory application of the partnership method, because of ad-
ministrative difficulties, would require very careful definition of the
corporations to be included. In general terms, probably only the
private, as distinguished from the public, corporations should be cov-
ered by the mandatory method. Further limitation might be neces-
sary in order that private corporations with complex capital structures
and/or fairly numerous stockholders be excluded. It is likely that
any attempt to establish a mandatory classification would be chal-
lenged as discriminatory and unfair. Nevertheless, it is worthy of.
careful consideration, particularly when so many of the small private
corporations are only incorporated partnerships. The area of appli-
cation of the partnership method would be larger, and greater tax
uniformity would result, if the approach were mandatory rather than
optional.

Methods of partial integration of the corporate and individual in-
come taxes are found in (1) the credit for dividends paid, (2) the
withholding tax credit, and (3) the credit for dividends received.19

Partial integration, as expressed in the credit for dividends paid,
would continue the present system of income taxation, with provision
for a tax credit to corporations for dividends paid. The effect would
be to remove part or all of the corporate tax on distributed corporate
income, with undistributed income, however, continuing to be subject
to the full corporate tax. This method would either lessen or elimi-
nate the double taxation of dividend income and convert the corporate
income tax into essentially an undistributed profits tax.

The withholding tax credit 20 as a method of partial integration
would provide that the income tax paid by corporations, in part or in
whole, would be regarded as a withholding tax on dividend distribu-
tions, with shareholders reporting in taxable income the dividends
received, plus withholding tax, and entering as a credit the amount
of the tax withheld on the distributed income. All corporate net
income, whether or not distributed, would be subject to the withhold-
ing tax, but shareholders would be limited in their credit to the tax

Is Escaping personal surtax by corporate retention of earnings.
I See Richard Goode, op. cit.
20 British method.
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withheld on the distributed income. This withholding, or prepay-
ment, against the tax liabilities of shareholders would reduce or re-
move the double tax against dividend income, yet provide for current
taxation of undistributed corporate profits.

Tlhe credit for dividends received method would provide either
exemption from part of the individual tax rates, i. e., first bracket rate,
for dividends received or a tax credit of equivalent amount as an offset
to the corporate tax. In the event the corporate tax were reduced to,
the first bracket rate of the individual tax, with the credit for divi-
dends received equal thereto, double taxation of dividend income would
be eliminated (for taxable income not exceeding the first bracket of
tax). This method of partial integration was in use prior to 1936.

In addition to the above methods of partial integration, there is the
capital gains approach to the problem of the double taxation of divi-
dend income. Under this approach the corporate tax would be elim-
inated, with full individual rates applied to realized capital gains and
with full deductibility of realized capital losses from any income.2'
Realization of a gain or loss would occur with transfers of property
by sale, gift, or bequest. Some plan of averaging of taxable income
over a specified number of years might well be included in any applica-
tion of the capital gains method.

The methods of partial integration would not establish full tax
equality as between corporate and noncorporate income, and as be-
tween distributed and undistributed corporate income. This, like-
wise, would be true of the capital gains approach.

In the credit for dividends paid method, the reduction or elimina-
tion of the corporate tax on distributed profits would not remove the
incentive for unreasonable accumulation of surplus. Shareholders
subject to individual surtax rates (on distributed corporate income)
in excess of the tax credit for dividends paid plus the long-term
capital gains rate would find a tax advantage in the nondistribution
of corporate income. This would be true also of the withholding tax
credit method and the credit for dividends received method. Thus,
under these methods of partial integration section 102, or something
similar, would still be required, even though the incentive to accumu-
late surplus has been somewhat reduced. With the removal of the
corporate income tax and full taxation of capital gains, section 102
would have no place in the Internal Revenue Code as corporations,
with Treasury approval, would be free to accumulate surplus to what-
ever extent desired.

In conclusion, it may be said that, while both the partnership method
and the capital gains approach insure removal of the corporate income
tax and section 102, the partnership method is to be preferred pri-
marily for reasons of equity. Further, the partnership method ap-
pears to offer a feasible approach, if mandatory, for the elimination
of the section 102 problem for the great majority of private
corporations.

r See Henry C. Simons, Personal Income Taxation (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1938), chs. VII and IX; also, Richard Goode, The Postwar Corporation Tax Strnc-
tore, op. cit., pp. 16-18.



CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Corporate retention of earnings has been a broad highway to indi-
vidual avoidance of Personal surtax. Although any retention of earn-
ings permits individual surtax to be avoided, the concern of the Con-
gress and the Treasury, as manifested in section 102, has been with
retained earnings which take the form of corporate hoarding. Income
held within the corporation which is put to some essential corporate
use in the reasonably immediate future does not fall within the prohi-
bition of the section. Section 102 is an injunction-a mandate of the
Congress-against corporate hoarding. The index to corporate hoard-
ing is found in corporate liquidity. Liquid assets are essential to
business enterprise. Consequently, corporate liquidity which, under
the particular circumstances, is reasonable in amount is not liquidity
representative of a corporate endeavor to hoard. It is the corporate
possession of an excessive volume of liquid assets, accumulated from
retained earnings, which suggests the existence of the prohibited
purpose.

The Congress, by a series of upward rate adjustments in personal
surtax since the inception of the modern income tax, has provided ever
greater inducement to personal tax avoidance by corporate retention
of profits. To many taxpayers the means of avoidance has been avail-
able. Corporations have been brought into existence, and, subject to
the bidding of the controlling shareholders, may be used to intercept
and to retain taxpayer income. Taxpayers, not interposing an artifi-
cial personality-the corporation-between themselves and the source
of their income,, foreclose this means of surtax avoidance. Proprie-
torships and partnerships are subject to the full rates of personal sur-
tax on all net income, even though little or none is distributed. The
inducement, as well as the opportunity, for personal surtax avoidance
is grounded in the nonintegrated Federal income tax structure. Dou-
ble taxation of dividend income, high personal surtax rates, and a
comparatively low maximum rate on long-term capital gains are tax
factors which collectively contribute to efforts of avoidance of surtax.

The present section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code has its statu-
tory parent in section II (A) (2) of the Tariff Act of 1913 1 which ush-
ered in our present personal income tax. The many changes made in
the original section over the years, on the whole, have been designed to
increase its administrative effectiveness and to sharpen its penalty
character. The most important single amendment. which has been
highly influential in increasing its contemporary effectiveness, is the
statutory shift in the burden of proof to the taxpayer corporation in
the Revenue Act of 1938. The formal rates of tax under the section

See appendix I for the legislative and statutory history of section 102.
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have remained unchanged since the Revenue Act of 1941. The most
recent amendment to the section occurred in the Revenue Act of 1951,
which provided for the exclusion of net long-term capital gains from
the base of the tax.

Personal holding companies, previously covered by the predecessor
sections of section 102, were excluded and placed under a separate tax-
ing provision (now code sec. 500) in the Revenue Act of 1934. This
act contained the first designation of the section as "section 102."
Foreign personal holding companies were likewise excluded and made
subject to a special taxing provision in the Revenue Act of 1937 (now
code sec. 337). Except for personal holding companies and foreign
personal holding companies, section 102 is of general application and
represents the only present barrier to personal tax avoidance through
corporate hoarding or unreasonable accumulation of surplus.

Section 102 explicitly approves surplus accumulations which serve
necessary business purposes. The business purposes must be those of
the corporation, however, as distinguished from those of the owner or
owners. Because of the strong inducement ( i. e., personal surtax rates)
to avoid personal tax, some shareholders, as would be expected, en-
deavor to find ways to circumvent the prohibition of the section.
Plausible words of rationalization are advanced in support of "high
corporate liquidities," and the phrase "necessary business purposes"
is given an interpretation sufficiently broad to encompass the personal
interests of shareholders, as well as the business interests of the corpo-
ration. What may appear to be excessive corporate liquidities is jus-
tified on challenge as representing simply a prudent financial provi-
sion for the hazards and risks of the future, even though they may be
of a nebulous character. When corporate accumulations are used to
finance loans to influential shareholders, to purchase the shares of
minority shareholders, to build oversize reserves, to establish un-
needed reserves, to underwrite operating company speculative invest-
ments in unrelated securities, and the like, suspicion necessarily at-
taches that motivation to avoid personal surtax may be present.

Corporate liability under the section requires the conjuncture of
two factors, namely, an intent or purpose to avoid, personal surtax
through surplus accumulations, and accomplishment of the purpose by
the retention of earnings. Two presumptions are found in the sec-
tion: First, 'The fact that any corporation is a mere holding or
investment company shall be prima facie evidence of a purpose to
avoid surtax upon shareholders," and, second, "the fact that the earn-
ings or profits of a corporation are permitted to accumulate beyond
the reasonable needs of the business shall be determinative of the pur-
pose to avoid surtax upon shareholders unless the corporation by the
clear preponderance of the evidence shall prove to the contrary."
These presumptions are vital to enforcement of the section. Without
these features, section 102 would have virtually no effectiveness.

Although the tax base ("undistributed sec. 102 net income" as de-
rived from "sec. 102 net income") to which the surtax rates of section
102 apply allows only for "depreciation on cost," supplemental cor-
porate surplus reserves designed and designated for accelerated de-
preciation and/or replacement cost depreciation will be excluded by
the Bureau, apparently, if reasonable in amount, in determining the
propriety of the existing surplus accumulation. This procedure seems
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fully justified, even though it presents an anomaly in depreciation
policy.

Historically, section 102 has been applied to the comparatively small
closely held and closely controlled corporations rather than to the
large public corporations. Admittedly, the existence of the inter-
dicted purpose would be more likely to occur in the case of private
corporations in which, there is a close or complete identity of share-

holders and corporate officers. (i. e., corporate directors). On the

other hand, there is much evidence which indicates that many of our
large public corporations are subject to control, either directly or in-

directly, by small groups of shareholders who, it may be presumed,
are not unconscious of personal surtax savings resulting from surplus
accumulation. Large numbers of shareholders and a minority stock
interest by influential shareholders should not be permitted to disguise
the existence of a control group and the possible shaping of corporate
policy to serve personal advantage. In view of the purpose and intent
of the section, it appears that the Bureau might properly direct atten-
tion to public, as well as to private, corporations.

The penalty character of the section 102 surtax, combined with the
uncertainty and fear engendered by it, and its discretionary applica-
tion by the Bureau have been among the factors responsible for the
large amount of contemporary criticism which it has received. The
section has been charged with forcing excessive dividend distribu-
tions, the acceleration of corporate real investment, excessive inven-
tory accumulation, limiting the self-financed growth of corporations,
inducing corporate mergers and industrial concentration, causing pref-
erences for debt rather than equity financing, bringing about disin-
corporation, curtailment of business operations, and the like.

In an endeavor to obtain factual information regarding the eco-
nomic effects of the section, questionnaires were employed by the Tax
Institute, The Brookings Institution, and the Joint Committee on the
Economic Report of the Congress. The questionnaire of the Tax

Institute was sent to tax practitioners (accountants and attorneys),
with the questionnaires of The Brookings Institution and the Joint

Committee on the Economic Report directed to corporate officers. On

the basis of respondent replies to these questionnaires, the following
conclusions are indicated:

1. A significant proportion of the private profit-making corpora-
tions are seriously concerned with section 102, with their dividend, real
investment, and liquidity policies being affected by it.

2. Corporations in virtually all types of business enterprise are
affected by the section.

3. The forcing effect of the section applies to real investment and to

dividends as alternatives to excessive corporate liquidity.
4. On balance, it appears that, for affected corporations, there is

an important net inducement effect on real investment by the section.
a. The section, apparently, is a positive factor in business concen-

tration for affected corporations.
6. Corporations affected by the section are induced to reduce exist-

ing indebtedness; also when additional outside capital is required to
prefer debt rather than equity financing.

7. The section has a net expansionary effect on the inventories of
affected corporations, apparently.
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8. The section has a definite forcing effect on corporate dividends as
to timing and amount.

9. Liquidities of corporations are negatively affected to the positive
advantage of dividends and real investment.

10. The "immediacy" doctrine in section application tends, on bal-
ance, to accelerate rather than retard corporate planning of real in-
vestment and its implementation. I

11. It is clear that the section has diverse, or opposing, effects with
respect to affected corporations.

12. The section is of no small importance in limiting the use and
development of closely held and closely controlled profitable corpora-
tions as personal "savings banks" as a means of avoiding personal
surtax.

13. The section appears to be strongly cyclical in its effect with
respect to the financial conduct of affected corporations under the
"immediacy" doctrine.

14. Although of serious concern to vulnerable corporations, the
net effect of the section in raising the level of aggregate demand (in-
vestment and consumption components) appears to be of a minor order.
Its net inflationary and deflationary effects on the cycle, i. e., amplitude
of cycle movement, do not seem to be of especial significance.

Although the section appears to be of minor importance in effecting
a reduction of total corporate hoards, i. e., idle savings, such effect as
it may have is of advantage to the economy in that a somewhat
closer current balance between savings and investment results. Con-
sequently, a favorable influence is exerted on the current level of em-
ployment and national income.

The maintenance of corporate solvency is a prime consideration of
all corporate owners and officers. Section 102 has been challenged
by many of its critics as compelling reductions in corporate liquidity
below that required for minimum financial safety. There is no per-
suasive evidence, however, that the section has been a principal, or even
an important contributing, factor in corporate insolvencies. The fact
that the section has application only to profitable corporations, not to
nonprofit or small profit corporations, combined with its conservative
administration by the Bureau, lends support for the view that there
has been no serious impairment of corporate solvencies.

The effectiveness of section 102 in forcing dividends as an alternative
to liquid surplus accumulation (no investment of retained earnings
contemplated) varies with the effective rates of personal surtax appli-
cable to the income, if distributed. The Congress, by increasing the
rates of personal surtax over the years, without a corresponding in-
crease in section 102 surtax rates and/or the maximum rate on long-
term capital gains, has seriously diminished the influence of the sec-
tion in serving its intended purpose. Under present rates of tax, an
individual even in the relatively low brackets of surtax will find an
advantage in corporate retention of earnings, even though this results
in a section 102 deficiency assessment, with subsequent withdrawal of
the income in the form of a long-term capital gain. If section 102 is
to be preserved as a barrier to personal surtax avoidance, and is to be
reasonably effective therein, a strong case can be made for a substan-
tial upward adjustment in its rates of tax.
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With the minority stockholders' suit in the Trico Products Corp.

case the Bureau of Internal Revenue became the beneficiary of unex-

pected assistance in bringing to the attention of corporate directors

the importance of the section. In this action the minority stockhold-

ers sought reimbursement to the corporation, from the pockets of the

directors, of the funds lost in consequence of deficiency assessments.
Plaintiffs sued on the general grounds that the directors had been

derelict in permitting surplus accumulations to reach excessive pro-

portions, and that these accumulations were not to serve the advantage

of the corporation but, instead, to secure surtax savings to the direc-

tors. The case was settled by agreement between the parties whereby

the directors personally paid $2,390,000 to the Trico Products Corp.

and declared a special cash dividend of $5.50 per share. Corporate

directors who cause an excessive accumulation of surplus are now

beset on two sides-on one side by the Bureau, on the other side by

minority stockholders.
In an examination of Bureau deficiency assessments 2 under section

102 for the fiscal years 1940 to and including the first 6 months of 1950,

which are estimated to be 67.5 percent of the total for the period, defi-

ciency assessments under the section were found to vary more over

time than those under income and profits tax generally. This is to be

expected because of the nature of the penalty tax. Bureau enforce-
ment activity with reference to the section was at a reduced level fol-

lowing fiscal 1943 to fiscal 1949.
Revenue yield per deficiency assessment was much higher for section

102 than for income and profits tax as a whole, averaging $15,522 for

the former, as compared with $5,564 for the latter, for the period under

review. In the closing of proposed assessments (imposition of tax),

the Income Tax Unit averaged 78 percent of those initially recom-

mended, the technical staff 54 percent of the cases receiving its atten-

tion, and the courts 86 percent. These proportions relate to corporate

tax years of assessment.
High concentration of ownership characterized corporations subject

to section deficiency assessments, with 93 percent of the corporations
(corporate tax years of assessment) having less than 10 stockholders

per corporation. Corporate control was likewise highly concentrated,
with corporations representing 96 percent of the assessable tax years

having either one or two shareholders owning more than 50 percent of

the voting stock. It is clear from these data that the Bureau has di-

rected its principal enforcement attention to the extreme cases of

concentrated corporate ownership and control. Because efforts to

effect personal surtax savings are in no sense limited to corporations
representing close ownership and control, a far broader enforcement

policy may be fully defended.
Corporations subject to deficiency assessments had the very high

average ratio of liquid assets to total assets of 0.66. The ratios of

earned surplus to total assets and current assets to current liabilities
were likewise very high. A large proportion of current earnings were

retained. The critical factor in establishing section liability is cor-

'Included in the analysis were 514 corporations, 919 assessable corporate tax years,

and proposed deficiency assessments (Income Tax Unit) covering 1,033 tax years.
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porate liquidity, apparently. Ratios of earned surplus to total assets
and current assets to current liabilities were not, of themselves, sig-
nificant criteria of vulnerability. A large earned surplus may repre-
sent real assets, and a high ratio of current assets to current liabilities
may be simply indicative of a very small amount of current liabilities.
Further, heavy corporate retention of earnings, while perhaps creat-
ing suspicion, may not express itself in an excessive liquidity.

Manufacturing corporations had the largest number of tax years
of assessment with wholesale and retail trade corporations second,
and corporations engaged in finance, insurance, and real estate third.
Corporations in the mining and quarrying industry had the largest
tax per corporation and per tax year, with an assessment of $76,949
per corporation and $41,972 per tax year.

The assessed corporations were concentrated, by asset size, in the
$100,000 to $5,000,000 range. Very few corporations having assets
of less than $100,000, or assets of $5,000,000 and above, were subject
to assessment. The field examination procedure of the Bureau may
explain, in part, the small number of assessed corporations with assets
under $100,000; also, the Bureau may find high liquidities more de-
fensible for these small corporations. For corporations with assets
of $5,000,000 and above, the explanation for the small number of
assessments may lie in the wider distribution of shares and less con-
centration of corporate control.

The majority of corporations assessed were retaining large amountsof earnings. On the basis of assessable corporate tax years, 57 per-
cent retained all net earnings for the tax years of assessment. Only
a few corporations were subject to deficiency assessments when less
than 25 percent of the profits were retained.

The administration of section 102 by the Bureau has been most
conservative, with section application (assessments) limited to the
very closely held and closely controlled corporations. It should be
said that Bureau enforcement policy doubtless has been affected by
the "supercautious" attitude of the courts. Confined to this restricted
corporate area, the section may not adequately serve its intended
purpose. The Bureau might properly review its administrative policy
with respect to the section.

Litigation under section 102 and its predecessor sections consists
of 101 cases for the period 1913 to January 1, 1950. The first case
made its appearance before the trial court in fiscal 1930, and involved
the United Business Corp. of America. The statute and the deficiency
assessment were upheld. It was not until 1938,bhowever, that the
United States Supreme Court dealt with the constitutionality of the
statute in Helvering v. National Grocery Co. The Court found the
statute constitutional and the deficiency assessment proper.

The Government has been relatively successful in the litigation
under the statute with respect to proposed tax, i. e., 67 percent of
total proposed tax; it has been less successful in terms of the number
of cases, i. e., 42 percent of total number of cases of favorable decision
to Government. In view of the very cautious and conservative atti-
tude of the Bureau in section enforcement, a better record in litiga-
tion might well be expected. The decisions indicate that the courts
are even more conservative than the Bureau, and are disposed to
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interpret quite generously the "reasonable needs of the business" as
expressed in surplus accumulations and liquidity requirements. On
the other hand, the courts are not unrealistic in their conservatism;
they are aware of the motivation for, and technique of, surtax avoid-
ance through the instrumentality of the corporation, and that plau-
sible explanations can usually be found for the efforts of avoidance.

A variety of proposals have been made for the modification of
section 102. With few exceptions, these proposals, if implemented
by the Congress, would result in seriously weakening the section sub-
stantively or undermining its enforcement. In this connection, it
is of basic importance that the statutory burden of proof should
remain on the taxpayer rather than be placed on the Commissioner
(1938 amendment) if the section is to have some measure of effec-
tiveness. It would be better to repeal the statute in its entirety than
to reduce its effectiveness to a point where only the form is preserved,
not its substance. By the successive increases in personal surtax
rates over the years, without a corresponding increase in the rates
of the penalty surtax, section effectiveness has been seriously reduced.
In addition, the cautious policy of the Bureau in enforcement, and
the limited area (assessed cases) to which it is directed have reduced
its effectiveness in preventing tax avoidance. As a prop to an in-
come-tax structure which establishes serious unneutralities, it is at
best a very frail and inadequate instrument. Yet, it is the only
available means of dealing with personal tax avoidance as found in
corporate hoarding.

The answer to the "102 problem" and the avoidance of surtax lies
in a full integration of the corporate and individual income taxes, if
a satisfactory method can be devised. Partial integration by preserv-
ing some measure of unneutrality will not void the problem. The best
approach appears to be the mandatory partnership method which
can be made applicable probably to the great majority of the private
corporations. This, of course, would not solve the problem of surtax
avoidance of private corporations excluded from the partnership tax
treatment, nor of public corporations. On the other hand, these corpo-
rations appear largely to be excluded from the impact of the section,
thus, the situation would hardly be worsened. If the mandatory part-
nership method were given maximum corporate coverage, much
practical justification would exist for dispensing with section 102.

As a final word, it should be said that no one likes penal taxation.
Further, section 102 is a generalized and an imprecise adjuration to
those who own and control corporations not to engage in the prohibited
act. Because the line in earnings retention and surplus accumulation
is not precisely drawn, uncertainty and insecurity result. To those
who own and control corporations, this is irritating and generative of
fear. Because the section in its application is of administrative initia-
tion, corporate officers see their fate in the hands of Bureau officials

for whose knowledge of business affairs and the problems of manage-
ment they do not generally have high regard. This they dislike. It is
understandable that this is so. Yet, on the other hand, if the line
demarking unreasonable surplus accumulations were Precisely drawn,
discrimination and unfairness would doubtless be aleged, and with
more or less justification, because that which would be reasonable for
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one would be unreasonable for another. Bureau officials have demon-
strated caution and conservatism in section administration. The rec-
ord of administrative enforcement should at least allay unreasonable
and prejudiced fears.

It should be added that others, besides those who own and control
corporations, have an important stake in section 102. The great ma-
jority of our citizens whose incomes are primarily in the form of wages
and salaries and business income from proprietorships arid partner-
ships have a vital interest in seeing that the burdens imposed under
income taxation are distributed as fairly as possible. In accomplish-
ing this result under the unneutral income tax system provided by the
Congress, section 102 has a place.



APPENDIXES

APPENDIX 1

LEGISLATIVE AND STATUTORY HISTORY

The statutory parent of the present section 102 is found in the
Tariff Act of 1913 as an integral part of the first income tax on persons
following adoption of the sixteenth amendment. Since its initial
appearance as a part of the income tax, this additional tax (later
called surtax), which was intended to close a recognized avenue of
personal surtax avoidance, has been amended many times. Such al-
teration, however, represents consistent efforts toward strengthening
the tax, particularly in respect to its administrative workableness.
This is not to say that section 102 uncertainties have been removed,
and that it is now equally understandable to taxpayer and Bureau
in its application to particular cases. Its applicability to a taxpayer
corporation requires the exercise of judgment with a wide area of
administrative discretion on the part of the Bureau. So long as tax-
payer avoidance of personal surtax is regarded as a function of the
"unreasonableness" of the corporate surplus accumulation, the in-
volvement of a large degree of Bureau judgment in the administration
of the tax cannot be avoided.

The major changes in the original tax as found in section II (A)
(2), of the Tariff Act of 1913 1 may be listed as follows:

1. The striking of the word "fraudulently" in the Revenue Act of
1918.2 Prior to 1918, the statute provided that profits "permitted to
accumulate beyond the reasonable needs of the business, shall be prima
facie evidence of a fraudulent purpose to escape such tax * * *
[Italics ours.]

The removal of the word "fraudulently" was for the purpose of
making the section more enforceable because it had been found most
difficult to procure the necessary evidence to establish the existence of
fraud when the shareholders of the corporation permitted the unrea-
sonable accumulation of corporate profits.

2. The transfer of the impact of the tax from the shareholders to the
corporation in the Revenue Act of 1921, and the imposition of a tax
of 25 percent (in addition to other corporate taxes) on the net income
of the corporation when such corporation is formed or used to avoid
personal surtax by permitting profits to accumulate.'

3. The increase in the rate of tax from 25 to 50 percent, and the
redefinition of corporate net income in the Revenue Act of 1924.4

4. The adoption, in the Revenue Act of 1934,5 of reduced but grad-

138 U. S. Stat. L. 166-167.
240 U S. Stat. L. 1072.

42 U. S. Stat. L. 247-248. As an alternative to the 25 percent corporate tax stock-
holders. upon agreement. could be taxed under personal tax on their aliquot shares of the
undistributed corporate income.

43 U. S. Stat. L. 277.
''48 U. S. Stat. L. 702-703.
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uated surtax rates, 25 percent on the first $100,000 of adjusted net
income, and 35 percent on adjusted net income in excess of $100,000,
certain revisions in the base of the tax, and the removal of personal
holding companies from section 102 (the renumbered sec. 104), with
such companies taxed under a separate section (sec. 351) at somewhat
higher rates (30 to 40 percent).

5. The reduction in rates of tax in the Revenue Act of 1936 6 for cor-
porations subject to the undistributed profits surtax. Corporations
subject to the tax on undistributed profits were taxable under section
102 at a rate of 15 percent of the first $100,000 of retained net income,
and 25 percent on retained net income in excess of this amount.

6. The shift in the burden of proof to the taxpayer corporation in
the Revenue Act of 1938 7 under circumstances of where earnings of
a corporation are permitted to accumulate beyond the reasonable
needs of the business. Unreasonable accumulation was determinative
of the purpose to avoid personal surtax, with the corporation having
the burden of proof to show "by the clear preponderance of the
evidence" that the unreasonable accumulation was not for the
proscribed purpose.

7. The upward adjustment of formal rates in the Revenue Act of
1941 8 to 271/2 percent on the first $100,000, and 381/2 percent on the
excess undistributed section 102 net income.

TARIFF AcT OF 1913

The relevant portion of the Tariff Act of 1913 provided that,
supplemental to the regular income tax, an additional levy (income
tax) shall be imposed upon individuals, and that-
For the purpose of this additional tax the taxable income of any individual
shall embrace the share to which he would be entitled of the gains and profits,
if divided or distributed, whether divided or distributed or not, of all
corporations, joint-stock companies, or associations however created or
organized, formed or fraudulently availed of for the purpose of preventing the
imposition of such tax through the medium of permitting such gains and profits
to accumulate instead of being divided or distributed; and the fact that any
such corporation, joint-stock company, or association, is a mere holding company,
or that the gains and profits are permitted to accumulate beyond the reasonable
needs of the business shall be prima facie evidence of a fraudulent purpose to
escape such tax; but the fact that the gains and profits are in any case permitted
to accumulate and become surplus shall not be construed as evidence of a
purpose to escape the said tax in such case unless the Secretary of the Treasury
shall certify that in his opinion such accumulation is unreasonable for the
purposes of the business. When requested by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, or any district collector of internal revenue, such corporation,
joint-stock company, or association shall forward to him a correct statement
of such profits and the names of the individuals who would be entitled to the
same if distributed.9

049 U. S. Stat L. 1676.
7 52 U. S. Stat. L. 483.
' 55 U. S. Stat. L. 693. For the year 1940, a 10-percent defense tax was applied to

existing rates of taxes, including the tax rates of sec. 102. The repeal of the defense
tax by the Revenue Act of 1941 was compensated for (in the case of sec. 102) by an
equivalent percentage increase in formal rates.

9 Sec. II (A) (2), 38 U. S. Stat. L. 166-167.
"Under the Revenue Acts of 1913 to 1918, a corporation that permitted an unreasonable

accumulation of profits was not subject to the ordinary corporation income tax, but the
individual stockholders were taxed upon their proportionate shares of its net income,
whether distributed or not. Under the Revenue Acts of 1913 to 1917 such shares were
subject only to the individual surtax rates, while under the 1918 act they were subject to
both the normal tax and surtax rates." (Italics ours.) Secretary of the Treasury. Annual
Report for the Fiscal Year 1940, footnote 16 (Washington, D. C.: Government PrintingOffice. 1941), p. 468.
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From the congressional discussion of this section of the act, it is
clear that there was full awareness of the problem of personal surtax
avoidance through the use of the corporate entity, and that, as a
problem, it was sufficiently important to require statutory recognition.
n illustration:
Mr. WILLIAMS. * * * The Senator will see that unless we provide for this

evil in some way men might escape not the normal tax but escape the additional
tax by merely forming themselves, or using a brother, wife, or somebody, or an
office boy. Then, while perfectly willing to pay the normal tax as a corporation,
they would escape the additional tax by not having their amount distributed by
an arrangement so that they could draw upon the corporation, of course, for
whatever they needed. Now, it is for the purpose of preventing that sort of
thing. Of course, they could have any arrangement with the corporation they
chose, because they would be the corporation.

Now, then, it was thought that perhaps some corporation noW in existence
might lend themselves to things of that sort owing to the fact that men might be
liable for the additional tax and would completely control it by owning a ma-
jority of the stock. So this was put in for that purpose.1 0

Another statement as to the purpose of the section:
Mr. WILLIAMS. It applies only to such profits and the heaping up of such sur-

plus as shall justify the Secretary of the Treasury in concluding that it is done
for the purpose of evading the tax. Its main purpose is to prevent the formation
of holding companies.

Here is a man, for example, with an income as large as Mr. Carnegie's income,
let us say. There would be nothing to prevent him from organizing a holding
company and passing his income from year to year up to undivided profits."1

As to the determination of the surplus accumulation:
Mr. BRANDEGEE. It gives the Secretary of the Treasury absolute power to say

exactly what surplus shall-be in his opinion proper for the conduct of any busi-
ness, and if the views of the managers of the business do not coincide with his
views they are guilty of a fraud."

In reference to the responsibility of the Secretary of the Treasury:
Mr. WILLIAMS. He [the Secretary of the Treasury] must first proceed to con-

sider the question whether that corporation as such has been fraudulently availed
of for the purpose of permitting parties to escape this additional tax, and consid-
ering that question and deciding upon it himself he would consider whether this
surplus were too large for the reasonable purposes.of that business. If he con-
cluded that the accumulations were too large for the reasonable purposes of that
business, and that the fraudulent intent existed, he would then certify that, in
his opinion, such accumulation was unreasonable for the purposes of the business.
Whereupon it would become prima facie evidence to the fact that it was being
fraudulently availed of to escape the tax, and the internal-revenue commissioner
would proceed to assess the property."3

REVENUE ACT OF 1916

The Revenue Act of 1916 in all essential respects was similar to,
the 1913 act. Section 3 of the Revenue Act of 1916 had the following
content:
- For the purpose of the additional tax, the taxable income of any individual
shall include the share to which he would be entitled of the gains and profits, if
divided or distributed, whether divided or distributed or not, of all corporations,
joint-stock companies or associations, or insurance companies, however created
or organized, formed or fraudulently availed of for the purpose of preventing the
imposition of such tax through the medium of permitting such gains and profits

20 Congressional Record, vol. 50, p. 5318. See J. S. Seidman, Seidman's Legislative His-
tory of Federal Income Tax Laws, 1938-1861 (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1938), pp.
984-987, for the congressional discussion of sec. II (A) (2).

1 Ibid., p. 4380.
" Ibid.
15 Ibid., p. 5319.
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to accumulate instead of being divided or distributed; and the fact that any
such corporation, joint-stock company or association, or insurance company, is a
*mere holding company, or that the gains and profits are permitted to accumu-
late beyond the reasonable needs of the business, shall be prima facie evidence
of a fraudulent purpose to escape such tax; but the fact that the gains and profits
are in any case permitted to accumulate and become surplus shall not be con-
strued as evidence of a purpose to escape the said tax in such case unless the
Secretary of the Treasury shall certify that in his opinion such accumulation is
unreasonable for the purposes of the business. When requested by the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue, or any district collector of internal revenue,
such corporation, joint-stock company or association, or insurance company

* shall forward to him a correct statement of such gains and profits and the
names and addresses of the individuals or shareholders who would be entitled to
the same if divided or distributed.' 4

REVENUE ACT OF 1917

No change was made in the above section in the 1917 Revenue Act
which continued operative. However, Congress, under pressure to
provide more revenue for war financing, and conscious of surtax
avoidance through corporate surplus accumulations, enacted an addi-
tional tax to strike at retained corporate profits not reasonably re-
quired in the business. Section 1206 (2) (b) of the Revenue Act of
1917 provided:

In addition to the income tax imposed by subdivision (a) of this section there
shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid annually an additional tax of ten
per centum upon the amount, remaining undistributed six months after the end
of each calendar or fiscal year, of the total net income of every corporation, joint-
stock company or association, or insurance company, received during the
year * **

The tax imposed by this subdivision shall not apply to that portion of such
undistributed net income which is actually invested and employed in the business
or is retained for employment in the reasonable requirements of the business or
is invested in obligations of the United States * * * Provided, That if the
Secretary of the Treasury ascertains and finds that any portion of such amount
so retained at any time for employment in the business is not so employed or is
not reasonably required in the business a tax of fifteen per centum shall be
levied, assessed, collected, and paid thereon.5

The Report of the Senate Finance Committee on this legislation
stated:
The purpose of this amendment is to subject to additional taxation such propor-
tion, of the incomes of corporations as are not actually invested and employed
in the business or retained for employment in the reasonable requirements of
the business. If the Secretary of the Treasury shall ascertain and find that any
portion of such amount so retained for employment in the business is not so
employed, or is not reasonably required in the business, that portion of such
amount so retained is made subject to a tax of 15 per cent. If any part of the
undistributed surplus is retained for any purpose other than employment in
the business it is subjected to a tax of 10 per cent.

Neither the existing law nor the House bill imposes a surtax upon the un-
distributed earnings of corporations. Under both the House bill and existing
law the normal tax of the corporation and the normal tax of the individual is
the same. In these conditions the earnings of the corporation escape surtax
until distributed among its shareholders. This situation seemed to your com-
mittee to bring about an inequality between the corporation and the individual
which should be remedied as far as practicable. In view of the fact that it has
.heretofore been the custom of corporations, for well recognized and sound
economic reasons to retain in the business a greater or less proportion of their
annual earnings, and in view of the further fact that the present situation calls
for unusual outlays for purposes of expansion, development, etc., to meet the

I 40 U. S. Stat. L. 758.
40 U. S. Stat. L. 334.
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demands and requirements of the situation, and the increased difficulty in
borrowing money on satisfactory terms and conditions caused by the large
demand of the Government upon the investing public to float its securities
issued to raise revenue for the war, your committee believes that the situation
would be best met by imposing the surtaxes above mentioned upon such portions
of the retained surplus as is not retained for employment in the
business * e *16

In congressional discussion:
Mr. SIMMONS. It is also provided that if any concern, under the pretext that

a certain amount was necessary, retained more than the Secretary of the
Treasury ultimately found necessary to meet the reasonable requirements, it
should pay a tax of 15 per cent instead of 10 per cent upon the amount so im-
properly retained."

In the Senate discussion of the report of the conference committee:
Mr. SIniNioNs. * * * neither the existing law nor the House bill require

corporations to distribute their earnings or impose any surtax or penalty upon
such part of their earnings as remain undistributed. As a result the corpora-
tions of the country have accumulated large undivided surpluses which.have
escaped the income surtax as long as they remained undistributed. It is evi-
dent that in these circumstances the greater the individual surtax the greater
the inducement to corporations to refrain from distributing their surpluses.

Your committee thought it expedient to devise some method of coercing dis-
tribution of these earnings when not retained for the necessary requirements
of the business. With this end in view the Senate adopted an amendment pro-
posed by the Finance Committee imposing a tax of 10 per cent upon the undis-
tributed surplus of a corporation but exempted from this tax such retained sur-
plus as the Secretary of the Treasury should ascertain and find was reasonably
required in the business and actually employed in it.'s

This section of the Revenue Act of 1917 was not a general levy on
all undistributed profits. Instead, it was designed to serve essentially
the same purpose as section II (A) (2) of the Tariff Act of 1913 and
section 3 of the Revenue Act of 1916, but in a different way. Im-
proper surplus accumulations were taxed to the corporation rather
than the shareholders-but, it should be noted, the tax covered only
that portion of the retained corporate income not reasonably required
nor employed in the business '9 (idle funds) and, consequently, to that
extent represented unjustified avoidance of personal surtax. Cor-
porate surplus accumulations, if invested or serving a necessary busi-
ness use, were excluded from tax under the section as has been the case
under section 102 and its predecessor sections since 1913.

With this section operative, in conjunction with section 3 of the
Revenue Act of 1916, there was a "double-barreled" threat to unreason-
able accumulations of surplus. The differential rates of tax, as indi-
cated by Mr. Simmons in the discussion of the report of the con-
ference- committee, were apparently in recognition that some excess
corporate surplus accumulations were not primarily the result of in-
tent to avoid personal surtax but, rather, mistaken judgment as to
financial requirements, and were taxable at 10 percent; other unneces-
sary accumulations developed under "pretext" of corporate need infer
intent to avoid surtax and, hence, were taxable at 15 percent.

Present section 102 is not regarded as the lineal descendant of this
section of the 1917 Revenue Act. However, it is a sister section in

' 65th Cong., 1st sess., S. Rept. 103, p. 21-22.
11 Congressional Record, vol. 55, pp. SD(S-67.
'BIbid., p. 7615.
D Or Invested in the obligations of the United Stales as specified in the section.

20179-52--'
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purpose and similar in its point of impact; i. e., on the corporations
Section 1206 (2) (b) of the Revenue Act of 1917 was repealed by sec-
tion 1400 of the Revenue Act of 1918.

REVENUE ACT oF 1918

Only one change of consequence was made in the Revenue Act of
1918, in contrast with the 1916 act, the removal of the word
"fraudulently," although the Commissioner of Internal Revenue was
named as the administering official instead of the Secretary of the
Treasury. Enacted as section 220, it provided:

That if any corporation, however created or organized, is formed or availed of
for the purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax upon its stockholders
or members through the medium of permitting its gains and profits to accumulate
instead of being divided or distributed, such corporation shall not be subject to
the tax imposed by section 230 [ordinary corporate income tax], but the stock-
holders or members thereof shall be subject to taxation under this title in the
same manner as provided in subdivision (e) of section 218 in the case of stock-
holders of a personal service corporation, except that the tax imposed by Title III
shall be deducted from the net income of the corporation before the computation
of the proportionate share of each stockholder or member. The fact that any
corporation is a mere holding company, or that the gains and profits are permitted
to accumulate beyond the reasonable needs of the business, shall be prima facie
evidence of a purpose to escape the surtax; but the fact that the gains and
profits are in any case permitted to accumulate and become surplus shall not
be construed as evidence of a purpose to escape the tax in such case unless the
Commissioner certifies that in his opinion such accumulation is unreasonable
for the purposes of the business. When requested by the Commissioner, or any
collector, every corporation shall forward to him a correct statement of such
gains and profits and the names and addresses of the individuals or shareholders
who would be entitled to the same if divided or distributed, and of the amounts
that would be payable to each.'

The reason for the elimination of the word "fraudulently" is clearly
expressed in the Senate discussion:

Senator SIMMONS. Another very important amendment recommended by the
committee may vitally affect the question of the undistributed earnings of cor-
porations. Undoubtedly there are corporations in this country which, without
any regard to the requirements of the business, make a habit of retaining a large
and unnecessary part of the earnings in the business, or pretending to retain. it
for business purposes, for the purpose of escaping the surtax. There is no doubt
but that there are a number of so-called close corporations, corporations with
only a small number of stockholders, that have been organized primarily for the
purpose of availing themselves of the privilege of retention to escape surtaxes
upon their earnings.

The present law has a provision that would seem adequate to meet that situa-
tion, but it fails in adequacy by reason of the use of just one word. It author-
izes the Secretary of the Treasury to determine whether these earnings are
improperly retained; and if he shall find that they are fraudulently retained or
fraudulently availed of for the purpose of escaping taxes they can be taxed as if
distributed to the stockholders. The law has been ineffectual because of diffl-
culty in securing evidence to establish fraud. We have, therefore, stricken from
the provision of the present law the word "fraudulent"; and it is the belief of
the department that as a result the administrative branch of the Government
will be able to effectually cope with these fraudulent practices and schemes for
evading the tax.' (Italics ours.)

10 See J. S. Seidman, on. cit., pp. 947-949, for congressional discussion of see. 1206 (2)
(b) of the Revenue Act of 1917.

2 40 U. S. Stat. L. 1072.
3 Congressional Record, vol. 57, p. 253. See J. S. Seidman, op. cit., pp. 925-926, for

reports of Senate Finance Committee and conference committee on sec. 220.
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REVENUE ACT OF 1921

The decision of the Supreme Court in Eisner v. Macomber23 cre-
ated doubt as to the constitutionality of taxing corporate shareholders
under the partnership method as was provided in section 220 of the
Revenue Act of 1918 and similar antecedent provisions. 2 4 Congress,
therefore, amended section 220 to impose the tax directly on the cor-
poration, and established a flat-rate tax of 25 percent (an additional
income tax). Stockholders by agreement, however, could decide to
be taxed under the partnership method upon the retained net income
of the corporation; such tax would be in lieu of all corporate income
taxes.'

The revised section 220 in the Revenue Act of 1921 was as follows:
That if any corporation, however created or organized, is formed or availed of

for the purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax upon its stockholders
-or members through the medium of permitting its gains and profits to accumu-
late instead of being divided or distributed, there shall be levied, collected, and
Paid for each taxable year upon the net income of such corporation a tax equal
to 25 per centum of the amount thereof, which shall be in addition to the tax
imposed by section 230 of this title and shall be computed, collected, and paid
upon the same basis and in the same manner and subject to the same pro-
visions of law, including penalties, as that tax: Prolided, That if all the stock-
holders or members of such corporation agree thereto, the Commissioner may,
in lieu of all income, war-profits and excess-profits taxes imposed upon the cor-
poration for the taxable year, tax the stockholders or members of such corpora-
tion upon their distributive shares in the net income of the corporation for the
taxable year in the same manner as provided In subdivision (a) of section 218
in the case of members of a partnership. The fact that any corporation is a mere
holding company, or that the gains and profits are permitted to accumulate
beyond the reasonable needs of the business, shall be prima facie evidence of a
purpose to escape the surtax; but the fact that the gains and profits are in any
case permitted to accumulate and become surplus shall not be construed as
evidence of a purpose to escape the tax in such case unless the Commissioner
certifies that in his opinion such accumulation is unreasonable for the purposes
of the business. When requested by the Commissioner, or any collector, every
corporation shall forward to him a correct statement of such gains and profits
and the names and addresses of the individuals or shareholders who would be
entitled to the same if divided or distributed, and of the amounts that would
be payable to each.2 "

As reported by the Ways and Means Committee:
Section 220 of the existing law provides that if any corporation is formed or

availed of for the purpose of evading the surtax upon its stockholders through
the medium of permitting its gains and profits to accumulate instead of being
divided, the stockholders shall be taxed in the same manner as partners. By
reason of the recent decision of the Supreme Court in the stock dividend case
(Eisner v. Macomber, 252 U. S., 189), considerable doubt exists as to the con-
stitutionality of the existing law. Section 226 of the bill therefore proposes to
amend section 220 of the existing law so as to impose upon corporations of the
character above described a flat additional income tax of 25 per cent of the net
income; but, if the stockholders agree, they may be taxed upon their distributive
shares in the net income of the corporation in the same manner as members of
a partnership, such taxes to be in lieu of all income taxes upon the corporation."

22 252 U. S. 189.
24 Except sec. 1206 (2) (b) of the Revenue Act of 1917.
2 Beginning of the 'consent dividend."
2a 42 U. S. Stat. L. 247-248.
2 67th Cong., 1st sess., H. Rept. 350, pp. 12-13. See J. S. Seidman, op. cit., pp. 852-853,

for congressional discussion.
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REVENUE ACT OF 1924

An important change in section 220 in the Revenue Act of 1924 was
to increase the rate of tax from 25 percent to 50 percent as a means of
compelling distribution of profits to holding companies from their
subsidiaries. Congress was of the belief that the 25-percent rate wvas
not an adequate deterrent to personal surtax avoidance. Avoidance.
through the instrumentality of holding and investment companies.
was of particular concern. The Secretary of the Treasury, on inquiry
from Senator McKellar, admitted that section 220 was ineffective be-
cause he doubted whether an investment company could accumulate
surplus beyond its business needs, as its "sole business was to invest," 28
and that a corporation investing exclusively in "Government securi-
ties exempt as to normal tax, or in the stock of other domestic cor-
porations, under the law it had no taxable income"; 29 consequently, the,
25-percent penalty tax had no base of taxable income against which.
it could apply. Net income to the corporation, therefore, was rede-
fined to include corporate dividends and interest on Government secu-
rities which, in thehands of an individual, would be subject to tax.

The amended act read as follows:
SEc. 220. (a) If any corporation, however created or organized, is formed

or availed of for the purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax upon
its shareholders through the medium of permitting its gains and profits to>
accumulate instead of being divided or distributed, there shall be levied, col-
lected, and paid for each taxable year upon the net income for such corporation a.
tax equal to 50 per centum of the amount thereof, which shall be in addition to.
the tax imposed by section 230 * * .

(b) The fact that any corporation is a mere holding or investment company,
or that the gains or profits are permitted to accumulate beyond the reasonable~
needs of the business, shall be prima facie evidence of a purpose to escape the
surtax.

(c) When requested by the Commissioner, or any collector, every corpora-
tion shall forward to him a correct statement of such gains and profits and the
names and addresses of the individuals or shareholders who would be entitled
to the same if divided or distributed, and of the amounts that would be payable-
to each.
- (d) As used in this section the term "net income" means the net income as
defined in section 232, increased by the sum of the amount of the deduction al-
lowed under paragraph (6) of subdivision (a) of section 234, and the amount of
the interest on obligations of the United States issued after September 1, 1917,
which would be subject to tax in whole or in part in the hands of an individual
owner."

The Senate Finance Committee reported that-
Section 220: This section of the Revenue Act of 1921 imposes upon a corpora-

tion formed or availed of for the purpose of preventing the imposition of the
surtax upon its stockholders by failing to distribute its gains and profits a tax
of 25 per cent of its net income. * * * The rate of tax upon the net income-
of such corporations has been increased from 25 per cent in the House bill to 50
per cent, in order to place a more effective check upon this method of evasion of
surtaxes.

3
"

A minority report of the Senate Finance Committee stated that-
* * * the Secretary of the Treasury and the majority members of the-

Finance Committee have made no attempt to change the provisions of the present
law which afford the greatest avenues of escape from the high surtaxes. Under
existing law the tax upon corporations is a flat or normal tax of 12½/2 per cent.

28 Congressional Record, vol. 65, p. 7355.
29 Ibid.
a9 43 U. S. Stat. L. 277.
t 68th Cong., 1st sess., S. Rept. 398, p. 26.
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'This has been increased by the majority of the committee to 14 per cent. Under
this arrangement there is nothing to prevent an individual with an income taxed
upon the average above 14 per cent thereof from organizing a corporation and
transferring to it all his income-producing assets. The corporation would only
pay a flat normal tax and the owner of the corporation would need to draw there-
from in dividends an amount only sufficient to pay his actual living expenses.
It follows, therefore, that in the bill as presented there is a direct inducement
for everyone having a net income which would be taxed to him as an individual
in an amount in excess of 14 per cent to organize a corporation and evade the
payment of more than that percentage of taxes. It is true a penalty against
the organization of a corporation for the sole purpose of evading taxation is
included in the present law and increased in the proposed bill. In actual result,
however, such penalty provision has been and will be for all practical purposes
a null'ity. The penalty of the present law has only been applied in one or two
cases. The Secretary testified before the committee that corporations were not
being availed of so as to result in a decrease in taxation. Before another com-
rmittee of the Senate a prominent attorney from the city of New York testified
that such was generally being done. We believe that so long as the induce-
mnents exist in the law they will be availed of by interested taxpayers.Y' (Italics
ours.)

Concerning the statutory presumption applying to investment and
-holding companies, the report of the Ways and Means Committee
contained the following:

* * * the presumption is created that any investment company is availed
of for the purpose of avoiding the imposition of surtaxes on stockholders."

Further:
Section 220 of the existing law also provides that the fact that any corpora-

tion is a mere holding company shall be prima facie evidence of purpose to escape
a surtax. The Treasury Department has had difficulty in applying this section
to the case of pure investment companies which reinvest their entire net income.
The bill, therefore. makes the fact that any corporation is a mere holding or invest-
ment company prima facie evidence of the purpose to escape the surtax.'

In congressional discussion:
Mr. JONES. I believe this section will be no more effective than the similar

section which exists in the present law, because it all goes back to the one ques-
tion as to whether or not the corporation is organized for the purpose of evading
surtaxes. He is a mighty dumb individual who cannot overcome the alleged
,prima facie case which this provision attempts to make out.'

Further:
Why cannot a man organize a corporation for the express purpose of investing
and reinvesting his funds? Why should not any individual having property of
various kinds organize a corporation for the purpose of easy distribution in the
*event of his death? They are lawful purposes.'

As to the need for redefinition of "net income," the Ways and Means
Committee said:

The penalty imposed by section 220 upon corporations availed of to avoid the
imposition of surtaxes on the stockholders is now based upon all the income of
the corporation which would be taxed in the hands of an individual * * *.7

Further:
'This section is ineffective in the case of the holding company which fails to
-distribute its gains and profits, since its net income consists entirely of dividends
from the corporation, the stock of which it owns, which under the law do not
form a part of the net income of the holding company. Subdivision (d) of the

Ibid., pp. 8-9.
' Ibid., H. Rept. 179, p. 7.
" Ibid., p. 22.
'5 Congressional Record, vol. 65, p. 7360.
a Ibid.
3 68th Cong., 1st sess., H. Rept. 179, p. 7.
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bill corrects this error and also provides that in computing the net income of'
such corporation for the purpose of this section the amount of interest on Liberty
bonds must be included if the interest on such bonds would be subject to tax int
the hands of an individual owner. Under the present law such interest is not
included in computing the net income of the corporation, since Liberty bonds
(except the 3'/2 per cent issue) are not taxed to a corporation, although subject
to surtax in the hands of an individual owner.'

REVENUE ACT OF 1926

Amendment to section 220 by the Revenue Act of 1926 was in the-
addition of subdivision (e) which, while not changing the impact of
the tax on the corporation, provided for optional stockholder report-
ing and payment of personal tax on their proportionate shares of the-
undistributed corporate earnings.

Subdivision (e):
(e) The tax imposed by subdivision (a) of this section shall not apply in.

respect of any taxable year if all the shareholders of the corporation include (at
the time of filing their returns) in their gross income their entire distributive
share, whether distributed or not, of the net income of the corporation for such
year. Any amount so included in the gross income of a shareholder shall be
treated as a dividend received. Any subsequent distribution made by the cor-
poration out of the earnings or profits for such taxable year shall, if distributed
to any shareholder who has so included in his gross income his distributive share,
be exempt from tax in the amount of the share so included.

The report of the Senate Finance Committee with reference to the,
proposed amendment:

Section 220 (e) : The existing law, in the case of corporations formed or
availed of for the purpose of preventing the imposition of a surtax by failure to-
distribute the earnings, imposes upon the net income of such corporations a tax
of 50 per cent in addition to the regular corporation income tax. The committee
recommends the addition of a provision that this tax shall not apply in any year
if all the stockholders include in their gross income, and pay surtax upon, their
entire distributive share, whether distributed or not, of the earnings of the cor-
poration for such year. If the surtax is thus paid the failure to distribute the
earnings has not resulted in any avoidance of tax and the reason for the impo-
sition of the 50 per cent tax on the corporation no longer exists. The amend-
ment also provides that upon any subsequent distribution by the corporation,
out of its earnings and profits for the year in which the shareholders have thus
paid the surtax, the amounts distributed to the same shareholder who paid a
tax on his distributive share shall be exempt from tax.40

The conference committee report contained the following:
The House recedes with an amendment specifically providing that the 50 per
cent tax imposed shall not apply if the shareholders include their distributive
share, whether distributed or not, in their gross income at the time of filing their
returns.4 '

REVENUE' ACT oF 1928

Apart from proposals by the W;Tays and Means Committee of the
House for an automatic application of the surtax and a reduction in
the rate of tax from 50 to 25 percent, which proposals did not succeed,
section 220 in its substantive language remained unchanged. It was,
however, renumbered as section 104. Congressional discussion indi-
cated continuing concern over the ineffectiveness of the section.

as Ibid., p. 22. See J. S. Seidman, op. cit., pp. 742-747, for further congressional discus-
Sion of amendments to sec. 220.

9 44 U. S. Stat. L. 34-35.
40 69th Cong., 1st sess., S. Rept. 52, p. 22.
4u 69th Cong., 1st sess., H. Rept. 356, p. 35.
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Section 104 as enacted in the Revenue Act of 1928:
(a) If any corporation, however created or organized, is formed or availed

of for the purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax upon its share-
holders through the medium of permitting its gains and profits to accumulate
instead of being divided or distributed, there shall be levied, collected, and
paid for each taxable year upon the net income of such corporation a tax equal
to 50 per centum of the amount thereof. which shall be in addition to the tax'
imposed by section 13 and shall be computed, collected, and paid upon the same
basis and in the same manner and subject to the same provisions of law, in-
cluding penalties, as that tax.

(b) The fact that any corporation is a mere holding or investment company,
or that the gains or profits are permitted to accumulate beyond the reasonable
needs of the business, shall be prima facie evidence of a purpose to escape the
surtax.

(c) As used in this section the term "net income" means the net income as
defined in section 21, increased by the sum of the amount of the dividend deduc-
tion allowed under section 23 (p) and the amount of the interest on obligations
of the United States issued after September 1, 1917, which would be subject
to tax in whole or in part in the hands of an individual owner.

(d) The tax imposed by this section shall not apply if all the shareholders of
the corporation include (at the time of filing their returns) in their gross
income their entire distributive shares, whether distributed or not, of the net
income of the corporation for such year. Any amount so included in the gross
Income of a shareholder shall be treated as a dividend received. Any subsequent
distribution made by the corporation out of the earnings or profits for such
taxable year shall, if distributed to any shareholder who has so included in his
gross income his distributive share, be exempt from tax in the amount of the
share so included.42

The proposal of the Ways and Means Committee of the House:
Provision is made in section 104 that if such a company permits it[s] undis-
tributed profits, as defined in the section, to exceed 30 per centum of the sum
of its net income plus dividends and tax-free interest received an additional tax
shall be imposed on such net income so increased, equal to 25 per centum of the
undistributed profits.

Section 104 (c) is substantially the same as section 220 of the 1926 act in
its application to corporations which are not within the definition of a "personal
holding company," and provides that if any corporation, other than a personal
holding company, is formed or availed of to permit its profits to remain accumu-
lated, in order to evade surtaxes, a tax of 25 per centum of the net income, in-
creased by dividends and tax-free interest received, shall be imposed. The tax
under section 220 of the Revenue Act of 1926 was 50 per centum. It is believed
that this reduction will eliminate unnecessarily harsh features of the former
provision and will contribute to its practical effectiveness.'

Some comments in the House:
Mr. GREEN. * * * the difficulty with the proposition recommended by the

advisory committee * * * to put a differentiated tax on profits distributed
from the rate on profits which are not distributed, hits the honest man who has
a necessity for keeping a surplus in his corporation just as hard as the dis-
honest man who is trying to avoid taxes. If there is anything men do not like
to be penalized for it is when they have not done anything wrong. Take the
banks in my State. They are having a hard time to try to build up a surplus.
The plan proposed * * * would simply penalize those banks trying to build
up a surplus. They lost their surplus in the hard times. Take the small cor-
porations just starting. They have to build up a surplus in order to try to com-
pete with the larger institutions. This provision proposed by the advisory com-
mittee, which was not approved by the joint committee, * * * would penalize
those gentlemen who are honestly endeavoring to build up a surplus which they
needed in their business, and without which they could not make a success of
their business, and they are hit as hard or harder than those trying to avoid the
tax.'

v 45 U. S. Stat. L. 814-815.
43 70th Cong., 1st sess., H. Rept. 2, pp. 17-18.
" Congressional Record, vol. 69, p. 520.
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Mr. LAGUARDIA. The recommendation provided for a blanket tax on all profits
not declared whether kept legitimately for building up a surplus or not.4 "

Some comments in the Senate:
Mr. SmooT. * * * The Finance Committee decided to strike out section

104, and then make section 105 correspond to section 220 as it is in the law to-day.'
Mr. SIMmoNs. That means, as I understand the Senator, that we revert to the

present law? 4
Mr. SMOOT. Word for word we incorporate section 290 of the present law.4
Mr. KING. * * * how much shall be allowed as a surplus before the penalty

shall be applied? I do not know. Should we attempt to circumscribe those en-
gaged in business and limit the amount of reserves and accumulations before the
penalty of 50 per cent is applied, or should the entire matter be committed to
the discretion of those administering the law?

I am not satisfied with this section, and yet I am not in position to offer
an amendment to supersede it. The Finance Committee considered the House
amendment, which was intended to clarify the situation; and I think that after
due consideration the committee reached the conclusion that instead of clarifica-
tion it would add to the uncertainty and dubiety if attempts were made to pre-
scribe the limitation upon the amount allowed as reserves and the circumstances
under which such reserves should be set up.4 9

Mr. SIMMONS. In all of our discussions about this question, however, we have
all realized the fact that sound economy in the conduct of a business by a cor-
poration made it necessary that they should set aside a certain part of their
annual earnings for purposes of enlargement, for purposes of improvement of
their methods and their equipment, and that the requirements of one class
of corporations in this respect were different from those of another class of
corporations; that it was almost impossible to lay down any fixed rule to regulate
the distribution of these accumulated surpluses which would not be to the dis-
advantage of some and to the advantage of other corporations. In that state
of inability to adjust what the several corporations of the country might legiti-
mately and reasonably require in order to be upon a safe footing in the conduct
of their business, and to enlarge and develop their business and improve their
methods, we felt that we were hopeless unless the Secretary of the Treasury
would enforce this provision of the law."0

REVENUE Acr OF 1932

Section 104 was not subject to any substantive change by the
Revenue Act of 1932.51 However, there was congressional discussion
which indicated some misunderstanding as to the coverage of the
section, its effectiveness in preventing surtax avoidance, and a reluc-
tant acquiescence that the section as drawn represented about the best
that could be done. The ineffectiveness of the section was attributed
to inadequate Treasury administration.

Congressional discussion relating to the coverage of the section:
Mr. LAGUARDIA. * * * Section 104 covers only such corporations as holding

companies, where no dividends are distributed for the purpose of evading income
taxes. Has the committee considered a tax on undivided profits in corporations
where profits are not divided but permitted to build up in order to avoid taxes?
I point out that while the provisions of section 104 referred to in this paragraph
cover fully what the gentleman has in mind, these particular holding companies,
does it cover an existing evil of avoiding-taxes by placing profits in surplus?
I know that many corporations instead of dividing their profits in dividends
after building up a reasonable surplus, keep piling up a surplus to avoid taxes,
and then use this money for call money or even gamble in the stock market."

Ibid.
*41 Congressional Record, vol. 69, p. 7976.
47 Ihid.

T hibl.
49 Ibid., p. 7977.
50 Ihid. See J. S. Seidman, op. cit., pp. 527-530, for additional congressional discussion.
" 47 U. S. Stat. L. 195.
*2 Congressional Record, vol. 75. pp. 64T7-6478.
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Mr. CRIsp. Mr. Chairman, as I understand the section, it applies to all corpora-
tions that hold moneys and surplus for purposes of evading taxation."

Mr. LAGUARDIA. Would it apply to a commercial corporation that-is not divid-
ing its profits for the purpose of tax evasion and is building up a surplus?>

Mr. CRISP. It is intended to apply to all corporations, holding companies,
and others that are holding surpluses for the purpose of evading taxation."

Mr. LAGuARDIA. Suppose it is not a holding corporation; suppose it Is an
operating corporation."

Mr. CRISP. If it is any corporation, whether an operating corporation or a
holding corporation, that holds its surplus to evade taxes, it is my understanding
that that comes within the provisions of the law, and the chief of the legislative
drafting bureau advises me that that is what it does."7

Effectiveness of section questioned:
Mr. BLANTON. Many corporations have gotten into the habit of refusing to

distribute their annual profits, but have been setting aside each year a large
proportion of such annual profits as surplus just to evade the payment of income
taxes. If these annual profits were distributed to the stockholders in dividends
an income tax would be paid. They escape and evade paying the income tax by
not distributing same but by setting same by as surplus.

And then, when years have passed, they will liquidate and distribute this
surplus with other capital stock, and the Government will receive nothing what-
ever from this surplus accumulated over a series of years from annual profits.
They also practice another scheme to set aside a large amount as a surplus
each year, and then after a while they issue additional stock certificates for it.
And all tax to the Government is evaded.'

As to Treasury administration:
Mr. LAGUARDIA. * * * The only difficulty with section 104 is that it has

been on the books but has not been administered."'

As to substantive changes in section 104 to increase effectiveness:
Mr. CRisP. The gentleman from New York [Mr. LaGuardia] has asked me

to please say what I understood section 104 to mean. This is a matter that
the experts of the Treasury Department and the legislative drafting bureau of
the House have been considering for 15 years, trying to devise some method
whereby these accumulated unnecessary surpluses could be taxed when they
were withheld from distribution for the purpose of evading taxes. Section 104
provides that any corporation, no matter how organized or for what purpose
originally organized, if it were organized as a holding company to evade taxes
or if it were organized.for other purposes and used for the purpose of evading
taxes, the income held in those holding companies from distribution was subject
to a 50 per cent tax.

Of course, like all laws, some human being had to administer it, and I grant
that it is hard sometimes to get proof to make out a case. It is up to the
Treasury Department to decide. But this section provides that any corporation
which attempts to hold those earnings to evade taxes is subject to a 50 per cent
tax.'

Mr. LAGUARDIA. Of course, we are in complete agreement as to the end sought.
It simply occurred to me that, in the light of the experience of the past, the
section should be so drafted as to provide the necessary machinery, with suf-
ficient teeth in it, to accomplish the purpose which the House has in mind.'

Mr. WOODRUFF. Is it the opinion of the gentleman that that section as now
drawn, and is it the opinion of the experts in the Treasury Department, that-
section 104 as drawn in .this bill can be successfully enforced? G

Mr. CRIsp. They think it is the best they can do.0

O Ibid.
54 Ibid.
N Ibid.
N Ibid.
57 Ibid., p. 6477.
O Ibid., p. 6483.
59 Ibid., p. 6486.
C0 Ibid.
a Ibid.
62 Ibid.
Cs Ibid.
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- REVENUE ACT OF 1934

Important changes in the section resulting from the Revenue Act
*of 1934 were the introduction of reduced but graduated rates of tax
and the exclusion of personal holding companies from the section,
with such companies taxable under a separate provision. The prob-
lem of tax avoidance presented by personal holding companies had
become acute.64 Congress believed that the most effective way to
reach these "incorporated pocketbooks" was by an automatic levy
without the necessity of proving a purpose to avoid the personal
surtax.65 Section 104, and its predecessor sections, had not proven
effective in meeting the flagrant tax-avoidance problem of the per-
sonal holding company, largely because of the necessity of proving
"purpose to avoid" on the part of the taxpayer corporation.Y

Other changes in the section were to make it a surtax, rather than an
additional income tax, in order "to remove any doubt of the right of
Congress to include in the income subject to the tax the interest from
partially tax-exempt securities," as the "acts authorizing the issue of
such securities exempt the interest therefrom from all income taxation,
except surtaxes and excess- and war-profits taxes"; 61 also to renumber
the section, making it section 102.

As enacted in the Revenue Act of 1934, section 102 was as follows:
(a) IMPOSITION OF TAx.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid for each

taxable year upon the adjusted net income of every corporation (other than a
personal holding company as defined in section 351) if such corporation, however
created or organized, is formed or availed of for the purpose of preventing the
imposition of the surtax upon its shareholders or the shareholders of any other
corporation, through the medium of permitting gains and profits to accumulate
instead of being divided or distributed, a surtax equal to the sum of the following:

(1) 25 per centim of the amount of the adjusted net income not in excess
of $100,000, plus

(2) 35 per centum of the amount of the adjusted net income in excess
of $100,000.

(b) PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE.-The fact that any corporation is a mere holding
or investment company, or that the gains or profits are permitted to accumulate
beyond the reasonable needs of the business, shall be prima facie evidence of a
purpose to avoid surtax.

(c) DEFINITION OF "ADJUSTED NET INCOME".-As used in this section, the term
"adjusted net income" means the net income computed without the allowance of
the dividend deduction otherwise allowable, but diminished by the amount of
dividends paid during the taxable year.

6' The Ways and Means Committee on the revenue bill of 1934 declared that-
"Perhaps the most prevalent form of tax avoidance practiced by individuals with large

Incomes is the scheme of the 'incorporated pocketbook.' That is, an individual forms a cor-
poration and exchanges for its stock his personal holdings in stock, bonds, or other Income-
producing property. By this means the income from the property pays corporation tax, but
no surtax Is paid by the individual if the income is not distributed.

"For instance, suppose a man has $1,000,000 annual income from taxable bonds. His
tax under existing law will be $571,100. However, if he forms a holding company to take
title to the bonds and to receive the income therefrom, the only tax paid will be a corporate
tax of $137,500 as long as there is no distribution of dividends. Thus a tax saving of
$443,600 has been effected," (73d Cong., 2d sess., H. Rept. 704, p. 11).

46 The Ways and Means Committee stated:
"The effect of this system recommended by your committee Is to provide for a tax which

will be automatically levied upon the holding company without any necessity for proving
a purpose of avoiding surtaxes. It is believed that the majority of these corporations are
In fact formed for the sole purpose of avoiding the imposition of the surtax upon the
stockholders." (Ibid., p. 12).M "It is true that seecion 104 of the existing income-tax law puts a 50-percent penalty on
this accumulation of profits to avoid surtaxes, but, nevertheless, there seems no doubt
that this form of avoidance is still practiced to a large extent. By making partial distri-
bution of profits and by showing some need for the accumulation of the remaining profits,
the taxpayer makes it difficult to prove a purpose to avoid taxes." (Ibid., p. 11).

e7 Senate Finance Committee, 73d Cong., 2d sess., S. Rept. 558, p. 31.
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(d) PAYMENT OF SURTAX ON PRo RATA SHARES.-The tax imposed by this
section shall not apply if all the shareholders of the corporation include (at the
time of filing their returns) in their gross income their entire pro rata shares,
whether distributed or not, of the "adjusted net income" of the corporation for
such year. Any amount so included in the gross income of a shareholder shall be
treated as a dividend received. Any subsequent distribution made by the cor-
poration out of earnings or profits for such taxable year shall, if distributed to
any shareholder who has so included in his gross income his pro rata share, be
exempt from tax in the amount of the share so included.

(e) TAX ON PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-For surtax on personal holding
companies, see section 351."

The House Ways and Means Committee, in reporting on proposed
changes in the section, said:

In regard to the tax on other corporations [other than personal holding com-
panies] which improperly accumulate surpluses for the avoidance of surtaxes,
two important changes are made. First, it is recommended that the rate of tax
on these other corporations be reduced to 25 percent. The 50-percent rate now
imposed is too high to be readily enforceable. Generally, it represents a tax of
more than would have been imposed if the surplus had been distributed. More-
over, such surplus, even after the payment of tax, is still subject to the surtax
in the hands of the individual when ultimately distributed. Second, the present
law imposes the tax upon the entire net income; that is, the tax is the same
whether 50 percent of the net income was distributed or whether none of it was
distributed. It is, therefore, recommended that the tax be applied to the net
income after the amount of such net income has been diminished by the amount
of dividends paid during the taxable year.'

The Senate Finance Committee, in its report, stated:
This section [section 102] takes the place of section 104 of existing law and is

designed to take care of those corporations which do not fall within the category
of personal holding companies, but which, nevertheless, have accumulated sur-
plus to prevent the imposition of surtaxes on their stockholders. The House bill
changes the existing law in two respects, namely, the rate of the added tax is
changed from 50 to 25 percent, and dividends paid during the taxable year are
permitted to be deducted from the net income to which the 25 percent rate applies.
Your committee makes the following changes in the House bill:

(1) Instead of providing for an increased tax of 25 percent, a graduated surtax
is imposed at the following rates:

(a) 25 percent of the amount of the adjusted net income not in excess of
$100,000 plus (b) 35 per centum of the amount of the adjusted net income in
excess of $100,000.

* * * * * * *

(2) The term "adjusted net income" is used instead of the term "net income"
provided for in the House bill. This change is made for the reason that the
income upon which the tax is imposed by this section is different from "net in-
come" as defined in other sections of the income-tax title. Defining net income to
mean one thing under one section of the income-tax title and another thing under
other sections of that title leads to confusion. * * *

(3) Since the tax under this section is now made a surtax, its computation, col-
lection, and payment are already provided for in other sections of the income-tax
title. In other words, the tax under title I of a corporation subject to the pro-
visions of this section consists of the ordinary corporate normal tax plus the
surtax imposed by this section. The House provision providing for the compu-
tation, collection, and payment of such tax is, therefore, omitted as surplusage.'

In the report of the conference committee:
The "net income" as specifically defined in the House bill has the same legal
effect as the "adjusted net income" defined in the Senate amendment. Both the
tax proposed by the House bill and the surtax proposed by the Senate amendment
are in addition to the corporate tax imposed in section 13. The Senate

Is48 U. S. Stat. L. 702-703.
49 Ways and Means Committee, 73d Cong., 2d sess., H. Rept. 704, p. 12.
so"Senate Finance Committee, 73d Cong., 2d sess., S. Rept. 558, pp. 30-31.
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amendment adds to this provision a paragraph permitting the corporation to-
avoid liability in respect to the surtax if all of its shareholders include in their-
gross income their entire pro rata shares, whether distributed or not, of the-
"adjusted net income" of the corporation for the year. The Senate amendment
also omits as surplusage the provision of the House bill as to computation, collec--
tion, and payment of tax. The House recedes with an amendment making a.
clarifying change.'

House discussion:
Mr. SAMUEL B. HILL. An individual with an income in the higher brackets will:

organize a corporation, a holding company, and will have the income from his.
investments paid into this corporation and pay a corporation tax of 13% percent
and thereby escape high surtaxes.

The case that was brought out by the Banking Committee of the Senate with:
reference to a certain prominent banker in New York who had resorted to the-
organization of corporation-holding companies in order to keep down or avoid
surtax rates grew out of this very condition in the revenue law. You will recall
that the president of one of the prominent banks of New York had a group of
holding corporations, through the agency of which he collected the interest and
gains on his investments and would transfer them from one corporation to-
another, stepping up the tax base, and then in turn transferring them to a
Canadian corporation and from the Canadian corporation back into the United'
States. Through this series of corporate agencies he escaped a capital gains tax,
and escaped the surtax which he, as an individual, would have paid if holding the
investments in his own name.

Now, in this bill and in the act of 1932 we feel that we have blocked that kind
of a scheme.7 2

Further:
Mr. SAMUEL B. HILL. * * * In addition to that w e have another provisiont

for a 25-percent tax on earnings of corporations that do not come within the
category of personal holding companies.

So that when in such corporations a unreasonable accumulation of earnings or-
surpluses has occurred, we will place a tax of 25 percent on such excess earnings.
We hope thereby to force a distribution of these earnings into the hands of in-
dividual stockholders so that they may be subject to surtaxes now provided in the-
revenue act. If such unreasonable surpluses are not distributed to individual.
stockholders and become subject to surtaxes, they will pay the 25-percent ad-
ditional corporation tax. Such tax of 25 percent as well as the 35-percent tax on:
holding companies will be imposed in addition to the present tax of 133/4 percent.
on the net income of such corporations."

Senate discussion:
Mr. REED. * * * This amendment provides that if the individual share--

holder shall account for his proportion of the earnings and pay surtaxes on it,
he may do so. The Senator understands that this amendment would subject the-
earnings to surtaxes and not exempt them. It would allow an individual in one-
of these small holding companies to report his full share of the earnings. 4

Mr. COTIZENS. Mr. President I want to point out that this is one of the most
extraordinary amendments that I have ever seen offered. It is offered with the-
intent of permitting evasion by holding companies of the safeguarding provisions-
which the committee wrote into the bill. In other words, it permits a stockholder-
of a corporation to report falsely an income which he has not received. He may-
report an income from a corporation that is not paying out of its earnings as-
though he had it, when, in fact,-he has not received it; and by so doing, if he is.
subject to a surtax on his income, he pays that surtax and by that method the
earnings accumulated by the corporation avoid the penalty provided in the bill."

Mr. REED. Mr. President, it is found by some people who have interests in
investment companies that if such a corporation pays out all its earnings, the
combination of the American tax with the foreign tax which they might have-
to pay because of their residence abroad brings the total tax to more than their-

n 73d Cong.. 2d sess., H. Rept. 1385. p. 21.
7" Congressionnl Record, vol. 78, p. 2662.
7T Thid., pp. 2662-2663.
7 Thid., p. 240.
Tf Ibid., p. 6307.
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income. Consequently, the purpose of this amendment is to allow such an
individual to pay the full American surtaxes on the earnings of such corpora-
tions as if they were distributed; but as they are not declared as dividends, they
.are not liable for the supertaxes that are levied by foreign countries. It means
.an increase of revenue to the United States. The whole purpose of the holding-
company provision is to stop the avoidance of surtaxes. In this case the tax-
payer does not avoid the surtaxes, but he deliberately courts them by paying
these surtaxes on his entire pro rata share of the corporation's earnings, although
those earnings are not distributed as dividends. The American Treasury gains
;by it.'"

Further:
Mr. REED. The holding-company section has been put in to prevent tax avoid-

.ance by means of what is called the incorporated pocketbook. * * *
The provision I am now offering will take care of the exact opposite of those

cases. It will allow the stockholders, if for some reason they want to accumu-
late their surplus in the corporation, to do so, provided they pay the full amount
of surtax which they would have to pay if all the earnings were distributed in
-dividends."

REVENUE ACT OF 1936

With the exception of rate reduction for corporations subject to the
surtax on undistributed profits, section 102 was subject to minor
.changes only in the Revenue Act of 1936. The Ways and Means Com-
mittee of the House in its report stated that section 102 was "more or
less ineffective" because of the difficulty of proving purpose to avoid
the personal surtax in the corporate accumulation of surplus.7 8 Holw-
,ever, no change was made in the act in regard to the necessity of prov-
ing "purpose" to avoid the personal tax.

In the message of the President to the Congress, dated June 19,
1935, it was recommended to the study and consideration of Con-
gress that "we should likewise discourage unwieldy and unnecessary.
corporate surpluses.' 79 Again, in the Presidential message to the
Congress dated AMarch 3, 1936, it was said:

The accumulation of surplus in corporations controlled by taxpayers with
large incomes is encouraged by the present freedom of undistributed corporate
income from surtaxes. Since stockholders are the beneficial owners of both
distributed and undistributed corporate income, the aim, as a matter of funda-
mental equity, should be to seek equality of tax burden on all corporate income
whether distributed or withheld from the beneficial owners. As the law now
stands our corporate taxes dip too deeply into the shares of corporate earnings
going to stockholders who need the disbursement of dividends, while the shares
of stockholders who can afford to leave earnings undistributed escape current
surtaxes altogether.

This method of evading existing surtaxes constitutes a problem as old as
the income-tax law itself. Repeated attempts by the Congress to prevent this
form of evasion has not been successful. The evil has been a growing one. It
has now reached disturbing proportions from the standpoint of the inequality
it represents and of its serious effect on the Federal revenue. Thus the
Treasury estimates that, during the calendar year 1936, over four and one-half
billion dollars of corporate income will be withheld from stockholders. If this
undistributed income were distributed, it would be added to the income of stock-
holders and there taxed as is other personal income. But, as matters now stand,
it will be withheld from stockholders by those in control of these corporations.
In one year alone the Government will be deprived of revenues amounting to over
$1,300,000,000.8o

"Ibid., pp. 6307-6308.
7 Ibid.. p. 6326. See J. S. Seidman. op. cit., pp. 327-330.
78 74th Cong., 2d sess., H. Rept. 2475, p. 5.
'" As reported in U. S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Bulletin, Cumulative

Bull 1939-1, pt. 2 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1939), p. 644.
10ibid., p. 668.
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In the report of the House Ways and Means Committee with
reference to the Presidential message:

The President requests the Congress to raise $620,000,000 of additional revenue-
annually by some form of permanent taxation. He suggests some form of un-
distributed profits tax. Your committee recognizes the fact that the greatest
defect in our present system of taxation lies in the fact that surtaxes on indi-
viduals are avoided by impounding income in corporate surpluses. * * *

The major purposes of the change in the method of taxing corporate incomes
are (1) to prevent avoidance of surtax by individuals through the accumulation
of income by corporations * *

Further:
Corporations should not be permitted to withhold from the beneficial share-
holders unneeded corporate income at the expense of the revenues of the
United States and to the detriment of the shareholder.82

The Senate Finance Committee in its report stated:

Your committee. recognizes that our present system of taxation offers the
opportunity, in certain cases, for individuals to avoid surtaxes by the retention
of earnings in the corporations which they may control. However, your com-
mittee believes that the undistributed-profits tax plan proposed by the House bill
has certain fundamental defects, some of which are as follows:

* * * * * * *

Second. The plan will penalize many corporations not availed of for surtax
avoidance in order that a comparatively few corporations availed of for that
purpose may be reached.

Third. The, plan will prevent the growth of new corporations in that they
will be unable to build up reasonable reserves for working capital and future
development.

Fourth. The plan may retard business expansion and seriously affect the un-
employment problem.

Fifth. The plan penalizes the small corporation and the corporation with in-
sufficient reserves and is of decided advantage to the large corporation and the
corporation with excessive surplus.

Your committee takes the view that the evil sought to be remedied, to wit,
the retention of profits by corporations to protect investors having large incomes
against paying on larger incomes, may be soundly corrected without doing the
injustices above described; and that this can be done by retaining the general
corporate income tax with a * * * tax on retained income, supplemented by
a strengthening of section 102 of the present law which deals with corporations
improperly accumulating profits.3

Congressional realization of the ineffectiveness of section 102 and its
predecessor sections to cope with the problem of corporate surplus
accumulations to avoid personal tax was highly influential in the en-
actment of the undistributed profits surtax of 1936 as an alternative
tax approach.8 However, section 102 was retained as a supplemental
and supporting measure.

Section 102 of the Revenue Act of 1936 was as follows (49 U. S. Stat. L. 1676)
(a) IMPOSITION OF TAx.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid for each

taxable year (in addition to other taxes imposed by this title) upon the net
income of every corporation (other than a personal holding company as defined in
section 351) if such a corporation, however created or organized, is formed or
availed of for the purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax upon its
shareholders or the shareholders of any other corporation, through the medium of

7 74th Cong., 2d sess., H. Rept. 2475, p. 3.
= Ibid., p. 4.
8a 74th Cong., 2d sess., 5. Rept. 2156, pp. 4-5.
84 The ineffectiveness of sec. 102 was not, of course, the only consideration leading to

the congressional passage of the undistributed-profits surtax; it was, however, a highly
Important factor, as the above-quoted excerpts from committee reports Indicate. .
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permitting earnings or profits to accumulate instead of being, divided or
distributed-

(1) In the case of corporations not subject to the surtax on undistributed
profits imposed by section 14, a surtax equal to the sum of the following:

25 per centum of the amount of the retained net income not in excess of
$100,000, plus

35 per centum of the amount of the retained net income in excess of
$100,000.

(2) In the case of corporations subject to the surtax on undistributed
profits imposed by section 14, a surtax equal to the sum of the following:

15 per centum of the amount of the retained net income not in excess of
$100,000, plus

25 per centum of the amount of the retained net income in excess of
$100,000.

(b) PRIMA FAcdE EVIDENCE.-The fact that any corporation is a mere holding
or investment company, or that the earnings or profits are permitted to accumulate
beyond the reasonable needs of the business, shall be prima facie evidence of a
purpose to avoid surtax upon shareholders.

(c) DEFINITIONS.-As used in this title-
(1) SPECIAL ADJUSTED NET INcOmE.-The term "special adjusted netincome" means the net income minus the sum of-

(A) Taxes.-Federal income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes
paid or accrued during the taxable year, to the extent not allowed as a
deduction by section 23, but not including the tax imposed by this
section or a corresponding section of a prior income-tax law.

(B) Disallowed charitable, etc., contributions.-Contributions or gifts,
not otherwise allowed as a deduction, to or for the use of donees
described in section 23 (o), for the purposes therein specified. -

(C) Disallowed losses.-Losses from sales or exchanges of capital
assets which are disallowed as a deduction by section 117 (d).

(D) Bank affiliates.-In the case of a holding company affiliate (as
defined in section 2 of the Banking Act of 1933), the amount allowed
as a credit under section 26 (d).

(E) National mortgage associations.-In the case of a national mort-
gage association created under Title III of the National Housing Act,the amount allowed as a credit under section 26 (e).

(2) RETAINED NET INCOME.-The term "retained net income" means the
special adjusted net income minus the sum of the dividends paid credit pro-
vided in section 27 and the credit provided in section 26 (c), relating to
contracts restricting dividends. For the purposes of this subsection, such
credits shall be computed by substituting in section 26 (c) and in section 27
for the words "adjusted net income" wherever appearing in such sections
the words "special adjusted net income."

(d) PAYMENT OF SURTAX ON PRO RATA SHAREs.-The tax imposed by this sec-
tion shall not apply if (1) all the shareholders of the corporation include (at the
time of filing their returns) in their gross income their entire pro rata shares,
whether distributed or not, of the retained net income of the corporation for such
year, and (2) 90 per centum or more of such retained net income is so included in
the gross income of shareholders other than corporations. Any amount so in-
cluded in the gross income of a shareholder shall be treated as a dividend
received. Any subsequent distribution made by the corporation oult of earnings
or profits for such taxable year shall, if distributed to any shareholder who
has so included in his gross income his pro rata share, be exempt from tax
in the amount of the share so included.

(e) TAX ON PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-For surtax on personal holding
companies, see section 351.

The Ways and Means Committee of the House stated that-
It is true that, if the Government can prove a corporation is formed or availedof for the purpose of preventing the imposition of surtaxes upon its shareholders,
a special surtax can be collected from the corporation under section 102 of the
existing law. The difficulty of proving such purpose, however, has rendered
section 102 more or less ineffective.'

15 74th Cong., 2d sess., E. Rept. 2475. p. 5.
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Further:
Section 102 of existing law dealing with the surtax on corporations improp-

erly accumulating surplus, has been revised so as to apply only to banks, iusur-

ance companies, foreign corporations, China Trade Act corporations, certain

domestic corporations doing business in the possessions of the United States,

and personal holding companies. Most corporations are taken care of under

the new plan and it is only necessary to bring the above list under section 102

in order to prevent tax avoidance. Section 351 of existing law dealing with

personal holding companies has been eliminated from'the bill."

The Senate Finance Committee report contained the following:

The reported bill recommends important changes over existing law and the

House bill in section 102, which imposes tax on domestic and foreign corpora-

tions accumulating profits in order to avoid the imposition of surtaxes on their

stockholders or the stockholders of other corporations. One general effect of

the changes is to strengthen the section by reasonable deductions in determining

the retained net income subject to the tax so that the tax will not be thought

to be arbitrary by courts and their disposition will be to give effect to its pro-

.visions. Another aspect of these changes is that they will facilitate admin-

istration of the tax by clarifying its intention and by arming the Treasury with

additional means of enforcement. The two most important changes in this

respect are the one which requires a statement of reasons for accumulation

in the case of certain corporations and the one extending the period of limi-

tations on assessing and collecting the tax under the section. The significant

changes from the House bill are as follows:

(1) The reported bill strikes out the provisions of the House bill which lim-

-ited the section to personal holding companies, banks, insurance companies,

foreign corporations, China Trade Act corporations, and corporations receiving

a large portion of their income from sources within a possession. As reported,

the section applies to every corporation (domestic and foreign) which improp-

erly accumulates surplus, except personal holding companies. They are treated

separately in section 351.
(2) The bill as reported makes it clear that the surtax imposed by the section

is in addition to surtax imposed by section 14.

(3) The reported bill adds the requirement that every corporation subject to

income taxation (except personal holding companies) whose retained net income

is more than 40 percent of the special adjusted net income, or more than $15,000,

whichever is greater, must include a statement in its return fully explaining the

reasons for accumulating the earnings or profits. The Treasury, if it has in its

possession such a statement, is in a better position to check from year to year

the nature of the accumulations and the intention of the stockholders and the

corporation.
(4) The 3-year statute of limitations on assessment and suit for the collection

of income taxes is increased to 4 years for the assessment and collection of the

amount of the tax under this section. * * * This provision is particularly

important, not only in its obvious effect of permitting a longer time for ascertain-

ing liability for this tax, but also because of its force when taken in connection

with the requirement of a statement of reasons for accumulation. The longer

period permits a more thorough check on the bona-fide nature of the reasons

assigned for accumulation.
(5) The bill as reported substitutes for the word "gains" the word "earnings"

wherever 'gains;' is used in the section in connection with the word "profits. "

The phrase describes the fund out of which taxable dividends are paid. The

substitution makes no change in existing law but more accurately describes such

fund and uses the same expression as is employed in section 115 and elsewhere

in the act.
(6) To avoid confusion between the description of the measure of the tax for

the purposes of this section and the tax in section 14 and section 351, the bill as

reported * * * uses the term "-special adjusted net income." This term is

defined as net income less the sum of (a) that part of the Federal income, war-

profits, and excess-protits taxes (except taxes imposed under this section and

similar sections of prior revenue acts) paid or accrued during the taxable year

which is not allowed as a deduction from gross income under section 23; (b)

charitable contributions disallowed under section 23 (o) because in excess of the

' Ibid., p. 10.
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limitations provided in that subsection; and (c) capital losses disallowed under
section 117 (d). In the case of a holding company affiliate (within the meaning
of sec. 2 of the Banking Act of 1933), "special adjusted net income" means net
income less the amount allowed because of compliance with that act as a credit
under section 26 (d) in addition to the deductions enumerated in (a), (b), and
(c) above.

(7) The term "retained net income" is defined as "special adjusted net income"
reduced by the sum of the credit for dividends paid, allowed under section 27,
and the credit allowed under section 26 (c), relating to contracts not, to pay
dividends.

(8) The House bill provided that the surtax under the section shall not apply
If all the shareholders take up their pro rata shares of the retained net income on
their returns. The bill as reported adds the further limitation that the tax
will apply unless 90 percent of the retained net income is included in the returns
of shareholders other than corporations-i. e., taxpayers subject to normal
and surtax on individuals.'

Further:
Holding company affiliates of banks, which under the provisions of law con-

tained in the Banking Act of 1933, are required to invest a part of their funds
In readily marketable assets other than bank stocks, are given relief from the
surtax on undistributed profits and the tax imposed under section 102 on im-
proper accumulation of surplus with respect to amounts devoted by them to
the acquisition of such assets. (Sec. 14 (a) (1) (C) and section 102 (c) (1)
(B) -) "

House discussion on the report of the conference committee:

Mr. DOUGHTON. Section 102 dealing with the surtax on corporations improperly
accumulating surplus is restored to the bill in a similar form as found in existing
law with certain changes which make it more consistent with the new scheme
of taxation.'

REVENUE Acr OF 1937

The content of the Revenue Act of 1937 was a product of the joint
concern of the President, the Treasury, and the Congress over the wide-
spread and successful efforts of tax avoidance and evasion then oc-
curring, and contained preventative legislation to this end. In re-
sponse to the message of the President (dated June 1, 1937),"' Con-
gress, by joint resolution, promptly provided for the creation of a
Joint Committee on Tax Evasion and Avoidance.'

Concerning personal holding companies the Committee declared
that:

The problem of the personal holding company has been one requiring the
continued attention of the Congress beginning with the Revenue Act of 1913.
All of the earlier revenue acts as well as the existing law contain provisions
imposing additional taxes upon corporations organized or availed of for the
purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax upon the shareholders thereof.
These provisions have proved difficult of enforcement due to the fact that it is
necessary to prove a purpose to avoid the imposition of the surtax upon the
shareholders."

Further:
The testimony taken by the committee has shown that foreign personal hold-

ing companies are being utilized by citizens and residents of the United States

'7 74th Cong., 2d sess., S. Rept. 2156, pp. 16-18. The Senate Finance Committee be-
lieved that sec. 102 with the above changes "will produce directly or Indirectly 540,000,000
of additional revenue annually."

n Ibid., p. 14.
s Congressional Record, vol. 80. p. 10270.
la See Presidential message, Joint Committee on Tax Evasion and Avoidance, Tax

iEvasion and Avoidance, letter and report, 75th Cong., 1st sess., H. Doc. 337 (Washington,
D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1937), pp. 1-6.

n The committee submitted a report to the Congress on August 5, 1937.
G Joint Committee on Tax Evasion and Avoidance, op. cit., p. 7.
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as a device for tax-avoidance purposes. Income which otherwise would be sub-
jected to the Federal income taxes is being diverted to, and accumulated by,
such companies in order that the American shareholders may escape being
taxed thereon. Because of the jurisdictional difficulties and the difficulties of
collection of taxes involved in reaching these foreign entities, they present a
distinct problem. While the provisions of sections 351 and 102 of the present
law, which impose surtaxes on the undistributed profits of corporations, by
their terms apply to foreign as well as to domestic corporations, it appears
necessary for the protection of the revenue that a separate method of taxation
be provided for with respect to certain types of foreign personal holding
companies.

S * * * * * *

The committee's recommendation in general is that the undistributed part of
a foreign personal holding company's net income should be included in the
gross income of the American citizen or resident just as if such undistributed
income had actually been distributed. Provision has been made so that such
income would not be again subject to tax when actually distributed.0

Congress followed the recommendation of the committee and cre-
ated a separate tax classification of foreign personal holding compa-
nies, with a special method of taxation applicable thereto. Foreign
personal holding companies were excluded from coverage under sec-
tion 102. Section 102 was amended by the Revenue-Act of 1937 as
follows:

(a) Section 102 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1936 is amended by striking out
"(other than a personal holding company as defined in section 351)" and in-
serting in lieu thereof "(except as provided in subsection (f)-)".

(b) Such section 102 is further amended by adding at the end thereof a new
subsection to read as follows:

"(f) CORPORATIONs ExcPTarD.-This section shall not apply to any
corporation-

"(1) With respect to a taxable year beginning after December 31, 1936,
if the corporation is with respect to such year a personal holding company
as defined in section 352.

"(2) With respect to a taxable year beginning before January 1, 1937,
if the corporation is with respect to such year a personal holding company
as defined in section 351 (b) (1) before the amendment of Title IA by
section 1 of the Revenue Act of 1937.

"(3) With respect to a taxable year ending after the date of the enact-
ment of the Revenue Act of 1937, if the corporation is with respect to such
year a foreign personal holding company as defined in section 331." D

The Ways and Means Committee of the House, in its report on the
above amendment to section 102, said:

This section adds to section 102 of the present law, which imposes a surtax
on corporations improperly accumulating surplus, a new subsection which ex-
cludes certain domestic and foreign corporations from the operation of that
section. The present law and the amendments proposed have as a basic principle
that a corporation is not improperly accumulating surplus if the amount ac-
cumulated is subject to substantially the same taxes as if it were distributed.
Under the present law corporations subject to title 1A of the present law are
excluded from section 102. Section 601 carries out a corresponding policy with
respect to a corporation subject to new title 1A and a foreign corporation whose
United States shareholders are obliged to include its undistributed income in
their return. The effect of the amendment is to exclude from section 102
domestic and foreign personal holding companies for taxable years for which
they are subject to title 1A before or after its amendment by the bill or to the
provisions of supplement P added by the bill.'

'a Ibid., pp. 16-17.
Do 50 U. S. Stat. L. 830-831.
D: 75th Cong., 1st sess., H. Rept. 1546, pp. 31-32
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REVENUE ACT OF 1938

A major factor which contributed largely to the ineffectiveness of
section 102 was the necessity of proving intent or purpose to avoid
the personal tax through corporate surplus accumulations. This the
Treasury had found most difficult to do. The insertion of subsection
(c) in the 1938 Revenue Act was an endeavor to strengthen the en-
forceability of section 102 by making unreasonable corporate accumu-
lation evidence determinative of the purpose to avoid the personal tax,
and placing on the taxpayer the burden of proving by the clear pre-
ponclerance of the evidence that the purpose of avoidance was not
present.

Other changes made in section 102 by the Revenue Act of 1938 were
the elimination of the lower rates of tax for corporations subject to
the undistributed profits surtax, and the provision permitting exemp-
tion from the penalty tax if shareholders included in their gross in-
come their pro rata shares of the retained net income of the corpora-
tion. The striking of this latter provision was because the 1938 act
permitted the deduction of "consent dividends" as defined in section
28 in the computation of income subject to penalty tax.

In the House bill, under title 1B, an attempt was made to deal with,
the problem of closely held operating companies used for personal-
tax avoidance which were not covered by the surtax on personal hold-
ing companies nor reached effectively under section 102. This was
known as the "third-basket" provision.yo The House (lid not approve
this proposal, and the Senate Finance Committee believed this class
of corporations could more properly be handled under a strengthened
section 102.Y

Section 102 of the Revenue Act of 1938 was as follows (52 U. S.
Stat. L. 483):

(a) IMPOSITION OF TAX.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid for each
taxable year (in addition to other taxes imposed by this title) upon the net
income of every corporation (other than a personal holding company as defined in,
Title 1A or a foreign personal holding company as defined in supplement P) if
such corporation, however created or organized, is formed or availed of for the
purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax upon its shareholders or the
shareholders of any other corporation, through the medium of permitting
earnings or profits to accumulate instead of being divided or distributed, a surtax
equal to the sum of the following:

25 per centum of the amount of the undistributed section 102 net income
not in excess of $100,000, plus

35 per centum of the amount of the undistributed section 10C net income
in excess of $100,000.

(b) PRIMA FAdCE EVIDENCE.-The fact that any corporation is a mere holding
or investment company shall be prima facie evidence of a purpose to avoid surtax
upon shareholders.

(c) EVIDENCE DETERMINATIVE OF PuRPosE.-The fact that the earnings or
profits of a corporation are permitted to accumulate beyond the reasonable needs
of the business shall be determinative of the purpose to avoid surtax upon
shareholders unless the corporation by the clear preponderance of the evidence
shall prove to the contrary.

" The Ways and Means Committee of the House provided for a new surtax applicabre
only to closely held companies which were not included In the personal holding company
class. Reprinted in Treasury Department. Internal Revenue Bulletin, op. cit., 766-70.

" See Senate Finance Committee, 75th Cong., 3d sess., S. Rept. 1567, pp.- 45.
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(d) DEFINITIONs.-As used in this title-
(1) SECTION 102 NET INCOME.-The term "section 102 net income" means

the net income minus the sum of-
(A) Taxes.-Federal income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes paid

or accrued during the taxable year, to the extent not allowed as a
deduction by section 23, but not including the tax imposed by this section
or a corresponding section of a prior income-tax law.

(B) Disallowed charitable, etc., contributions.-Contributions or gifts
payment of which is made within the taxable year, not otherwise allowed
as a deduction, to or for the use of donees described in section 23 (o),
for the purposes therein specified.

(C) Disallowed losses.-Losses from sales or exchanges of capital
assets which are disallowed as a deduction by section 117 (d).

(2) UNDISTRIBUTTED SECTION 102 NET INCOME.-The term "undistributed
section 102 net income" means the section 102 net income minus the basic
surtax credit provided in section 27 (b), but the computation of such credit
under section 27 (b) (1) shall be made without its reduction by the amount
of the credit provided in section 26 (a), relating to interest on certain
obligations of the United States and Government corporations.

(e) TAX ON PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIEs.-For surtax on personal holding
companies, see Title 1A.

The report of the Ways and Means Subcommittee of the House con-
tained the following discussion of the problem of proving purpose or
intent in applying section 102, which had made the section difficult to
enforce:

The provisions of section 102-of the Revenue Act of 1936 and corresponding
provisions of prior revenue acts have proved very troublesome to enforce. The
barrier to effective enforcement has been found to lie chiefly in the difficulty of
proving the intent to avoid surtaxes. Little aid has been rendered such proof
by the prima facie presumption of intent arising from the fact that the corpora-
tion is a mere holding conipany or has accumulated surplus beyond the reasonable
needs of the business. A workable evidentiary test of unreasonable accumula-
tions has not yet been found.

This may be illustrated by the case of National Grocery Company v. Helvering,
decided by the Third Circuit Court of Appeals October 21, 1937. In that case
a mercantile corporation had a surplus of more than $8,000,000 and current
earnings of $780,000 on January 31, 1931, at the end of its taxable year. The
only dividends which it had ever paid were a dividend of $25,000 in 1917 and a
dividend of like amount in 1918. Its liabilities were less than $1,000,000, and
its accounts payable were never more than $400,000. Inventories, on the other
hand, never exceeded $3,200,000. When the sole stockholder required funds for
his personal needs he habitually procured them from the corporation without
interest. He had borrowed a total of $610,000 from the corporation including
$140,000 during the taxable year. The president and sole stockholder of the
corporation testified to the effect that the corporation and its officers and stock-
holder were innocent of any purpose or intent to avoid surtax upon the stock-
holder. On the foregoing facts the court held that there was no evidence to
support the findings of the Board of Tax Appeals which had held that the tax-
payer was liable to tax under section 102.

In the case of Cecil B. DeMille Productions, Inc. (C. C. A. 9th, 90 Fed. (2d)
(12)), the facts and circumstances were very similar. In addition to showing
the existence of a large accumulated surplus, the facts indicated that the peti-
tioner was what has frequently been described as an incorporated pocketbook.
The corporation was also used to receive the earnings of its principal stock-
holder. The taxpayer, however, prevailed in its contention that the accumula-
tion was for the purpose of enabling it to engage in the production of motion
pictures at some indefinite time in the future.

The difficulties involved in the enforcement of section 102 have long been
realized by the Congress: In the Revenue Act of 1934 the problem of individual
surtax avoidance through accumulations of corporate surpluses was partially
solved by the enactment of section 351 (Title 1A), which imposed a special
surtax on personal holding companies in lieu of the surtax provided in section
102. The surtax on personal holding companies has since been retained in
principle, its provisions having been strengthened and its rates increased by the
Revenue Act of 1937.
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Under Title IA, the difficulties of section 102 are avoided because liability Is

made automatic upon corporations which come within specified objective stand-

ards relating to percentage of investment and similar income received, and to

limited stock ownership. No proof of intent to avoid surtax is necessary. The

subcommittee believes that Title 1A has worked well and efficiently in those cases

to which it is applicable.
The tax in Title 1A was imposed with respect to corporations having limited

stock ownership and deriving their income primarily from investment sources

because it had been found that such corporations were being used to accumulate

surpluses and thus avoid individual surtaxes.
The corporations subject to title 1A, however, constitute a very limited class.

It is the view of the subcommittee that there are other corporations which are

used in a similar manner to avoid the imposition of individual surtaxes. It is

believed that operating companies with closely held stock ownership and net

incomes of substantial size which retain a considerable portion of their incomes

are commonly used to avoid individual surtaxes. The control of corporate policy

by a few individuals which exists in such cases makes it easy for corporate

income to be accumulated rather than distributed. The fact that large sums

are involved to which high surtaxes would be. applicable in the hands of the

stockholders makes such accumulation desirable.98

The Ways and Means Committee in its report stated:

It also provides in paragraph (h) thereof that if any corporation is a mere

holding or investment company, or that the earnings or profits are permitted

to accumulate beyond reasonable needs of the business shall be prima facie

evidence of a purpose to avoid surtax upon shareholders.
Under this section it is necessary to prove "purpose" in connection with re-

taining beyond reasonable needs to avoid the payment of surtaxes.
This section is directly aimed at the corporation that is guilty of the viola-

tion of its provisions: it is not aimed at the innocent corporation. Section 102

is a direct approach to the solution of the problem that confronts the committee

In obtaining the objective that the majority of the committee contends that title

1-B will accomplish.
It is the opinion of the undersigned that the method of dealing with this

problem should be approached by the strengthening of said section 102. We

propose an amendment to paragraph (b) of said section 102, which would remove

the necessity of proving "purpose to avoid surtax upon shareholders." Such

an amendment would accomplish the objective which title 1-B proposes to

obtain.
9 9

Also:
Under the bill the tax is imposed upon "undistributed section 102 net income,"

instead of upon the "retained net income" specified in the Revenue Act of 1936.

"Undistributed section 102 net income" is computed by deducting from "section

102 net income" the basic surtax credit provided in section 27 (b) rather than

the entire dividends-paid credit set forth in section 27 (a). This results in deny-

ing the benefits of the dividend carry-over to corporations subject to the section

102 surtax. Distribution of unnecessary surpluses in a year should not permit

the corporation to make unreasonable accumulations in a subsequent year. Such

corporations, however,'are given the benefit of the net operating loss carry-ovel
provided in section 26 (c), since that credit enters into the computation of tht

basic surtax credit.'w

The report of the Senate Finance Committee:
It has long been recognized that much tax avoidance occurs through the un-

reasonable accumulation of corporate earnings and profits. As far as personal

holding companies, or "incorporated pocketbooks," are concerned, this has been

taken care of since 1934 by a special surtax on personal holding companies which

retain such earnings. However, this evil still exists to a considerable extent in

the case of operating companies. In the House bill, as originally reported, an

attempt to cure this evil was made in title 1B, aimed at closely held operating
companies. The House failed to approve of this drastic remedy.

" Proposed Revision of the Revenue Laws, 1938, 75th Cong., 3d sess., in Revision of
Revenue Laws 1938, Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means *
(Washington, D. C.: Governmrent Printing Office, 1938), pp 28-30.

" 75th Cong.. 3d sess., H. Rept. 1860, p. 72.
10 Ibid., p. 31.
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Your committee is dealing with this problem where it should be dealt with-
namely, in section 102, relating to corporations improperly accumulating surplus.
The proposal is to strengthen this section by requiring the taxpayer by a clear
preponderance of the evidence to prove the absence of any purpose to avoid sur-
taxes upon shareholders after it has been determined that the earnings and
profits have been unreasonably accumulated. This will clearly shift the burden
of proof to the taxpayer in such cases. The committee believes that substantial
revenue will result from this change although no exact estimate of such revenue
has been made by the Treasury Department. A reasonable enforcement of this
revised section will reduce tax avoidance to a minimum and increase the revenues
from sources where there is ability to pay.101

Further:
This subsection of the bill provides that the fact that the earnings or profits are

accumulated beyond the reasonable needs of the business shall be determinative of
the purpose to avoid surtax upon shareholders unless the corporation by the clear
preponderance of the evidence shall prove to the contrary. Under existing law,
an unreasonable accumulation is merely prima facie evidence of purpose to avoid
surtax upon shareholders. Consequently, it has been argued that the only effect
of an unreasonable accumulation is to shift to the taxpayer the burden of going
forward with the evidence relating to purpose. Under the amendment, however,
it is clear that an unreasonable accumulation puts upon the taxpayer the burden
of proving by the clear preponderance of all the evidence submitted that it did
not have the purpose of avoidance.'O'

The conference committee report:
This amendment provides with respect to section 102 that the fact that the

earnings or profits of a corporation are permitted to accumulate beyond the
reasonable needs of the business shall be determinative of the purpose to avoid
surtax upon shareholders unless the corporation by the clear preponderance of
the evidence proves to the contrary. The House recedes.'03

House discussion:

Mr. BTacK. What does the gentleman think of the decision of the third circuit
court in the National Grocery case?

Mr. HARLAN. I think it is crazy.
Mr. BucRx. If it is crazy, and I agree with the gentleman, is it not the duty of

Congress to adopt some kind of a yardstick by wlhich we can measure this thing?
Mr. HARLAN. We could do that, Mr. Chairman, by inserting in paragraph B,

after the phrase "reasonable needs of business," these words, "for current oper-
ating expenses, plus contractual obligations."

* . e * * e S

It is because of the fact that the phrase "reasonable needs of business" was too
indefinitely defined that the Government lost both the DeMille case and the Na-
tional Grocery case. In both cases these defendants set up projected plans for
expansion which were wholly independent of contract and highly speculative.
If this phrase had been properly defined the Government would have won both
these cases."0

Senate discussion:
Mr. HARRISON. Many persons believe that there ought to be a strengthening of

the law with reference to corporations which have built up and accumulated
their profits in large surpluses. We strengthened section 102. Section 102 im-
poses a high penalty tax upon such corporations, whether they are holding or
operating companies or what not, if they build up unreasonable reserves for the
purpose of relieving the shareholder from the necessity of paying his surtax.
We have changed the rule in such cases. We have strengthened the law, and we
have said that when an unreasonable accumulation is shown, that fact is deter-
minative, and the burden of proof is placed upon the taxpayer to show by a clear
preponderance of the evidence that he was not trying to avoid the surtax. We
think that provision in itself will force many corporations which have accumu-

Sol 75th Cong.. 3d sess., S. Rept. 1567, pp. 4-5.

75th cong.. 3d sess., H. Rept. 2330 p. 37.
104 Congressional Record, vol. 83, p. &94O.
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fated vast reserves to stop their former practices, and to begin to distribute
the profits."'

Further:
Mr. HlARIsoN. As the Senator will recall, we went the limit in amending sec-

tion 102 so as to force distribution where there was a large accumulation of
profits, and even went to the extent of putting the burden on the taxpayer to
prove, by a clear preponderance of the evidence, that there was no unreasonable
accumulation.

Mr. BARKLEY. Is it the Senator's view that to that extent the principle in-
volved in the undistributed-profits tax is retained in the bill?

Mr. HARRIsoN. It is retained in section 102 in as strong language as the ex-
perts could write and the committee could fashion.'"

REvENuE ACT OF 1939

Section 102, following the Revenue Ac-t of 1938, has, on the whole,
been subject to relatively minor changes only to the present time. The
Internal Revenue Code-the codification of the relevant sections of
antecedent revenue acts-was enacted by the Congress in 1939.107

The Revenue Act of 1939 amended section 102 by providing that
section 102 net income (for taxable years subsequent to December 31,
1939) was to be computed without the net operating loss deduction
provided in section 23 (S). The amendment was as follows:

(f) DENIAL OF DEDUCTION TO SECTION 102 CoBPo1AvioNs.-Section 102 (d) (1)
of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the definition of section 102 net in-
come) is amended by striking out "The term 'section 102 net income' means the
net income minus the sum of" and inserting in lieu thereof "The term 'section
102 net income' means the net income, computed without the net operating loss
deduction provided in section 23 (s), minus the sum of."'"

REVFNuE ACT OF 1940

Section 201 of the Revenue Act of 1940 provided for the insertion
into the Internal Revenue Code of section 15 which imposed an addi-
tional tax (defense tax) of 10 percent to the existing rates of income
tax, including the tax under section 102. The defense tax applied
subsequent to December 31, 1939. The defense tax amendment to the
code:
SEC. 15. DEFENSE TAX FOB FIvE YEARS.-

In the case of any taxpayer, the amount of tax under this chapter for any
taxable year beginning after December 31, 1939, and before January 1, 1945, shall
be 10 per centum greater than the amount of tax computed without regard to
this section. In no case shall the effect of this section be to increase the tax
computed without regard to this section by more than 10 per centum of the
amount by which the net income exceeds such tax. For the purposes of this
section, the tax computed without regard to this section shall be such tax before
the application of the credit provided in section 31 ("foreign tax credit"), and
the credit provided in section 32 (taxes withheld at the source).'

REVENUE ACT OF .1941

Section 104 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1941 repealed section 15 (de-
fense tax) of the Internal Revenue Code, and in section 103 (d) pro-
vision was made for translating the defense tax into permanently

t5 Congressional Record, vol. 83, pp. 4928-4929
6 Ibid., p. 4967. See J. S. Seidman, op. cit., pp. 46-47, for congressional discussion.

10 53 U. 5. Stat. L. 1-504, first part.
'0 53 U. S. Stat. L. 868.

60 4 U. S. Stat. L. 520.
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higher rates of tax for section 102. Section 103 (d) of the Revenue
Act of 1941 was as follows:

SURTAX ON CORPORATIONS IMPROPERLY AccUMULATING SURPLUS.-The rate
schedule of section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read as
follows:

"27'2 per centum of the amount of the undistributed section 102 net in-
come not In excess of $100,000, plus

"382 per centum of the undistributed section 102 net income in excess of
$100,000." no

Section 202 (b) of the Revenue Act of 1941 further amended sec-
tion 102 by providing:

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 102 (d).-Section 102 (d) (1) (A) of the Internal
Revenue Code (relating to the deduction of taxes in computing section 102 net
income) is amended to read as follows:

"(A) TAXEs.-Federal income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes (other
than the tax imposed by Subehapter E of Chapter 2 for a taxable year begin-
ning after December 31, 1940) paid or accrued during the taxable year, to
the extent not allowed as a deduction by section 23, but rot including the
tax imposed by this section or a corresponding section of a prior income-
tax law." '

This amendment was applicable to taxable years following Decem-
ber 31, 1940.112

The Ways and Means Committee of the House, in regard to the
formal increase in rates for section 102, said:

This section makes permanent the defense tax imposed by section 15 of the
Internal Revenue Code as added by section 201 of the Revenue Act of 1940.",

As to the latter amendment (with reference to the excess profits
tax) the Ways and Means Committee stated:
In the case of corporations subject to tax under section 102 of the Code, the
credit provided in section 26 (e) is also allowed by an amendment to section
102 (d) (1).u

REVENUE Acr OF 1942

The Revenue Act of 1942 amended-the Internal Revenue Code to
provide that section 102 corporations should be denied the advantage
of the capital loss carry-over (section 138) ; that income subject to the
excess profits tax was an additional credit in the computation of sec-
tion 102 net income (sec. 105 (e) (2)); and that income need not be
placed on an annual basis for corporations subject to section 102 (sec.
135 (b) (1)).

The amendment providing for denial of capital loss carry-over:
That part of section 102 (d) (1) (relating to definition of section 102 net

income) which precedes subparagraph (A) is amended to read as follows:
"(1) SECTION 102 NEaT INcoME.-The term 'section 102 net income' means

the net income, computed without the benefit of the capital loss carry-over
provided in section 117 (e)'from a taxable year which begins after December
31, 1940, and computed without the net operating loss deduction provided
in section 23 (s), minus the sum of * * *" 112

0 55 U. S. Stat. L. 693.
"' Ibid., p. 700.
"' Sec. 205, Revenue Act of 1941, 55 U. S. Stat. L. 703.
"' 77th Cong., lst sess., H. Rept. 1040, p. 36.

'4 77th Cong., 2d sess., H. Rept. 2333, p. 65.
"'56 U. S. Stat. L. 836.
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The amendment establishing an additional credit against section 102
net income of income subject to the excess-profits tax:

COMPUTATION OF SECTION 102 NET INCOME.-Section 102 (d) (1) (relating
to the definition of section 102 net income) is amended by inserting at the end
thereof the following new subparagraph:

`(D) INCOME SUBJECT TO E.ACESS-PROFITS TAX.-The credit for income sub-
ject to the tax imposed by Subchapter E of Chapter 2 provided in section
26 (e)." Me

The amendment providing for nonannualization of income for pur-
poses of section 102 surtax:

SURTAX ON CORPORATIONS IMPROPERi.Y ACCUMULATING SURPLUs.-Section 102 is
amended by inserting at the end thereof the following new subsection:

" (f) INCOME NOT PLACED ON ANNUAL BASIs.-Section 47 (c) shall not apply in
the computation of the tax imposed by this section." n'

REvENuE ACT OF 1945

The Revenue Act of 1945 provided in section 122 (g) (5) a technical
amendment (effective for taxable years subsequent to December 31,
1945) to section 102 (d) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code as follows:

Section 102 (d) (1) (defining terms for the purposes of the tax imposed by
section 102) is amended by striking out subparagraph (D) thereof."18

The purpose of this amendment was to strike out the credit for in-
come subject to the excess-profits tax under section 102. The repeal
of the excess-profits tax by the Revenue Act of 1945 necessitated this
technical amendment to the code.

REVENUE AcT OF 1951

Section 315 of the RevenueAct of .1951 amended section 102 of the
Internal Revenue Code by providing-

(a) LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAINs.-Section 102 (d) (1) (relating to definition
of section 102 net income) is hereby amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new subparagraph:

"(D) LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAINs.-The excess of the net long-term capital
gain for the taxable year over the net short-term capital loss for such year,
minus the taxes imposed by this chapter attributable to such excess. The
taxes attributable to such excess shall be an amount equal to the difference
between (i) the taxes imposed by this chapter (except the tax imposed
by this section) for such year and (ii) such taxes computed for such year
without including such excess in net income."

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be ap-
plicable only with respect to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1950.

This amendment was proposed by the Senate Finance Committee
and was agreed to by the House and Senate conferees.119 In ex-
planation of the amendment, the Senate Finance Committee said:

Section 102 of the code imposes an additional tax on corporations improperly
accumulating surplus to avoid payment of surtax by stockholders. This addi-
tional tax is imposed on the undistributed "section 102 net income," which is,
in general, net income minus the normal tax, surtax, and excess profits tax of

6 Ibid., p. 807.
117 Ibid., p. 835.
"i159 U. S. Stat. L. 570.
11 Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, Summary of the Provisions

of the Revenue Act of 1951 (H. R. 4473) as agreed to by the conferees (Washington, D. C.:
Government Printing Office, 1951), pp. 27--28.
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the corporation. Under present law, the section 102 tax applies to the long-
term capital gains of the corporation as well as to its ordinary income. Your
committee is of the opinion, however, that the problem of avoidance of surtax
by stockholders does not arise in the case of net long-term capital gains, since
these gains would have been taxed at a maximum rate of 25 percent if they
had been realized by the stockholder directly. Furthermore, with present high
replacement costs, corporate capital gains must be reinvested in order to keep
the corporation's business activities at their current level. Therefore, section
315 of your committee's bill amends section 102 in order to exclude net long
term capital gains from the undistributed income subject to the section 102
tax. However, this amendment further provides that the capital gain tax is
not to be allowed as a deduction in computing income subject to the section
102 tax.

This provision is effective with respect to taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1950.

The revenue loss from this amendment is expected to be negligible.120

A RECENT CONGRESSIONAL EFFORT To AMEND SECTION 102

Congressman McMahon, January 14, 1947, introduced a bill which
provided for the exemption from tax of the first $100,000 of undistrib-
uted section 102 net income. The bill was designed to afford tax re-
lief for the smaller corporations. The bill died in committee.

A BILL To amend Section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That Section 102 (a) of the Internal
Revenue Code (relating to surtax on corporations improperly accumulating sur-plus) is amended by striking out that part thereof which reads:

"27Y2 per centum of the amount of undistributed Section 102 net income
not in excess of $100,000 plus

"381/2 per centum of the undistributed Section 102 net income in excess of
$100,000.
and by inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"27/2 per centum of the amount of the undistributed Section 102 net in-
come in excess of $100,000 and not in excess of $200,000 plus

"381/2 per centum of the undistributed Section 102 net income in excess of$200,000.
"SEMON 2. The amendment made by this Act shall be applicable to tax-

able years beginning after December 31, 1946." m

REPORTS OF THE SPECIAL TAX STUDY CoMAIrrTEE

A Special Tax Study Committee (Magill committee) was ap-
pointed by the Committee on Ways and Means to assist in the gen-
eral revision of the Internal Revenue Code. This committee held its
initial meeting in June 1947 and, subsequently, concerned itself largely
with the more important structural improvements in the tax system.
On November 4, 1947, the committee submitted majority and minority
reports. As a citizens' advisory committee to the Committee on Ways
and Means, the committee's recommendations are of significance.

The majority report of the committee discussed section 102 at some
length, saying:

There have been some recent evidences of renewed activity by the Bureau in
scrutinizing corporation returns and questioning the purposes back of the deci-
sion of the directors to retain corporate earnings instead of distributing them in
dividends. For the past year, corporations have been required to file an ex-

82d Cong., 1st sess., S. Rept. 781, p. 61.
1 80th Cong., 1st sess., H. R. 961.
"Pursuant to H. Res. 293 and H. Res. 297.
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planation on their income-tax returns if they failed to distribute 70 percent of
their earnings.

Many situations arise, especially in the cases of smaller enterprises, which
require the retention of earnings for perfectly legitimate corporate purposes.
Plant expansion and improvement, the development of additional products, and
provision for the retirement of outstanding debt are obvious cases for which
directors will wish to provide. The financing of additional inventory and of ac-
counts receivable, the development costs of new products, and the maintenance of
needed reserves for various purposes are other common needs.

So long as the general threat of the section 102 penalty hangs over directors'
heads, they are likely to seek to avoid trouble by distributing more earnings than
they honestly believe to be desirable. Yet it is clear that the best interests of
the enterprise will not be served by such a policy. With individual surtaxes at
their present heights, the natural sources of new venture capital-namely, in-
dividual stockholders-are largely dried up. If the corporation is to grow and
advance, it must be permitted to reinvest substantial amouhts of its own earnings
in its own business. Small American businesses have grown great in just this
fashion.

The corporate directors are the best judges of the company's needs. A reve-
nue agent in the field cannot be the best judge, for he does not have the intimate
familiarity with the corporation's business that its own, directors have. Con-
sequently, this is a case where the Commissioner (and the revenue agent under
him) should have the burden of showing that the decision of the directors Is
unreasonable and incorrect. A stockholder who seeks to compel the declaration
of dividends must assume the burden of showing that the corporate earnings
have been improperly retained. The Commissioner should occupy a similar
position.

To revise the revenue law in this way will not cause widespread evasion by
personal holding corporations or other closely held companies. Personal hold-
ing corporations are rigidly taxed under other provisions of the law. The in-
come of any business corporation is subject to the general tax; and under our
recommendation, the Commissioner can exact the penalty tax, if he ca4 show that
earnings have been improperly withheld to avoid or defeat the individual sur-
taxes. The penalty ought not to be imposed unless such facts can be shown.

We, therefore, recommend that:
(1) The Commissioner should have the burden of proving that profits

have been unreasonably accumulated.
(2) The tax should apply only to that part of the undistributed section 102

net income which is unreasonably accumulated.
(3) Dividends paid within 75 days after the close of its taxable year may

at the taxpayer's election, be deducted in computing section 102 net income
for such yearly

The minority report by Matthew Woll on section 102 differed
sharply from the majority report, as is indicated by the following
language:

Stockholders would easily escape surtax if corporations were completely free
to accumulate their earnings or profits without making periodic distributions.
Therefore, section 102 and predecessor provisions have since 1921 placed a
penalty tax on corporations used to avoid the surtax on its shareholders by per-
mitting their earnings or profits to accumulate. Under section 102 it is pre-
sumed, unless the corporation proves otherwise by the clear preponderance of
the evidence, that an accumulation beyond the reasonable needs of the business
was motivated by a purpose to avoid the surtax. The rate of tax is 27% percent
of the first $100,000 of undistributed section 102 net Income, and 385 percent of
any excess.

The majority state that section 102, as written and administered, harasses the
legitimate retention of profits for purely business purposes, such as debt re-
tirement and contemplated expansion. They argue that the directors of a

1 Special Tax Study Committee to the Committee on Ways and Means, U. S. House of
Representatives, November 4, 1947, Revenue Revisions, 1947-48. Hearings before the
Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, 80th Cong., 1st sess., pt. 5, pp.
3624-3625.
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corporation are the best judges of its needs, since they alone are intimately
familiar with its affairs. Therefore, they recommend two basic changes:

1. The Commissioner should have the burden of proving an unreasonable
accumulation of profits.

2. The tax should apply only to that portion of the undistributed section
102 net income which was unreasonably accumulated.

Admittedly the administration of section 102 involves difficulties, but the
majority would wish us gladly to accept a cure which is worse than the disease.
Section 102 is a protective statute, intended to safeguard the revenues. While
it may be difficult at times to ascertain the permissible limits of corporate ac-
cumulations, it by no means follows that the Commissioner should have the
burden of establishing those limits. If directors are the best judges of a corpora-
tion's needs, they are, by the. same token, the very persons who should bear
the burden of proof. Throughout the administration of the tax laws, with very
few exceptions, the taxpayer has the burden of proving the facts. This burden
is peculiarly appropriate under sectien 1.02. for, as the majority point out, the
directors are especially informed as to circumstances w hich justify the ac-
cumulations.

In seeking to confine the penalty tax to the unreasonably accumulated income,
the majority again disclose their usual tenderness to avoiders. The rates of
27Y and 38Y2 percent are pitifully low penalties to prevent the avoidance of far
higher surtaxes. It is well known that in many instances directors are quite
willing to risk the penalty because it is comfortably less than the avoided per-
sonal surtaxes. If the 102 tax is made applicable only to the unreasonable ac-
cumulations, the penalty tax should be simultaneouly raised so as to function
adequately.'

REVENUE REVISION BILL OF 1948

. The bill 125 entitled the "Revenue Revision Act of 1948" provided for
substantial alteration of section 102. The proposed amendment-
section 125 of the bill-passed the House but failed of enactment.
Section 125 was as follows:

SEC. 125. SURTAX ON CORPORATIONS IMPBOPERLY ACCUMULATING SURPu'US
(a) REASONABLE NEEDS OF THE BuSINESs.-Section 102 (c) (relating to evi-

dence determinative of purpose) is hereby amended to read as follows:
"(c) AccUAIULATION OF SURPLUS.-

"(1) EVIDENCE DETERMINATIVE OF PUBPOSE.-The fact that the earnings or
profits of a corporation are permitted to accumulate beyond the reasonable
needs of the business shall be determinative of the purpose to avoid surtax
upon shareholders unless the corporation by the clear preponderance of the
evidence shall prove to the contrary.

"(2) REASONABLE NEEDS OF THE BUsINEss.-In any case in which the Com-
missioner proposes to determine a deficiency with respect to the tax imposed
by subsection (a) he may, prior to the mailing of a notice of deficiency as
provided in section 272 (a), give the taxpayer notice, by registered mail, of
an opportunity to file with the Commissioner a statement of the grounds
(together with facts sufficient to apprise the Commissioner of the basis
thereof) on which the taxpayer relies as establishing that the earnings or
profits of the corporation have not been accumulated beyond the reasonable
needs of the business. If a statement of such grounds, with such supporting
facts, is filed with the Commissioner within such time (not less than thirty
days after such notice is mailed) as the Commissioner may prescribe, the
burden of proof with respect to the issue as to whether earnings or profits
have been permitted to be accumulated beyond the reasonable needs of the
taxpayer's business shall be upon the Commissioner if the taxpayer (after
the mailing of a notice of deficiency as provided in section 272 (a) files a
petition with The Tax Court of the United States, and if the taxpayer in the
proceedings before such Court does not rely upon any grounds with respect
to such issue other than those presented to the Commissioner in such state-
ment. If the Commissioner mails such notice of deficiency for any taxable
year without giving the taxpayer an opportunity to file such a statement, the

'2 Special Tax Study Committee to the- Committee on Ways and Means. U. S. House
of Representatives, op. cit., p. 3652.

80th Cong., 2d sess., H. R. 6712.
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Commissioner shall have the burden of proof in any proceeding before The

Tax Court of the United States with respect to such issue for such year."

(b) LONG-LER'M CAPITAL GAIxs.-Section 102 (d) (1) (relating to definition of

section 102 net income) is hereby amended by adding at the end thereof the

following new subparagraph:
"(D) LONG-TERM CAPrrAL GoNs.-The excess of the net long-term capital

gain for the taxable year over the net short-term capital loss for such year,

minus the taxes imposed by this chapter attributable to such excess. The

taxes attributable to such excess shall be an amount equal to the difference

between (i) the taxes imposed by this chapter (except the tax imposed by

this section) for such year and (ii) such taxes computed for such year with-

out including such excess in net income."
(c) DIVIDENDS PAID AFTER CLOSE OF YEAR.-Section 102 (d) (2) (relating to

definition of undistributed section 102 net income) is hereby amended by adding

at the end thereof the following new sentences: "At the election of the taxpayer,

the computation of such credit under section 27(b) for any taxable year shall be

made by considering the dividends paid within seventy-five days after the close

of such taxable year, to the extent such dividends exceed the dividends paid

within the first seventy-five days of such year, as paid within such taxable year;

but if such election is made for the taxable year, then such dividends to the ex-

tent of such excess shall not, for the purposes of computing the tax imposed by

this section for the succeeding taxable year, be considered as paid during such

succeeding taxable year. Such election shall be made in accordance with regu-

lations prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, but

may not be made at any time after the filing of any claim for refund, or after the

date of the filing of a petition with The Tax Court of the United States, with

respect to the tax imposed by this section."

The Ways and Means Committee of the House in its report discussed

its reasons for the proposed amendment (sec. 125, H. R. 6712) of

section 102:

At the present time, section 102 provides for the imposition of a surtax on

corporate earnings accumulated to prevent the imposition of the surtax on

individual stockholders. This tax is intended to compensate for the revenue

lost because such earnings escape the impact of the graduated individual income

tax. Improperly accumulated earnings, if not in excess of $100,000, are taxed at

27.5 percent, and any excess over $100,000 is taxed at 38.5 percent. This tax is
in addition to the regular corporate income tax.

Your committee has received many taxpayers' complaints that the adminis-

trative officials are too strict in their interpretation of section 102. Reports

have been received that the fear of subjecting earnings to this tax has In many

cases resulted in distributions of funds-needed by the corporation for expan-

sion, protection against possible business decline, or other valid purposes.
On the other hand, administrative officials have presented statistical evidence

showing that the penalty tax has been imposed in relatively few cases. These

statistical data do not, however, allay the quite evident fear of the business

community or prevent The distribution of earnings which are needed in the
business.

Your committee's hill (sec. 125) contains three amendments to section 102,

designed to reduce the pressure on taxpayers to distribute earnings needed for

real business purposes, and to remove some of the harsher aspects of the tax

treatment under this provision. These provisions, however, do not prevent the

functioning of this tax as a safeguard against the improper accumulation of
surplus. -

The first amendment places on the Commissioner of Internal Revenue in cer-

tain cases the burden of proving that an accumulation of earnings and profits

is beyond the reasonable needs of the business. However, to shift the burden of

proof in this fashion, the taxpayer, having received notice from the Commis-
sioner, must file a statement indicating the reasons why the needs of the business

require such retention. If the taxpayer does not file such a statement, or pre-

sents additional grounds, he must bear the entire burden of proof as under exist-

ing law. If the Commissioner fails to give the taxpayer proper notice, then the

Commissioner must bear the burden of proof even though the taxpayer has

filed no statement. This provision is designed to assure the taxpayer that the

penalty tax will be imposed only Where there is proof of an improper accumu-
lation of surplus.
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The second amendment provides that the excess of net long-term capital gains
over net short-term capital losses of any corporation shall not be included in
the tax base on which the penalty tax under section 102 is imposed. However,
this does not prevent such gain from being taken into consideration in determin-
ing whether other income was accumulated beyond the reasonable needs of the
business.

Your committee believes that the application of the penalty tax under section
102 to long-term capital gains is undesirable. Such income, when realized by a
corporation, is taxed at a 25-percent rate. This represents the maximum rate
at which it would be taxed if realized directly by an indivdual. Thus the income
does not escape its proper tax burden by reason of being realized and accumulated
by a corporation rather than by an individual. Moreover, under existing law
net long-term capital gains are not subject to the special undistributed net in-
come tax imposed on personal holding companies. It is not believed that
ordinary corporations should be subjected to a greater burden.

The third amendment provides that dividends paid within 75 days after the
close of a corporation's taxable year may, at the election of the taxpayer, be
deducted in computing the corporation's income for the purposes of the penalty
tax under section 102. This provision is intended to take care of cases where
dividend distributions are customarily made after the close of a taxable year.
At present, where an unusually large income is realized in one year but not
distributed until the forepart of the next year, a corporation might be subjected
to the tax under section 102 even though there was every intention of dis-
tributing its current earnings promptly. Your committee believes that a dis-
tribution of earnings shortly after the close of a taxable year is unobjectionable,
and should not be subject to a penalty tax.i'

SECTION 102 OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

The last amendments to be made to section 102, following the
Revenue Act of 1945, were (1) the technical amendment of the act
of October 25, 1949, section 3 (b) (81st Cong., 1st sess.) to subsection
(d) (1) (B), namely, "For the purposes of the preceding sentence,
payment of any contribution or gift shall be considered as made with-
in the taxable year if and only if it is considered for the purposes of
section 23 (q) as made within such year"; and (2) the exclusion of
net long-term capital gains from the base of the tax as provided by
section 315 of the Revenue Act of 1951, as previously indicated.

Thus, section 102, as presently found in the code (including the
above amendments), is as follows:
SEC. 102. SURTAX ON CORPORATIONS IMPROPERLY ACCUmuLATING SURPLUS.

(a) IMPOSITION OF TAX. There shall be levied, collected, and paid for each
taxable year (in addition to other taxes imposed by this chapter) upon the net
income of every corporation (other than a personal holding company as defined
in section 501 or a foreign personal holding company as defined in Supplement P)
if such corporation, however created or organized, is formed or availed of for the
purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax upon its shareholders or the
shareholders of any other corporation, through the medium of permitting earn-
ings or profits to accumulate instead of being divided or distributed, a surtax
equal to the sum of the following:

27y2 per centum of the amount of the undistributed section 102 net income
not in excess of $100,000, plus

381/2 per centum of the undistributed section 102 net income in excess
of $100,000.

(b) PRIMA FACIE EVIDENcE.-The fact that any corporation is a mere holding
or investment company shall be prima facie evidence of a purpose to avoid surtax
upon shareholders.

(c) EVIDENCE DETERMINATIVE OF PURPOsE.-The fact that the earnings or
profits of a corporation are permitted to accumulate beyond the reasonable needs
of the business shall be determinative of the purpose to avoid surtax upon

80th Cong., 2d sess., H. Rept. 2087, pp. 8-9.
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shareholders unless the corporation by the clear preponderance of the evidence
shall prove to the contrary.

(d) DEFINITIONS.-AS used in this chapter-
(1) SECTION 102 NET INCOME.-The term "section 102 net income" means

the net income, computed without the benefit of the capital loss carry-over
provided in section 117 (e) [from a taxable year which begins after Decem-
ber 31, 1940], and computed without the net operating loss deduction provided
in section 23 (s), minus the sum of-

(A) TAXES.-Federal income, war-profits, and excess profits taxes
-(other than the tax imposed by subchapter E of Chapter 2 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1939 for a taxable year beginning after December 31,
1940) paid or accrued during the taxable year, to the extent not allowed
as a deduction by section 23, but not including the tax imposed by this
section or a corresponding section of a.prior income tax law.

(B) DISALLOWED CHARITABLE, ETC. CONTRIBUTIONs.-Contributions or
gifts payment of which is made within the taxable year, not otherwise
allowed as a deduction, to or for the use of donees described in section
23 (o), for the purposes therein specified. For the purposes of the
preceding sentence, payment of any contribution or gift shall be con-
sidered as made within the taxable year if and only if it is considered
for the purposes of section 23 (q) as made within such year.

(C) DISALLOWED LOSSES.-Losses from sales or exchanges of capital
assets which are disallowed as a deduction by section 117 (d).

(D) LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAINs.-The excess of the net long-term capi-
tal gain for the taxable year over the net short-term capital loss for
such year, minus the taxes imposed by this chapter attributable to such
excess. The taxes attributable to such excess shall be an amount equal
to the difference between (i) the taxes imposed by this chapter (except
the tax imposed by this section) for such year and (ii) such taxes
computed for such year without including such excess in net income."

(2) UNDISTRIBUTED SECTION 102 NET INCOME.-The term "undistributed
section 102 net income" means the section 102 net income minus the basic
surtax credit provided in section 27 (b), but the computation of such credit
under section 27 (b) (1) shall be made without its reduction by the amount
of the credit provided in section 26 (a), relating to interest on certain
obligations of the United States and Government corporations.

(e) TAX ON PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-
For surtax on personal holding companies, see section 500.
(f) INCOME NOT PLACED ON ANNUAL BAsis.-Section 47 (c) shall not apply In

the computation of the tax imposed by this section.

SECTION 102 AND OFFICIAL TREASURY REGULATIONS

In association with the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code are
the official regulations of the Treasury which are interpretive and
explanatory of the various sections. Regulations 111 contains the
following section which applies to section 102 of the code:

SEC. 29.102-1. TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS FORMED OR UTILIZED FOR AVOIDANCE OF
SuRTAx.-Section 102 imposes (in addition to other taxes imposed by chapter 1)
-a graduated income tax or surtax upon any domestic or foreign corporation
formed or availed of to avoid the imposition of the individual surtax upon its
shareholders or the shareholders of any other corporation through the medium
of permitting earnings or profits to accumulate instead of dividing or distributing
them. However, personal holding companies, as defined in section 501, and
foreign personal holding companies, as defined in Supplement P (see section 331),
are excepted from taxation under section 102. The surtax imposed by section
102 applies whether the avoidance was accomplished through the formation or
use of only one corporation or a chain of corporations. For example, if the
capital stock of the M Corporation is held by the N Corporation so that the divi-
dend distributions of the M Corporation would not be returned as income subject
to the individual surtax until distributed in turn by the N Corporation to its

'27 The effective date of subpar. (D) Is with respect to taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1950 (see. 315 of the Revenue Act of 1951).
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individual shareholders, nevertheless the surtax imposed by section 102 appliesto the M Corporation, if that corporation is formed or availed of for the purposeof preventing the imposition of the individual surtax upon the individual share-
holders of the N Corporation.
* A foreign corporation, whether resident or nonresident,.formed or availedof for the purpose specified in section 102 is subject to the tax imposed thereby itIt derives income from sources within the United States as defined in section119 and 'the regulations thereunder, if any of its shareholders are (1) citi-zens or residents of the United States and therefore subject to the surtaxwith respect to distributions of the corporation or (2) nonresident alienIndividuals who, by the application of section 211 (b) or section 211 (c),would be subject to the surtax with respect'to distributions of the corporationwhich if made would constitute income from sources within the United States(see section 119) or (3) foreign corporations if any beneficial interest thereinis owned directly or indirectly by any shareholders specified In (1) or (2).On the other hand, the tax imposed by section 102 will not apply even thougha foreign corporation, whether resident or nonresident, derives income fromsources within the United States, if all of its shareholders are nonresidentalien individuals who, by the application of section 211 (a), would not besubject to surtax with respect to distributions of the corporation if made.For the computation of the surtax see section 29.102-4.

SEC. 29.102-2. PURPOSE TO AVOID SURTAX; EVIDENCE: BURDEN OF PROOF; DEFINI-
TION OF fOLDING OR INVESTMENT COMPANY.-The Commissioner's determination
that a corporation was formed or availed of for the purpose of avoiding the In-dividual surtax is subject to disproof by competent evidence. The existence ornonexistence of the purpose may be indicated by circumstances other than theevidence specified in the Internal Revenue Code, and whether or not such purposewas present depends upon the particular circumstances of each case. In otherwords, a corporation is subject to -taxation under section 102 if it is formed
or availed of for the purpose of preventing the imposition of surtax uponshareholders through the medium of permitting earnings or profits to accumu-late, even though the corporation is not a mere holding or investment com-pany and does not have an unreasonable accumulation of earnings or profits;and on the other hand, the fact that a corporation is such a company orhas such an accumulation is not absolutely conclusive against it if, by clearand convincing evidence, the taxpayer satisfies the Commissioner that thecorporation was neither formed nor availed of for the purpose of avoidingthe individual surtax. All the other circumstances which might be construedas evidence of the purpose to avoid surtax cannot be outlined, but amongother things the following will be considered: (1) Dealings between the cor-poration and its shareholders, such as withdrawals by the shareholders aspersonal loans or the expenditure of funds by the corporation for the personalbenefit of the shareholders, and (2) the investment by the corporation ofundistributed earnings in assets having no reasonable connection with thebusiness. The mere fact that the corporation distributed a large portion ofits earnings for the year in question does not necessarily prove that earningswere not permitted to accumulate beyond reasonable needs or that the cor-poration was not formed or availed of to avoid surtax upon shareholders.

If the Commissioner determines that the corporation was formed or availed'
of for the purpose of avoiding the.individual surtax through the medium ofpermitting earnings or profits to accumulate, and the taxpayer contests suchdetermination of fact by litigation, the burden of proving the determinationwrong by a preponderance of evidence, together with the corresponding burdenof first going forward with evidence, is on the taxpayer under principlesapplicable to income tax cases generally, and this is so even though the corpora-tion Is not a mere holding or investment company and does not have an unreason-able accumulation of earnings or profits. However, if the corporation is amere holding or Investment company, then the Internal Revenue Code givesfurther weight to the presumption of correctness already arising from the Commissioner's determination by expressly providing an additional presumptionof the existence of a purpose to avoid surtax upon shareholders, while if earn-ings or profits are permitted to accumulate beyond the reasonable needs of thebusiness, then the Code adds still more weight to the Commissioner's determina-tion by providing that irrespective of whether or not the corporation is a- mereholding or investment company, the existence of such an accumulation is deter-mninative of the purpose to avoid surtax upon shareholders unless the taxpayer
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proves the contrary by such a clear preponderance of all the evidence that the
absence of such a purpose is unmistakable. I

A corporation having practically no activities except holding property, and
collecting the income therefrom or investing therein, shall be considered a hold-
ing company within the meaning of section 102. If the activities further include,
or consist substantially of, buying and selling stocks, securities, real estate, or
other investment property (whether upon an outright or a marginal basis) so
that the income is derived not bnly from the investment yield but also from profits
upon market fluctuations, the corporation shall be considered an investment
company within the meaning of section 102.

SEC. 29.102-3. UNREASONABLE AccUMULATION OF PRoFITs.-An accumulation of
earnings or profits (including the undistributed earnings or profits of prior years)
is unreasonable if it is not required for the purposes of the business, consider-
ing all the circumstances of the case. It is not intended, however, to prevent
accumulations of surplus for the reasonable needs of the business if the purpose
is not to prevent the imposition of the surtax. No attempt is here made to enu-
merate all the ways in which earnings or profits of a corporation may be accumu-
lated for the reasonable needs of the business. Undistributed income is properly
accumulated if retained for working capital needed by the business; or if invested
in additions to plant reasonably required by the business; or if in accordance
with contract obligations placed to the credit of a sinking fund for the purpose
of retiring bonds issued by the corporation. The nature of the investment of
earnings or profits is immaterial if they are not in fact needed in the business.
Among other things, the nature of the business, the financial condition of the
corporation at the close of the taxable year, and the use of the undistributed
earnings or profits will be considered in determining the reasonableness-of the
accumulations.

The business of a corporation is not merely that which it has previously car-
ried on, but includes in general any line of business which it may undertake.
However, a radical change of business when a considerable surplus has been
accumulated may afford evidence of a purpose to avoid the surtax. If one cor-
poration owns the stock of another corporation in the same or a related line of
business and in effect operates the other corporation, the business of the latter
may be considered in substance although not in legal form the business of the
first corporation. Earnings or profits of the first corporation put into the
second through the purchase of stock or otherwise may, therefore, if a subsidiary
relationship is established, constitute employment of the income in its own
business. Investment by a corporation of its income in stock and securities of
another corporation is not of itself to be regarded as employment of the income
in its business. The business of one corporation may not be regarded as in-
cluding the business of another unless the other corporation is a mere instru-
mentality of the first; to establish this it is ordinarily essential that the first
corporation own all or substantially all of the stock of the second.

The Commissioner, or any collector upon direction from the Commissioner, may
require any corporation to furnish a statement of its accumulated earnings
and profits, the name and address of, and number of shares held by each of its
shareholders, and the amounts that would be payable to each, if the income
of the corporation were distributed. (See section 148 (c).)

SEC. 29.102-4. COMPUTATION OF UrNDISTRIBUTED SECTION 102 NET INCOME.-In
ascertaining the tax basis for corporations subject to the provisions of section
102, the "section 102 net income" is first computed. This is accomplished in the
case of a domestic corporation by subtracting-from the corporate net income (as
defined in sections 21 and 204) computed without the benefit of the capital loss
carry-over provided in section 117 (e) from a taxable year beginning after
December 31, 1940, and computed without the net operating loss deduction pro-
vided in section 23 (s), (a) Federal income, war-profits, and excess-profits
taxes (other than the tax imposed by subchapter E of chapter 2 for a taxable
year beginning after December 31, 1940) paid or accrued during the taxable
year, to the extent not allowed as a deduction by section 23 (c), but not includ-
ing the graduated income tax or surtax imposed by section 102 or corresponding
sections of prior Revenue Acts; (b) contributions or gifts payment of which is
made within the taxable year, not otherwise allowed as a deduction, to or for
the use of donees described in section 23 (o) and section 29.23 (o)-1 for the
purposes therein specified; (c) losses from sales or exchanges of capital assets.
which are disallowed as a deduction by section 117 (d) for the taxable year.
In the case of a foreign corporation, whether resident or nonresident, which files.

20179-52 16
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or causes to be filed a return the "section 102 net income" means the net income
from sources within the United States (gross income from sources within the
United States, as defined in section 119 and the regulations thereunder, less
statutory deductions) minus the amount of the deductions enumerated in (a),
(b), and (c) above. In the case of a foreign corporation, whether resident or
nonresident, which files no return the "section 102 net income" means the gross
income from sources within the United States, as defined in section 119 and the
regulations thereunder, without the benefit of the deductions enumerated in
(a), (b), and (c) above, of any other deductions. (See section 233.) In the
case of a taxable year of less than 12 months on account of a change in the
accounting period of the corporation, the corporate net infcome is computed on
the basis of the period included in the taxable year, and is not placed on an an-
nual basis under the provisions of section 47 (c).

The "section 102 net income" includes interest upon obligations of the United
States and obligations of a corporation organized under Act of Congress, if
such corporation is an instrumentality of the United States, except as provided
in section 22 (b) (4). The "section 102 net income" does not include interest
on obligations of States or Territories of the United States or any political sub-
division thereof or of the District of Columbia or of the possessions of the United
States.

The "undistributed section 102 net income" is computed by subtracting from
the "section 102 net income" described above, the amount of the basic surtax
credit provided in section 27 (b). In computing the basic surtax credit for the
purpose of section 102, the credit under section 27 (b) (1) is not to be reduced
by the amount of the.credit provided in section 26 (a), relating to interest on
certain oblilations of the United States and Government corporations.

APPENDIX 2

TAX INSTITUTE QUESTIONNAIRE ON SECTION 102

1. If your corporate tax clients increased dividend distributions after 1945,
please give an estimate of the percentage of these clients where the fear of
102 was a-

(a) Sole controlling factor…------------ ------------- ----------_ %
(b) Major controlling factor----------------------------------- %
(c) A contributing factor-------------------------------------- %
(d) An incidental factor -------------------- 7 ---------------- %
(e) An inconsequential factor…----------------_________________ %
(f) N ot considered .…------------------------------------------ %

2. If your corporate clients increased dividends because of fear of 102, please
indicate the financial effects or business decisions resulting from such increases.

Check here

Frequently Infrequently

(a) None
(b) Conversion of assets
(c) Increased borrowings:

From stockholders
From banks or other outside sources

(d) Curtailment of operations
(e) Additional stock issues -- ------------------ --------------------
(f) Others. List briefly and check --- --- -------- ---
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3. Exclusive of dividend policies, were other actions of your corporate tax
clients either stimulated or retarded in some way by 102? Please indicate
which.

Stimulated Retarded

Frequently Infre Frequently Inefre-quently quently

(a) Expansion or rehabilitation of plant, or acquisition
of new machinery.

(b) Development of a wholly new product, never pro-
duced before ---- ----

(c) Improvement, extension, or embellishment of a
previous product-

<d) Acquisition of properties-
(e) Mergers or sales of businesses-
(f) Change from corporate to partnership or sole pro-

prietorship form ---
(g) Complete liquidation and discontinuance of busi-

ness in any form-
Xh) Choice of debt financing rather than equity financ-

(i) Resort to outside sources for Dfnancing by borrow-
ing or issues of new stock-

(J) Pension and profit sharing plans--
(k) Reduction of debt-
(I) Increase of inventories-

(m) Other actions. State briefly-

4. Check In each group below the class of corporation where management
decisions by your tax clients have been influenced in any way by 102.

(a) Kind of business:
Personal service corporation------------------------- -----
Textiles ------_---------------------------------- ------
Glass_---------------------------------------------- ------
Publishing …-------------------------- - __-------- ------
Others:

(b) Number of stockholders:
Less than 5_------------------------------------------ -----
5 to 10 ------------------- ___________-_------------ ------
10 to 25- -________________ ------
25 to 100---------_- ---------------------------------- _____

Over 100_-------------------------------------------- -----
(c) Net assets:

Less than $20,000_------------------------------------ -----
$20,000 to $50,000…-----------------…----------------- ------
$50,000 to $100,000__ -_____ --------------- -
$100,000 to $250,000_--------------------------------- ------
$250,000 to $500,000_____- ___________---------------- ------
Over $500,000________________--…-…_________-_------ ------

5. Has section 102 by forcing dividends on the part of any of your corporate
clients retarded their venturing of capital investments in-

Check Here and
Indicate Number of

Clients Affected
(a) A wholly new product-completely novel-never pro-

duced before--------------- -- ---------------------- _________
(b) An improvement-extension-embellishment of a previ-

ous product. __-- ------------------------ ----------
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6. Check your estimate of the average annual number of corporate clients your
office has represented in tax matters over the last four years.

(a) Under 50 ------- 50-100 ------- 100-200 ------ over 200 -------
(b) If you have been engaged exclusively by one corporation for the last four

years, check here ------
7. What is your estimate of the percentage of your corporate tax clients where-

the 102 problem was considered by you or your client?
(a) Casually- -___________________________________________ -----__o
(b) Carefully …---------------------------- ---------------__ -_______ +l
(c) Intensively…------------------------ -…---------------- ----_______

Accompanying the questionnaire was the following letter from the-
president of the Tax Institute;

______________________________

DEAR_____________-_-_-------------
I'd like you to do me a personal favor.
The Tax Institute is conducting an extensive research job on the impact of

taxes upon productive investment. You'll find it described on the enclosed leaflet.
We need actual, down-to-earth, authentic Information on the effect on busi--

ness of Section 102. I can think of no better source than the practitioner mem-
bers of the Tax Institute, the participants of our New York University Institute-
on Federal Taxation, and an N. Y. U. practitioner discussion group. You have-
had actual experience with the Section. We can get a good picture of the rami-
fications of 102 if you will spend a few minutes with the enclosed questionnaire..

We have had voluminous writing on 102. What is now sought is some con-
crete, practical evidence from professionals who handle the problem in their-
daily activities.

May I invite you to answer this questionnaire. I personally assure you there-
will be no tie-in of your information with yourself. You don't have to identify
yourself at all. We're enclosing a self-addressed stamped envelope. Please-
let us have your reply by October 31, if possible.

Many thanks. We'll be glad to send you the results of this research.
Very truly yours,

(signed) J. K. LAsER, President.
P. S. You might be interested in giving us suggestions, criticisms, reactions,

or anything else on Section 102 and the economic effects it produces. We'd be-
glad to receive them on a separate sheet, anonymous or otherwise.

APPENDIX 3

STATEMENTS OF RESPONDENTS PROPosING REVISION OF SECTION 102 rN
ANSWER TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE OF JOINT COMMITTEE ON TiI-
ECONoMIc REPORT

A corporate president:

It has been my personal opinion that the instances are so rare where avoidance-
of personal surtax might occur, and the loss of tax revenue would be so compara-
tively insignificant, that section 102 might well be eliminated, so that corporate-
directors could accumulate funds for growth and future contingencies without.
constant fear of tax penalties.

A corporate treasurer:

Best way to avoid personal surtax Is to economize in governmental operations..
We recommend repeal of section 102 because it is detrimental to expansion pro-
grams of small business.

A corporate president:

Section 102 as presently in effect can be used to an almost unlimited degree-
against a corporation, apparently even in the absence of voting control by any:
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small group, and places the burden of disproving intent on the corporate tax-
,payer. It is suggested that a total or partial exemption of dividends from
individual income tax would substantially alleviate the conditions which section
102 is designed to reach and permit its elimination or substantial modification.

A corporate vice president:

Small business would not be so concerned with the potential threat in section
:102 if the burden of proof of unwarranted accumulation of surplus rested with
;the tax examiner. As the law stands now, the taxpayer is at a disadvantage in
trying to justify his use of good judgment in withholding profits for future capital
,needs when the examiner views his judgment in retrospect.

A corporate vice president:
Yes, I believe a corporation should be allowed to accumulate surpluses for a

period of, say, 5 years. This accumulated surplus could be used for expansion,
renovation, the payment of dividends, or used for operations in nonprofitable
years. If this surplus was not used at the end of the 5-year period, a surtax
patterned after section 102 could be imposed. This method, I believe, would
supply capital for expansion for many corporations which now do resort to bank
or security financing, also it would insure corporations in lean years.

A corporate treasurer:
Probably better method would be to eliminate double taxation of corporate

-earnings, so that the same dollar of earnings would not be taxed both to corpora-
,tion and then taxed again when paid to the stockholders.

A corporate-controller:
This section should be changed to place the burden of proof entirely upon the

,Revenue Department and it should apply only to companies whose directors and
management own a majority of the stock.

A corporate treasurer:

If double tax on corporate earnings paid out in dividends were eliminated the
problem would be minimized.

A corporate treasurer:
Application of section 102 should be restricted to closely hAd companies where

avoidance of personal surtax can be controlled by the stockholders. When
stock ownership is spread the avoidance of personal surtax is not a factor in
dividend policies.

A corporate president:
Yes. As I see it, the uncertainty as to whether one would be held to be in

violation of section 102 may cause action contrary to the sound operation of a
business, especially in a small company. Now if individuals were free from any
further tax on dividends from earnings on which the corporation had already
paid a tax, there would be no advantage surtaxwise to the individual by an
unreasonable retention of earnings. By this method, the uncertain section 102
could be eliminated, as well as, a correction of what appears to be an inequitable
double taxation of earnings.

A corporate vice president:
By allowing the amount of dividend distributed to stockholders as a deduc-

tion in computing taxes on the income of the corporation.

A corporate treasurer:
By all means. Better the occasional avoidance by one in a high tax bracket

than the stifling of legitimate business expansion.

A corporate treasurer:
Yes. Have a maximum tax on United States corporation dividends of 25

percent.
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A corporate president:

Section 102 could cause a severe hardship by forcing premature expenditures,
and making it impossible for a company to accumulate reserves for future expan-
sion or against possible future depressions. In an effort to penalize the few
dishonest operators, the great majority of honest ones may well be forced to
act in a manner detrimental to the future soundness of their companies. The
law should specify that the burden of proof with regard to section 102 should
rest entirely with the Treasury Department.

A corporate president:
We believe attempts at avoidance of personal surtax would be much prevented

by adopting a more equitable method of taxing corporate distributions. It Is
suggested that the tax paid by a corporation on earnings distributed as dividends.
be allowed to the stockholder against the tax on dividends received which he
pays on his individual return.

A corporate secretary:
I believe the act should permit flexibility of company financial policy, so that

capital expansions can be financed either from accumulated earnings or from out-
side borrowing depending upon expediency. Also provision should be made in the
case of highly cyclical industries for the accumulation of reasonable reserves.
This is the case with our type of business.

A corporate controller:
Funds not employed are important. So long as they are utilized and produce-

Income, corporate tax is collected. If corporations accumulate unwarrantedly,
what valid complaint can there be? From a long-range point of view how can.
time be a real cause for injury to the Treasury? By using [permitting] ordinary
business consideration to be influenced by tax considerations, business judgment
is warped and serious injury may result.

It is my belief that the threat of the application of section 102 is a serious-
handicap to the decisions of all privately owned companies. A conservative
dividend policy is restricted in publicly owned companies. One result is that
given a choice, why engage in new enterprise? The burden of higher corporate
taxes plus capital gain taxes with the further risk of being forced to pay out
unwarrantedly high dividends, makes an ordinary enterprise unattractive..
Actually, the entire corporate taxing program needs a complete overhauling.

A corporate secretary:
We sincerely believe if 102 were repealed it would eventually produce much.

more revenue than with it. The small companies are the ones that are particu-
larly vulnerable to 102. They are generally undercapitalized and are trying to-
build themselves up into a strong company. The taxpayer advises with his
attorney or accountant regarding 102 and the attorney or accountant, knowing
of some terrible example of some other company who has been penalized under
102, finds it advisable to recommend that the corporation pay out dividends when,
in many cases, they should be retained to strengthen its financial position. Along
comes poor times and bad luck and the corporation folds up. Out of 100 com-
panies probably 20 overpay in dividends and eventually are in trouble on account
of 102. Without 102 more small companies would have lived and continued; and
eventually would have been a permanent source of revenue to the Government.
Hence, our contention that the repeal of 102 will produce more revenue than as
now. The one company out of 100 that the law was aimed at eventually has to
disgorge to the Government through the death of its principals, new officers, new
activities,and through additional taxes on increased earnings. The Government-
eventually gets it, but maybe not quite so soon.

A corporate assistant treasurer:
Surtax on corporations improperly accumulating surplus is highly penal.

Despite this fact, the burden of proof as to every material issue is on the cor-
poration. If liability to the tax is contested, the fact that the case was a close-
one is not taken into consideration in fixing the punishment. The amount of
the penalty in the close case and in the flagrant case is exactly the same. There-
is no compromise and no middle road.
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While the law is aimed at the tax avoider, it is a constant menace to concerns
whose policy it is to put aside something for a rainy day and to concerns whose
future plans, however sound, have not yet reached the blueprint stage where they
can be read before the courts. One of the practical difficulties which corpora-
tions must face is the fact that most of the cases reach the courts a long time
after the event determining liability to the tax has occurred.

Whether or not the law so intends, a corporation that estimates its future
needs clearly is in a stronger position than one that guessed wrong. For ex-
ample, cases decided in 1942 to 1945 point out that the corporations' officers had
foreseen the war. That fact hardly would have given as much weight if no
war had occurred. The lack of any set standard of measurement greatly com-
plicates enforcement of the law.

Obviously, some corporations can retain all of their earnings without becoming
liable, whereas others can't retain any. The result is that an assessment usually
can be made only after a careful examination involving not only the business
needs of the corporation but also the attitude of the persons responsible for
its financial policies. The Department's instructions state that close attention
will be given to corporations that have not distributed at least 70 percent of their
earnings as taxable dividends. This figure, however, is purely arbitrary, and
only a small fraction of the corporations distributing less than 70 percent will
actually be assessed a penalty tax. On the other hand, there is no absolute
assurance that a corporation distributing more than 70 percent will escape that
tax.

Section 102 in its present form is most inequitable in that it works a hardship
upon corporations with conservative management, which, after all, represents
the majority of the businesses of our country, and it serves as a club to force
taxpayers to pay double taxation upon earnings of a corporation.

The policies of conservative management are usually made from a long-term
viewpoint, and in this connection the Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit,
has stated recently in one of its decisions that "Business, like everything else,
can only be conducted on prophecies and prophecies are never infallible."

If a corporation is bona fide in all respects and has not been set up to evade
taxes but merely to avoid taxes, then double taxation should not be imposed
upon any taxpayer by forceful means as is provided in section 102. If a corpora-
tion is merely incorporated as a sham to evade taxes, then it should be ignored
completely and the earnings therefrom taxed to the stockholders, but as long
as the corporation has paid income taxes on its proper net income there should
be no further taxation as far as distributions not made to its stockholders are
concerned. If the Government desires distributions to be made to stockholders,
the means of taxation should be changed whereby a corporation receives proper
credit for its distribution to stockholders.

A corporate chairman of board of directors:
Elimination of double taxation on corporate earnings would help. Also a

more realistic rate of depreciation on productive machinery would help.

A corporate treasurer:
Yes. We believe that if dividends were not doubly taxed but were allowed to

be distributed by corporations free of tax there would not be the incidents of
double taxation, and under this fairer method there would be less likelihood of
avoidance by individuals who would be required to pay the one income tax that
should be levied.

A corporate treasurer:
Yes. The principal objection, in my opinion, in section 102 is in its adminis-

tration rather than in its substance. In cases where some doubt as to the valid-
ity of the corporation's reasons for retaining profits in the business may be open
to question by the Internal Revenue Bureau, the Bureau's opinion is not avail-
able to the corporation officials in time for them to take whatever steps they may
deem necessary or expedient to avoid this additional tax. Some method should
be found, either by the corporation rendering a preliminary statement of their
financial condition and the probable results of the year's operations or by some
similar means, so that the Treasury Department's opinion may be rendered to
them in sufficient time so that the corporation may take whatever steps may be
expedient to avoid the imposition of this tax before the end of their fiscal year.

23,5
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A corporate assistant treasurer:
Do not tax corporate dividends or allow credit for the corporation income tax.

A corporate assistant secretary:
Assess a lower (or no) tax on dividends paid; regular tax earnings retained.

This device may make dividends desirable, thus causing a reappearance of equity
money. -

A corporate vice president:
1. Burden of proof of purpose to avoid individual surtaxes should be shifted

to Commissioner. Present requirement on taxpayer to negative purpose by "clear
preponderance of the evidence" is inconsistent with rest of code, unrealistic as
applied to composite mind of boards of directors, and unfair to small taxpayers
without adequate professional advice.

2. Tax penalty should apply only to amount determined to have been accumu-
lated unreasonably, not full "undistributed section 102 net income." The deter-
mination of how much in dividends can be afforded is always difficult and may
be influenced by temporary conditions, such as cash shortage. Taxpayers should
be permitted latitude of judgment, not held to all-or-none decision.

A corporate controller:
The most objectionable feature about the section is its vagueness. It should in-

dicate the difference between a company formed or acquired for the purpose of
avoiding personal surtax and those conducting legitimate business.. The latter
should be free from the fear of. application of the section. The small or medium-
size companies, by their nature closely held, would then be in position to become
financially strong and stable and compete over the years with the large corpora-
tions against whom the section does not apply.

A corporate president:
The company believes that the adverse influence of section 102 on business can

be partially eliminated if (1) a special 1-year statute of limitations were enacted
covering assessments under section 102, without any right in the Commissioner
to obtain extensions; (2) the Commissioner was made to carry the burden of
proving violation of the section; (3) statutory immunity from the section 102
penalty were given if a company distributed a certain percentage of its earnings
(say, 50 to 60 percent) annually, except in the case of personal holding companies.

A corporate controller:
Yes. Provide for dividends of current earnings of 50 percent before penalty.

Allow 45 days after determination of amount of earnings subject to surtax for
dividends to be paid without penalty. Also exclude all operating companies from
being subject to this section of the law.

A corporate president:
Yes. Double taxation of dividends should be eliminated. This would eliminate

the necessity for section 102 and would permit corporations to follow, a sound
fiscal policy. As matters now stand, corporations must spend money that should
be put aside as a reserve against future contingencies.

A corporate treasurer:
Under section 102 the sound economic welfare of a corporation may be arbi-

trarily penalized as a measure of eliminating the evasion of personal income tax.
Considered from an over-all point of view, it would seem advisable to repeal this
section, in that the evils outweigh the advantages. Perhaps as good a result
could be obtained through the Personal Holding Company Act.

A corporate vice president:
Basically we believe dividends being taxed to the security holder should be

allowable on the corporation tax return before computation of corporate in-
come tax.

Proof by corporation that earnings must of necessity be used for improvement
of plant should release the corporation from any risk that 3 years later claim
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for additional tax under section 102 might occur, except in case of fraudulent
returns.

A corporate controller:
Place burden of proof on Government that earnings retained will not be needed

for reasonable requirements of business. Presumption that management's
judgment of requirements is correct.

A corporate president:
Special consideration should be given small companies that are expanding.

A corporate secretary:
We believe a corporation should be eligible to retain more than 30 percent.

The present rule works well as long as good years are encountered, but have two
or three lean years and you may see a national disaster.

A corporate treasurer:
We believe that elimination or minimization of the double taxation of corporate

earnings (i. e., first as net income to the corporation and second as dividend in-
come to the stockholder) would effectively remove the incentive to avoid personal
surtax by retention of earnings, and more especially would bring forth new
investment capital.

A corporate treasurer:
Yes. Tax on undistributed profits.

A corporate accountant:
Make dividends taxable as capital gains held over 6 months, and this would,

give incentive to corporate earnings and distributions.

A corporate president:
We believe the penalty tax under section 102 should be applicable only to that

part of corporate earnings that are unreasonably withheld. Determination of
such an amount is a no more difficult question of fact than determining if any
earnings are unsuitably withheld. Also, it would seem far more equitable that
burden of proof in this respect should rest with the Internal Revenue Department
rather than with the taxpayer.

A corporate treasurer:
Yes. Section 102 in its present form leaves too much to an individual's inter-

pretation. A businessman wants to know as soon as possible after rendering his.
income-tax return if it settles his tax liability for the period. However, under
section 102 a revenue agent may within 3 years make.his own interpretation and
assess both additional taxes and penalties.

A corporate president:
Section 102 has a hampering influence on the advisable and to-be-recommended

policy of accumulating funds for plant restorations, improvements, or expansion,
thus retarding the natural trend in industrial development. It should be repealed'
or satisfactorily amended.

A corporate president:
We believe that there should be a liberal interpretation of this section so that

companies operating in good faith can carry out business policies approved by
the directorate without fear.

A corporate president:
Yes. .By giving the stockholder, as an individual taxpayer, relief from double-

taxation of corporate earnings distributed in the form of dividends.
My principal objection to section 102 is the fact that it is neither definite nor

exact and leaves the determination of whether a corporation has violated section
102 completely in the hands of an administrative official whose decision cannot
be based upon a knowledge of the affairs of the corporation involved, because he
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does not have that knowledge; and the corporation officers, not being familiar
with the thinking of the administrative officers who have to pass upon his partic-
ular case, have no way of knowing how they will be influenced and decided. In
other words, it establishes a government by men and not by law.

The average businessman has trained himself to meet almost any situation
with which he is confronted so long as he knows or can ascertain what he is up
against. The one thing that he cannot cope with is uncertainty, and the wording
of section 102 as it stands at present leaves him completely up in the air as to
what some official may decide is the proper interpretation of section 102. It
should be simplified and clarified so that any intelligent person can understand
it and apply it to his business operations with confidence, which he cannot do
at present.

A corporate controller:
The law should limit 102 assessments to corporations in which the stock is

closely held, to those whose principal stockholder holds perhaps 20 percent or
more of the outstanding stock.

A corporate president:
We disapprove of the whole theory behind this section. It is designed to catch

out the 1 man in 10,000 who uses a corporation for avoidance of personal sur-
taxes. In doing so, it constitutes a major financial hazard for all small and
medium-sized businesses. In effect it comes pretty close to putting prudent
financial management of such enterprises outside of the law and creates the
necessity of keeping RFC available to bail them out. If such a provision is neces-
sary at all, it should be limited to personal holding companies.

A corporate treasurer:
Believe that same benefits of net loss carry-back and carry-over as now apply

to income taxes should be made applicable to section 102 surtax and that subse-
.quent dividends paid within 90 days after year's end should be used as a credit
in computing surtax net income.

A corporate treasurer:
Yes. The retention of earnings that have been made was solely for the best

interests of the corporation in the judgment of its directors, who have been in
no way influenced in their judgment by the personal status of any individual
stockholder or group of stockholders.

Subsection (c) of section 102 should either be struck out or so changed that
the burden of showing that earnings were accumulated for the purpose of avoid-
ing surtax is placed on the taxing authority. What the "reasonable needs of
the business" are should be determined in good faith by the directors and not
subject to the whim or opinion of any governmental tax authorities in no way
responsible for the proper conduct of a corporation's business or its efficiency
of operation. Also, the penalty should be imposed only on the proportion
retained which is unreasonable.

A corporate treasurer:
We are not able to suggest any alternative method. However, we do feel

that the law should be absolutely clear so that no corporation would be forced
to distribute earnings for fear of the fact that broad interpretation of the
statute might result in imposition of penalty when in fact retention of earnings
would be a more prudent course. In the final analysis, it may be that the answer
lies in correction of the inequitable taxing of corporate earnings both as profits
and as dividends. Legislation to grant the shareholder a credit for a fair per-
centage of the tax paid by his corporation in computing tax liability on dividends
received would remove the motive for not distributing corporate earnings and
no doubt make section 102 and its difficult administration unnecessary.

A corporate treasurer:
This is too complicated a question to answer generally. We do not know how

other businesses have been affected. The law and regulations are indefinite and
it is difficult to know what the standards are in any particular instance. In our
situation we have been conservative and kept on the safe side. The directors
believe the corporation would be much better protected if less dividends were
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declared. It seems probable that businessmen generally might be more willing
to consider expansion and development if they would do so freely without risk-
ing the penalties of section 102.

A corporate assistant treasurer:

Yes. We believe section 102 should not apply to any corporation when the
management as a whole owns less than 50 percent of the outstanding stock, or
where no one person owns in excess of 15 or 20 percent of the stock.

A corporate treasurer:
Yes. The penalty surtax is too harsh in effect since it applies to the entire

undistributed section 102 net income and the law has no mitigation provision
such as a consent dividends credit which would ease the burden on corporations
found vulnerable. Some standard should be established whereby a corporation
can determine for itself in advance whether section 102 vulnerability exists and
the amount of dividend payment necessary to avoid the penalty tax.

A corporate president:
Section 102 should not apply to small mercantile and manufacturing con-

cerns. The law should be repealed or these above business enterprises should
be excluded from its application. Anyone who was operating a small business
during the depression of the 1930's realizes that you need a large cash sur-
plus. * * * It is my opinion that if the stockholders are satisfied with the
dividends paid by a small business, the Government should be. In fact it looks
to me like section 102 goes after the marrow of a small corporation:

A corporate assistant treasurer:

We have not been concerned about section 102 because of financial difficulties
*and large deficit. It is our view that the section 102 problem should be dis-
posed of by eliminating all or part of the inequitable double tax on dividends.

A corporate treasurer:

Cut down on Government expenditures.

A corporate attorney:

We believe section 102 unnecessary. The corporation will distribute all the
money it can to its shareholders commensurate with a conservative policy. The
section penalizes conservative financing and prevents a corporation from build-
ing up adequate reserves for future expansion particularly where expansion is
unplanned but where a large surplus would probably result in subsequent im-
provements.

A corporate treasurer:
Yes. The law should permit firms to accumulate reserve funds for future ex-

pansion of their plants, unprofitable years, and set up pension plans for their
-employees.

A corporate president:
We believe that corporations with combined capital and surplus of under

-$1,000,000 should be exempt.

A corporate controller:
Place burden of proof on Government that earnings retained will not be needed

for reasonable requirements of business. Presumption that management's judg-
ment of requirements is correct.

A corporate auditor:
The company has deliberately decided policy of dividend distribution, etc.,

without regard to section 102. The only effect the section has had is to worry
the officers and accountants of the company, and they have spent much time and
effort in trying to outguess the Treasury Department. We do not like the see-
-tion and feel that industry as a whole would be much better off without it. No
progressive economic policy can be decided by a set of arbitrary rules laid down
dn Washington or anywhere else. Each company should be allowed to decide
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policies of expansion, salary setting, dividends, and accumulation of surplus
without penalty. The country as a whole and tax collections as a whole would be
better off.

A corporate controller:
We believe credit should be given to dividend recipients for 38 percent cor-

porate tax on earnings.

A corporate controller:
Yes, by eliminating double taxation on dividends.

A corporate president:
The officers of this corporation are definitely opposed to double taxation of

corporate dividends under present laws. The officers and directors also believe
that small business should have greater relief under section 102.

A corporate president:
Yes. It is unfair to tax the corporation and then tax the stockholder for

dividends that represent only 62 percent of the income actually earned. This
should be corrected either by-

(a) Allowing the corporation full credit against net income for all divi-
dends paid to stockholders, thus shifting the tax direct to the stockholder
where tax rates vary with income. This would encourage large dividend
payments because of tax savings.

(b) Following the English system of allowing taxpayer credit for taxes
already paid on any dividends received.

As section 102, Internal Revenue Code, now stands, the Commissioner, of
Internal Revenue is given entirely too much authority. If the Congress feels
that section 102 is desirable and should be retained, the taxpayer should know
definitely what is expected of him and not leave the decision to the Commissioner
three or more years after his tax return has been filed.

A corporate treasurer:
Remove double taxation of dividends.

A corporate president:
Yes. Set up definite regulations for dividend distributions under section 102

and provide machinery for timely application for exemption by any corporation
seeking relief for business reasons, such exemptions to be, granted or refused
with reasonable dispatch. This should eliminate one of the current uncertainties
under which management operates a business and remove the 3-year waiting
period.

. A corporate president:
As a corporation executive I rather dislike a provision such as section 102

that is likely to influence a corporate management to deplete its. resources
through dividend distributions at times when it would -be much sounder in the
securityholders' interests for the corporation to retain such funds for proper
corporate purposes, but I am not prepared at present to urge an alternative. I
do think, however, that the Commissioner should lay down fairly precise
regulations and not leave the statute to be construed any number of ways by as
many different field agents.

A corporate president:
Yes. Free dividends from double taxation by allowing amount of dividends

paid by corporations as a deduction from taxable income on stockholders' indi-
vidual tax returns.

A corporate president:
Repeal of the section 102. This section works a great hardship on a cor-

poration as it is unable to provide in good times the funds to carry it through
a depression. This corporation, like a great many others, has several classes
of stock which are held by the general public. The receipt by these stockholders
of larger dividends in good times will not compensate them if the company
faces bankruptcy in periods of depression.
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RESPONDENT STATEMENTS APPROVING SECTION 102 IN ITS PRESENT
FORM IN ANSWER TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE OF JOINT COMMrIrEE ON
THE ECoNoMIc REPORT

A corporate president:

We know of no better way at present to prevent avoidance of personal surtax
,than by using section 102, but we do believe that double taxation of dividends
that have already been paid by corporations is unjust and unjustified. If the
corporation has paid them, it would appear that the dual taxation should
not be.

A corporate accountant:

No. Because our observation has been that the Treasury Department Is
trying to be realistic in the enforcement of section 102 in a period of postwar
:growth where company financing is, for a period of time, excessive due to
inabilities and delays caused by a major war. Secondly, the high cost of replace-
ment in kind at twice or more than the original cost has placed an operating
iburden upon this company that has been most excessive, particularly because
it is a distributing company with approximately half the personnel and truck
-equipment on the highways, and representing an asset that has a comparatively
:short life requiring more rapid replacement.

A corporate secretary:

-No. Present statutory rule is probably sound. Adverse effects on business
:stability and growth are dependent on application to specific situations, if
!unreasonably interpreted or applied so as to prevent accumulation of reasonable
,reserves in good years as a protection against operating losses in bad years.

A corporate vice president:

Section 102, properly administered, is satisfactory, but it is now open to serious
abuse by inexperienced or prejudiced internal revenue examiners.

A corporate vice president:

Do not believe that a change is desirable.

A corporate president:

Viewing wide range in types and activities of corporations, we believe some
section like 102 is probably essential to avoid undue capital agglomerations and
concentrations. However, as stated above, we believe legitimate business suffers
from uncertainties and apprehensions under indefiniteness of existing section,
and that public benefit would result from more explicit expression of intent
of Congress with standards set forth for guidance of those responsible for cor-
porate and dividend policies.

STATEMENTS OF TREASURY AND BuREAU ADMINISTRATIVE PoLICY REoARDING
SEcTIoN 102 AND PREDECESSOR SECTIONS

STATEMENTS MADE TO THE PRESS HE TREASURY AND BUREAU POLICY, DECEMBER
13, 1934

Department policy.-Executives are also inquiring what the Treasury win
regard as "reasonable needs of the business" in measuring corporate surplus.
Congress did not lay down in advance a definite rule applicable to all cases, and
the Bureau of Internal Revenue is unable to do so. No corporation, however,
will be assessed this tax until it is advised of the Bureau's intention and after a
hearing of its case, at which time the Bureau will take into consideration every
fact and prospect that a prudent businessman would consider in determining what
surplus was reasonably needed for that enterprise. Among other things, the
Bureau will consider the hazards of that business, its normal rate of expansion,
any contingencies against which reserves ought to be set up, any unemployment
insurance or employee benefits that require reserves, whether the surplus is
actively used in the business of the corporation or is invested in lines of business
foreign to its own, together with any other facts which the particular corporation
lesires the Bureau to consider. With the assurance that, while the Bureau
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intends to apply the Acts just as they were written, it has no purpose by interpre-
tation to extend them beyond the intent of Congress, we believe that few execu-
tives will have difficulty in determining whether their surplus is a reasonable
business surplus or whether it is withheld from stockholders for other reasons.

No operating corporation accumulating surpluses and using the same in the-
business in which it is engaged should be apprehensive. As an illustration, a.
manufacturing company in good faith setting up surpluses for the purpose of
acquiring material, offsetting a fluctuation in wage scale, carrying the proper
amounts to offset accounts receivable or accumulating a reasonable reserve to.
pay present indebtedness, would not be taxed under Section 102 of the law of
1934 for accumulating unreasonable surpluses.

It would be an entirely different matter, however, if it accumulated these sur-
pluses for the purpose of purchasing stocks, bonds, and securities of other corpo-
rations. For example, a corporation in the soap manufacturing business using
the earnings to acquire large blocks of bonds and securities and with large sur-
pluses already accumulated, should not be allowed to escape a tax under this Sec-
tion if the additional surplus was for the purpose of expansion of business into.
another field as, for instance, the grocery business. Nor should an automobile
business be allowed to build up large surpluses for the purpose of acquiring.
railroad or mining properties simply because it ships its products over railroads.
and uses the output of mines in the manufacture of its product.

Large surpluses have been accumulated by holding companies for example
and the following are typical examples where, in the opinion of the Bureau,
taxes should be assessed under the provisions of Section 104:

.A Company;
Capital stock- - ____________________________________ $200, 000. 00.
Earnings for two years -------------------------------- _ 5, 400 000. 00.

No dividends declared.
In this case it is the purpose of the Bureau to assess the company 50% of the

undistributed income under the provisions of Section 104.

B Company
(Another typical corporation holding company)

Capital stock ----- -------------------------------------- $3, 000,000. 00
Existing surplus…----------------------------------------- 4, 750,000.00,
Income, one particular year in excess of- -______________ 3, 000,000.00-

No dividends declared.

It is the purpose in this case to apply Section 104.-Excerpt8 from Press Service,
dated Dec. 17, 1934, being statements made to the press on December 13, 1934.1

EXCERPTS FRoMi ADDRESS BY DEPUTY COMMISSIONER EDWARD I. McLARNEY ON
RECENT PROGRESS IN FEDERAL INCOME TAX ADMINISTRATION GIVEN NOVEMBERZ
20, 1946, BEFORE THE TAX EXECUTIVES INSTITUTE, Los ANGELES, CALIF.

Since the excess profits tax law was repealed by the Revenue Act of 1945,
some tax practitioners have expressed the fear that the Bureau of Internal
Revenue may endeavor to expand the administration of section 102 of the
Internal Revenue Code to serve as a substitute for the repealed tax. (Note the-
article, The Section 102 Penalty, by Richard F. Barrett, in Taxes, the Tax Maga-
zine for July 1946, vol. 24, No. 7, p. 656; also comment on p. 704). The tax im-
posed by section 102 is collected from corporations, usually close corporations,
which have improperly accumulated surplus earnings in an attempt to avoid the-
individual surtaxes that would be payable by stockholders if such earnings were
distributed to them as dividends. Many corporations that prospered during the
war period had their surplus earnings markedly reduced by the excess profits-
tax, and the directors felt warranted in retaining the balance of net profits in
the belief that the need for postwar conversion and emergency reserves would,
rebut a.charge of improper accumulation to avoid individual surtaxes. After
postwar conversion has been completed, will the Bureau arbitrarily assume that
there is no longer a substantial business reason for further accumulation of
surplus?

I C. C. H., vol. 2, 1940, par. 679.026.
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I can assure you that the Bureau has no intention of arbitrarily departing from
the long-established policy that it has followed in the administration of section
102. If the accumulation of earnings and profits is required for the purposes of
the business, whether in peace or in war, and if there is no purpose to prevent the
imposition of the surtax upon the stockholders, the Bureau will have no objection
to the accumulation of profits for the reasonable needs of the business. Undis-
tributed income is properly accumulated if it is retained for working capital
needed in the business, or if it is invested in additions to plant reasonably required
by the business. The nature of the business, the financial condition of the corpor-
ation at the close of the taxable year, and the use made of the undistributed
earnings or profits should be considered in determining the reasonableness of the
accumulations. That determination is the responsibility of the corporation direc-
tors and officers, and they have some discretion and judgment as to the reasonable-
business needs of the company. Their state of mind as indicated by the evidence
is an important factor. Where the officers and directors of a corporation can
show that all of the capital and surplus on hand would be required for the proper
conduct of the business, the tax will not be incurred. The Bureau will take into
consideration every fact and prospect that a prudent businessman would con-
sider in determining what surplus is reasonably needed for that enterprise.

In order to afford such a corporation an opportunity to state its business needs,.
legal requirements, or other reasons for retaining its earnings in the business,
the corporation income tax return, Form 1120, for 1946 will include a question
as to whether the total dividends to stockholders during the taxable year 1946-
were less than 70 percent of the earnings and profits for the year.

Don't be disturbed when you see this question-its only purpose is to make
easy the presentation to the Bureau of appropriate evidence in cases where the
answer is "Yes," and thus avoid, if possible, the expense and inconvenience to
both the taxpayer and the Bureau of further development of the subject. So if you
answer "Yes," you should give the reasons why your corporation retained the
profits instead of distributing them to its stockholders.

STATEMENT OF W. A. GALLARAN, BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE, BEFORE THE
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE BOARD IN NEW YORK CITY ON MAY 28, 1947

I want to say that I have enjoyed being here and listening to the discussion.
I haven't anything else to say other than to try to assure the folks here of the
Bureau's intentions and purposes with respect to the administration of section
102 as we now have it.

I think we all agree that under the present tax system, we have to have section
102 or something comparable to it. The problem was (lumped in our laps by
Congress, with no instructions as to how it should be administered; so we hadi
to formulate such rules as we could, and have done the best we could ever since.

I think the so-called 70-percent rule has given us more headaches than any-
thing else. We have tried, and are still trying, to relieve the public of the idea
that the failure of a corporation to pay less than a given percentage of its-
earnings as dividends is a determining factor in deciding whether section 102
is applicable. It is used only as one of the means of selecting cases for exam-
ination. The mere fact that a corporation distributes less than 70 percent of
its earnings as dividends has no bearing in determining whether section 102
applies. The case must be, and is, decided on all the facts which show whether
the failure to distribute was for the purpose of avoiding surtax.

We will probably issue a new ruling in the near future in which we will make
known to the public all the rules applied by the Bureau in the audit of these
cases and, at the same time, assure the public that we are not making arbitrary
determinations. The Bureau has not; and will not attempt to impose section
102 without considering all the facts, circumstances, conditions and prospects
that any prudent businessman would consider in arriving at a determination as
to what he needs to run his business.

The purpose of a ruling at this time is to combine all the policies and pro-
cedures with respect to these types of cases in one document available to the
public and Bureau employees alike, in order that each may be fully conversant
with all the rules to the end that a better understanding may be had by all
concerned and a better administration of section 102 accomplished.

With that, I would like to thank you gentlemen again for inviting me up and
I wish you every success in your efforts.
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ExcERPTs FRoM AN ADDRESS By DEPUTY COMMISSIONER EDWARD I. McLARNEY
ENTITLED "SOME INCOME TAX REFLECTIONS," SEPTEMBER 15, 1947, BEFORE TEF]

TAx EXECUTIVES INSTITUTE, ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

I have been frequently asked whether the Bureau is changing its policy con-

cerning the administration of section 102, which imposes a surtax upon corpora-
tions that have "improperly" accumulated surplus earnings in an attempt to

avoid the individual surtaxes that would be payable to stockholders if such

earnings were distributed to them as dividends. This topic is an apt illustration
of the old adage that a little knowledge is a dangerous thing. There seems to be

a widespread fear of section 102 on the part of individuals for whom it has no

application whatever. The Income Tax Unit recently received a frantic telephone
call by long distance, asking what a certain corporation should do about section
102. Asked to describe its situation, the attorney stated that the corporation
had a deficit of more than a million dollars, and he was greatly worried about the

effect that the section 102 surtax would have on the company's financial condi-
tion. He was almost in a state of hysteria. It was tactfully pointed out to him

that a corporation with a deficit and no surplus is not in a position to pay divi-

dends to its stockholders, and that the section 102 surtax is directed only at
those corporations which have a surplus in excess of business needs and which

deliberately refrain from paying this excessive surplus to the stockholders In

the 'form of dividends, in order that they may avoid the individual surtax that

would be due in the high surtax brackets of their personal income tax returns
on such dividends.

You may remember that considerable excitement was created by the insertion
in the corporation income tax return for 1946 of a statement that if the corpora-

tion's distributions to stockholders from earned surplus had been less than 70

percent of the current earnings, it should state the reasons for retaining such
earnings. The average corporation, of course, retained these earnings for the

needs of its business, but there were some corporations which came out of the
war period with enormous accumulations of profits that were far in excess of the

needs of the business. By' inserting the statement in the 1946 return, the Bu-
reau was actually aiding these corporations, enabling them to avoid expensive

section 102 litigation and thus to avoid much trouble and inconvenience, by re-

minding them of the possible application to their excess earnings of the surtax

imposed by section 102. Having served its purpose, it will not be necessary to

repeat the statement in the return for 1947, but I can assure you that there has

been no change in the long-established policy of the Bureau on this subject,

either in inserting the statement in the 1946 return or in omitting it from the

1947 return. Under this policy, the Bureau has no objection to the accumulation
of profits for the reasonable needs of a business, if that accumulation is re-

quired for the purposes of the business, and if there is no purpose to prevent
the imposition of the surtax upon the stockholders.

[Press release, Friday, December 5, 1947]

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Washington

George J. Schoeneman, Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in response to re-

quests from many corporations which determine their dividend policies at this

time of year, today made the following statement of administrative policy with
regard to section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code:

"The ordinary practice of profit-making corporations is to retain each year,
whatever surplus is reasonably needed for the business, distributing the remain-
der to stockholders in the form of dividends. Such policies do not conflict with
any provision of the Internal Revenue Code and do not subject any corporation to

the additional tax provided by section 102. The applicability of section 102 is
not based upon the retention of any percentage of profits but rather upon the
retention of profits in excess of the reasonable requirements of the particular
business. In view of some apparent misinformation and unjustified apprehen-
sion as to the administration of section 102, it may be helpful to state again what
has been the long-established policy of the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

"Section 102, or a substantially equivalent provision, has been in the income
tax law ever since the modern income tax was adopted in 1913. It never has

been and is'not now the policy of the Bureau of Internal Revenue to apply this

provision to any corporation unless it withholds from its stockholders surplus
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earnings clearly in excess of the reasonable needs of the business and for the
purpose of enabling stockholders to avoid personal income taxes. In determin-
ing whether surplus is retained for business purposes, it is our unvarying policy
to give due consideration to the judgment of the corporation's own management
as to what sums are needed for working capital, expansion of facilities, sinking
funds for debt retirement, contingency funds to cover employee benefits, and
similar bona fide business and legal needs. In all questionable cases, it is our
policy to give the corporation's management an opportunity to explain the purpose
of its surplus retention before applying section 102. We believe the administra-
tive record of the past 35 years provides ample assurance that section 102 has
not been, and is not being, applied so as to affect adversely the bona fide opera--
tion or conduct of any business.

"To some extent, misunderstanding appears to have arisen because the 19461
corporate tax return asked corporations to state whether they had distributed
at least 70 percent of their earnings to stockholders. This question has been
deleted for the 1947 return. The Bureau of Internal Revenue used this 70 per-
cent figure only as a convenient method of selecting corporation income tax re-
turns for examination, but under no circumstances does it use this, or any other
percentage, as a measure for liability under section 102."

[Press release by Secretary of the Treasury John W. Snyder on April 13, 1949]

STATEMS ENT IN RESPECT TO ADMINISTRATION OF SECTION 102

Section 102 provides that the tax on corporations improperly accumulating a
surplus shall attach if the corporation is formed or availed of for the purpose of
preventing the imposition of the surtax on its shareholders. It also provides
that the fact that the earnings or profits of the corporation are permitted to,
accumulate beyond the reasonable needs of the business shall be determinative
of the purpose to avoid surtax upon shareholders, unless the corporation by the
clear preponderance of the evidence shall prove to the contrary. The regulations
provide that it is not intended to prevent accumulation of surplus for the
reasonable needs of the business.

The purpose to avoid the imposition of the surtax upon the shareholders of a
corporation can be determined only upon a careful study of every fact, condition,
circumstance and prospect that a prudent businessman would consider.in de-
termining the surplus reasonably needed for the business. It will not be imputed,
even though none or a small percentage of the earnings have been distributed to
the shareholders, where a reasonable showing has been made that all or a large
part of the earnings are necessary for the requirements of the business.

Some of the more important facts, conditions, circumstances and prospects
requiring careful study and analysis to determine whether section 102 is appli-
cable are: The purpose for which the corporation was formed; the dividend dis-
tribution history of the corporation; its dealings with its stockholders; the
advances or loans made to stockholders in lieu of dividends; the accumulation
of surplus resulting from the retention of cash, securities, or other assets unre-
lated to and not essential to the normal operations of the business; the need to
acquire or finance additional working assets, such as larger inventories, purchase
of additional machinery or to meet present demands or provide for reasonably
expected expansion; whether the distribution of earnings to stockholders would
not have resulted in surtax because of individual losses or small individual in-
comes; the stock is widely held in small blocks; the financial condition of the
business at the close of the year; and all other factors applicable in any particular
case which would be considered by a normally prudent businessman in the con-
duct of a business. In other words the determination of whether distributions
of earnings are adequate is one of fact depending upon all the conditions and
circumstances of each particular case.

Neither size of the corporation nor the amount of the accumulation alone is
controlling. The determination is made on the basis of all the facts including the
size of the corporation and whether or not there has been an accumulation beyond
the reasonable needs of the business to enable the shareholders to avoid the
individual surtax.

It is the purpose of the Bureau to administer the tax laws in accordance with
the intent of Congress. The Bureau will, therefore, continue its present policy
of interpreting and applying section 102 in such manner as to impose no hard-

.ship upon any taxpayer, and at the same time, to insure that the law is applied
and the intention of the statute accomplished in appropriate cases.

20179-52-17
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BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Washington, D. C.

(The following address 'by J. F. Addor, Practice and Procedure Division, In-

come Tax Unit, scheduled for delivery before a convention of certified public

accbuntants in Savannah, Ga., on May 26, 1950.)

IMPROPER ACCUMULATION OF SURPLUS-SECTION 102

I appreciate very much this opportunity to discuss with you today, as a repre-

sentative of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, the principles and administrative

policy of the Bureau with respect to section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code.

A discussion of the subject, "improper accumulation of surplus," with repre-

sentative accounting groups such as is gathered here today is particularly de-

sirable at this time in view of some apparent misinformation and unjustified

apprehension as to the administration of section 102 of the code. It is the

wish of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, George J. Schoeneman, that

every opportunity should be availed of to correct this erroneous conclusion

with an accurate presentation of the Bureau's views. Accordingly, I feel that

his statement to the press on the policy of the Bureau with respect to the ad-

ministration of section 102 should, in part, be repeated at this time. He said:

"Section 102, or a substantially equivalent provision has been in the income

tax law ever since the modern income tax was adopted in 1913. It never has

been and is not now the policy of the Bureau of Internal Revenue to apply this

provision to any corporation unless it withholds from its stockholders surplus

earnings clearly in excess of the reasonable needs of the business and for the

purpose of enabling stockholders to avoid personal income taxes. In determining

whether surplus is retained for business purposes, it is our unvarying policy

to give due consideration to what sums are needed for working capital, expansion

of facilities, sinking funds for debt retirement, contingency funds to cover eln-

ployee benefits, and similar bona fide business and legal needs. In all question-

able cases, it is our policy to give the corporation's management an opportunity

to explain the purpose of its surplus retention before applying section 102. We

believe the administrative record of the past 35 years provides ample assurance

that section 102 has not been, and is not being,'applied so as to affect adversely

the bona fide operation or conduct of any business.'"
This statement by Commissioner Schoeneman in December 1947 likewise

describes the administrative policy of the Bureau today with respect to section

102. It should serve as ample assurance to all taxpayers that a premonition of

"fear" of an unreasonable or arbitrary enforcement of the provisions of section

102 is unwarranted.
Let us consider the current provisions of this section of the code, its develop-

ment through the various revenue acts from 1913 to the present time, together

with a detailed description-of the procedure and policy prescribed by the Bureau

for its enforcement.
Section 102 imposes in addition to other taxes imposed by chapter 1, a gradu-

ated surtax on the undistributed net income of a corporation "formed or availed

of for the purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax on its shareholders,

or the shareholders of any other corporation, through the medium of permitting
earnings or profits to accumulate instead of being divided or distributed." The

surtax is 271/2 percent of the first $100,000 of undistributed section 102 net income
and 381/2 percent of any amount in excess of $100,000.

The first version of the surtax on unreasonable accumulation of surplus by

corporations is found in the Tariff Act of 1913, section II, A, subdivision 2, which

provided that the shareholders include their aliquot shares of the corporate gains
in their individual returns and the tax was paid by them.

The second revenue act, that is, the Revenue Act of 1916, section 3, contained
no material change.

The Revenue Act of 1918 made several changes, principally the elimination of
the necessity of proving fraud in order to include the income in the stockholders'
returns.

In the 1921 act the imposition of the tax was shifted from the stockholders to

the corporation, and the rate was set at 25 percent of its net income. The stock-

holders, however, could agree to have the tax shifted to them, which was the

beginning of the so-called consent dividend, now covered by section 28 of the
present law.
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The 1924 act first enunciated the "presumption" concept, and the tax rate
was upped to 50 percent of the net income.

When the revenue bill of 1926 was being discussed there was some feeling that
the tax should be returned to the shareholders, but the tax remained on the
corporation, with an election to the shareholders to include their aliquot shares
-of the corporate earnings, and a provision was added to the effect that when
distributions were made out of such taxed earnings, they should be exempt.' That
is, such taxed earnings became the same as paid-in surplus or capital.

Two years later efforts were made to provide for a mandatory imposition of
the surtax where undistributed profits exceeded 30 percent of the corporation's
net income plus dividends and tax-free interest, the tax to be 25 percent, but this
was rejected and the law remained approximately the same except that it became
known as section 104 of the Revenue Act of 1928. The tax rate remained at
50 percent.

Section 104 was included in the 1932 act with practically no change.
The Revenue Act of 1934 introduced a number of new concepts, such as the

graduated rate of tax and a new tax upon the undistributed profits of personal
holding companies (the incorporated pocketbook) which took the place of section
104 with respect to holding or investment companies that fell in the personal
iholding company category. The Revenire Act of 1934 first labeled the tax "section
102" and provided for a determination'of the income upon which the tax was
imposed as the net income without the allowance of the dividend received deduc-
tion but diminished by the dividends distributed, and the rate was set at 25
percent of the first $100,000 and 35 percent of the amount in excess thereof.

In the Revenue Act of 1936 some difficulties were ironed out, such as the,
retained net income was defined, permitting deductions for taxes, disallowed
charitable contributions, disallowed losses, credits for bank affiliates, and divi-
dends paid, including the so-called consent dividends.

Prior to the Revenue Act of 1938, the administration of section 102 (and earlier
-equivalent sections) was not particularly effective because the burden of evidence
-and proof seemed to be placed by the courts upon the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue if an individual denied intention of evading the taxation of his personal
income through nondistribution of earnings by a corporation in which he had a
substantial interest. To cure this difficulty Congress added a strengthening pro-
vision to section 102 of the Revenue Act of 1938 which provides that "The fact
that the earnings or profits of a corporation are permitted to accumulate beyond
the reasonable needs of the business shall be determinative of the purpose to
avoid surtax upon shareholders unless the corporation by the clear prepon-
derance of the evidence shall prove to the contrary." In House of Representa-
tives Report No. 1860, the committee expressed itself as follows: "This will
clearly shift the burden of proof to the taxpayer in such cases" (p. 782, C. B.
1939-1, pt. 2).

Since then section 102 has remained substantially the same. The rates of tax
now are 27½ percent and 38½7, percent. The increase was due to absorption of
-the so-called 10 percent defense tax of 1940.

The Revenue Act of 1938 in effect brought relief to corporations from the con-
tfoversial undistributed profits tax of 1936,'but at the same time, it substantially
strengthened the position of the Bureau in its administration of the surtax of
section 102. The hearings before the Congressional Finance Committee on the
1938 act contain almost unanimous expressions of willingness to accept a
-strengthened section 102 if Congress would only repeal the undistributed profits
tax of the 1936 act; consequently, it is felt that business in general supported the
-provisions of section 102 contained in the Revenue Act of 1938.

To more clearly define the prescribed procedure under the amended section
102, there was issued for the benefit of Bureau personnel and taxpayers Treasury
Decision No. 4914 dated July 26, 1939. This Treasury decision instructed all
officers and employees of the Bureau to give particular attention to corporate
income tax returns in order "to determine the application of the provisions of

section 102 * * * relating to unreasonable accumulation of earnings or
profits to avoid surtax." Attention was directed to section 102 (c) with the
"clear preponderance of the evidence" phrase.

Treasury decision 4914 also emphasized article 102-2 of Regulations 101
(published early in 1939) relating to income taxes under the 1938 Revenue Act.

'This article indicated the importance of the Commissioner's determination of
fact in section 102 cases. Instructions were then given by the Treasury de-
cision for the examination of tax returns for certain classes of corporations
-to which section 102 might well be applicable. However, let me emphasize at
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this time that the criteria of Treasury Decision 4914 is not the basis for theassertion of the section 102 surtax, but solely for the selection of corporatereturns for.examination that fall within the following classes:
(1) Corporations which have not distributed at least 70 percent of their

earnings as taxable dividends.
(2) Corporations which have invested earnings in securities or other

properties unrelated to their normal business activities.
(3) Corporations which have advanced sums to officers or shareholders-

in the form of loans out of undistributed profits or surplus from which
taxable dividends might have been declared.

(4) Corporations, a majority of whose stock is held by a family group.or other small group of individuals, or by a trust or trusts for the benefit
of such groups.

(5) Corporations the distributions of which, while exceeding 70 percent
of their earnings, appear to be inadequate when considered in connectionwith the nature of the business or the financial position of the corporation
or corporations with accumulations of cash or other quick assets which.appear to be beyond the reasonable needs of the business.

For corporate returns in the first four classes mentioned the examining offi-
cer's report was to contain a specific recommendation for the application or non-application of section 102. Additional paragraphs of Treasury Decision 4914provided for qualified employees to be designated to pass upon such recommenda-
tions, for the deposit of adequate data in Washington on all section 102 cases,.
and for special consideration in any review of such cases by the Bureau.

The general directions of Treasury Decision 4914 were supplemented by in-
structions to the Bureau personnel indicating those aspects of section 102 caseswhich required careful study. Attention, of course, was to be directed byexaminers to the apparent purpose of the corporation's formation, its historyof dividend distributions, dealing with its shareholders, and accumulation ofsurplus (in whatever form) unrelated to the normal business activities of the
corporation.

Another paragraph gave "instances in which the utilization of the corporation
for the purpose of avoiding surtaxes cannot be imputed (although none or a smallpercentage of the earnings have been distributed to the shareholders).' Among:such instances were earnings necessary to finance larger inventories, and reservesto retire bonded indebtedness incurred in the normal conduct of business. Wide-distribution of stock in small blocks would usually remove a corporation from-the category of a section 2 case, as would distributions counterbalanced by-
individual losses.

By specific instructions to its personnel, the Bureau has carefully established
Its policies for the administration of section 102. Cases arising under this sec-tion necessarily require scrutiny because a cut-and-dried determination of "im-properly" accumulated corporation surpluses cannot be made.

Various articles have appeared in tax services and financial publications out-lining the possible postwar effect under section 102 of large accumulation ofearnings during the war years and what to do about it. Also, there has been
much inquiry relative to the Bureau policy with respect to section 102, that Is,.-as to whether a drive is about to be launched; whether some new instructions
have been or are about to be issued and the meaning of Treasury Decision 5398dated August 12, 1944, which amended Tax Code 4914 dated July 26, 1939.Beginning with Treasury Decision 5398 the provision therein, most inquiredabout, reads as follows: "The examining officer's report in every instance shall
contain a specific recomendation for the application or nonapplication of section,102." That phrase was intended merely to effect an administrative change. It-did away with a proce6dural requirement of filling in a form for every nonapplica-
tion recommendation and the sending of copies of application reports to Wash--ington before completion of the consideration of the case. That is, this amend-ment was merely a work and paper-saving change, and was not intended to en--courage agents to "bear down" under section 102 in an indiscriminate way.No new instructions have been issued and at present none are in process. The-Bureau policies, as announced in Treasury Decision 4914 dated July 26, 1939,
are still in full force and effect.

The Treasury decision received wide publicity in 1939 and still is receivingconsiderable publicity, particularly the 70-percent provision. Supplemented bythe regulations under section 102 and in the light of the court decisions nowavailable, taxpayers should have no great difficulty in determining dividenddistribution policies that will enable them to avoid incurring liability under sec-
tion 102.
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The effect of the instructions in the Treasury decision is simply to require
revenue agents examining corporate returns, especially in the five classes described
therein, to give close attention to the question of whether the corporation has
withheld earnings from distribution to permit the avoidance of surtax by indi-
vidual shareholders. The first of the five classes is of corporations which have
not distributed at least 70 percent of their earnings as taxable dividends.

It has been contended that the 70-percent distribution and closely held stock
criteria discriminate against small corporations, which need to retain a larger
portion of their earnings than do big corporations and which are usually owned
by a small number of stockholders. These and other tests, however, are not
applied in a mechanical way but are intended merely to direct the attention
of Bureau personnel to cases that may need careful consideration.

The figure of 70 percent was adopted for the reason that that figure repre-
sents the approximate- average over a long period of prior years of the annual
ratios of dividends paid to adjusted net income for corporations with income.
The 70-percent rule is regarded as restricting rather than expanding any in-
clination of the revenue agents to recommend the application of section 102.

Commissioner Schoeneman commented in his statement to the press regard-
ing the 70 percent rule that "The Bureau of Internal Revenue used this 70-
percent figure only as a convenient method of selecting corporation income-
tax returns for examination, but under no circumstances does it use this
or any other percentage as a measure for liability under section 102."

In order that there might be no abuse of the provision and no harassing of
taxpayers, the Treasury decision directed that in each field division a "quali-
fied employee" will "pass personally upon each case," and that there be main-
tained in the Bureau a record of the names and titles of.such employees. These
instructions were in the interest of an intelligent use of the section. They
were designated for the protection of the taxpayer as well as the protection
of the Government.

Assurance that the Bureau has not been unreasonable or arbitrary in its en-
forcement activities is evidenced by the fact that in a period of over 10 years,
dating from July 1, 1939, to December 31, 1949, only a few cases involving
section 102 reached the courts. Incidentally, the number of cases decided
by litigation stand at 101 for all time. The box score is 54 for the taxpayer
and 47 for the Government.

In a large percentage of the cases in which section 102 has been applied,
there has been evidence of flagrant avoidance schemes, such as loans to officers
or stockholders, large accumulations of cash, or investments in securities un-
related to the business, retirement of capital stock instead of distributing
excess earnings as dividends.

During the war years the great uncertainties of the war and transition period
gave at least the semblance of reasonableness to most accumulations of earnings
by ordinary business firms. With the end of the war and the immediate transi-
tion, however, many of the grounds on which large accumulations of earnings had
been justified during the war became no longer valid. The Bureau of Internal
Revenue has not changed Its long-established policies with respect to section
102, but an effort has been made to revert to normal peacetime standards.

With the end of the wartime dollar requirements and subsequent rehabilita-
tion, most of the extraordinary wartime needs for retaining surpluses no longer
exist, and the corporation should, accordingly, take the necessary action to ad-
just its wartime surplus policy unless it can show a business reason for such
accumulation. This action will.preclude a corporation that retained a large
portion of their earnings during the war years from being subject to the pro-
visions of section 102.

However, the surtax under section 102 is never assessed against any corpora-
tion until it is advised of the Bureau's intention and after a hearing of its case,
at which time the Bureau will take into consideration every fact and prospect
that a prudent businessman would consider in determining what surplus was
reasonably needed for that enterprise. Among other things the Bureau will con-
sider are the hazards of that business, its normal rate of expansion, any con-
tingencies against which reserve ought to be set up, any unemployment insur-
ance or employee benefits that require reserves, whether the surplus is actively
used in the business of the corporation or is invested in lines of business foreign
to its own, together with any other facts which the particular corporation desires
the Bureau to consider.

In cases in which the section 102 issue Is raised, the procedure through which
such case passes is similar to that of other income-tax cases except for the
designation by the field offices of a particularly qualified person to pass upon
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each case. If the taxpayer finds the recommendation of the examining officer
unacceptable, he may ask for a conference, and from the conference decision
appeal may be taken to the technical staff before and after the Commissioner's
final notice.

An appeal from the Bureau's determination lies to the courts on three levels.
The first step takes the taxpayer to the Tax Court (formerly the Board of Tax
Appeals) or one of the United States district courts. The next level consists-
of the circuit courts of appeals ( including the court for the District of Columubia),
and from one of them the last step is to the Supreme Court of the United States.

On questions of fact relative to an alleged improper accumulation of earnings,
or profits by a corporation, the tax or district court assumes the correctness of
the Commissioner's determination, with the burden on the taxpayer to prove by
a preponderance of all the evidence that the Commissioner is wrong. The weight
of proof is even heavier on the taxpayer if it is "a mere holding or investment
company" and "the clear preponderance" of evidence is and should be required of
a taxpayer with profits accumulated "beyond the reasonable needs of the
business."

The burden of proof was shifted by Congress in the Revenue Act of 1938 from
the Commissionief to the taxpayer. The purpose of this change was to strengthen
the position of the Bureau and to assure a more effective execution of section 102.
That the corporate directors are the best judges of the company's needs and that
no justification existed for the shift in the burden of proof is well answered
in an article entitled "The '102' Cases" by J. K. Lasser and Robert S. Holzman
in Tax Law Review, October-November 1947, New York School of Law, where
it is stated on page 119:

" 'Unreasonable' is a relative term; and, if it were left to every board of direc-
tors to determine what surplus could be retained by its corporation, the objec-
tives of section 102 could not be attained. Surpluses are sometimes accumulated
unreasonably to circumvent the personal surtax rates; on other occasions, the
accumulation is innocent or has been achieved because management believes
there is (or will be) business justification for it. Someone has to be the arbiter
of what is reasonable insofar as a particular set of circumstances is concerned;
and while, in the final analysis, this may be the United States Supreme Court,
in the first analysis it will be the revenue agent.

"Only the directors (if even they) know why a corporation really accumulated
surplus, but the revenue agent is helped immeasurably by the fact that his find-
ing is presumptively correct. The Commissioner's presumptive proof helps not
only the revenue agent but also the courts * * G

In conclusion, I can assure you that the Bureau will continue the long-
established policy that it has followed in the administration of section 102. If
the accumulation of profits is required for the purposes of the business and
if there is no purpose to prevent the imposition of the surtax upon the stock-
holders, the Bureau will have no objection to the retention of earnings for the
reasonable needs of the business.

[T. D. 49141

TITLE 26-INTERNAL REVENUE

CHAPTER I. BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

SUBCHAPTER A-PART 22

Income Tax.

Corporate income tax returns to be given particular attention to determine the
application of the provisions of section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code, and
the corresponding section of the Revenue Act of 1938, relating to unreasonable
accumulation of earnings or profits to avoid surtax c2

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
OFFIcE OF COM-MISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

Washington, D. C.

To Collectors of Internal Revenue and Other Officers and Employees of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue Concerned:

Section 22.0 Introductory.-(a) Attention is directed to the provisions of
section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code (53 Stat. Part 1) which imposes a

I 1 Sections 22.0 and 22.1 issued under the authority contained in sections 62 and 102 of
the Internal Revenue Code (53 Stat. Part 1) and of the Revenue Act of 1938 (52 Stat. 480,
483: 26 U. S. C. Sup. IV, 62. 102).

2 The source of sections 22.0 and 22.1 is Treasury Decision 4914, approved July 26, 1939.
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surtax on corporations improperly accumulating surplus, particularly section
102 (c), which provides as follows:

"(c) Evidence Determinative of Purpose.-The fact that the earnings or
profits of a corporation are permitted to accumulate beyond the reasonable needs
of the business shall be determinative of the purpose to avoid surtax upon share-
holders unless the corporation by the clear preponderance of the evidence shall
prove to the contrary."
The ahbove-quoted provisions first appeared in the Revenue Act of 1938 (52
Stat. 483).

(b) Attention is also directed to the following provisions of article 102-2 of
Regulations 101 issued under the Revenue Act of 1938, and made applicable to
the Internal Revenue Code by Treasury Decision 4885, approved February 11,
1939 (Part 465; Subpart B, Title 26, Code of Federal Regulations):

"If the Commissioner determines that the corporation was formed or availed
of for the purpose of avoiding the individual surtax through the medium of
permitting earnings or profits to accumulate, and the taxpayer contests such
determination of fact by litigation, the burden of proving the determination
wrong by a preponderance of evidence, together with the corresponding burden
of first going forward with evidence, is on the taxpayer under principles appli-
cable to income tax cases generally, and this is so even though the corporation
is not a mere holding or investment company and does not have an unreason-
able accumulation of earnings or profits. However, if the corporation is a mere
holding or investment company, then the Act gives further weight to the pre-
sumption of correctness already arising from the Commissioner's determination
by expressly providing an additional presumption of the existence of a purpose
to avoid surtax upon shareholders, while if earnings or profits are permitted
to accumulate beyond the reasonable needs of the business, then the Act adds
still more weight to the Commissioner's determination by providing that irre-
spective of whether or not the corporation is a mere holding or investment com-
pany, the existence of such an accumulation-is determinative of the purpose to
avoid surtax upon shareholders unless the taxpayer proves the contrary by
such a clear preponderance of all the evidence that the absence of such a purpose
is unmistakable."

(c) It is to be remembered that personal holding companies are now taxed
under section 351 of the Revenue Act of 1934 (48 Stat. 751, 26 U. S. C. 331) and
the corresponding sections of the Revenue Acts of 1936 (49 Stat. 1732, 26
U. S. C. Sup. 2, 331) and 1938 (52 Stat. 557, 26 U. S. C. Sup. 4, 331) and the
Internal Revenue Code. The provisions of law establishing high tax rates on
earnings held in such corporations have eliminated the largest group of cases
which previously fell within the provisions of section 102, and that section now
has application only to corporations other than personal holding companies."'

Sec. 22.1 Instructions. (a) Returns filed by the following classes of cor-
porations will be given close attention to determine whether section 102 is
applicable:

(1) Corporations which have not distributed at least 70 percent of their
earnings as taxable dividends.

(2) Corporations which have invested earnings in securities or other proper-
ties unrelated to their normal business activities.

(3) Corporations which have advanced sums to officers or shareholders in
the form of loans out of undistributed profits or surplus from which taxable
dividends might have been declared.

(4) Corporations, a majority of whose stock is held by a family group or
other small group of individuals, or by. a trust or trusts for the benefit of such
groups.

(5) Corporations the distributions of which, while exceeding 70 percent of
their earnings, appear to be inadequate when considered in connection with the
nature of the business or the financial position of the corporation orfcorporations
with accumulations of cash or other quick assets which appear to be beyond
the reasonable needs of the business.

(b) Insofar as the classes of cases referred to in (1), (2), (3), and (4) are
concerned, the examining officer's report in every instance shall contain a
specific recommendation for the application or nonapplication of section 102.

(c) Each internal revenue agent in charge and each head of a field division
of the Technical Staff will designate a qualified employee in his office, whose
responsibility it will be to pass personally upon each case in which a recom-
mendation has been made by an examining or reviewing officer with respect to
the application or nonapplication of section 102. The internal revenue agent In
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charge or head of the field division of the Technical Staff will advise the Com-
missioner of the names and-titles of such employees.

(d) There will be maintained currently in Washington, D. C., detailed data
regarding cases in which recommendations have been made with respect to the
application or nonapplication of section 102, in order that the officers of the
Department may be kept appropriately informed. To this end, there will be
forwarded to this office by internal revenue agents in charge or heads of field
divisions of the Technical Staff, as the case may be, immediately upon prepara-
tion thereof, a copy of each examining officer's report, revenue agent's report,
field conference memorandum, or action memorandum in cases referred to in
(1), (2), (3), and (4) of paragraph (a) of this section, in which a recommen-

dation has been made with respect to the application or nonapplication of section
102, and a copy of each examining officer's report, revenue agent's report, field
conference memorandum, or action memorandum in cases referred to in (5) or
paragraph (a) of this section in which a recommendation has been made for the
application of section 102.

(e) In the review of income-tax cases by the Bureau, the returns of corpora-
tions of the classes enumerated in paragraph (a) of this section will be given
special consideration to determine whether field officers have complied fully with
these instructions.

(f) Correspondence, reports, and memorandums from internal revenue agents
in charge in regard to this Treasury decision should refer to the number thereof
and the symbols IT: F. Correspondence, reports, and memorandums from heads
of the field divisions of the Technical Staff in regard to this Treasury decision
should refer to the number thereof and the symbols C: TS.' 2

HAROLD N. GRAVES,
Acting Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

Approved: July 26, 1939.
H. MORGENTHAU, Jr.,

Secretary of the Treasury.
(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register July 27, 1939, 12: 47 p. in.)

[T. D. 5398]

TITLE 26-INTERNAL REVENUE

CHAPTER I

SUBCHAPTER A

Income Taa

Corporate income-tacr returns to be given particular attention to determine the
application of the provisions of section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code, and
the corresponding section of the Revenue Act of 1938, relating to unreasonable
accumulation of earnings or profits to avoid surtaxD

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

Washington 25, D. C.
To Collectors of Internal Revenue and Others Concerned:

Effective immediately, section 22.1 of Treasury Decision 4914, dated July 26,
1939 [sec. 9.102-2, note, title 26, Code of Federal Regulations, 1939 Sup.], is
amended as follows:

(A) By striking out subsection (b) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"(b) The examining officer's report in every instance shall contain a specific

recommendation for the application or nonapplication of section 102."
(B) By striking out subsection (d).
(C) By relettering subsection (e) as subsection (d) and changing the word

"paragraph" therein to read "subsection."
(D) By relettering subsection (f) as subsection (e) and striking out the phrase

"reports, and memorandums" in both places in which it occurs therein.
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(This Treasury decision Is issued under the authority contained in sees. 62
and 3791 of the Internal Revenue Code, 53 Stat. 32, 46T; 26 U. S. C., 1940 ed.,
42, 3791.)

HAROLD N. GRAVES,
Acting Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

Approved August 12, 1944.
HERBERT E. GASTON,

Acting Secretary of the Treasury.
(Filed with the Division of the Federal Register August 14, 1944, 3: 21 p. in.)

Form 1200-A (1951)

U. S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE AGENT IN CHARGE

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

The attached report, which has been carefully reviewed by this office, dis-
closes certain adjustments or conclusions resulting from the examination of

__________________________________________________________________________

If you accept the findings, please execute the enclosed agreement form and
return it to this office promptly. If you do not accept the findings, you may,
WITHIN 30 DAYS from the date of this letter, file a protest in accordance with the
enclosed instructions. This office will be pleased to answer any questions with
respect to the report, and any protest filed will be given careful consideration
and a conference will be granted if requested.

Submission of the agreement form will expedite assessment of the proposed
deficiency and stop the running of interest thereon 30 days after receipt of the
form, or on the date of assessment, or on the date of payment to the Collector,
whichever is earlier. If desired, payment of the proposed deficiency may be
made without awaiting assessment by making remittance therefor to the
COLLECTOR OF INTERNAL REVENUE at_---------------------------------------
enclosing this letter or a copy thereof. The remittance should include interest
on the additional tax (exclusive of penalties, if any) computed at 6 percent per
annum from the due date of the return to the date of the payment.

This is not a statutory notice of deficiency. If, however, upon the expiration
of the 30-day period you have not submitted the agreement form or a written
protest or advised that the deficiency has been paid or will be paid upon notice
and demand, a statutory notice will then be sent you as provided by law.

Prompt execution and return of the enclosed receipt form indicating your posi.
tion with respect to the findings disclosed by the report will be greatly appre-
ciated.

Very truly yours,
_______________________________________

Internal Revenue Agent in Charge.
Enclosures:

Report of Examination
Agreement Form
Receipt Form
Instructions

Form 1230-A (1951)

U. S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE AGENT IN CHARGE

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

You are advised that the determination of your income tax liability for the
taxable year(s) ___________________________ -- ---- ___--------
discloses a deficiency of $ _-------_-_-_-__ -_-_-as shown in the
statement attached.

In accordance with the provisions of existing internal revenue laws, notice
is hereby given of the deficiency or deficiencies mentioned.
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Within 90 days from the date of the mailing of this letter you may file a peti-
tion with The Tax Court of the United States, at its principal address, WVASH-
INGTON 4, D. C., for a redetermination of the deficiency. In counting the 90 days
you may not exclude any day unless the 90th day is a Saturday, Sunday, or
legal holiday in the District of Columbia, in which event that day is not counted
as the 90th day. Otherwise Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays are to be
counted in computing the 90-day period.

Should you not desire to file a petition, you are requested to execute the
enclosed form and forward it to this office for the attention of ---------------
______-___________. The signing and filing of this form will expedite the closing
of your return(s) by permitting an early assessment of the deficiency or de-
ficiencies, and will prevent the accumulation of interest, since the interest period
terminates 30 days after receipt of the form, or on the date of assessment, or
on the date of payment, whichever is earlier.

Very truly yours,
______________________-___________________

Commissioner,
By ------------------------------------------

Internal Revenue Agent in Charge.
Enclosures:

Statement
Form 1276
Agreement Form

Form 870 (1951).
U. S. TREASuRY DEPARTMENT, INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE. (Date Received)

WAIVER OF RESTRICTIONS ON ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION OF DEFICIENCY IN
TAX AND ACCEPTANCE OF OvERAssEssaENT

Pursuant to section 272 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code or corresponding
provisions of prior internal revenue laws, the restrictions provided in section
272 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code or corresponding provisions of prior in-
ternal revenue laws are hereby waived and consent is given to the assessment
and collection of the following deficiencies together with interest on the tax as
provided by law; and the following overassessments are accepted as correct:

DEFICIENCIES

Type of tax Year ended Tax Penalty Total

--- --- -- --- --- --- --- - -- -- --I -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_-- - - - - - - - - - - - -
------------------------- ------ --- -- ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -----.

OVERASSESSMENTS

Type of tax Year ended Tax Penalty Total

(Taxpayer)

(Address)
[SEAL] By --------------------- -------------

(Date)

NoTE.-The execution and filing of this form at the address shown in the ac-
companying letter will expedite the adjustment of your tax liability as indicated
above. It is not, however, a final closing agreement under section 3760 of the.
Internal Revenue Code, and does not, therefore, preclude the assertion of a
deficiency or a further deficiency in the manner provided by law should It sub-
sequently be determined that additional tax is due, nor does it extend the statu-
tory period of limitation for refund, assessment, or collection of the tax.
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If this form is executed with respect to a year for which a JOINT RETURN OF A

HUSBAND AND WIFE was filed, it must be signed by both spouses, except that one
spouse may sign as the agent for the other.

Where the taxpayer is a corporatioq. the form shall be signed with the cor-
porate name, followed by the signature and title of such officer or officers of
the corporation as are empowered to sign for the corporation, in addition to
which the seal of the corporation must be affixed.

Form 872. U. S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT, INTERNAL REVENUE SEavicE (Revised Feb. 1951)
ORIGINAL

CONSENT FIXING PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON ASSESSMENT OF INCOME AND
PROFITS TAX

… ---- ---------- ---- - , 19-
In pursuance of the provisions of existing Internal Revenue Laws …----------

--------------------- ------- , a taxpayer (or

taxpayers) of- -______ __ I and the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue hereby consent and agree as follows:

That the amount of any income, excess-profits, or war-profits taxes due under
any return (or returns) made by or on behalf of the above-named taxpayer
(or taxpayers) for the taxable year ended ----------------------------------_
under existing acts, or under prior revenue acts, may be assessed at any time
on or before June 30, 1953, except that, if a notice of a deficiency in tax is sent
to said taxpayer (or taxpayers) by registered mail on or before said date,
then the time for making any assessment as aforesaid shall be extended beyond
the said date by the number of days during which the Commissioner is pro-
hibited from making an assessment and for sixty days thereafter.

_____________________________Taxpayer _
Taxpayer.

1

Taxpayer.'

[SEAL 2 ] By --------------------------------------

Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
B y -- ----- ---- ---- --- ---- ----- ------- --

(Date)

1 This consent may be executed by the taxpayer's attorney or agent, provided such action
is specifically authorized by a power of attorney, which, if not previously filed, must accom-
pany the consent.

If executed with respect to a year for which a JOINT RETURN OF A HUSBAND AND WIFE
was filed, this consent must be signed by both spouses unless one spouse, acting under a
power of attorney, signs as agent for the other.

If a consent form is executed by a person acting in a fiduciary capacity, such as executor,
administrator, or trustee, such person must submit Form 56, "Notice to the Commissloner
of Internal Revenue of Fiduciary Relationship," together with certified copy of letters of
administration, letters testamentary, trust instruments, or court certificate.

2 If this consent is executed on behalf of a corporation, it shall be signed with the cor-
porate name, followed by the signature and title of such officer or officers of the corpora-
tion as are empowered under the laws of the State in which the corporation is located
to sign for the corporation, in addition to which the seal of the corporation must be
affixed. Where the corporation has no seal, the consent must be accompanied by a certified
copy of the resolution passed by the board of directors, giving the officer authority to sign
the consent.
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